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Preface
The University of Illinois was founded in 1867 in the twin cities of Urbana
and Champaign. The following item appeared in the Champaign-Urbana
News-Gazette earlier this year:
Robert W. Mayer, professor emeritus of finance at UI, supplies an
interesting sidelight on the series devoted to choice of Urbana-Champaign
as site for the institution.
He writes, "Back in the 1920s and 1930s, William Abbott Oldfather
was professor and head of the department of Classics in the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences. Like all his LAS colleagues, he smarted at the
way in which the various departments in the College of Agriculture and
Engineering invariably enjoyed de facto priority over his at budget-making
time.
"A man of incisive wit, however, he had the satisfaction, from time to
time, of reminding the assembled University Senate that his was the only
department explicitly cited in the University's Charter. Then, as now.
Agriculture and Education were colleges, not departments, and there was no
department of 'mechanic arts'; and all the 1867 Charter said about the
institution's mission was that it should 'provide education in agriculture
and the mechanic arts, not to exclude the classics'."
Little changes over the years. Professor Oldfather's experience—and his
consolation—^are ours today.
Once again grateful thanks are due to Mrs. Mary Ellen Fryer for her
painstaking care with our contributors' texts and the problems of "desk-top"
publishing. Frances Slickney Newman has exercised her usual unceasing
vigilance over both form and matter.
J. K. Newman
(Lii^^^i^
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An Unnoticed Allusion in
Theocritus and Callimachus
SIMON GOLDHILL
The relative chronology of the major Hellenistic poets and also of poems
within each poet's corpus is a subject where modem scholarship is forced to
admit considerable uncertainty. Although it is a generally—and, in my
view, rightly—held opinion that there is an extremely important degree of
cross reference or significant interaction between different texts and poets of
the period, it has proved highly problematic to use the perceived
relationships between particular texts to demonstrate with any certainty
influence between poets or respective dates of composition (as, for example,
the disagreement of scholars on the priority of Theocritus' or Apollonius
Rhodius' treatment of the Hylas story shows).^ In this short article, I \yant
to point to what seems a significant echo between passages in Callimachus'
Aitia prologue and Theocritus' first and seventh Idylls not commented on in
the editions of either poet. It has become a communis opinio that the
prologue of the Aitia was composed late in Callimachus' life, perhaps even
as a prologue to a collected edition of his work (and thus later than
Theocritus' Idylls)? Since the evidence is far from certain on this matter, as
with other aspects of dating, I shall consider the relationship between the
passages in question in two ways, first as a Callimachean echo in
Theocritus and then as an echo of Theocritus in Callimachus. This
primarily heuristic method of argumentation is not put forward with the
expectation of finally clarifying the question of dating; but rather with the
aim first of pointing out this unnoticed interplay, and second of showing the
constant difficulties of using such echoes to prove priority or influence.
Indeed, when the allusion, as here, can be brought under the rubric of
^ For a recent study of our knowledge on Callimachus and Apollonius, see M. Lefkowitz,
Zeitschriftfiir Papyrologie und Epigraphik 40 (1980), 1-19. On Apollonius and Theocritus, see
especially A. Kohnken, Apollonios und Theokrit (Gotlingen 1965). For a general, traditional
view on chronology see T. B. L. Webster, Wiener Studien 76 (1963), 68-78.
2 See e.g. R. Pfeiffer, Callimachus U (Oxford 1949), pp. xxxiii-xliii; E. Eichgrun,
KalUmachos und Apollonios Rhodios (Berlin 1961), pp. 64 ff.; and, especially, P. Parsons,
Zeitschriftfiir Papyrologie und Epigraphik 25 (1977). 49-50.
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Umkehrung, it might seem the very nature of the allusive technique that
allows it to be read in this double manner.
It has often been argued that the description of the cup in Theocritus'
Idyll 1 has a certain programmatic value for Theocritus' pastoral poetry .^ As
with the shield of Achilles in the Iliad (with which the cup is often
compared and contrasted), we are offered a particular sort of picture of a
particular sort of world."* Each of the scenes on the cup has been thought
indicative both of the nature of the pastoral world described by Theocritus
and of the Xenxoc, style of his Hellenistic poetry—especially in the way that
the depiction of the cup (in contrast wi^ the shield of Achilles) offers a
series of small-scale, unheroic fragments with no pretensions to a holistic
picture of the world.
The third picture of the small boy is especially interesting with regard
to a "poetic program."^ The scene of the vineyard itself echoes descriptions
of vineyards at vintage time on the shield of Achilles and the Hesiodic
Scutum,^ but is turned from any heroic associations to a picture of a light-
hearted robbery of the child guard's grapes. It is of course the figure of the
boy which has attracted most attention in terms of the programmatic nature
of the ecphrasis. Callimachus writes that the Telchines say that he
composes his verse naXc, axe {Aitia fr. 1. 6). This idea of writing like a
child, coupled with the poetic associations of the verb tCKzkzi' (like other
words of weaving^), and the "grasshopper" (which has been seen as a version
of the famous Callimachean desire to be in his verse a cicada rather than an
ass') have led critics to see in the picture of the boy weaving a grasshopper
cage^° a typically allusive Hellenisl
Callimachus in parallel poetic interests.
' Most recently, D. Halperin, Before Pastoral (Yale 1983); e.g. "The ivy cup is not only an
emblem for the range of subjects in the Idylls in general but for the thematic structure of bucolic
poetry in particular" (p. 182). See also G. Lawall, Theocritus' Coan Pastorals (Washington
1967), pp. 28 ff.; S. Walker. Theocritus (Boston 1980), pp. 30 ff.; C. P. Segal, Poetry and
Myth in Ancient Pastoral (Princeton 1981), pp. 25-46.
^ On the ecphrasis as a world picture, see P. du Bois, History, Rhetorical Description and the
Epic: from Homer to Spenser (Cambridge, Mass. 1982). On the shield of Achilles as world-
picture, see e.g. 0. Taplin, "The Shield of Achilles within the Iliad" Greece & Rome 27 (1980),
1-21.
^ On the significance of children in Hellenistic poetry and art, see T. B. L. Webster,
Hellenistic Poetry and Art (New York 1964), pp. 158-62; G. Giangrande, "Th6ocrite,
Simichidas et les Thalysies," L'Antiquite Classique 37 (1968), 496 ff.; T. Rosenmeyer, The
Green Cabinet (Berkeley 1969), pp. 55-59.
* See A. S. F. Gow, Theocritus (Cambridge 1950), ad loc, who notes also the echo of II.
XVm. 561.
"^ See e.g. Pindar, 01. 6. 86-87; Nem. 4. 94.
^ ucpaweiv (see e.g. II. HI 212 and L5J* {xpaivco, m. 2); poOTxeiv (see e.g. Hes., fr. 34).
' Aitia, Prologue 29-32.
^° On the cage, see Gow (above, note 6) ad loc, but on aKpi6o9f|Kav rather than
dKpi5o0f|pav, see K. J. Dover, Theocritus (London 1971), ad loc.
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There is a further cross reference in this passage which has been missed
by critics and commentators. Callimachus in the Aitia Prologue demands
that his skill or wisdom as a poet should not be judged with a Persian
axoivcx; (17-18):
KpivexE], \ir\ oxoivQ) IlEpoiSi xf|v oo<pir|v.
It is with a oxoivo(;, however, that Theocritus describes his boy as
"fitting together" the cage (and e(pap|i6^eiv is apphed by Plutarch to poetic
composition, 1^ as the uncompounded verb is often used^^). Where
Callimachus uses axoivoq in its sense of a land measure, Theocritus uses the
term from that key passage in the Aitia prologue in the different sense of
"reed" or "rush/'^^ In other words, there can be read here a characteristic
Hellenistic Umkehrung—an allusion to one poet by another which inverts
or reuses the earlier material in a pointed or witty manner. "Judge not my
poetry with a Persian oxoivoq" writes Callimachus, "I write like a child"
—
but Theocritus gives us a poetic image of a child who is weaving and fitting
together his grasshopper cage precisely with the axoivoq.
The only other use of axoivog in the genuine poems of Theocritus is
also in a passage concerned with poetics, namely, v. 133 in Idyll 7, another
poem which has often been regarded as a key programmatic statement, albeit
one about whose tone and attitude critics have argued endlessly.^"* After the
exchange of songs (51-127), and the presentation of the XaY©p6>.ov to
Simichidas (128-30), the travellers (in a transition of extraordinary
abruptness) turn, and in the space of a single line (132) find themselves in
the midst of a locus amoenus (132^6). The first description of this poetic
bower is ev xe paGeiaiq / aSeiai; oxoivoio x«^ewioiv eK^ivBriiieq.
Lykidas turns off (aTtoKXivac. 130) and Simichidas with his companions
lies down (ejcAAvGriiiei;) on a bed of sweet axoivoq in the locus amoenus.
One allusion here that has been rightly noted by commentators is to Homer,
Od. V. 462-63:
6 5' £K Jioxa^oio X,iao6elq
oxoivcp ujiEKXivGri, Kuae 5e ^eiScopov apo-opav,
where Odysseus finally reaches the shore of Phaiacia. Here the locus
amoenus is the end of a significant part of Simichidas' journey—an image
"Plut..£ro/.769C.
^^ See LSJ^, ctpjio^eiv, I. 5 for numerous examples.
*' On the sense of oxoivoq see S. Hatzikosta, A Stylistic Commentary on Theocritus Idyll 7
(Amsterdam 1982), ad 133. Hatzikosta surprisingly does not mention K. Lembach, Die Pflanzen
bei Theokrit (Heidelberg 1971), who discusses oxoivoi; on pp. 37-38.
'^ See Segal (above, note 3), pp. 1 10 ff., for general discussion and bibliography—to which
may be added N. Krevans, Transactions of the American Philological Association 1 13 (1983),
201-20; H. Berger, Jr., Classical Antiquity 3 (1984). 1-39; E. Bowie, Classical Quarterly 35
(1985), 67-91.
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associated with the discovery of an (intellectual) insight^^—^^d it ends at a
pastoral harvest festival (even if Simichidas does not "kiss the grain-giving
soil"). Indeed, there are numerous echoes of the Odyssey particularly in the
final sections of this poem, ^^ and the final two lines with their mention of
the planting of one's winnowing fan seem to refer to the famous prophecy
of Teiresias concerning the ultimate end of Odysseus' journeying.
Simichidas' journey to the pastoral festival ends with an echo of the epic
wanderer's prospective travel towards his mysterious final goal.'"' The echo
of Odysseus' arrival in Phaiacia as Simichidas enters the pastoral bower
may, then, be significant. But, as Fritzsche noted in 1870 (when
Callimachus' line was "fr. 481 Schneider"), the determination of axoivoq as
feminine by Theocritus may in itself be an erudite comment on
CalHmachus' use of the term.^^ Beyond this, however, could the reference to
the term from a key passage of Callimachean poetics and Theocritus' own
first Idyll be significant in the opening line of a description which goes on
to invest the landscape with a certain poetic force (as many critics have
noted)? It is the nymphs, who earlier were described as forces of poetic
inspiration (91-93), that Simichidas addresses (148-50); near by the
chattering cicadas (Callimachus' self-description) toil (e'xov tiovov, 139), as
Lykidas had said of his poetic composition e^ETiovaaa, 51; bees (142) are
flying around (bees are images of poetic inspiration for Pindar in particular,
and in this poem they bring honey to the singer Comatas' lips [84-85]); so
too the song-birds sing (aeiSov, 141) and the dove moans (eaxeve, 141) and
the holy water—a symbol of poetic inspiration for Callimachus in
particularly—burbles (KeA,dp\)^e, 137). It seems scarcely sufficient to say
with Giangrande that this lengthy description is merely a simple and direct
way of saying that there was singing in the pleasant surroundings of the
festival.^ More precisely, especially with regard to Callimachus' use of
oxoivoq and Theocritus' own use of the term in Idyll 1, it is quite
1^ See Segal (above, note 3), pp. 116 ff., especially pp. 127-29, who comments on the
association of road imagery and the programmatic force of the poem. See also, in general, O.
Becker, Das Bild des ^eges und verwandte Vorstellungen imfruhgriechischen Denken (Hermes
Einzelschriften 4 [1937]), and A. Kambylis, Die Dichterweihe und ihre Symbolik (Heidelberg
1965).
'^ See in particular U. Olt, "Theokrits 'Thalysien* und ihre literarischen Vorbilder."
Rheinisches Museum 115 (1972). 134-49.
1' See Segal (above, note 3), pp. 158-60, who discusses this image. This aspect of the final
lines is not mentioned in Ott (above, note 16) nor in the debate between Giangrande (above, note
5), 493 ff. and Lasserre, Rheinisches Museum 102 (1959), 307 ff., on the meaning of the last
two lines.
^* A. Fritzsche, Theocriti Idyllia (Leipzig 1870), ad loc. oxoivoq may be either masculine or
feminine. Herodotus, the only previous author to use the word extensively (sixteen times),
appears to use only the masculine, but the feminine occurs cerlamly at Aristophanes, fr. 34
(TtX-EKXTiv oxoivov), and later several times (e.g. Dioscorides 4. 52).
^^ See Kambylis (above, note 15), pp. 1 10-24.
^ Giangrande (above, note 5) 491-92.
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insufficient to assert that "I'idylle en question ne peut contenir . , . aucune
allusion symbolique a la po6sie de Th6ocrite sous forme de metaphores
auditives ou v6g6tales."^^ Rather, the arrival in a place whose very elements
are composed of images of poetry and poetics is in a precise way a fitting
end to Simichidas' journey with its discussion and display of poetry and the
ironic echoing of the Hesiodic Dichterweihe. Perhaps axoivoq is the first
hint of the specially charged nature of this description of the locus amoenusi
The adjective a5eia<;, then, about which critics have debated at some
length, may have also a further connotation .22 For abxx; is regularly used
by Theocritus (as by other Greek poets) for the pleasantness of song, and
specifically to link the world of nature and the world of song.^^ The
opening oi Idyll 1 draws the parallel precisely:
a5\) XI x6 \^fl9'uplo^a Kai a Tiifuq, ainoXe, xfiva,
a Jioxl xai<; Ttayaioi, |ieX,{o5exai, a5\) 5e Kai ixt
avpio5e^.
Is, then, the "sweet reed" in Idyll 7 also an expression to be read in terms of
Theocritean poetics?
These are the only two uses of the term oxoivoi; in the genuine poems
of Theocritus.^'* In both cases, it can be seen to have been chosen for a
pointed and witty effect in an allusive manner typical of the relations of
Hellenistic poets with each other and the tradition of past poetry. In Idyll 1,
it adds a specific and clever point to the image of the boy; in Idyll 7, it may
add a further subtle aspect to the complex interrelations of the locus
amoenus and the journey of Theocritean poetics. In both cases, the allusion
to an expression of Callimachus by Theocritus marks the continuing
interplay of these two poets.
What significance, however, is there in this echo if we assume the more
conventional view of Callimachus as writing after Theocritus? The
prologue to the Aitia not only sets out to justify what has since become
known as "Callimachean poetics," but also aims to do this through a
network of allusions to other poets and, in particular, as it would seem at
least from the present state of our knowledge, to Theocritus among his
contemporaries.^ His rejection of the grandeur of the heroic world and
adoption of the imagery and metaphoric structure of the pastoral world can
^^ Giangrande (above, note 5), 491.
^ Critics debate whether it means "sweet-smelling" (e.g. P. Monteil, Theocrite [Paris 1968],
ad loc), or "soft to the touch" (e.g. Hatzikosta [above, note 13], ad loc, who has an extended
discussion).
^ See e.g. H. Edquist, Ramus 4 (1974), 101-14 for a discussion of a.?^c, in Theocritus.
^ It also occurs at 21. 11 and 23. 29, both of which poems are generally regarded as
spurious. At 21. 11, it is used of fishermen's nets (ex oxowcov XxxPvpivBoi); at 23. 39. it is
used of the spumed lover's noose (Xuaov xaq oxoCvco jie).
Bowie (above, note 14) in particular has recently emphasized the need to remember the
important influence of the many lost contemporary—and earlier—works.
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be seen interestingly to match Theocritus' poetic principles and practice of
Xenxot-nq. But within this general parallel interest between the two poets,
specific word plays of the one poet may reverse and manipulate the language
of the other. Callimachus develops an image of himself writing like a child
(6), but wittily reverses Theocritus' child guard's material of composition.
Theocritus' oxoivo; with its rare feminine gender changes significance with
the addition of nEpai5i. With the characteristic Hellenistic interest in scale
and distortion of scale, part of a key Theocritean image of >.e7it6xti<; is
turned by Callimachus to a sign of the very grandeur of style that he is
rejecting. On this reading, Callimachus' use of axoivoq is seen as a
significant echo of a contemporary poet, a further Umkehrung.
What conclusions can be drawn from this interplay of language? A
particular term is adopted by both Theocritus and Callimachus in passages
concerned with poetics, but in different ways. It can be shown moreover
that the echo has significance and relevance whichever poet or poem is
assumed to have priority. It could be argued that there is a source elsewhere
on which both Theocritus and Callimachus draw.^*^ It could be argued that
the term may have appeared with such a charged connotation elsewhere in
the lost poems of either poet, and thus the allusion may need to be seen in a
more diffuse way than I have claimed. Even if either of these arguments
could be shown to be true, the shared metaphorical vocabulary of
Callimachus and Theocritus in passages concerned with poetics is marked.
The example of oxowoc, shows again how the texts of the Hellenistic poets
are to be read always in relation to contemporaneous and past texts, but also
how these relations are unlikely to be simple.^^
King's College, Cambridge
^Indeed J. K. Newman has argued ("Pindar and Callimachus," /C5 10 [1985], 181-82) that
oxoivoq in the Callimachus fragment may echo Pindar, Dithyramb 11, (p. 72, Snell-Maehler),
where the poet rejects oxoivoteveia doi8d. oxoivoxevTiq is used several times by later
commentators on poetic matters: it is used for "extended" songs {q.a\iaxa) by Philostratus (Her.
19. 17), for ewoiai by Eustathius (946. 8) and twice of "extended" rhetorical KcoXa by
Hermogenes (/nv. 1. 5; 4. 4).
^ My thanks to Neil Hopkinscm, whose help enabled me to improve this paper.
Circe and the Poets: Theocritus IX. 35-36
HUGH PARRY
The Theocritean Ninth Idyll ends with a rather curious claim: "Those whom
the Muses regard with favor Circe does not harm with her potion" (35-36).*
Commentators on the passage have little to say, but two rather different
kinds of interpretation have emerged somewhat fitfully. According to the
first, song is an antidote to the cares of life. But that hardly meets the case
in the Ninth Idyll; everyone, poet and audience alike, can be cheered by the
minstrel's art, whereas Theocritus singles out a blessing available only to
the poet.
A scholiast points the way toward another line of interpretation.
Theocritus, he suggests, alludes (aivixxetai) to Homer's account of the
contrary fortunes of Odysseus and his crew in their adventures with Circe.
Odysseus survived Circe's magic because he was "wise" (ao(p6v) and "beloved
of the Muses" (Moi5oai<; (piA,ot)|iEvov), while his crew succumbed because
they were neither.^ In other words, Circe represents a universal threat
against which only the |io\)aiKoi may prevail, for they live under a special
kind of divine dispensation: "Der Sanger steht unter dem Schutz der Cotter,
auch eine Kirke kann ihm nichts anheben."^ Theocritus would not be the
only poet to claim the protection of a divine shield, but the claim and the
scholiast's gloss give rise to a number of questions. In what sense are the
Muses protective deities? How can Odysseus be adduced as a paradigm of
^ Few critics now believe that the poem is authentic: see A.S.F. Gow, Theocritus, vol. 11
(Cambridge 1952), pp. 185 ff. But see also Qaude Meillier, "Quelques Nouvelles Perspectives
dans L'fitude de Th6ocrite," Revue des Etudes Grecques xciv (1981), 318-24, on alleged
problems in the text. I shall continue to refer to the author as Theocritus. If the text reads
Ya9ev»oiv rather than yaSdioai (see Gow, p. 192), there will be a change of emphasis—"those
the Muses regard with favor rejoice: those they do not, Circe harms"—but not of essential
meaning.
^C. Wendel, Scholia in Theocritum Vetera (Leipzig 1927).
' Erich Kaiser, "Odyssee-Szenen als Topoi," Mus. Helv. 21 (1964), 200. R.G.M. Nisbet and
M. Hubbard declare that "conventionally \he gods protect the good man and the poet," without
suggesting what may lie behind the convention and the connectitm (A Commentary on Horace:
Odes Book I [Oxford 1970], p. 262). Gow (above, note 1), p. 192, like Fritzsche before him.
cites Tibullus III. 7. 61 without comment, but that passage explicitly refers to Ulysses, not to
poets.
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the poet's fortunes? And what precise threat does Circe pose, to heroes and
poets alike?
Answers circle around the complex issue of ^lavia. "Madness"
fascinated the ancients. It also puzzled them, but they consistently Unked it
with disassociation; Circe's power served as one of their mythical examples
of the threat of psychic disintegration. Particularly vulnerable are "heroic"
princes, since heroism reaches perilously high and wide; and those fired by
the energies of the creative imagination. At the same time, only poets and
princes have access to certain Odyssean resources that alone can ensure
survival. This, at least, seems to be the tradition which the Theocritean
verses echo, even if the poet in this instance recalls the myth more as a
rhetorical flourish than as an article of faith."*
But cannot Theocritus have meant simply, "song (the Muses) comforts
the poet beset by life's cares (Circe)"? If "cares" can comprise life's most
exacting challenges that put us all on our mettle, then this interpretation of
Circe is attested in at least one passage. Tibullus, commending Messalla as
an even greater hero than Ulysses, cites the latter's exemplary conquest not
only of Circe but also of his many other adversaries (III. 7. 52-81). He
gives us a condensed version of the entire apologos, he refers neither directly
nor indirectly to Muses, and he grounds his hero's triumph in his audacia
(52) and his labor (81). The great man surmounts all obstacles, Circe
among them. But it is one thing to generalize Circe's potion by making of
it a typical challenge facing the hero throughout his labors. It is another,
for example, to pair Circe and Medea as sorceresses whose draughts offer the
despairing lover an alternative to the consolation of his Muse (Tib. ll. 4.
55; cf. Theoc., Id. II. 15 ff.). And it is yet another to isolate Circe
altogether in a context of poetry, attack, and defense. As the scholiast
realized, Theocritus' image sends us directly back to Odysseus' encounter
with Circe, and only Circe. The Homeric scene as a self-contained episode
became a favorite topos in later literature.^ It served various rhetorical
purposes, but always central to the topos was the theme of labor and divine
support combining not only to overcome danger but to end in delight. The
hero frustrates Circe's designs. More than that, he finds the means to enjoy
her charms to the full, and without penalty. Circe is a special kind of
"care."
We shall return to Circe and the hero's divine aid. As for the
interpretation of song as alleviation of care, it is valid for such passages as
Horace, Odes I. 32. 15, where the poet speaks of song as a lenimen,^hut
* On Theocritus and the Muses, see Frederick T. Griffiths, Theocritus at Court (Leiden 1979),
pp. 48 ff.; also Thomas G. Rosenmeyer, The Green Cabinet (Berkeley and Lost Angeles 1969),
pp. 146-48.
' See Kaiser (above, note 3), 201-03.
* Cf. Apoll. ^od.. Argon. III. 897 ff. On poetry as performance to alleviate harsh emotions,
see Gilbert Lawall, Theocritus' Coan Pastorals (Harvard 1967), pp. 7 ff. On the application of
this kind of interpretation to Idyll XI, see K. J. Dover, Theocritus: Select Poems (London
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falls short in Idyll IX. Theocritus says that Circe oiSxi . . . SaXriaaTo,
"does not harm" (gnomic aorist), with her potion the man favored by the
Muses. The Muses here do not help the poet cope with distress, they
prevent him from being harmed. The Odyssean echo is appropriate:
Homer's hero did not find consolation that alleviated or cured a condition of
existing pain; he drew upon heroic qualities that enabled him to master a
new threat and finally enjoy its source. Song as consolation anyway runs
into the question, rarely addressed but crucial to the present study, of what
distinctive blessings Uie Muses bestow on the poet. By the "Muses"
Theocritus cannot simply mean "song." The consolations of song are
available to everyone, for any frazzled soul can turn to a Qzloc, doiSoq to
cheer him (Hes., Theog. 98-103). The therapeutic properties of a poem,
from simple lyric to full-scale epic, may include its soothing rhythms, its
didactic content (for example a cautionary or inspirational message), the
opportunities it affords for identification with examples of heroic humanity,
and the redemptive power of its mythological symbols. But what are the
Muses for the poet, and the poet alone?
There is one form of consolation open only to the bard, namely the
power to sing when all other faculties are in decline (e.g. Aesch., Ag. 72-
82, 104; Eur., H.F. 638^0, 673-79), but that can hardly be the meaning of
Theocritus' verse. Nor can the benefit described by Callimachus: "those the
Muses look upon favorably when young they do not abandon when their
locks turn grey" (Ep. 21. 5 ff.); that is, true talent is innate and endures (cf.
Hor., Odes IV. 3. 2). We need to know what the Muses actively do to
protect the poet.
What does "by the Muses" mean when we hear of Sappho as Mo-doaic,
exxpcbvoK; ia)p,evri xov eptoTa? Does she comfort her condition with song?
With any song? Or does "by the Muses" mean "by virtue of being a poet"?
Our informant, Plutarch, paraphrasing Philoxenos, had more than distraction
in mind, for he says first "she speaks things truly mixed with fire and
through her songs gives expression to the heat from her heart."^ At issue is
how the poet "gives expression to" (dvacpepei) her passions in the form of
song, and so obtains relief. In the course of time, certainly by the
Hellenistic period, the Muses became unambiguously metaphorical,^ an
aspect of the poet's inner resources. The concept of the Muses as part of the
poet's self might even be reflected in the Ninth Idyll, if there is any method
in the comparisons that precede the reference to Circe: "as the cicada is dear
to the cicada, the ant to the ant, and the hawk to the hawk, so to me the
Muse and song" (31-35). These comparisons are of the type "like prefers
1972), pp. 173 ff. On the larger implications of poetiy as therapy, see Bennett Simon, Mind
and Madness in Ancient Greece (Ithaca 1978). pp. 87, 115, 147. 283.
^
Plut.. Am. 762 ff.; cf. Page, Poetae Melici Graeci, 822.
* The foundation study of this development is J. Croissant's, m Aristote et les mysteres (Paris
1932). See too Steele Commager. The Odes ofHorace (New Haven 1962), pp. 2-10, 17.
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like,"^so confirming the likeness of poet and Muse; which is to say that
they are mirroring accounts of the one creative imagination. To claim that
the Muses favor and protect the poet is to imply a special power within him
that enables him to overcome certain problems. Manifestly, a poet may fail
in his declared aim, for example to beguile the beloved into reciprocal
passion. Yet every "successful" poem is, however tragic its theme or
unresolved its crisis, by definition a solution of some sort. We must
distinguish, then, between the ostensible problem, which may remain
intractable, and the problem which the Muses always help the poet solve,
precisely because he is a poet.
Something of a consensus has emerged in the considerable literature on
the love-sickness of Simaetha in Idyll II and, especially, of Polyphemus in
Idyll XI, to the effect that they solve their problems by "working through"
them (a Freudian concept) in cathartic song.^° The Cyclops is hardly
distracted or consoled; he sings of his love without cease for much of the
poem, and it is a painful experience. And, like many another ancient wooer,
he fails to seduce his beloved through sweet flattery seductively packaged.
What in fact happens is that by means of the Muses he scotches his ^lavia,
and so, for the moment at least, comes to his senses (XL 72). In what
manner is this happy outcome attributable to the Cyclops' Muse?
Polyphemus succeeds to the extent that Theocritus creates for him a
harmonious song. That the song is harmonious few would deny; it is
therefore enough for our present purpose to draw attention to two moments
which particularly suggest that "by the Muses" means in the Cyclops' case
"by virtue of being a poet." Early in the song we hear that Polyphemus
(pdp^iaKov E\)pe (17, "found a cure"). The verb evpioKeiv can refer to any
kind of discovery, not least of a generalized solution (e.g. Id. II. 95) or of a
medical cure (e.g. Soph., El. 875). It can also, in simple or compound
form, express the notion of poetic invention, as in Pindar's finding "a path
of words" (01. 1. 110) and in Plato's description of Tynnachus' paean as
Evpriiid 11 Mo-uacov (Ion 534d). Since Theocritus follows (pdpiiaKov ei)pe
' See Gow (above, note 1). pp. 191 ff.
^° Although a recent trend is to argue that Polyphemus is not really cured (the issue may be
more semantic than substantive): see Edward W. Spofford, "Theocritus and Polyphemus,"
American Journal ofPhilology 90 (1960), 22-35; R. Schmid, "Theocritus 11. The purblind
poet," Classical Journal 70.4 (1975), 32-36; Meillier (above, note 1), 325-27. Dover (above
note 6), pp. 173 ff., echoes the long-standing view that Polyphemus "soothed his pains." He
cites Id. X. 22 ff., but this passage is clearly a happy love song to sweeten agricultural toU.
Ettore Bignone, Teocrito (Bari 1934), pp. 201 ff., finds in Idyll XI a sequence familiar in tragic
drama, a crescendo toward limite di follie before the moment of sudden catharsis that
inunediately follows. E. B. Holtsmark emphasizes the Cyclops' Apollonian act of self-
discovery ("Poetry as Self-Enlightenment: Theocritus 11," Transactions of the American
Philological Association 97 [1966], 253-59). (On therapy as self-knowledge, see Simon [above
n. 6], pp. 141-43). See also Anna Rist, The Poems of Theocritus (Chapel Hill 1978), pp.
102-04; and P. T. Griffiths, "Poetry as Pharmakon in Theocritus Idyll 11," Arktouros: Hellenic
Studies Presented to Bernard M. W. Knox (New York 1979), pp. 81 ff.
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immediately with aeiSe ("he began to sing"), we are encouraged to hear an
allusion to poetic invention. What Polyphemus discovers is a cpdp^aKov.
The term is most appropriate in a text that echoes medical practice,^ ^ but it
also suggests song as a spell, an £7taoi6Ti (cf. Callim,, Ep. 46. 1), a
construction of magically compelling power that works inexorably on the
singer himself, bringing him to his senses and so curing him of his fiavCa
(XI. 72).
Toward the close of the poem an editorial comment sums up how the
Cyclops' (pdp|i,aKov works: "and so he enoiiiaivev" his passion (80). The
verb noi)j,a{veiv, "to shepherd," carries the associated meanings of "soothe,"
"beguile," "cheat" in a number of passages; so LSJ interpret its use in the
Eleventh Idyll. But, as Gow noted, the meaning "keep under control" or
"guide in the right way" is also surely present.^^ \^ vj^w of the Cyclops*
occupation, we take seriously the pleasant pun in the verb's literal meaning.
As early as Homer tioi^ltiv, a shepherd, served as a metaphor for kings (e.g.
//. n. 243), denoting a power to master, order, control what would otherwise
be inclined to behave randomly, and so chaotically. This is also the
characteristic power of poetry itself. Just as (pdpjxaKov evpe is followed
by d£i6E, so £7ioi}iavvev is followed by |io\)oia6cov (81 ff.).^^ We
remember that vonoq ("strain") and \o\x.6c, ("pasture") are etymologically
related as expressions of order. What Polyphemus "shepherds" is his erotic
Havia, achieving through his art an awareness of his proper place in the
scheme of things (Galatea belongs to the sea, he to the land) and emotional
equilibrium.
Again, however, we confront the question of what, if anything,
distinguishes Polyphemus from other aiUng lovers with remedial music at
their disposal. Cannot his audience experience passions similar to his and,
through the power of his song, find similar release? Does Polyphemus'
cathartic experience really enable us to understand how the poet himself is to
be understood as specially blessed?
It does only if we concentrate on the poet's creative experience itself as
something denied, even vicariously, to his audience. It is an essential
paradox of art, as Aristotle well knew, that it does not obliterate painful
experiences, but turns them into beautifully tolerable forms.^'* If that
paradox is, or usually is, a source of gratification for the listener, it is
crucially and excruciatingly redemptive for the inspired imagination that
brings art into being. Not that the ancients knew a great deal about what
^^ On medical imagery in the Idyll, see especially H. Erbse, "Dichtkunsl und Medizin in
Theokrils 1 1 Idyll," Mus. Helv. 22 (1965), 232-36; also Meillier (above, note 1), 325-27.
^^ Gow (above, note 1), p. 220. For a fuU consideration of possible meanings of
Jtoinaiveiv, see Pierre Monteil, Theocrile (Paris 1968), p. 139.
'^ The verb noinaiveiv is closely linked with the poet's task at Pind., 01. 11. 8-9: m jiev
ajietepa yXAooa Ttoijiaiveiv e9eXei (a reference to praise without envy).
a yap atixa Xyjiripax; opcojiev, tovtcov xaq eiKovai; xac; jidXioxa fiKpiPcojievaq
Xaipojiev Gecopoiivxa; {Poet. 1448bl0).
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inspiration is, nor that we are much wiser than they. But, as Bennett
Simon has well observed, "Greek culture stood in awe of creativity."^
^
Systematic thinkers tried, perplexedly, to articulate a ^aviaof inspiration
that is somehow not a disease but a blessing. And artists found a series of
powerful images, of which the encounter between Odysseus and Circe is
one, to express their intuitions about something that mattered greatly while
remaining largely incomprehensible.
The Eleventh Idyll makes a number of points, at least indirectly: that
art as process is therapeutic and mysteriously so; that the poet's pain, even
thoughts of suicide and fear of death, are inseparable from the poem's beauty
and the pleasure it gives; that the poet redeems the pain by finding a shape
to "work it out"; that the result is, for the poet, self-knowledge and
emotional stability. At the same time, the Cyclops is not cured forever.
As lovers, he and Galatea illustrate the fluctuating pattern of erotic flight
and pursuit (cf. Id. VI. 6-19). And as poet, Polyphemus succeeds here as he
failed before and might fail again; poetic "cure" can be only temporary, since
each act of creativity is an opening of oneself to a new chaos and a new
struggle to transform it into art, and so to redeem it. And yet, as long as he
proves himself to be a no\r[x-{\c,, a "maker," the poet is more sure of
salvation than the rest of us. Or so the artists themselves believe. Mr.
Graham Greene is surely not the first, nor Mr. Philip Larkin the last, to
wonder how those without a creative gift survive the assaults of a |iavia
that is inescapably part of the human condition, and yet also, for good as
well as ill, a special power in the artist's imagination. In the Eleventh Idyll
song is both a symptom of the Cyclops' problem (13 ff.) and the means to
resolve it (17 ff.). This apparent contradiction has puzzled some
commentators,^^ but it is an instance where the Muse reveals several sides of
her ambiguous nature. The Greeks used the same word, ndQoq, for "what
happens" and for "emotion," that is, for the event and for the feelings it
gives rise to; these in turn generate the urge to compose. "Epcoq as the
object of song is the clearest example—external force, internal response,
painful experience rehearsed, the impetus to "compose."''' The Cyclops'
song is erotic |iav{a rehearsed and therefore relived. It is also the ^ovia of
inspirational energy forged out of pain. And it is the drive to compose
marshalled against the forces of dislocation.
There are therefore different levels at which a poem may be said to
succeed. The poet who fails in his ostensible object, for example to win the
affections of his beloved, may at least claim that his song has served him as
an anodyne. But he may, like Medea and Tibullus, admit that not even that
^^ Simon (above, note 6), p. 150.
^^ On the double role of song, see Ph.-E. Legrand, Etudes sur Thiocrite (Paris 1898), pp.
70-75. Gow too (above, note 1), p. 21 1, finds the contradiction intolerable.
^"^
"Love makes poets" (Eur.,^. 663; see Gow, above, note 1, p. 209, on Nicias' version).
On the broad question of emotion and art, see Horace: formal en'un Natura prius nos intus ad
omnemlforlunarum habitum . . . /post effert animi molus inlerprele lingua {AP. 108-1 1).
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measure of consolation can always be achieved (Apoll, Argon. III. 948 ff.;
Tib. II. 4. 15).^^ But we must not confuse thematic and aesthetic success.
Sometimes they coincide, for example in tragedies like Oedipus the King^^
which explore sickness and its cure. Very often, however, lyric art in
particular relishes the irremedial condition of its sentiments. The Eleventh
Idyll is a song of sickness and cure, but if it resembles tragedy it does so as
an amusing parody .^^ One of the reasons why the Muse cures here rather
than merely deadens the singer's pain is surely because it is offered to a
doctor familiar with medical processes and used to thinking of disease and
cure,^^ while also himself "beloved of the Muses," a "scion of lovely-voiced
Graces" {Id. XI. 6; XXVIII. 7). The Cyclops' song is both the rehearsal of
pain and the means to its cure. It fails in its ostensible object, the seduction
of Galatea, yet succeeds anyway because Polyphemus hits on the secret of
poetic invention. The Idyll is a striking example of poetry's peculiar ability
to triumph over itself in creating apixovia:^^ in Longinus' words xexvTi
brings to order the poet's "nature," his (pvoiq, in its sublime form eKPoX-q
To\) 5ai|iovio\) TTveviiatoq, "transportation by divine energy" (II. 1-2,
XXXIII. 5).
The Muse, then, can mean "song" as a delightful experience able to
reduce care. More profoundly, the Muse can personify the creative
imagination, something unique to the creator. Ancient iconography often
places the Muse, whether song or inspiration, in an agonistic setting. In
particular, she keeps her favorites free from harm, on more than one
occasion shielding them against the designs of Circe. Circe's classic
encounter is with Odysseus in the tenth book of the Odyssey. It is an
encounter that has nothing to do explicitly with the Muses, but the
scholiast's suggestion that there is a link is well founded. Later accounts
merely made the link explicit.
As the Odyssey represents it, Odysseus' visit to Aeaea is one in a series
of scenes that test the hero's identity against less or more civilized
experiences and describe his triumphs. That the divine help he receives
suggests "double determination" is an argument that today scarcely needs to
be documented. Ancient commentators went further, reducing the Homeric
gods to personifications of the hero's inner qualities, and could do so
without fatally violating the spirit of the original. A critical tradition
interpreted Hermes as \6yoc, and the moly he gives Odysseus as dpexri or
'* And cf. Theoc., Id. in, where the poel remains dejected, despite the hopeful example of
Atalanta and Hippomanes.
*' Bignone (above, note 10), p. 202.
^ E.g., the motif of suicidal despair of Id. m. 53 ff. ("Ill lie here and die") becomes "111 tell
[my mother] my head and feet hurt, so she may suffer as I suffer" (XI. 67-71). Vergil's Second
Eclogue (69) provides a more serious parallel.
^^ See Gow (above, note 1), p. 219, on a(p\>a6eiv at 71.
^Longinus calls composition a kind of "apjiovCa of words" (XXXIX. 3).
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X6yo(;.23 Which is to say that the hero's success against Circe is one
example of the theme that runs through the entire Odyssey and indeed
ancient culture, order as the supreme virtue. The erotic focus in this episode
is unmistakable, to the extent that later accounts took Circe as a type of the
"bewitching" hetaira and the crew's submission as e^ riSovfiq cxXoyux.^^ We
may add that Odysseus not only tames, he finally benefits from what was
for his crew merely an enormous threat, the sexual energy of a beautiful
goddess who would turn her victims into fawning beasts. The hero
triumphs because he applies against female wiles the Odyssean qualities of
foresight, preparation, resolve, and masculine aggression (his drawn sword
representing, not for the only time in ancient art and literature, both martial
and phallic energy).
If there is a connection with art, it begins with the fact that the hero
Odysseus is also no mean poet {Od. XI. 368).25 Hesiod's account of the
relation between the Muses (specifically Calliope) and princes is not as clear
as it might be {Theog. 77-93).^^ He atuibutes to PaaiXei<; the gift of wise
speech from which flow wise judgments in court. Beyond that, we may
think of the extraordinary nature of heroic energy, comparable to artistic
energy, and of the not rare conjunction of the two in the same man. We
recall not only soldier-poets like Archilochus, but the heroization of
Sophocles (and the perhaps heroizing belief in Vergil's magical powers that
sprang up after his death). Both Achilles and Odysseus sing as well as act.
The latter, the very ideal of the civilized man, better exemplifies the
connection. As hero he must harness the energies of a Circe to his own
advantage and to the larger demands of civilized life. As poet he must
remember the past in all its painful details and reassemble them in song,
shaping its enormous energies, again in the interests of personal and
communal order. The Muses' associations with apiaoviaapply at each
level. Odysseus' skills as a poet reflect his larger ability to embody the
value that is centrally espoused, threatened, and restored throughout the
Odyssey. Two images may be particularly relevant here: the oath that he
forces upon Circe, since the oath is a delicate instrument of rational,
civilized life, yet grounded in and guarded by the Furies, those embodiments
of chthonic power; and Odysseus himself, "bound" as he enjoys the
immensely threatening and atu^active song of the Sirens, master of himself
and of the music.^^
^ See Kaiser (above, note 3), 208-10.
^ See Kaiser (above, note 3), 201, 203. Servius says of Circe {Aen. VII. 19): haec libidine
sua et blandimentis homines inferinam vitam deducebat.
^ A later tradition has him offer "spells and binding songs" to help the Cyclops in his
courtship of Galatea: see Dover (above, note 6), p. 174.
^ See M. L. West. Hesiod: Theogony (Oxford 1966). pp. 181 ff.
^^ Homer is silent on the Siren's instrument of death (one supposes shipwreck and
cannibalism); he speaks only of the danger of their "voice" and "song" {Od. X. 236; cf. 472).
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Odysseus' visit to Circe's isle resembles, in origin probably was, a
crossing into Hades itself,^^ and it is its chthonic center that makes the Circe
episode particularly relevant to notions of art. When Plato describes the
poet as EpM.T|vev(; tcov GeSv (Ion, 534c), we are reminded that Hermes was
not merely a glorified messenger boy,^' but the personification of what
connects chthonic, mortal, and Olympian realms of existence and of the
relevance of this connection to the mediating role of seer and poet.^° At this
level, the contest between Odysseus and Circe takes on pointed significance
as a contest between Hermes and Circe: 6e6<; against Geoq, magic against
magic, power against power. Circe is a singer, a spellbinder,^^ and a source
of information who knows all about the Sirens and all about Hades. She is
a 0E6<;yet one completely remote from the rational imperatives of
Olympian structure. Her locale is lepoq {Od. X. 275), "infused with power,"
but totally isolated, her palace a demonic parody of the civilized palace.
What she threatens is to transform. Unlike his crew, Odysseus does not
"forget his homeland,"^^ he is not changed from man into beast, he does not
become "unmanned" in intercourse^'^ (dvTivopa, X. 301). This erotic
imagery of dislocation may also remind us that disassociation lies at the
heart of triumphant |iavia in all its forms. One either avoids it, or one
encounters it in some way and survives it. Heroes and poets must take the
second route. It is Hermes who ensures Odysseus' salvation. He is also a
Geoq, like Circe chthonic and magical in some degree but also, unlike Circe
and like the Apollonian Muses, Olympian, rational, constructive. Not
surprisingly he becomes a patron god of poets.
The contest between Odysseus and Circe occupied no slight place in tfle
ancient imagination and was entirely relevant to notions of art. We
^ See Ch. Mugler, "Circe et la Necessity," Annates de la Faculti de I'Universite de Nice
(1979), 59-65.
^ See FJ.M. De Waele. The Magic Staffer Rod in Graecoltalian Antiquity (Ghent 1927),
p. 32. He compares //. XXIV.33 ff.; Od. V.28 ff.; 24. 1 ff., but Circe and the magic moly
establish a unique context relevant to magic and art. See Norman O. Brown's argument that the
pre-Homeric herald was a "sound maker" like the bard, that the origins of song and poetry are
likely to be found in the intoned formulae of magical incantations, and that it is not surprising
therefore to find a deity who is at once herald, magician, and patron of poets {Hermes The Thief
[New York 1947], pp. 31 ff.).
^ Horace calls the poet sacer interpresque deorum (AP. 391), and vir Mercurialis {Odes 11. 17.
29 ff.). Commager (above, note 8) notes that all the gods who protect Horace—Mercury,
Bacchus, Faunus—have something to do with poetry (p. 342).
'^ Od. X. 221. Tibullus emphasizes the point: [Circe] apta vel herbislaptaque vel cantu
veteres mutare figuras (HI. 7. 62-63; cf. Verg., Eel. 8. 70). In Ovid she sings spells "learned
from Hecate" {Met. XTV. 44); and her rival for Picus is Canens, "Singing Girl" {Met. XTV. 337
ff.).
^^Od. X. 236. If your homeland no Itmger exists for you, your identity no longer exists, so
it is vital that Odysseus "remember" it (X. 472). The danger of forgetting also reminds us that
the power of the singer is precisely to remember (the Muses are the daughters of Mnemosyne)
and so preserve the meaning of the past and the identity that is rooted there.
^^ Because of sex with a goddess, but more generally because all sex threatens impotence with
loss of semen: see Anne GiacomeUi, "Aphrodite and After," Phoenix 34. 1 (1980), 16-19.
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considered earlier the passage in Tibullus where Circe submits to Odysseus'
audacia, a fate she shares with many others. There is a more telling parallel
in Horace's Epistles (I. 2. 23 ff.) which identifies Ulysses' enemy as only
Circe and the Sirens, and which speaks more nearly to the poet's task.
Prdaux reads the emphasis here as entirely on Circe,^ although the Sirens
too (unlike the Cyclops) are wholly appropriate to represent dangerous
energy confronted, mastered, and enjoyed. Horace does not give Ulysses a
supporting deity, but the Homeric paradigm is implicit. In Pr^aux' view,
Horace here puts in relief "la sauvegarde accordee par Mercure aux sages," a
subtle indication of Horace's own devotion to Mercury as god of a certain
kind of intelligence vital to the poet.^^ What is at stake? It would be too
much to expect that the question of creativity which fascinated but perplexed
thinkers like Plato, Aristotle, and Longinus should be made articulate in
poetry, however discursive. There are times when Horace defines poetry as a
soothing art, a lenimen {Odes I. 32. 15). However, he so often imagines it
as a saving force, even a life-saver, that one may legitimately find in it more
than consolation. He tells us that in childhood the gods enabled him to
sleep safe from "vipers and bears" {Odes III, 4. 9-20). These clearly are
threats in the imagination, witnesses to an acutely disturbing sensitivity in
the child's psyche but one tempered by a powerful capacity to achieve
tranquillity. Here is the making of the poet
As an adult, Horace still talks of protective gods: di me tuentur {Odes
I. 17. 13), but in this same ode it is Faunus who is singled out, the god
elsewhere called guardian of Mercurialium virorum {Odes II. 17. 27-30).
Mercury himself assists the poet, saving him at Philippi {Odes. II. 7. 13
ff.), while this god's lyre is said to be able to stay swift rivers and calm the
immanis . . . ianitor aulae {Odes III. 11. 14-16). More generally it is the
Muses who shield the poet: it is they, now, who protect him from the
falling tree and death at Philippi, and who also ensure him safe passage
should he journey over the insanientem Bosphorum or other wild regions
{Odes III. 4. 21-36). Such adult "monsters" include autobiographical
details, but even these are mythologized to the level of Cerberus, "enemies"
rising in the imagination yet at the same time becoming part of the poem's
redemptive form and a source of its delight. One of the poet's correlatives of
disorder is the wolf, lupus {Odes I. 22. 9), a word perhaps akin to lussa,
"madness."^^ Critics are divided on whether it is love or song that saves the
poet on this occasion,^'' but the lover-poet is scarcely a divisible concept in
such poems. It is singing of the beloved {dum meam canto Lalagen) that
^ Jean Pr6aux, Q. Horatius Flaccus: Epistulae, liber primus (Paris 1968), p. 52.
^^ Preaux (above, note 34), ibid.
^ Nisbet and Hubbard (above, note 3) compare the lion in Dioscorides (AP. VI. 220), who
is chased off by a pure priest of Cybele with his tambourine (pp. 261 ff.). But the image of the
wolf may have a sharper point, if the etymology is sound: see Simon (above, n. 6) who also
notes the parallel of "berserk" and "bearskin" (pp. 68; 209, n. 38).
^ On the history of the argument, see Nisbet and Hubbard (above, note 3), pp. 261 ff.
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does the trick. This ode is an exemplary poem about the man who is
integer vitae scelerisque purus. What ars aspires to is integritas. We might
be reminded of the integri fontes in which the Muses of Lucretius (I. 927
ff.; IV. 2 ff.) and of Horace {Odes I. 26. 6) rejoice. Apart from the allusion
here to waters uncharted before by Roman poets,^* there is also the
suggestion that the waters of inspiration are a mysterious source of both
energy and wholeness.
In the Epistle Horace gives advice to a young man embarking on the
study of philosophy, reminding him that Ulysses defeated his bogies by
application of virtus and sapientia (17). While the explicit context is
philosophy, the philosophical and poetical lives were always intimately
associated in Horace's mind;^' each requires that order triumph over the dark
forces of disorder, however alluring these might be. In the Epistle he
describes Circe as domina meretrix (25). This is the topos of the hetaira as
a symbol of what stands aggressively between the philosopher or poet and
his goal. Tupet equates Circe's potion here with "d^raison,'"'^ to which we
would add that Circe herself is a madness not to be avoided but absorbed
—
the trained colt and hunting dog retain their animal energy (Ep. I. 2. 62-67),
the tamed Circe her sexual attraction. Horace has the Muses save the
mighty Octavian, guaranteeing the boon of peace and so "re-creating" him
(recreatis. Odes III. 4. 40), nourishing him within the Pierian cave before
his rebirth as the incarnation of Rome's new, peaceful destiny."*^ The
struggle gives way to, redirects its energies into, the heroic, philosophical,
and poetical forms of victory.
We do less than justice to Horace and to the tradition if we interpret tHe
poet's multiple enemies as merely the turmoils of life against which poetry
serves as a kind of anodyne. AH the threatening images are extremely
violent, the strange violence of nature and of the bestial; all are given full
expression by the poet, and all, not least Circe, are finally transfigured by
poetry's ordering power ."^^ They point to a kind of chaotic and awesome
energy that Plato called \iavia Mo\)aa>v (a paradox we shall take up
shortly). But did Horace really believe that such jiavia lay at the heart of
his own craft? "Madness" remains an ill-defined concept, especially in the
^ See Commager (above, note 8), pp. 1 1, 327.
' Terms like virtus, pietas, and sapere can cany both moral and aesthetic force in Horace: see
Commager (above, note 8), pp. 328-30, 341; also R. W. Johnson, The Idea of Lyric: Lyric
Modes in Ancient and Modern Poetry (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1982), pp. 141 ff.
^ Ann-Marie Tupet, La Magie dans la Poesie Latine (Paris 1976), p. 329.
*^ Commager (above note 8), p. 195.
*^ See Commager (above, note 8), p. 327, on Odes U. 19: "animal energy submiu to a
principle of order." On the Horatian perception of the dangers of following inspiration {Odes HI.
4. 5-8), G. Williams claims that it is merely because his subjea matter is new and difficult—to
treat political matters in verse (Tradition and Originality in Roman Poetry [Oxford 1968], p. 70).
Elsewhere Williams attributes to Horace a universal law of life, but does not extend it to his
poetics: "bmte force, devoid of judgment, produces its own destruction," in The Third Book of
Horace's Odes (Oxford 1969), p. 50.
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context of creativity,'*^ but it is one of antiquity's favorite terms for poetic
inspiration. Horace, however, explicitly rejects the "mad" poet (yesanus;
quifurit) as merely insane, and by the same token incompetent, taking issue
with Democritus who would exclude sanos poetas from Helicon. And he
cites Empedocles as an example of an "inspired" poet who took the concept
of his divinity so seriously he leaped into Etna to prove it. Good riddance
to him, says Horace (A.P. 296 ff., 464-66). A number of critics have
emphasized the role of "natural talent" (ingenium) and hard work (labor) in
Horatian art and believe that the concept of manic inspiration is irrelevant,
indeed antithetical, to it.'*^ Others disagree. Brink, for example, has argued
that Horace's image of the mad poet is a caricature and that in Horace
himself must be "a generous measure of the quality so caricatured." The
mad poet's verses are "lethal . . . not only to himself but to the
community," which is to say that Horace was acutely aware, for all the
ironic distancing of his poetic voice, of the "safety device" of ars that
restrains the poet from destroying himself.'*^
The truth of the matter eludes us, mostly because the nearness of
inspirational madness to pathological madness remains an intuitive rather
than proven concept and seems to apply in different degrees to different
artists. But ancient and modem terminology points stubbornly to an
identification. Even so cool a poet as Horace is at least intellectually aware
of it, and in his most lyrical poetry resorts to pregnant imagery to express
it. The subject of jxavia is vast and complex, but is inescapably linked to
unusual states of mind. The author of the pseudo-Aristotelian Problems
observed: "A// [my italics] who have achieved eminence in philosophy,
politics, poetry, or the arts are demonstrably ^EXayxoXiKoi" (Prob. 953a);
he specifies the insanity of such heroes as Heracles and Ajax, and the
"atrabilious" disposition of such lesser men as Empedocles, Plato, and
Socrates. Nietzsche found the explanation of such widespread ^izhiyxoXia
in the particular conditions of Greek culture, especially the fanatical and
defensive Greek preoccupation with the ideal of rationality.'*^ But the
legendary fates of Orpheus, torn to pieces by Maenads with their discordant
song, his lyre overcome (Ovid, Met. XI. 3-20), Sappho, Empedocles, and
Lucretius also imply an ancient perception of melancholy and self-
*^ See Simon (above, note 6), pp. 148-51.
** Especially Commager (above, note 8), pp. 24, 27, 45, 49. Ovid, himself a most
calculating poet, has Sappho sing that she weeps and bums, then deny that she can fashion a
song in this mood! (Heroid. XV. 7-10, 13 ff.). Nisbet and Hubbard tend to emphasize the
conventionality of Horace's odes and find humor everywhere: e.g., Horace "humorously" calls
himself a vir Mercuriaits {A Commentary on Horace: Odes Book 11 [Oxford 1977], p. 286; cf.
106 ff., 115).
*^ C. O. Brink, Horace on Poetry: the 'Ars Poetica' (Cambridge 1971), pp. 421-29; also
Horace on Poetry: Epistles Book II (Cambridge 1982), pp. 316, 327, on madness and creativity
in the "higher" forms of poetry, for Horace, lyric.
^ See Simon's discussion (above, note 6), p. 43.
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destructive violence in the artistic personality^^ (we may compare such
modem examples as Strindberg, Virginia Woolf, John Berryman, and Sylvia
Plath). If the Muses protect the artist, they do so only as long as he
continues to be a TioiTitriq. The battle must be won time and again, and for
some victory is never inevitable. Circe sometimes wins.
Ancient thinkers could scarcely avoid noting the relevance of iiavia to
a large number of conditions, including inspiration. They found a common
link in the notions of "possession," and "disassociation," and it is no
accident that Euripides' Bacchae is about ecstasy, pathological madness, and
art.'*^ Nor that ordering power, Bacchic ecstasy, and disintegration unite in
the prototypical figure of Orpheus. Nor that Socrates resorts to Bacchic
language when he describes the current of ecstasy that flows from poet to
performing rhapsode to audience, emphasizing madness, possession, and
disassociation.'*' An example of transforming power is the ^avia Mo-oocbv
{Phaedr. 244b). Plato interprets the divinity of the Muse as her enormous
energy rather than her ability to create order—more like the horses than the
charioteer. This energy is brought to heel by "craft" (texvti) and "self-
control" (ococppoavvTi) grounded in true knowledge.^^ But of course energy
and order are images that divide the indivisible, the unfathomable
complexity of the creative imagination. The Muse herself can represent the
sweeter or wilder side of creativity, its Apollonian form or its manic energy.
She is the ambiguous power of every 0e6(;,^^ For Plato she is the |xav{a to
*' See C. Bailey on the legend of Lucretius' death, and his conclusion: there is "nothing in
the poem which makes . . . morbid depression {insania) impossible" {Lucretius: De Rerum
Natura [Oxford 1947], p. 12). Whether or not the poet took a love-philtre (wittingly or
unwittingly) and whether or not he committed suicide, il is hard not to link the legend with the
theme and tone of his poetry: cf. Staiius' docti furor arduus Lucreti {Silv. 11. 7. 76) and the
ambivalence oifuror as inspiration or madness. Sappho's suicidal leap for love of Phaon at least
suggests that only with difficulty did she "heal love with the Muses" (above, note 7).
See especially R. P. Winnington-Ingram, Euripides and Dionysus (Cambridge 1948),
p.l85; Simon (above note 6), pp.115, 147, 150; C. Segal, Dionysiac Poetics and Euripides'
Bacchae (Princeton 1982), pp.22 1-23, and pay^im.
"*' E.g. jiaivonevot; (Jon 536d; cf. Phaedr. 241a; also Lx)nginus VIII.4); poets compared to
Bacchants (Jon 536a; Longinus 111.2, Vin.1,4); Kaxexonevoi {Ion. 533a, 536d); melic poets ovk
en-cppoveq ovxeq {Ion. 534a; cf. eK(ppcov, 534b; ek oauTOu Yiyvp, 535b). Simon (above, note
6) talks about the bard and the blurring of the selfs boundaries, with special emphasis on the
narrative and tragic poets: "within himself the dramatist must find an Archimedean point
somewhere between cold sobriety, controlled ecstasy, and a frenzy bordering on madness" (p.
159; cf. p. 283); he calls the madman a "dramatist manque" (p. 147).
^^ Plato's more general psychic opposites are expressed in vovv Kal oaxppocruvTiv avt'
epaxToq Kai fiavCac; {Phaedr. 241a). For oaxppoveiv as the antithesis of madness cf. Ajax on
his return to sanity: fmeiq 8e noK; ow Yvcoo6|ieo6a ococppoveiv; (Soph. Ai. 677).
^* Ancient uneasiness over the Muses' ambiguity is hinted at in several ways. The blindness
of the poet (Demodocus, or the bard of Chios) is an ambivalent sign. The distress of Penelope
{Od. I. 340-42) and Alcinoos {Od. VIII. 538) that the bard's art can cause less pleasure than pain
reminds us that the ordering power of art can sometimes depend, delicately, on external
circumstance. Tradition made the Sirens, those most dangerous singers, daughters of
Melpomene and Achelous. Homer and Ovid represented the Muses as no less ruthlessly jealous
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be controlled. For Horace and Theocritus she is the shaping hand that
brings form out of formlessness, the mistress of Circe and oUier symbols of
dangerous but necessary unorder.
The singers in Theocritus are shepherds. Theocritus may have
"invented the herdsman figure as a self-conscious and witty, half coterie poet
and entirely rustic—a magnificent impossibility."^^ 3^ fj-om Enkidu in
Gilgamesh to David in the Bible to Paris in Greek mythology, the shepherd
has been able to represent a "marginal" figure in imaginative art, a bridge
between the wildness of nature and the ordered life of the city. The poet too,
a epnT|VEt)<;. spans an awesome distance between what is at first chaotic and
threatening and what finally is organized and pleasurable; that is, between
"divine" inspiration and the ordering function of the same imagination that
shapes the poem into its beautiful form. Is it an accident that David rose
from rural shepherd boy to urban musician king? Or that Hesiod, whatever
his real chores as farmer, was "pasturing his flock" when the Muses first
appeared to him on a lonely mountainside? Callimachus many centuries
later preserves that detail, in passages that perhaps urge aspiring poets to
model themselves on Hesiod \Aet. 2; 112, 4-7). Apollo himself served as
herdsman for a while. The pastoral genre, where nature and civilization
meet in the figure of the learned herdsman-poet, has roots in that tradition.
The "magnificent impossibility" of the Theocritean singing shepherd both
reflects the complexity of the mythical imagery and affectionately cocks a
snook at it. Similar half-conviction, half-parody might lie behind the
herdsman-poet's reference to Circe and the Muses. While Theocritus may
have grasped the relation of this image to creativity no more securely than
Horace did after him, the appearance of the image in both poets at least
attests to the enduring force of the tradition.
That in the Odyssey Circe changes only bodies is a measure of the
typical Homeric relationship between identity and corporal condition. In the
fifth century and beyond, the myth speaks to Circaean transformation on
many levels, not least the potentially dislocating energies of all intense
experiences, out of which we must shape the structures of our response.
Artists are more vulnerable since they react with abnormal intensity to such
threats, merging the formlessness of each experience with the formlessness
where art begins. Paradoxically, however, this very merging inaugurates the
"difficult" task of bringing to order (vno v6|iov td^ai) the energies of the
imagination (Longinus XXXIII. 5), the shaping of experience into
redemptive beauty. The hero too may find himself blessed by the Muses,
and the Theocritean scholiast does not hesitate so to describe Odysseus. At
of their dignity than any other god (//. 11. 594-600; Met. V. 662-76). And Plato's fiavia
Mouacbv is a mixed blessing; on Plato's ambivalence, see W.J. Verdenius, "Plato's doctrine of
Artistic Imitation," in Plato: A Collection ofEssays, ed. Gregory Vlastos (New York 1971),
pp. 259-62.
^2 Griffiths (above, note 4), p. 113.
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the same time, the scholiast draws our attention in the encounter between
Odysseus and Circe not only to the poetic qualities of the hero but also to
the heroic qualities of the poet in his struggle to create art and preserve
identity. The artist transcribes life in the imagination and so masters and
redeems it: the lyre of the Muses tames the )iavia of the Muses.
Such, at least, is the intuitive understanding of creativity that lurks
behind the discourse of ancient thinkers and the images of ancient poetry.
The scholiast, not unreasonably, found in the Homeric encounter between
hero and sorceress a paradigm of the Muses' power. Supported by the
Olympian god of magic, later a patron god of poets, Odysseus "beloved of
the Muses" overcomes the chthonic goddess of magic, avoiding
disintegration and achieving a delightful conclusion. The fortunes of his
crew "entirely bereft of Muses" are a disquieting reminder of what happens
when the center fails to hold.
York University, Ontario

Apollonius' Argonautica:
Euphemus, a Clod and a Tripod"
STEVEN JACKSON
In the Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius, the Argonauts had all but
reached home by their most circuitous return route from Colchis, when
Argo was driven by a fierce storm towards the African coast, and, after a
portage of nine days and nights carrying Argo across land, they finally found
themselves surrounded by the shoals of the Tritonian lagoon (IV. 1537 ff.).
Orpheus suggested that they should take out the tripod which Apollo had
given Jason, and offer it as a gift to the gods of the land, who might
consequently be induced to help them. At once, the god Triton, son of
Poseidon, appeared before them in the disguise of a young man called
Eurypylus, a native of Libya. He offered them a clod of his country's earth,
which Euphemus gladly received on the Argonauts' behalf, Euphemus
explained their plight, and Triton / Eurypylus directed them how to avoid
the dangerous shoals and escape the confines of the lagoon. They embarked
and rowed the ship towards the sea, as Triton / Eurypylus disappeared
beneath the waves, tripod and all. But the Argonauts felt warmth in their
hearts, for, at last, one of the gods had come to them, and helped them,
Jason immediately sacrificed a sheep on board, and this time Triton appeared
in his true divine form, and hauled Argo well out to sea.
A few days later, after Medea's triumph over the bronze giant Talos (IV.
1638 ff.)^ and Apollo's help in guiding the Argonauts through pitch
darkness at sea by the light of his golden bow (IV. 1694 ff.),^ Euphemus had
a dream which he succeeded in remembering (IV. 1731 ff.). In the dream, he
was holding to his breast the clod that he had received from Triton, and he
was suckling it with milk. The clod suddenly turned into a virgin, and he
*I wish to thank Professor J. M. Dillon of Trinity College, Dublin, for his advice and
encouragement during the preparation of this article.
' Possibly inspired in ApoUonius' mind by the "Colossus of Rhodes" statue.
Possibly another contemporary allusion by ApoUonius, this lime to the great Pharos
lighthouse.
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passionately made love to her. She said she was a daughter of Triton and
Libya, and the nurse of Euphemus' children. She told Euphemus to give her
a home with Nereus' daughters near Anaphe, and, in time, she would
welcome Euphemus' descendants. When Jason heard the details, he
remembered a prophecy of Apollo's, and told Euphemus that he should
throw the clod into the sea, and from there grew the island of Calliste.
Euphemus' descendants (the poet explains) first lived in Lemnos, until they
were driven from their homes by the Tyrrhenians.^ They emigrated to
Sparta, and, later, from there to Calliste under the leadership of Theras, who
named the island Thera after himself."^
What factors induced Apollonius to recount this episode, and what
method of selectivity did he use to create his version?
Pindar (Pyth. 4) also recounts the meeting at the Tritonian lagoon
between Triton / Eurypylus and Euphemus, who, on receiving the clod from
the former, even overshadows Jason in importance at this particular time.
But, in the Pindaric version, the clod is accidentally washed overboard one
night at sea, and Medea makes the prophecy at Thera {Argo'^ next port of
call) that Euphemus will lie with foreign women (i.e. the women of
Lemnos, named by Pindar at v. 252), and his descendants^ will eventually
emigrate, via Sparta, to colonize Calliste (Thera). Furthermore, descendants
of the colonists at Calliste will in turn settle in Libya and found Cyrene
{Pyth. 4. 13-69 and 251-62). If, Medea continues, Euphemus had placed
the clod safely in the holy cave at Taenarus,^ the Euphemidae would have
ruled Libya within four generations from then, but, now that the clod was
lost, they must wait until the seventeenth generation. Pindar makes no
mention of the tripod.
The fullest extant version of the tripod story is to be found in
Herodotus (IV. 179). The story concerns Argo after she was built beneath
Mount Pelion, but before she sailed to Colchis. Jason put on board a
hecatomb and a bronze tripod intending to sail round the Peloponnese to
Delphi; but sailing round Cape Malea he was driven by a storm off course
to Libya. He found himself aground in the shallows of Lake Tritonis. Here
the god, Triton, son of Poseidon, came to him and offered help in return for
^ For a discussion of the Tyrsenoi, Etruscans and Tyrrhenians in Lemnos, see J. Boardman,
The Greeks Overseas (London 1980), pp. 85-86 and 272, n. 21 1. The reader may also refer to
'idi\aime.sVT\eAnch,KleiriasiatischeSprachdenkmdler (Berlin 1932), pp. 143^5. 13: "Die Stele
von Lemnos."
^Scholia Ap. Rh., IV. 1750 (C. Wendel, Scholia in Apollonium Rhodium Vetera [repr.
Berlin 1958], p. 327).
* According to Sch. Find, ad Pyth. 4. 455b (A. B. Drachmann, Scholia Vetera in Pindar
i
Carnuna 11 [Leipzig 1910], p. 161), Euphemus lay with Lamache, who subsequently gave birth
to a daughter, Leucophane. These, the scholiast continues, were the ancestors of Arisloteles
(Battus), from whom king Arcesilas IV of Cyrene was descended. Pindar had dedicated Pyth. 4
(and 5) to Arcesilas.
^Taenarus was Euphemus' home, and he had a wife there, Laonome, sister of Heracles,
daughter of Amphitryon and Alcmene; see Sch. Pind. ad Pyth. 4. 79b (Drach. 11, p. 108).
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the tripod. The tripod being duly handed over, Triton declared that the
descendant of the Argonauts who acquired the tripod would found thereabouts
one hundred Greek cities.
This tale has nothing whatsoever to do with the original Argonautic
saga. In the earliest tradition, Argo goes straight to the Pontus after the
launching. The story belongs to the later seventh century B.C. when the
Greeks were colonizing the Libyan coast.*^ Cretans were concerned in this
colonization,* and the tripod tale in Herodotus finds its origin in the
Argonautica of Epimenides the Cretan. There can be little doubt that the
story of the tripod was an innovation of Epimenides^ to establish a Cretan
connection with the epic Argonauts, both through the Cretan colonization
links with Libya, and by his taking Argo directly to Libya past Crete.^o
Pindar's ode is dedicated to king Arcesilas IV of Cyrene, and it is in his
honor that the lyric poet has related both the king himself and his subjects
to their remotest ancestors the Argonauts. Pindar's unique transfer of the
Argonauts' visit to Lemnos from the outward journey to the return is a
literary device he uses to emphasize the close link between the Argonauts'
union with the Lemnian women and the foundation of Cyrene. Pindar must
have gleaned his knowledge of Cyrene's foundation-myth from prominent
Cyrenaeans themselves.^ ^ The first founders of Cyrenaica must have been as
eager as the early settlers of the Black Sea region to connect their genealogy
with that of the epic Argonauts. This they achieved by linking the mention
of Lemnos in the Iliad}'^ with the history of the Euphemidae and the events
in Lacedaemon and Thera. No doubt they also took advantage of Euphemus'
inclusion in a catalogue of Argo's crew by Hesiod. Hesiod is the type of
cataloguing poet who most probably included a list of the Argonauts in his
work. That he did is suggested by the scholiast to Apollonius:
^Boardman, op. ct'r., pp. 154 ff.
^ Cf. the Cyrenaean version of the foundation of Cyrene in Herodotus IV. 154 ff. For Cretan
settlers in Cyrene, see Herod. IV. 161. 3.
' This seems a most reasonable assumption when one considers that Herodotus says nothing
of Argo as ccMitinuing her voyage to Delphi without the tripod. This suggests that the holder of
the tripod does not require the sanction of Delphi for success in his enterprise. The relevance of
this suggestion becomes clear when one remembers that the fragmenU of Epimenides show
vehement hostility towards Delphi's claims. For a discussion of this Epimenidean antagonism
with Delphi, see G. L. Huxley, Greek Epic Poetry (London 1969), pp. 81-82.
*° Cf. the Argonauts' visit to Crete (and encounter with Talos) immediately after they have
left Libya in Apollonius' poem (IV. 1636-93).
^^ We know, for instance, that Pindar had met Arcesilas' brother-in-law Carrhotus at Delphi
{Sch. Find, ad Pyth. 5. 34 [Drach. 11, pp. 175-76]). Carrhotus had asked Pindar to compose two
odes in honor of his chariot victory at the Pythian Games. As an Aegid Pindar was related to
the royal famUy of Cyrene and could treat them as equals; see C. M. Bowra, Pindar (Oxford
1964), p. 138. We know, too, that, shortly before his meeting with Carrhotus, Pindar had
entertained Damophilus at Thebes {Pyth. 4. 299). For further details about Damophilus at
Cyrene and Thebes, see Bowra, op. cit., pp. 137 ff.
>^//. Vn. 467-71; XXI. 40-41; XXIH. 746-47.
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oijte "O^TlpO(; ovxe 'HoioSoq ovxe ^epeKv8Ti(; (3 Fr. 110 J)
XiyoMCSi xov "I(pikXov ov^-nenXevKevai 'Apyova-otaiq.^^
By introducing the Taenarus element in Medea's prophecy at Thera,
Pindar cleverly explains why Libya was not colonized earlier by Greeks.
Wishing to compose a story in Pythian 4 with the emphasis on Thera and
on the genealogy of the Euphemidae, he quite naturally selected Euphemus
himself as the link he required.^'* Euphemus, he knew, was a bona fide
member of the original crew of Argo. Pindar had a Hesiodic catalogue of
the crew before him, as indeed, I believe, did Apollonius.
We also know that Hesiod mentioned the parentage of Euphemus,
saying that he was the son of Poseidon and of Mekionike:
Tl oiTi 'YpiTii n\)Kiv6<pp(ov MtikiovIkt|,
11 xexev E-ucpTi|a.ov yau\6x(o\. 'EvvoaiYaicoi . . .
This Eoee of Mekionike appeared in the Great Eoeae}^ A scholiast's report
that Hesiod brought the Argonauts to Libya'^ can most likely be ascribed to
the Mekionike-Eoee. The Libyan episode must have been a Cyrenaean
addition to the Argonautic legend. For why should Hesiod originally have
concerned himself about Libya in an Argonautic context at all? We know
that Eugammon, a sixth-century Cyrenaean epic poet, said that Odysseus
and Penelope had a son Arcesilas.^^ This was an obvious attempt to claim a
Cyrenaean role in the heroic cycle. It is probable that the Libyan episode
was invented by a poet of the same school.^^ It would seem likely that
Pindar used the Mekionike-Eoee, which had accepted the Cyrenaean
mythology, as a vital source for Pythian 4; and here too Pindar found the
clod story.
That the clod story is not a Pindaric innovation can be borne out by the
fact that Eumelus of Corinth appeared to use a similar scenario when telling
his version of the Corinthian foundation-myth. It seems that, according to
Eumelus, the mythical founder of the city Aletes {i.e. "the Wanderer,"
signifying Corinth's foundation by invaders) first consulted the oracle at
Dodona and then went ahead wi^ Zeus' blessing. The proverb hixzxa\
Kal p©A.ov 'AXtittjc;, scanning as the last part of a hexameter, is definitely
^3 Sch. Ap. Rh. I.45^7a, p. 10 Wendel = R. Merkelbach and M. L. West. Fragmenta
Hesiodea (Oxford 1967), fr. 63. p. 40.
I'* The scholia debate {Sch. Find. adPyth. 4.306. [Drach. H, pp. 138-39], and 455 d. e. [D. p.
161]) why Euphemus and not another member of the crew-Periclymenus. for example, the other
son of Poseidon mentioned in Pyth. 4. 175-received the clod. The simple answer is that Pindar
must select Euphemus for the sake of Arcesilas his descendant.
^^ Fr. 253, p. 124 Merkelbach-West = SchTind. ad Pyth. 4. 36c (Drach. H, p. 102). But see
also fr. 241 note (p. 1 18 M-W).
^^ Fr. 241, p. 118 M-W = Sch. Ap. Rh. IV. 259. pp. 273-74 Wendel = fr. 65, p. 35 in B.
y^yss, Anlimachi Colophonii Reliquiae (repr. Berlin 1974).
^^ See Huxley, op. cit. (above, note 9), pp. 168-71.
1* Cf. M. L West. The Hesiodic Catalogue of Women (Oxford 1985), pp. 86-87.
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associated with this story, and is most likely a fragment of Eumelus.^^
Possibly, then, Eumelus also found inspiration for his clod story in the
Mekionike-Eoee.
Interestingly, Pindar retains the oracular element by telling the clod part
of his story through Medea's prophecy at Thera. Apollonius also retains
this particular element when he makes Jason recall a prophecy of Apollo's
and, in the light of this, instruct Euphemus as to what he should do with
the clod. The reasons for this Apollonian variation will be discussed below.
But the Aletes story does suggest that the telling of the clod story in the
form of a prophecy was not entirely Pindar's own invention, as M. L. West
has recently claimed.^
Some scholars^' have argued that Pindar could not have used the
Mekionike-Eoee, since the lyric poet says Euphemus is the son of Poseidon
and Europa {Pythian 4. 45). But this does not necessarily preclude the
Mekionike-Eoee from having been Pindar's source. Despite his regular
adherence to his Hesiodic source, Pindar was not averse to departing from
the original in the occasional detail where it suited his context. R.W.B.
Burton demonstrates quite clearly how Pindar in his third Pythian, telling
the story of Coronis, is at variance with Hesiod for his own artistic
purposes.^
Why, then, the genealogical change in Pythian 4? Perhaps a clue can
be found in the scholiast's remarks on Pindar's reason for calling Thera
"holy" at lines 6-7:
'lepav vaoov tt^v 0T|pav ox>x a.n'kSiq ovo^idl^ev, aXX' oxi
Kd5)io(; Kaxot ^ritTiaiv E{>p(onri(; xt[<; abzX<pT\q oxeXXo^evoq
TipoaopiiioGeiq xfi vT|ocp dvcKxiae OooevScovo^ xai 'AGrjvdc;
iepov avxoGi, toe, loxopev ©eotppaoxoi; (©eoxptiaxoq?).^''
Here we find a connection between Poseidon, Europa and Thera, the colony
of the Euphemidae. As in Pythian 3, Pindar surely has changed a detail of
" Cf. J. B. Salmon. Wealthy Corinth (Oxford 1984). p. 38.
^ West, op. cit., pp. 86-87. West is right, however, in remaricing that a similar technique of
presenting the story in the form of a prophecy appears in Pyth. 9. But the scholiast on the ninth
Pythian states ctno 8e 'Hoiac; 'HaioSov xfiv ioxopCav 'iXa^zw 6 niv6apo(; {Sch.Pind. ad
Pyth 9. 6a [Drach. E, p. 221] = fr. 215, p. 109. M-W).
21 Cf. C. Robert. Die griechische Heldensage 3, 1. p. 859.
^ R.W.B. Burton {Pindar's Pythian Odes—Essays in Interpretation [Oxford 1962], pp. 83-
84) compares details of Pyth. 3 with a fragment of the Eoeae (fr. 123 Rzach = fr. 60. p. 39 M-
W = Sch. Pind. ad Pyth. 3. 52b and 3. 14 [Drach. E. pp.70-71. and 65]). and shows three
differences: (i) the wedding-feast for Ischys and Coronis is a public affair in Hesiod. but
Coronis, according to Pindar, does not wait for such festivities, thus emphasizing her sinful
passion; (ii) Ischys is a Thessalian hke Coronis in Hesiod. but, in Pindar, he is a stranger from
Arcadia, a distant land, thus making her offense even worse; (iii) in Hesiod, a raven tells Apollo
the news, whereas, in Pindar, Apollo simply knows what she has done, Pindar thus "advertising
the omniscience and infallibility of the Delphic god."
23 Sch. Pind. ad Pyth. 4. lOf (Drach. E, p. 98).
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his Hesiodic source, this time to bind more closely together the links
between the Euphemidae and their descendants at Cyrene, the Battiads.
Apollonius follows Pindar in naming Euphemus' parents as Poseidon
and Europa (I. 179-81) probably for much the same reason as Pindar.
Apollonius' original reason for including the Libyan episode must have been
because of Euphemus' links with the African continent. This particular
Argonaut had a special place in the hearts of the Alexandrians, and his
omission from the piece would not have passed muster with Apollonius'
audience.^
However, there was no need for Apollonius to place emphasis on
Cyrene itself. So, unlike Pindar, Apollonius left the Lemnos visit in its
traditional position on the outward journey, and ignored the Taenarus
element completely.
An important Apollonian variation from the Pindaric version appears in
the poets' respective telling of the clod part of the story through a prophecy.
Pindar did it through Medea's prophetic words at Thera, while Apollonius
makes Jason the instrument of prophecy. This is because Apollonius is
using the Libyan episode to make a very different point. The Apollonian
scenario is one of reconciliation between the gods and the Argonauts. It is
the end of their punitive and circuitous journey in all senses. Jason and his
entire crew now know and understand their mistakes, and from the minute
they set up the tripod in dedication to the gods of the land the reconciliation
process begins. This is the first time since the murder of Apsyrtus that the
Argonauts have treated the gods with due respect and reverence, or themis.
When Triton appears disguised as Eurypylus, this is also the first time since
the sacrilegious slaughter that one of the gods comes to the Argonauts' aid.
The tripod tale of the Cretan Epimenides was used by Apollonius only
in its bare essentials, that is, the meeting at Lake Tritonis between the
Argonauts and Triton, son of Poseidon, who received from them a tripod.
The meeting, of course, was later recorded in the Pindaric version, but the
idea of the tripod itself was one which Apollonius could, and did, use
cleverly to his own advantage. It would serve as a literary device to
introduce his reconciliation scenario. The god could hardly have helped the
Argonauts unless they had repented in the first place. The Argonauts, by
offering the tripod to the god as a mark of repentance, allowed him in turn
to give them the clod as a sign of forgiveness. It will be noted that in the
Epimenidean version Triton offered Jason help, //"he would give him the
tripod—^a subtle but very significant difference. Triton's gift of the clod in
return for the tripod, which had been duly offered and dedicated to him, forms
^ Cf. J. F. Carspecken, "Apollonius Rhodius and ihe Homeric Epic." Yale Classical Studies
13 (1952), 35-143. Carspecken suggests (46-47) that Euphemus holds an "intentionally
emphatic" position in the Apollonian catalogue of heroes because of his popularity at
Alexandria.
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an exchange symbolic of the interrelationship which had to exist between
gods and men.
Moreover, we find a further demonstration by Apollonius of this same
striking symbolism in his presentation of what I will call the Eurypylus /
Triton equation. Whereas, in Pindar, the god only appears in the guise of
Eurypylus, in the Apollonian version he afterwards emerges in his own true
form. Apollonius is the first to portray this metamorphosis. It is only
when the Argonauts see him walk into the water carrying the tripod, and
totally disappear beneath the waves, tripod and all, that they realize they at
last have been helped by a god. In immediate response, Jason sacrifices a
sheep over the stem, and prays; whereupon the god Triton emerges from the
depths in all his glory, an awe-inspiring sight, vividly described by
Apollonius (IV. 1602 ff.). Once clear of the lagoon the Argonauts spent
that day on shore, and built altars to Poseidon and Triton. By presenting his
audience with Triton, firstly disguised as the mortal Eurypylus, and then
appearing as his immortal self, Apollonius is showing clearly the close
interrelationship which inevitably exists between man and the gods,
something which Jason and his Argonauts have now learned to respect and
to revere.
Whether Pindar was the first to equate Eurypylus (a very early king of
the Cyrenaic land)^ with the god Triton is a moot point. The scholiast says
that he was.^^ But it is more likely that this obvious conflation of two
separate tales appeared first in the Mekionike-Eoee. Apollonius, of course,
knew the truth of the matter. However, for us, the important thing to
notice is that Apollonius decided not just to maintain the Eurypylus / Triton
equation but to extend the notion by the metamorphosis described above.
By reintroducing the clod story after the Talos and Apollo episodes,
Apollonius makes certain that the Libyan visit with its message of
reconciliation acquires great emphasis, particularly as it is also the final
episode in the poem.
Pindar's invention of the clod as suddenly being washed overboard by a
freak wave was irrelevant to Apollonius' purpose. So, Apollonius provided
an invention of his own, namely Euphemus' dream. The dream motif suited
the context of the man / god interrelationship which the poet was trying to
portray. The subsequent prophecy by Jason, rather than Medea, shows
Jason's return to themis and final reconciliation with the gods before the
Argonauts arrive home.
The Libyan episode of the Argonautic saga, then, has origins and
sources which are by now rather obscure to us, but the evidence we do have
is more than sufficient to show us how variable and adaptable Apollonius
25 See Sch. Ap. Rh. IV. 1561 c, p. 322 Wendel = Sch. Find, ad Pyth. 4. 57 (Drach. H. p.
105). Also. L. Malten. Kyrene (Berlin 191 1), pp. 105. 1 14 ff.. 131.
^Sch. Find, ad Pyth. 4. 37 (Drach. H. pp. 102-03).
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Rhodius was in his creative selectivity, and how he integrated this method
of creative selectivity with the results of his own innovatory powers.
Trinity College, Dublin
MeterOS tis eimi: On the Language of
Menander's Young Lovers*
FREDERICK E. BRENK, S.J.
Confronted with Menander's virtuosity, the flowery exuberance of Plutarch
knew no bounds {Comp. Arist. et Men. 854A-B):^
6 5e Mevav5pO(; jiexa x^'P^'^'^v ^dXioG' eavxov avxdpKTi
TtapeoxTixev, ev GedxpoK; ev SiaxpiPaic; ev a-oiiKoaioK;,
ctvaYvooona Kai \i6Br\\ia xal ctycoviaiAa KOivoxaxov wv f^ 'EXXctq
evr|voxe KaXoJv Jiapexcov xtiv noirioiv, 5eiKvv)(; o xi 5ti koI
onoiov Tiv apa Se^ioxriq X-oyo-u, enioiv dnavxaxooe |iexd neiGotx;
dcpvKxot) Kai xt\po\)\itvo(:^ OTtaaav dKofiv Kai Sidvoiav
'EXX.T]viKfi(; (p(ovfi(;.
Now Menander, along with the grace of his verses, has above all offered
himself as totally sufficient, in theatres, in discussions, in symposia,
having provided a poetry which is the most universal reading, instruction
and competitive drama of all the beautiful things Greece has produced
—
demonstrating what skill with language really is, convincing in all he
touches, and delicately controlling every sound and shade of meaning in the
Greek language.
It is consistent with this that, within the apparently stereotyped and
stylized portrayal of young men in the fragments, no more than faintly
reflected in the languid or boisterous adaptations of Terence and Plautus,
there are individuating touches in character drawing that reveal the poet's
* The original inspiration for this article came from a National Endowment for the
Humanities Seminar in Menander and Roman Comedy conducted by Professor William S.
Anderson of the University of California at Berkeley. Professor F. H. Sandbach of Trinity
College, Cambridge, graciously read earlier drafts of the present text. I must of course bear
responsibility for any errors remaining. Thanks are due as well to anonymous reviewers, and in
particular to the skillful and meticulous editing of Professor Newman. The Greek in the title
was stolen from Chaireas of the Dyskolos (65), and given a meaning that is totally unwarranted.
' Plutarch, Moralia V. 2. 2, ed. B. Hasler (Leipzig 1978). p. 4. Hasler compares the wording
of Thuc. n. 41. 1, where Pericles in the Funeral Oration is praising the agile versatility of the
Athenian. Evidently Plutarch found this Periclean ideal realized in Menander's style.
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creative genius. In this paper, only the most prominent survivors will be
considered.^
I. Sostratos and Gorgias in the Dyskolos
There is a good deal of contrast in the language of the two. Handley,
Sandbach and others have observed the flexibility of Sostratos' urbane
speech and the stilted rigidity of attitude and expression in Gorgias.^
Gorgias does not exactly speak in maxims, but his thought is sententious
and his mind operates in curious antitheses (271-73, 280-83):
eivai vojiii^co Jiocoiv dvGpcoreoi^ ey©
TOiq t' GV)fUXO\)OlV XOiq T£ JipaTTOVOlV KaKwq
7tepa(; ti xovtov Kai jiexaXXaynv xiva,
xoiq 5' evSeSx; Jipaxxovaiv, av ^iiSev kokov
noicooiv djiopovvxeq, tpepcooi 5' evyevox;
xov 5ainov', £l(; Jiicxiv nox' eXiSovxaq xpovcoi, . . .
I, indeed, for all men, believe there to be / both for the prosperous and
those faring ill / a limit to this and some turn-around, . .
.
For those faring less well, if nothing evil / they do, despite being without
means, and bear nobly / their daimon, in time establishing credit. . . .^
In Gorgias' speech here, Sandbach notes a slightly comic formality and
pomposity underscored by the strictly regular rhythm of much of the verse
and the elaborate period of thirteen lines, ending, however, in anacoluthon.^
^ At a very late stage it was possible to consult the invaluable dissertation of J. S. Feneron,
Some Elements of Menander's Style (Stanford 1976), directed by T. B. L. Webster (hereafter
referred to in these notes as Elements). K. J. Dover, "Some Abnormal Types of Word-Order in
Attic Comedy." Classical Quarterly 35 (1985), 324-43, attempts in a highly technical treatment
to distinguish comedy from control texts of tragedy, comedy and inscriptions, and is not directly
concerned with distinaions between individual speakers.
^ W. G. Amott, "The Confrontation of Sostratos and Gorgiais" Phoenix 18 (1964), 110-23,
sees the character portrayal of the Dyskolos as fairly sophisticated, but without the complexity
and sympathy of the later plays (111): see also "Menander Qui Vitae Ostendit Vitam . . . ,"
Greece & Rome 15 (1968). 1-17. S. M. Goldberg, The Making of Menander's Comedy
(Berkeley 1980; hereafter = Making), feels (p. 90) that the play is unable to create the type of
dramatic tensicMi found in the later plays, but that it is incipient.
'*See Amott. Greece & Rome (above, note 3), 14-15. E. W. Handley. The Dyskolos of
Menander (London 1965), p. 184, takes Gorgias' language as financial. Alain Blanchard, Essai
sur la Composition des Comedies de Menandre (Paris 1983), p. 81, note 54, thinks the argument
here is logical, but clumsily put (against Sandbach in A. W. Gomme, F. H. Sandbach,
Menander: A Commentary [Oxford 1973], p. 179). Amott comments on Gorgias' monstrous
period that collapses into clumsy anacolutha: "Moral Values in Menander," Philologus 125
(1981), 215-27. —^In order to clarify the Greek styles of the young men, the translations have
been made very literal in certain respects, with consequent loss to familiar English.
^ Amott's article. Phoenix (above, note 3), discusses the language of the two young men. See
also F. H. Sandbach. "Menander's Manipulation of Language for Dramatic Purposes," in
Menandre: Entretiens de la Fondation Hardt sur I'Antiquiti Classique 16 (Vandoeuvres-Geneve
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There are in fact seven antitheses between lines 271 and 287. The ^lev of
274 is widely separated from the 5e of 280.^ This rather subtle construction
of Gorgias' speech might at first sight appear similar to Sostratos'
persuasion of his own father to accept Gorgias as his son-in-law (797-812).''
But the formal, apodeictic language betrays rigidity of mind and a simplistic
understanding of complicated problems suitable both to a rustic and to a
young man.^ Commentators in antiquity already noticed that Menander
frequently rounds off a narrative passage with a gnome.^ This is not the case
with those of Gorgias. The incongruity between form and content,
sentiment and speaker, is again one of the essential marks of Menander's
refined humor.
There is another curious opposition between language and thought.
Though the substance of Gorgias' speech is highly moralistic and in a sense
theological—the relation of temporal prosperity to ethical conduct—he
continually uses the language of i\)xr[: xolc, x' evxvxovoiv, xSi |iev
ETjT-uXovvTi, T-qv x-uxTjv, Tov Stti^ov', xov SiEVT^xEiv. In the early
Hellenistic period, however, t^xti generally expresses blind chance without
regard to the gods or moral activity,^^
In contrast with the rigidity of Gorgias' speech, the flexibility of
Sostratos' has often been remarked. Both use sententious or proverbial
language, but for different purposes. At 797-812 Sostratos, who has
1970) (hereafter = FH), pp. 1 1 1-37; A. G. Katsouris, Linguistic and Stylistic Characterization.
Tragedy and Menander Goannina 1975), pp. 1 14-19; and Goldberg, Making, p. 79.
^Sandbach notes (FH, p. 1 17), that the nf|Te . . . \a\xc used by Gorgias at 284-86 appears
only 6 times in the poeU Sikyonios 176 is in a messenger speech modeled on Euripides, Orestes
866-956, and thus represents formal rather than informal style. Feneron (Elements [above, note
2], p. 99) agrees with Sandbach in finding Gorgias one of the most consistent speakers in his
fondness for antithesis, and observes a lack of emotional color in his use ofploke, as defined in
note 35 below.
^ See Sandbach, FH, pp. 1 18-99. Feneron, Elements, p. 10, finds only two examples of real
antistrophe in Menander, both emphasizing a positive / negative antithesis: Dyskolos 833-34,
where the verses end in a^iov, and 338-39, where the verse ends in exe and the sentence in
^ Sandbach (FH, p. 118) believes Gorgias only uses the trite oaths vf) Aia and jia Aia. He
attributes n6<jei5ov at 777 to Sostratos. On this matter, see now K. J. Dover (above, note 2),
328-32, who notes that oaths are not very usual in tragedy; and the very extensive treatment in
Feneron, Elements, pp. 65-81, and 141-47, especially p. 67. He notes that Sostratos uses 22
oaths, while Gorgias and Knemon have only 8 each. M. H. de Kat Eliassen, "The Oaths in
Menander's Samia," Symbolae Osloenses 50 (1975), 56-60, argues that, with the exception of
vr\ Aia, oaths are frequently used for humorous effect, e.g. jict tov 'AnoXXw in Samia 309,
455, 596, when the speaker is lying (56). On swearing by Adrasteia (Perik. 304; Samia 503),
see Sandbach, Commentary, pp. 485, 599.
' N. Holzberg, Menander. Untersuchungen zur Dramatischen Technik (Niimberg 1974), p.
82.
'° Feneron (Elements, p. 35) notes this paronomasia as stylistically appropriate to Gorgias
and Habrotonon (Epitrepontes), that both are applied etymologically and emphasize only the
words in question, but that Habrotonon 's is less formal, more intelligent and artificial: . . .
Tp6<pino(; /tpeiponevov . . . ("master/. . . reared," 468-69).
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decided to marry Knemon's daughter, realizes the need to secure acceptance
for her relatives. His speech to his father is relentlessly tailored to this end.
His special pleading that friends are worth more than money, designed to
win an argument, ends (8 11-1 2) with the proverbial
TioXXoJi 5e KpeiTTOv eoxiv e^<pavTl(; <p{X,o(;
Ti n^o\)io<; dpavTji;, ov ah xaxopv^aq exec's-
Better by far is a friend in sight / than wealth unseen, which you keep
buried.^ ^
The mutability of prosperity is a theme identical to that of Gorgias in
his speech, but the language Sostratos employs corresponds to the
pragmatic, non-theological world of business in which his father operates.
Prosperity is dependent on tv^ti, the vagaries of luck. There is always the
possibility that one may slip, or as the Greek puts it "stumble." Also
characteristic of Sostratos' speech, in opposition to the third-person
moralizing of Gorgias, is the use of the second person, occurring 18 times
in the short passage and even concluding the final adage.^^
II. Moschion in the 5a/mfl
The perfection of the role of adopted son may be seen in the Samia.
Menander's gift for variation is also evident. We found in the Dyskolos, not
an adopted son, but something close, a stepson who lived independently of
his stepfather. In the Adelphoi an adopted boy is raised by his uncle. In
this play, Moschion's mysterious origins focus our attention on his
overriding concerns—^adoption and his introduction into a life of luxury.
The dramatic technique of the Samia is utterly different from that of the
Dyskolos. In contrast to the speeches of Sostratos in the earlier play, the
speeches of Moschion in the Samia are filled with introspection and
elegance. There are daydreams, and speeches rehearsed but never delivered.
The expository value of the speeches and dialogue is clearly subordinated to
the expression of complex feelings and the subtle interchange of minds.
Indirection, omission, and verbal hints become more important than explicit
statements. Of about 900 lines in the Samia, apparently 370 were given to
^^ The distinction for tax purposes in Athenian law between "visible" and "invisible"
property makes Sostratos' adage more pointed. See the note by Amott, Menander I (Cambridge,
Mass. 1979). p. 319.
'^ Feneron {Elements, p. 100) considers the "absurd" number of oaths used by Sostratos as
designed to represent unrestrained emotionalism. However, in general, he finds no prominent
stylistic features, but rather variety, informal structure and minor qualifying parentheses. He
cites E. W. Handley (above, note 4, p. 248, ad w. 683 seqq.), and Sandbach, FH (above, note
5), p. 137, to contrast Sostratos with Gorgias (p. 101).
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monologue.^^ Sandbach sees the monologue as composed with assured
mastery, an indication of technical maturity. He particularly points to
Menander's habit of letting the speaker reveal more about himself than
intended.''* The characters not only have greater depth, but are genuinely
more humorous.
Menander dispensed with a prologue, and opened instead with a
monologue, perhaps for the sake of greater realism, but also with the aim of
immediately bringing the central character on the stage and directing the
audience's attention to the problems as the young hero sees them.
Logically, the monologue should contain the information necessary for the
understanding of the play: Moschion's adoption, his unusual relationship
with his father, caused by the introduction of the Samian hetaira into the
home, the rape of a neighbor's daughter by Moschion, the birth of a child,
or removal of a child by Chrysis—assuming her parturition (a debate among
scholars)—and the substitution or introduction of Moschion's child. '^
Menander has handled this, however, in a highly subjective way. The
speech, while conveying the essential facts, takes us fully into the young
man's mentahty, as explicit and implicit details, omissions and repetitions
lay bare his soul. First, the whole exposition is set in terms of Moschion's
fall from grace (fmdpxT|Ka yap, 3), and his partial attempt to make matters
right.'^ Beginning with his relationship to his father, he passes over his
adoption lightly.'^ Instead, he stresses the luxury of his upbringing, and the
'^ D. M. Bain. Menander. Samia (Warminster 1983), p. xxi. J. C. B. Lowe, "Note* on
Menander," Institute of Classical Studies Bulletin 20 (1973), 94-95. regards the Samia as
slightly longer than the Aspis.
'* Commentary, pp. 542-43. On Moschion. FenercMi, Elements, pp. 117-19.
The meaning of line 56 is uncertain. Sandbach prints etiKxeiv , but Austin and Amott
prefer (eT>eKev. This engenders a dispute among scholars over Chrysis. Sandbach
(Commentary, p. 555) believed that the child died, but others (C. Dedoussi, T. B. L. Webster,
K. Gaiser) denied its existence: see K. Gaiser, "Die 'Akedeia' Menanders." Grazer Beitrdge 5
(1976), 112 and note 33. Sandbach has returned to a defense of his position recently: "Two
Notes on Menander (Epitrepontes and Samia)," Liverpool Classical Monthly 1 1 (1986), 158-60.
He would now reconstruct lines 54-56 as:
TO n]ai6{ov yevonevov eiXricp' ow n6Xa\—
ano] Tav)xon.dxo\) 6e aujiPePriKe Kal fidXa
tic, Kaip6]v
—
r\ Xpvaii;- KaJlo^nev towxo ydp
with ziKr\<f>' as first, not third person (Gaiser). He argues convincingly that Chrysis and Plangon
must be suckling the child, that MoschicMi had no intention of later claiming the child as his and
Plangon 's, and that Chrysis was probably using the child as leverage for support of herself by
Demeas.
1^1. Gallo. "MENAND. SAM. 1 ss.S.," Museum Criticum 18 (1983). 199-201. would
improve Sandbach's text of Samia 1-3 to the following:
]nep[
].ve- xi XvTitiaai jie 6ei [
66]'uvTip6v eaxiv x\\ia.p^r\Ka ydp.
'^ Line 10 poses several problems: see Sandbach. OCT and Commentary, p. 546.
Following Kasser. Sandbach now believes that about 11 lines are missing at the beginning of
the play, in which Moschion might have spoken of his adoption. E. Keuls. "The Samia of
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impression he made upon society in an extravagant display of wealth (IS-
IS):
. . . TCOl xoPHY^^v 5l£<p£pOV
Kal tfii] (piXoTifiiai- Kvvaq napetpe<pe noi,
iJiKo]\)(;* ecpvXdpxTiaa Xa\inp5)C,- . . .
... as choregos I excelled / sjid in generosity. He raised dogs for me, /
[horse]s. I was a splendid p/iy/flrcAo5. . . . ^^
This past glory contrasts with his present state of shame. His
relationship with his father is not revealed as one of mutual love, but (in
Sandbach's reconstruction) one in which the father is viewed as his
"benefactor" (e-uEpyeJtei yap xamd ^i' o-u (ppovovvxd tico, 9), to whom
appropriate external sighs of thanks have been given.^^ Both shallowness of
character and some redeeming features are displayed, but in the light of the
boy's own self-justification and value-system.
In the second part of his monologue, Moschion turns to the
relationship of Demeas and the hetaira. This must have been a startling new
development for him, both disrupting the claim he had on his adoptive
father's affection and introducing temptation into his own life, if not
threatening the relationship between father and son completely.^ Menander
exquisitely presents this in the words of the youth. He does not speak of
Demeas' love for Chrysis, but rather of sexual desire, excused as something
human:
laiiiaq exaipaq eiq eniBv^lav xiva
eX,9eiv EKeivov, npayii* xomc, dvGpcoTtivov.
Into some passion for the Samian hetaira I that one came, something
perhaps human.
Concentrating on Demeas' real or imagined shame (eKpvTcte tout',
tiiox^vet', 23), and on his conceabnent of the matter, Moschion conveys
Menander. An Interpretation of its Plot and Theme," Zeitschriftfur Papyrologie und Epigraphik
10 (1973). 1-20, stresses the adoption motif.
^* The position oi phylarchos apparently involved more leading of parades than military
action: see Sandbach, Commentary, p. 546; Blanchard (above, note 4), p. 128, note 16; Bain,
Menander, Sainia, p. 113. The ephebeia is discussed by S. Humphreys, "Lycurgus of Butadae:
An Athenian Aristocrat," in J. W. Eadie, J. Ober, eds. The Craft of the Ancient Historian.
Essays in Honor ofChester G. Starr (Lanham, Maryland / London 1985), pp. 206-09.
^' The importance of the term Koojiioq applied to Moschion is examined by H. J. Mette,
"Moschion. 6 Koomoc;," Hermes 97 (1969), 432-39.
^ On the need for visible signs of understanding, see H. D. Blume, Menanders "Samia"
(Darmstadt 1974), p. 13; on the paratragic Amyntor / Phoinix theme, P. Rau, Paratragodie
(Zetemata 45 [Munich 1964], p. 195); on the brilliant subjectivity of the monologue, N.
Holzberg, Menander (above, note 9), p. 33. Goldberg {Making, pp. 94-95) analyzes Moschion
as egoistical, cowardly and foolish, unable to see the implications of his actions or to take
responsibility for them. The conflict between father and son as a theme is discussed by R. L.
Hunter, The New Comedy ofGreece and Rome (Cambridge 1985), pp. 103-05.
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his own reasoning at the time, that unless his father "got control of her"
(av ^iT] yevTiTai xr[q kxaipac, iyKpax-qq, 25) Demeas might suffer from
the rivalry of younger men for her affection.
In the final section of the monologue, Moschion explains the rape with
the greatest delicacy. We would expect a description of the girl and of his
admiration for her beauty (as we find with Sostratos in the Dyskolos), then
acknowledgment of the force of passion and a mention of the regretted act of
violence, followed by the embarrassment caused by the child, the promise to
wed the girl, and the introduction of the baby into Chrysis' house. In fact,
the explanation, after a lacuna of 22 lines, is more complex. Menander sets
up a relationship between the mother of the girl (Plangon) and the Samian,
perhaps as an explanation of Chrysis' later willingness to assist in the
situation. There follows mention of the Adonis festival, which offered
occasion for the rape. Moschion suggests that, but for the noise caused by
the women, he would have slept on innocently, and never have committed
the shameful act. When he comes to the essentials, he moves from
admission of his own shame, to the pregnancy (47-49). The sequence is "I
am ashamed" / "she got pregnant"—as though he were unwilling to mention
the preceding biological process, then returned to it but only as if to a
necessary afterthought (49-50):
. . . TOAJXO yap 9pdoa(; Xeyco
Kttl TTIV JtpO XOVtOV Tipa^lV, . . .
. . . For by noting this, I mention / as well the deed before that, . . .
Self-revelation is thus clothed in an almost conscious attempt at self-
justification.2i The highly impressionistic and subjective quality of this
dramatic narrative is in accordance with some of the best Hellenistic
narrative style, but it also admirably suits the character portrayed, with its
good intentions, but also instability and tendency towards rationalization
after the fact.^^
Moschion's other speeches reveal the gulf between the monologues and
dialogues of the Dyskolos and those of the Samia. His contemplated suicide
at 86-95 has to be seen in the light of his rehearsal of speeches delivered
only to the empty air:
Po]u>.o^al
Xd]poi(;
Y]dp dGXimepov
^* S. Ireland notes comic inversion in the prologue: "Menander and the Comedy of Dis-
appointment," Liverpool Classical Monthly 8 (1983). 45-47; cf. E. Keuls (above, note 17), 5.
The problems with text and meaning here are discussed by Sandbach, Commentary, pp.
545-46, and de Kat Eliassen (above, note 8), 61-65. A. G. Kalsouris, Linguistic and Stylistic
Characterization. Tragedy and Menander (above, note 5), p. 105, notes the aristocratic
vocabulary. Lowe (above, note 13) would prefer ox' to oi^ at v. 48, a suggestion made by Post
and supported somewhat by Terence, Andria 638 and Plautus, Epidicus 166-68.
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IndvTcov • o\)K dndy^onai xaxv;
p]r\z(iip ji6vo<; y^P 9iX6cppovo(;.
joxepoq ei^' ev ye xoit; vvvi X^byoK;.
d]TteX9a)v el<; epTiniav tivd
yu|iv]d^o|i' • o\) ydp netpioc; dycov eaxi |ioi.
... I wish . . .
. . . you might take . . .
... for most wretched . . .
... of all. Should I not hang myself on the spot?
... a speaker alone and of one kindly disposed,
more <miserable?> am I in the present discourses.
. . . going off into some wilderness . . .
I intend to [train]. For no small contest lies before me.
When Demeas (135-36) complains about the bastard son brought into
the house, our knowledge of Moschion's feelings of insecurity over his
origins and status in the family lends intelligibility and humor to his
otherwise high-minded and moral statement, worthy of a philosopher, that
character, not birth, makes one a bastard (139^2).23 Moschion's statements
about birth are, of course, special pleading, triggered by the same defense
mechanism that made him reticent about the events leading up to the girl's
pregnancy.^ His elegant diction contributes even more to the impression
that the medium is the Menandrean message.
Menander continually demands inference from the audience listening to
Moschion's speeches. An example is the humorous monologue in Act V
(616-40), where Moschion toys with the idea of running off somewhere as a
mercenary in order to punish his father. In its elaborate diction reminiscent
of tragedy, this monologue recalls the opening soliloquy. The purpose
again is not primarily to give factual information to the audience, but to
reveal the character of the youth. It takes Moschion some time to master
his rhetorical self. In the meantime, he indulges in a series of meditative
starts and stops, notional possibilities opening and closing, punctuated by
words denoting mental states (vTieXapov, evvovc, ywo^ai, ^a^ipdvco
Xoyio^ov, E^EOTTiKa v\)v teXeox; Efia-uxoti Kal jiapco^-uiiiiai acpoSpa)
and guilt (Ti|j.apTriK£vai) (616-29):
^ Moschion could not have been legally adopted at Athens since he was a foundling of
unknown birth: see Sandbach, Commentary, p. 473; A. R. W. Harrison, The Law of Athens.
The Family and Property I (Oxford 1968), pp. 87-89; D. M. MacDowell, The Law in Classical
Athens (London 1978), pp. 99-108. Sandbach doubts that the situation was any different at
Corinth. MacDowell notes that the adoption was not really for the benefit of the son but for the
parent—care in old age and continuance of the oikos after death (pp. 100-01).
^ See W. G. Amott. "Moral Values in Menander," Philologus 125 (1981), 215-27, who
seems however not to notice the bias in these lines. Sandbach {FU, p. 1 17) observes that the
construction here, built around jiev . . . 8e, is paralleled in Gorgias' lines at Dyskolos 170-87.
See also Sandbach, Commentary, p. 559.
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iyio Toxe n.ev fj^ eixov alxia(; ^dxT|v
eXevGepoq ytv6\itvoq r\yanr\oa xal
to\)9' Ixavov evT^xtm' e|iai)xcc)i yeyovevai
vjteXaPov ax; 5e ^aX,Xov evvo'0(; yivo^ai
620 Kttl Xa^pdvco Xoyia\i6v, e^eoxriKa vvv
izXioic, e|J.ai)xo\) xal Ttapco^vmi-ai a(p65pa
e(p' oi(; ^i' 6 jiaxTjp •uneXapev rmapxTiKevai.
ei |iev KaX&q ovv elx£ td Tiepl xtiv vopriv
xai |j.f) xoaavx' riv e|J.Jto5a)v, opKO(;, TtoGoq,
625 xpovo?» O'0VT|9ei', oi^ eSovXcviitiv eyco,
o\)K dv Tcapovxa y' civxk; Tjixidoaxo
av)x6v ^e xoiovx' ouSev, dX,X' dreocpSapei^
ex zr\c, 7i6X,eco(; dv ektcoSmv ei(; Bdxxpa tioi
Ti Kaplav 5iexpipov alx|id(^{ov eKei-
I then from the accusation I falsely endured / being Uberated, was well
content, and / that in this a great enough stroke of fortune had occurred /
1
supposed. But now as I become more self-possessed / and take account, I
am / quite beside myself and irritated mightily / over where my father
supposed that I had sinned. / If then all were well—the business of the
girl— / and not so much were in the way—the oath, longing, / time,
habit—by which enslaved was I, / not to my face could he again have
accused / myself, me, of any such thing, but vanished / from the city, out
of the way, to Bactra somewhere / or Caria, I would bide, shouldering the
lance there.
Sandbach notes that he begins with colloquial language, then becomes
more rhetorical.^^ But he ends with the Homeric aix^id^cov. Menander-has
other fun. The expression xd nepi tt^v Kopriv is rather curious in a poem
concerned with love, and the monosyllabic noi and the adverb ekei at the
ends of the last two lines quoted, which form the crescendo of the first half
of the monologue, are humorously deflating. Other touches of humor may
be the positioning of Eycb at the beginning of 616 and the end of 625, the
unexpected meaning of TiyaTiTiaa in 617, the skewed parallelism of
E^iTioStov (624) and EK7to6cbv (628), and the reversal of the expected order of
Caria and Bactra. One can add such expressions (referring to his father and
the Samian) as (26; 47-48):
hn' dvxepaoxmv ^eipoKicav evox^Tiaexai,
by rival lad-lovers he will be mobbed,
. . . loco^ 5' aiox^vo|4.ai
^ Commentary, p. 618. Feneron, Elements, p. 1 17, regards Moschion's language as difficult
to analyze, but remarks on its variety and avoidance of rhetorical devices, though asyndeton is
prominent in the opening speech. He regards lines 616-40 as Menander's most notable use of
amplification, basically consistmg of doublets, and with "nothing said once if it can be said
twice" (p. 118).
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. . . o^(0(; aiox^vo|iai.^^
. . . perhaps I am ashamed / . . . still I am ashamed.
Moschion, in spite of all his practice, is no Demosthenes. Rather,
with subtle parody and sympathy, Menander used Euripidean language in
gentle satire of the pretensions of the ingenuous aping the speech of the
educated. ^
in. Moschion and Polemon in the Perikeiromene
The Moschion of the Perikeiromene is cut from quite a different piece of
cloth. He is lecherous, gullible, and given to boasting, though later in the
play he begins to win our understanding, or at least our sympathy.
Menander employs the adoption theme again, but his clever use of variety
this time centers our interest on a mother as step-parent rather than on a
father.28 in the usual Menandrean parallelism, he is contrasted with his
opposite, the soldier Polemon. He certainly shows traits suited to a
delicately introspective youth, but Menander also provides a surprise by
transferring to him many of the features of the alazon we expect in the
soldier.29 At home in a military play, the transference blends quite naturally
into the spoiled character.
Alazones are also deluded about women, and this too is characteristic of
Moschion. When his sister, who has recognized her long-lost brother,
kisses him, he presumes it is due to his irresistible attraction. Somewhat
mal a propos he swears by Athena, virgin and patron of the military, that he
must follow the course of destiny. His language is marked by the most
flamboyant terms (304):
TTiv 6' 'ASpdateiav ^.dX,ioxa vvv ap[. . .npooicov]©.
Adrasteia now then indeed [I bow before]. ^
^The interpretation of these lines is very difficult: see Sandbach, Commentary, p. 550.
Menander may be teasing with the words of Eteocles (Phoenissae 510): npoq 5e toio6'
aiaxwvonai. For Euripidean overtones in the aiSox; theme, see S. Jakel, "Euripideische
Handlungsstrukturen in der Samia des Menander," Arctos 16 (1982), 21, and A. Pertusi,
"Menandro ed Euripide," Dioniso 16 (1953), 34, 40. He takes (39) line 632 (6 rf\c, efiTi<; vwv
KiSpioi; y\ai\ir\c, "Epcoi;) as Euripidean (frr. 136, 269, 431; Hippolytus 350 ff.).
^W. S. Anderson, "The Ending of the Samia and Other Menandrian Comedies," Studi
Classici in Onore di Quintino Caudella II (Catania 1972), edd. S. Costanza et al., pp. 155-79,
especially pp. 111-19, shows how Menander exploited the characters of Moschion and Demeas
to produce a rather unexpected and unpredictable ending for the Samia.
^ On Moschion, Feneron comments {Elements, pp. 113-14): "the accumulation of grand
effects. ..." On Polemon: "... probably the most consistently emotional young man in
Menander" (p. 115).
^So W. T. MacCary, "Menander's Soldiers: Their Names, Roles, and Masks," American
Journal of Philology 93 (1972), 282. He cites as names in the extant fragments: Thrason,
Thrasonides, Thrasyleon, Bias, Polemon, Stratophanes, and Kleostratos.
^ For the oath by Adrasteia, see above, note 8.
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Inflated, bombastic, military language, typical of the alazon, is used by
Moschion in addressing the slave Daos (e.g. 217-20). But he ends this
sally with language befitting a mommy's boy (295-96):
. . .
no\) 'oxiv r\ ixti^tip, £^e
. . . Where's my mother, me^^
However, what constitutes the uniqueness of Moschion is the skillful
mixture of military bombast with the rhetoric—or false rhetoric—and
introspection of more noble-minded youths.^^ This can be recognized in the
long speech at 526-50, constituting a sizable part of what remains of the
third act.^^ He begins with alazon language (528-29), but shifts to a
previous moment of disillusion, introduced with an expression of his
lamentable condition.^ The lines recall the Moschion of the Samia (532-
36):
TioXXwv yeyovoxcov aOXicov Kaxct xov xpovov
xov vvv—<popa yap yiyovE xoviov vvv koXti
ev djiaoi xoiq "EX,A,t|oi 6i' o xi br\ Jioxe
—
o\)5eva vop.i^(o xwv xocovxojv aGXiov
av9p(ojiov ovxcoq iaq e|ia\)x6v ^fiv eyoo.
Of many wretches begotten in this time / now—and a fine harvest of this
now exists / in all of Greece, for some strange reason or another— / none I
account of all the lot so wretched / a mortal to live, as my very self.
Sandbach comments on the unusual artificiality of the word order.^^ Most
striking is the dislocation of the personal pronoun eyo) in the last line
quoted. Though Menander likes this position of eycb for his young men,
the word order here is an unparalleled tour deforce.
'' Feneron {Elements, p. 114) notes the "artificial rhetoric" of the three rising tricola,
culminating in the unique circumlocution ei(; x6 npooSoKav exovai no*; (297).
'^Moschion is described by Feneron {Elements, pp. 44-45) as employing rhetorical
"homoiokataikton and homoioteleuton" in Perikeiromene 313-14:
eiaiovT* £v>9\)(; cpiXiiofli. 8ei ji*. avaKtf|oao9* oXqj,
Eii; TO KoX.aK E'ociv xpaniaQgx, ^fiv xe npoq Tau-CTiv ctnX&c;.
He notes that Moschion only has 57 fuU lines, but displays a clear style in them, "the most
likably ridiculous . . . accumulation of 'grand' effects . . ." (pp. 113-14), and further that, as
Moschion becomes unsure of himself, his style begins to break down, changing to paratactic,
short units, parentheses and shifts of thought (p. 137, note 86).
'^ Sandbach {Commentary, p. 510) points to the recoUeaions of Aristophanes, Euripides and
Demosthenes in lines 527-36.
^'Goldberg {Making, p. 50) observes how, by allowing Polemon to retain a simple and
impetuous nature, but transferring the alazoneia to Sosias (and in the Misoumenos to Daos and
Moschion), Menander is able to retain the comic potential of the alazon play.
'^ Commentary, p. 511. Feneron {Elements, p. 14) designates Thrasonides and the
Perikeiromene Moschion as the main characters employing ploke (the repetition of a word,
especially in different cases, for purely emotional effect). He sees it as adding fomialily. Two
of his examples are in prayer form. Moschion (532-35) uses it in a grand, traditional manner
(p. 15).
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From bombastic abuse of an abortive attempt by the soldier and his
friends, accompanied by the hetaira Habrotonon, to abduct the girl Glykera,
Moschion suddenly shifts into introspective speech reminiscent of tragedy.
Katagelos, ridicule of others, turns to recognition of his own helplessness as
he realizes the slave's treachery, and the true reason for the girl's arrival in
the house. This is certainly one of the finest comic passages in the
fragments of Menander, set in the subjective, stream-of-consciousness style
used for the Sarma Moschion. It is perhaps of note that both Moschions are
described as practicing speeches intended for their parent.
In the recognition scene, Moschion's egocentricity reappears. Even if
successful, his courtship of the girl would hardly have been in the best
romantic tradition. Other comic youths seldom win their brides in a
completely honorable fashion, but Moschion's conduct leaves even more
than usual to be desired. One would, however, expect an expression of joy
at the reunion with one's long-lost sister. Menander's gentle touch of irony
and unwillingness to totally redeem a character at the end of a play appear in
Moschion's unexpected reaction to the discovery of his sibling—a tragic
expression of grief at his misfortunes (777-78):
el 5e YEyevTitlai tout', ctSeXcpri 5' eot' i\n\
aiSxTi, KoiKiot'] E<p9ap^' 6 S-uox^xtiq eyto.
If this has happened] and sister she is mine, / I'm ruined [uttterly,] o luck-
less me!
Of all Menander's young men, Polemon is the most inarticulate. He
must be persuaded by Pataikos to dismiss his irregular crew, which is
accompanied by the hetaira Habrotonon, and probably inspired by the slave,
Sosias. He is slow to grasp that Glykera is not his "wife" as he terms her
(ya^iexTiv yuvaim, 487, 489). He resorts to shouting at Pataikos, knows
little about legal procedure, and, when at a loss for words, suggests hanging
himself. Only seven lines long, his speech nevertheless is a masterpiece of
ethopoiia (504-10):
O-UK oT8' O Tl
X-eyoo, not xf\v ArinTitpa, tiXtiv otJtdY^onai.
rX-OKcpa |j.£ KaxaXEXoiTie, Kaxaki'kovn.i \iz
rX-oxepa, ndxaiK*. dX,X,' einep oiSx© ooi 6oKei
Ttpdxxeiv
—
o\)vti9t|q TioBa yap koi JtoX,XdKi(;
XeXdX.TiKaf; avxfii npoxepov—e^cov hxaXiyoM,
TcpeoPcooov, iKexe-oca oe.
I know not what / to say, by Demeter, except that I will hang myself. /
Glykera—me she has left, she has left me— / Glykera, Pataikos. But if
you approve / the move, you were her friend, and often / chatted with her
before
—
go and converse, / be my ambassador, I beseech you.^^
^ Related by E. W. Handley, "Rccenl Papynis Finds: Menander," Institute of Classical
Studies Bulletin 26 (1979), 82, to Epitrepontes 126 (302S). He sees the repetition as a
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Some other lines reflect the simplest thought and expression. Lines
507-10, the coda to the outburst about Glykera, end in anxious
impetuosity. Menander spices Polemon's speech only with the faintest
aroma of military language. Perhaps Une 513 is to be categorized as such:
aiSxTi 'oxiv r\ acoxTipia xo\) JipdyM^axo^,
This is the salvation of the affair.
A peculiarity of his speech is a certain ambivalence in the diction. In the
lines that follow (514-16):
kyca yap ei xi tccojiox' tiSiktix' oXcoq
—
El }J.f| SiaxeX.© ndvxa <piX,oxi|j.ou|i.£vo(;
—
xov k6o|xov a\>zr\c, ei GecopriaaK;
—
I, if I have ever injured her in any way— / if I continue not in everything
to treat her lavishly— / her finery if you could just observe
—
the (piXoTi^ovjievoc; of 515 both means "to treat lavishly" and "to strive for
honor." Thus there is a very special and appropriate double entendre of the
military and the romantic. Menander again reveals himself as a master of
variation, skillfully alternating word-position, repetition and tenses. His
language is studiedly beautiful, but apparently stylized rhythms and
rhetorical flourishes, with a chiasmus unusual in the poet, convey a sense of
the spontaneous expression of inarticulate grief. The phrasing reduces
Polemon's complaint to its barest essentials:
rX-VKEpa ^e -KazaXtkoxnt, KaxaXeXoiite ^e
rXiiKepa, ndxaiK*.
The poetic, but exaggerated, use of liquid sounds in alliteration, the
repetition, including that of the beloved's name, and the obviously rhetorical
effects contribute to a pathos a. I'outrance, constituent of the scene's
humor.^^ Menander has used these tricks both to produce elegant verse, and
yet to produce also an effect of military ungainliness in the realm of Eros.
Some other peculiarities of Polemon's speech deserve attention. At 519
he adduces the expensive clothing given Glykera as a reason for forgiveness.
A soldier's mystification with women's fashions could have belonged to the
characteristic device for expressing great emotion. D. Del Como, "Alcuni Aspetti del
linguaggio di Menandro," Studi Classici e Orientali (Universita di Pisa) 24 (1975), 1-48, takes
the repetition to represent "popular eloquence," following E. Fraenkel, "Two Poems of
Catullus," Kleine Beitrdge zur klassischen Philologie 11 (Rome 1964), p. 119.
^' Feneron (Elements, p. 13) regards this type of phrasing {kyklos) as indicating loss of
emotional control (see Demeas at Samia 465: Mooxi«>v, ea n', ea jie, Mooxitt)v)
unbecoming to an old man, and possibly loss of dignity where a woman is concerned.
Thrasonides {Mis. AlO) and Polemon (Perik. 506-07) would be similar cases. "Glykera" was
used in Glykera, Misogynes and Perik. The invented story that she was Menander's mistress is
discussed by Amott, Menander I (above, note 1 1), p. xvii.
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alazon language of Middle Comedy, now redirected to less obvious ends.
But he adds an allusion to her height (x6 ^leYeBoq, 52 1).^* This is the
language not of the lover so much as of the recruiting officer.
At 975, in the midst of love's desperations—though speaking to the
maid Doris, and therefore with some persuasive intent—Polemon is ready to
"snuff himself out" C^^v' eiiauTov dnoTivi^aini). The principle of
transferring the traits of the lovers to the soldiers underlies the Misoumenos
as well, yet this phrase is peculiar to Polemon. The term used by the more
delicate Moschion of the Samia is "hang myself quickly" (ovk dTidy^ojiai
xaxt); 91). Towards the end of the play, his friend Pataikos urges him to
forget his military nature, lest he do something rash (1016-17):
x6 XoiKov eniXaGot) oxpaxicbtii^ [©v, iva
nponzxkc, jiotiotik; ^Tl5e ev [
For the remainder, forget you [are] a soldier [so that] / a rash deed you may
not perform, not even one[ ^^
In his reply, Polemon echoes Pataikos' words (1019):
naXiv ti Jipd^o) npontxic,; . . .
Again will I do a rash deed? . .
.
The tone of the utterance depends on the director and actor. If
pronounced timidly, it could humorously contrast with the expected
impetuosity of a soldier. Even though Agnoia in the prologue warns the
spectator that Menander intends to undercut this expectation, Menander
playfully toys with such a contrast throughout the play.
IV. Thrasonides in the Misoumenos
Unfortunately, the fragments of the Misoumenos are even less extensive
than those of the Perikeiromene, but they are sufficient to reveal a world of
difference in the treatment of the soldier. Though in the beginning of the
plays the situations of Polemon and Thrasonides are similar, their initial
actions are not at all alike.'*^ In the Misoumenos, the girl turns cool
towards Thrasonides on the presumption that his possession of her brother's
sword is proof Thrasonides has killed and despoiled him. There is no
preliminary act of violence leading to remorse of the kind that triggers
Polemon's expressions of violence against himself. Thrasonides' initial
^ Amott (Greece & Rome 15 [1968], 16) demonstrates the improvement in technique here
over that used in the Dyskolos for Sostralos.
" W. W. Fortenbaugh, "Menander's Perikeiromene: Misfortune, Vehemence, and Polemon."
Phoenix 28 (1974), 430-43, takes 1016-17 to mean that Polemon should literally give up a
military career. More likely is his relinquishment of the military ethos that has caused so much
of his trouble.
'•*' On Thrasonides, see Feneron, Elements, pp. 112-13.
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attitude is rather one of reflection. Pacing back and forth in the rain in front
of the house, he puzzles over the girl's conduct and his own reaction. Only
later does he contemplate suicide.
A further contrast is to be found in the modes of self-extermination
considered by the two soldiers. In his conversation with Pataikos in Act III
of the Perikeiromene, Polemon looked forward to death by hanging, a
solution to life's problems normally employed only by tragic heroines. In
fact, Polemon uses the same word (dTidylop-ai, 505) as does the highly
theatrical and not very military Moschion of the Samia, except that
Moschion is more decisive (ot)K d7idY|o|iai taxt); 91). Later, in Act V,
speaking to Doris, he uses the word dnonvi^ai^i (iv' eiia-OTov
dnoTtvi^aim, 975), which probably means "hanging," though in the
Dyskolos and the New Testament it means "drowning.'"*^
The threatened suicide of Thrasonides, however, which is somewhat
more essential to the plot, is less trivial. At some point in the play,
probably in Act II, the hero asks someone, undoubtedly Getas, for a sword.
Getas' felicitous non-compliance, leading him to remove all the swords from
the house, forestalls Thrasonides, who then sets about recovering the girl's
affections by less spectacular means. But later, in Act IV, Getas reports a
scene in which Thrasonides again hints darkly at suicide. Krateia's father,
Demeas, has come to rescue his daughter. Thrasonides threatens, in the
presence of Krateia and her father, to take his own life. This is at least the
implication of 309. Despite the self-serving nature of the threat, and the
later ransom of Krateia without serious consequences for Thrasonides'
continuation in this life, the self-destructive tendency is based on more
reflection and applied to two different situations. These developments in the
plot can hardly be suspected from the opening monologue.
In that monologue, Menander adapts the discourse of the paraclau-
sithyron to the soldier, who thus of necessity acquires greater eloquence.
But the speech is undercut by infelicities of language similar to those of
Polemon. The overall texture or matter is quite different, resembling in
tone neither that of Polemon nor of any other young lover we have seen
(A1-A14):
w Nv^— oi) yap b\\ re^eiaxov 'A(ppo5iTTi(; ^lepoq
^etexek; 6emv, ev coi xe nepi xovtcov "koyox
jiXeiaxoi X-eyovxai (ppovxi5e(; x' epcoxiKai
—
ap' dX,Xov dvGpconcov xiv* dGXioixepov
topoKac;, ap' epwvxa SuaJcoxfKoxepov;
Jtp6(; xaXc, enauxov vvv GxipaK; eoxtiK* eyoo,
ev xcoi oxEvconcoi nepvreaxw x' avco Kdxo)
^' See Sandbach, Commentary, p. 526. WilamowiU conjectured a.nr\xx,d[a\\ for line 988.
On the "attempted" suicide, see fr. 2 (Arrian, Diss. Epicteti 4. 1. 19) in F. H. Sandbach,
Menandri Reliquiae Selectae (Oxford 1972), p. 182, and his Commentary, p. 440; E. G. Turner,
"I: New Literary Texts." in The Oxyrhynchus Papyri Vol. XLVffl, M. Chambers. W. E. H.
Cockle, J. C. Shelton, E. G. Turner, eds. (London 1981), p. 19.
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ta|i<poxepa<; jaexpi vuv iieoovoiiq com axe56v,
e^ov KaQt-dbtiv, xt[v epoaneviiv e'xcov.
nap* t\io\ ydp eoxiv ev5ov c^eoxiv xe |ioi
Ktti Po\)Xo)aai xo\j9' coc, dv eji^aveoxaxa
epcbv xiq, OX) Tcooc) 5'- ujiaiSpicoi bi |ioi
Xei|i.[cbvo(; 6]vxo(; eaxiv aipexcoxepov
£axTi[K£vai] xpe^ovxi Kai XaXovvxi aoi ^^
O Night—for you Aphrodite's greatest share / possess among the gods, and
in you cases about these things / most are pleaded, and the anxieties of
love— / any other of men more miserable, / have you seen then, a lover
made more pitiable by fate? / Before my doors now stand I, / in the narrow
passage pacing up, down. / As you approach the mid-point of your
course, / when I could be sleeping, my beloved holding, / for within my
house she is, and the p>ower have I / and desire this as would most
maddenedly / some lover, but do it not. Under the sky I / in this storm find
it more preferable / to stand trembling and chattering to you. "^^
At first sight, it appears that Menander has seriously adapted the
romantic outburst of excluded or frustrated lovers in ancient comedy, though
they exist more in Latin exaggerations than in the sober fragments of the
Greek poet."*^ In reality, he has deftly and almost unnoticeably combined
"^ The text given here was first published by E. G. Turner, "The Lost Beginning of
Menander, Misoumenos": Proceedings of the British Academy 63 (1978) (Oxford 1978), pp.
315-31. It has now been published with a few small changes in The Oxyrhynchus Papyri
(above, note 41). Some objections and modifications to the text were offered at A29 by P. G.
McC. Brown, Classical Review 30 (1980), 3-6. See Turner's reply, "Menander and the New
Society of his Time," Chronique d'Egypte 54 (1979), 1 16. However, in the later redaction in
Ox. Pap. XLVin, he is sympathetic to the reading naK]dpiO(; (Rea), suggested by the
determination of the characters as ]a(^}OC, (see note ad loc, p. 15). This weakens the suggestion
of R. F. Thomas ("Menander, Misoumenos A28—A29," Zeitschrift fiir Papyrologie und
Epigraphik 45 [1982], 175-76) that the reading for 29 should be [cri) 6fi noXeji]apx6(;, rather
than cri) xi^ijttpxo?. based on the earlier understanding of the text as Japxoc;.
^^ The discovery of POxy 3368 established the text at A4, thoughpreviously Handley had
brilliantly arrived at the correct emendation ap* aXX.ov dvGpamov xiv' dGXicoTepov.
Sandbach's emendation here "knokXo\, dvGpconcov tiv' dGXiortepov would have made an
unusual—though possibly humorous—invocation. Sandbach actually took "AnoXXov here as
a mere exclamation {Commentary, p. 443), influenced by Plutarch, De cupid. div. 525A. In
support of ap* dXXov M. Fantuzzi, "Menander Misoumenos A4," Zeitschrift fUr Pap-^rologie
und Epigraphik 48 (1982), 66, had cited Theodoridas. fr. 10 (Snell), lines 1-4, for ei6ei; xiv*
dX,Xov, where the Sun is addressed in negative rhetorical interrogation, and Euripides,
Epigrammata 1 (D. L. Page, Epigrammata Graeca [Oxford 1975], p. 44, vv. 478-81). V. Citti,
"Men. Misum. A8,** Atene e Roma 28 (1983), 73-74, sees an aUusion to Sappho 168 BV
jieaaai 6e vuKxet;. Other discussions of the passage are: J. M. Jacques, "Le debut du
Misoumenos et les Prologues de Menandre," in U. Reinhardt, K. Sallmann eds., Musa locosa
(HUdesheim 1974), pp. 71-79, esp. 74-76; and J. Blundell, Menander and the Monologue
(Hypomnemata 59 [Gotlingen 1980]), p. 73—who however seems to miss the humor.
^ P. Flury, Liebe und Liebessprache bei Menander, Plaulus und Terenz (Heidelberg 1986),
pp. 50-52. The tragic aspects of meter and diction were observed by T. B. L. Webster, "Woman
Hates Soldier: A Structural Approach to New Comedy,*' Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies
14 (1973), 292-93. More recently. G. Davis, "Ovid's Metamorphoses 3. 442 ff. and the
Prologue to Menander's Misoumenos," Phoenix 32 (1978), 339-42, uies to show that the mock
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elements from the elegant desperation of youthful lovers with the laughable
use—or misuse—of language by the glorious military .'^ Sandbach notes
that the opening speech, metrically appropriate to the dignity of the tragic
stage, is in fact a recollection of a speech in the lost Andromeda of
Euripides, and is similar to the opening words of Electra in Euripides' play
of that name."^ However, substantial differences from the two Moschions
reveal that Menander, while creating a totally different type of military
speech from that of Polemon, has remained true to the military ethos.'*''
In the Samia, Moschion's monologue at 616-40 easily fits the
situation. Devoid of platitudes, it is marked more by understatement than
by its opposite. Similarly, in the Perikeiromene, Moschion's speech is
restrained. The exposition of his lamentable condition is made in flowing
and natural language, with a play on a9Xio<; in the positive degree (535). In
the Samia, Moschion also avoids describing himself as "most wretched."
But in the Misoumenos, Menander certainly intends some parody through
features such as the halting end-stopping of the lines, the useless internal
rhyme, and the jerky final bisyllabic or monosyllabic words. Particularly
noticeable are lines 6, 7 and 10:
npbq xaiq ep.a\)xov vvv 6\)pai(; eoTTjK' eyco . . .
ev tS>i axevconwi jcepijiaxS x' avco Kotxco . . .
Tcap' e|aoi ydp eoxiv ev5ov e^eoxiv xe |aoi . . .
The thirteenth line seems awkward.'** The accumulation of com-
paratives, two of which fall into the same end-of-line position, is unusual,
tragic style of the prologue was the model for Ovid's Narcissus. Goldberg (Making, p. 52) gives
allusions to the paraclausithyron theme before Menander: Euripides, Cyclops 485-502; Plato,
Symposium 183a; Aristophanes, Lysist. 845-979. Eccles. 960-76. R. L. Hunter's discussion of
paratragedy in Menander (The New Comedy [above, note 20], pp. 1 14-33) concentrates on the
Aspis.
*^ See F. Sisti, "II soldato Trasonide, owero la comicita del 'rovescio'." Sandalion 5 (1982),
97-105; esp. 98-1 10. S. Ireland, "Prologues Stnicture and Sentences in Menander," Hermes 109
(1981), 178-88, points out that the initial appearance of a character in Menander has him
speaking with more complex language than later on. But the parody here seems clear.
^ Feneron (Elements, pp. 6-9) interprets anaphora as the sign of extreme emotion. On
occasion, it is marked by tragic meter as well. There is a touch of humor in it, exploited to
"type" cooks; e.g. Alexis, fr. 174 (Kock). He notes it here at A1-A2 and A4-A5 (p. 8).
' E. G. Turner, "Menander and the New Society" (above, note 42) seems to overlook this
point (108-09). He does not accept McC. Brown's changes (above, note 42) for Afiy. A33-34
(113-14).
*^ Feneron (Elements, p. 39) notes Sostralos' lines (Dysk. 571-73) ending in . . .
Havxevoojiai / . . .TtpooeiSxo^ai,/ • • .(piX-avOpoMieiioonai where, after entering dispirited,
he recites his lines with "fresh courage and pompous avowals." On rhyme in general, see
Feneron pp. 36-44, who treats it as resembling the use of tragic meter, which often
accompanies it (p. 43). After Demeas of the Samia with 25 rhymes, he regards the two
Moschions and Sostratos as the characters fondest of this device—"a feature of their general
pomposity."
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an effect heightened by the superlative at 1 1 and the final comparative in 13.
The incidence of unimportant words at line-ends is quite high, and the
occurrence of . . . iyd) . . . noi . . . \lox there suggests egocentricity and
naivet6. The last word of the invocation, ooi, makes things even more
ridiculous. The endings for three of the last five lines become ^oi, ^loi, 001.^*9
Menandrean prologues, syntactically more complex than the other parts
of the drama, contain a great amount of subordination, a practice learned
from Euripides. Apparently the purpose is rapid condensation. By contrast,
the elementary syntax and end-stopping in Thrasonides' prologue is
remarkable.^^ The meter is tragic, sparing of resolution, though resolution
is frequent in both Menander's and Euripides' prologues. The lack of
resolution here suggests a lack of ease and polish.^^ In effect, Thrasonides
speaks the language of an alazon, containing traits of the youths frustrated
in love, but all underdrawn. Symptomatic of this attitude is the opening of
the play at night, a device successful enough to be repeated.^^
A more extravagant style appears in the passage already mentioned from
Act III, where Thrasonides braces himself to meet the girl's father (259-
69):53
TiaxTip KpaxEia^, <pT|i<;. eXtiX-uG't
vvv f\ |j.aKdpiov r\ TpicaGXitoxatov
5ei^ei(; ^le tcav ^(ovxwv andvxoov yeyo^o'^*^-
ei ^ifi Yctp o\>xo(; SoKindaei ne, Kvplcoc;
5(ooei xe xavxiiv, oTxexai 0pao(ovi5Ti(;-
o \ir\ yevoix'. aXk' eiaioa^iev ovKexi
x6 xoiovxov eiKd^Eiv yap. ei5evai 5e Sei
r\\ia.q. OKVTipax; koI xpe|i(ov eioepxoixai.
^avxe-oeG' t^ \\fvxr\ xl \io\>, Texa, KaKOv.
5e5oiKa. peX-xiov 8' djta^d7i[avxa xjriq
olr|oeco(; Jiax;. xa\)xa 9a^)^doal^l 5' dv.
The father of Krateia, you say, has come [ / Now either blessed or thrice
most miserable / you will prove me of all living things, begottten. / For
if he will esteem me not and in due form / give her, done for is
*' The introduction of Getas at A15 is now taken to be a certainty, based on POxy 3368 with
a marginal note at this line (Turner, "New Literary Texts" p. 3). However, the letters are not at
all clear, though sigma seems to appear at the end, and the manuscript contains no other
marginal names. An ending at A14 to Thrasonides' speech gives more emphasis to the absurd
(101, HOI, ooi separated by eiijiaveataxa and alpexcoxepov, the latter recalling the two
comparatives earlier in the speech.
5°S. Ireland (above, note 44), 183-85.
'^C. Prato in C. Prato, P. Giannini, E. Pallara, R. Sardiello and L. Marzoua, Ricerche sul
Trimetro diMenandro: Metro e Verso (Rome 1983), pp. 35-36.
^^ M. Colantonio, "Scene nottume nelle commedie di Menandro: noU al Pap. Oxy. 2826,"
Quaderni Urbinati di Cultura Classica 23 (1976). 59-64.
^'A. Borgogno, "Per il testo di Menandro {Aspis 380; CUharista 94-95; Misumenos 259-61;
fr. 471 K6.)," Prometheus 6 (1980), 231, argues for mxvxTl to fill out line 259. based on Aspis
213-15. The interpretation of the last lines of this passage is extremely difficult. See
Sandbach, Commentary pp. 454-55. for a discussion of the problems.
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Thrasonides. / God forbid. But let us enter, for no longer / such conjecture
but to know behooves / us. Shrinkingly and trembling I enter. / My soul
prophesies, Getas, something evil. / 1 am still afraid. Better once for all
than this / suspicion in some way. But these things I would marvel at.
He describes his condition in extreme terms, with use of final assonance
(260-61):
vvv •q jiaKapiov r{ xpioa9Xi(oxaxov
Sei^eii; ^e toav ^(ovtoav ajidvtcov yeyovoxa.
Nor does he shy away from the pathetic use of the third person (263):
oixexai 0pao(ovi8r|(;-
or \h&plurale maiestatis (265-66):
el5evai 6e 5ei / Tina^.
Like a hero from Homeric song, he differentiates his organ of thought from
himself, even if not in Homeric terminology (267):
^avx£ue9' r\ vf\)x(\ ti fiov, Texa, kukov.
In the manner of a Hellenistic philosopher he speaks of his suspicion as an
oiesis. The extent of this pomposity reflects the alazon origins of Thraso-
nides, though the phrasing of 260-61 is characteristic as well of non-
military lovers.
This manner of speaking, though in a slightly different form, is
reflected in his reported words in Act IV (305-10), importuning Krateia:
. . . "dvxipoXw, Kpdxeia, oe,
nf| \C £YKaxaA,iJiT|i(;- TiapGevov a' eiXriq)* eycb,
dvfip exXriSriv Trpwxo^, Tiydniiod ae,
dyan©, <piXca, Kpdxeia <pi?ixdxr|- xi aoi
A.\)jfnp6v eoxi xcav nap' e|a.o(; xeGvriKoxa
Tievcei |i* edv jx' eyKaxaXl7tT\i(;." . . .
You, Krateia, I beseech, / please do not abandon me. A girl, you I have
taken, / first been called your spouse. I loved you, / love, hold dear,
Krateia dearest. What do you / find so dreadful in me? As a dead man /
you will hear of me, if you abandon me.^^
The aspect of the perfect continued to be strong through the Ptolemaic and Roman
periods. But the perfect here could refer to Thrasonides* possession of the girl, rather than to the
girl's virginity, as held by some scholars. See K. L. McKay, "The Use of the Ancient Greek
Perfect Down to the Second Century A.D.." Institute ofClassical Studies Bulletin 12 (1965) 1-
21, and "On the Perfect and Other Aspects in the Greek Non-Literaiy Papyri," ibid. 27 (1980),
23-49, esp. 42. F. Bommann notes that once in Menander (fr. 568.5) e^co has erotic
connotations, but claims ("II prologo del Misumenos," Atene e Roma 25 [1980], 159-60) that
Krateia must still be a virgin, referring to A9: tfjv epto^evTiv excov.
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Here we find short, simple, asyndetic utterances, but not without art.
Two similar phrases
—
|j.t| p.' iyKaxaXim\\.q, eav ^' iyKaxaXim\\<;—
have a framing effect. There is the nuanced repetition of KpdtEia,
following a two line interval, with rhyme ayanSi, (piXcb, Kpaxeia
(piXxdxTi, and with hammering away on the second person at the ends of the
lines in oe, ae, aoi, but not without variations (a'. . . eyoi, . . .
xeGvTiKOTa). Moreover, the isolation of TEGv-qKoxa (309) pushes it into
stark contrast. This speech suggests comparison with that of Polemon, for
example, the lines (Perik. 506-07):
rX-uKcpa ^e KaxaXeXoiTte, KaxaXeXoure ^e
rX,\)Kepa, ndxaiK*.
In Polemon's lament, there is a touch of playfulness in the use of the
name Glykera, as though the days of wine and roses were now over.
Thrasonides utters the name Krateia plaintively, hinting at the immovable
force resisting his imprecation.
We already saw that Polemon's (piXoxi^ot>|ievo<; was ambiguous.
Thrasonides' dvxiPoA.(o, is equally ambiguous. At 305, it implies a lovers'
quarrel:
. .
. "dvTiPoXm, Kpdxeia, oe,
HT| ^' eyKaxaXiTCTm •"
But the verb is Homeric (Iliad XVI. 847):
xoiovxoi 5' £1 Ttep fioi eeiKoavv avxepoXriaav
K twenty such had against me come
There is a mock epic touch. Though dvxipoXw is of course frequent in
comedy for "entreat," "beseech," in the mouth of a soldier, the direct
descendant of an epic warrior, it and the masculine sound of the name of the
girl have an incongruous effect.
Coloring Thrasonides' speech elsewhere are other touches suggesting
the language of a romantic alazon rather than the usual cultivated youth.
For example at A43, where he explains Krateia's contempt, the exaggerated
alliteration niaei . . .]|ie |iioo(;. (Get.) w MMyvfixi a. goes beyond the
bounds of serious diction. His language here may be compared with a
similar line of the theatrical hetaira, Habrotonon, in a flamboyant passage
(Epitrepontes 433):
6eiov 6e |iioei ^llao(; avGpcorcoc; ne xi.
Divine the hatred with which the man hates me, somehow.
The phrasing at A85-A89 resembles that of the love-sick youths, with
rhetorical asyndeton and climax in (piXoviKiav 7i6vo[v] ^avi[av (A87) and
with the assonance (piX[xdxTi, (pi[Xxaxoq (A86, A88) binding the words
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together,55 The exaggeration and clumsiness, presenting a soldier out of his
depth in the expression of romantic feeling, humorously contribute to the
delineation of his ethos.^^ Finally, the mutilated soliloquy at 360-90,
where Thrasonides confesses that he refrains from alcohol so as not to reveal
his secret, contains (if the reconstruction is correct) an awkwardly repeated
word (. . . (p[Epeiv . . . (pepco;) and clumsy metaphor (X.([0o]v v|/\)xtiv
(p[epew, 360).^'^
Thrasonides shares some traits with the Moschion of the Perikeiro-
mene. For example, though characters normally speak of "door" in the
singular, Moschion, like Thrasonides in the prologue to the Misoumenos,
or the goddess Agnoia in the prologue to the Perikeiromene (154), uses the
high-sounding plural (299). Like Thrasonides, Moschion has some less
impressive lines such as (298-99; 346-47):
(Aa.) 7cop£^)oo^al.
(Mo.) nepiTiaxcov 5e jrpoo|j.evm oe, (Aae), TipooGe xwv Gvpwv.
(Daos) I will depart.
(Moschion) Walking about, I will await you <Daos> before the doors.
Aae; Trepuiaxevv noeiq \it JiepiJiaxov nokitv xiva.
ctpxicoi; nev o\)[k dX]Ti[9e(;, v\>\> 5e XeXaXtiKat; ndXiv.
Daos? You make me walk an exceedingly long walk. / A moment ago not
the truth, but now you have babbled again.
The effect of the alliteration would easily be heightened by a good actor.^^
V. Stratophanes and Moschion in the Sikyonios
The fragmentary nature of this play complicates the reconstruction of the
ethos and language of the soldier, Stratophanes, and the youth, Moschion.
Even so, much is revealed. Like Polemon in the Perikeiromene, the soldier
has a foil in the youth, who this time, however, is the soldier's brother.
Like Moschion in the Perikeiromene, this one also labors under a mistaken
impression—here, that the soldier has kidnapped the girl he loves. Little of
Moschion's part survives, but obviously he would have been quite different
from the other two Moschions we have seen. His speech in Act V (396-
410) is simple almost in the extreme, with the twice repeated "Moschion" at
396-97 in his address to himself. The simple language adds a touch of
^^ At least this was Sandbach's interpretation. However, Turner, following H. Lloyd-Jones,
now prints <pi[X,o<pp6va>i; at A88, "to avoid repetition of (piXxaxoc," ("New Literary Texts," p.
18).
^ The new fragments appear to substantiate MacCary's views ("Menander's Soldiers" [above,
note 29], 285) that Thrasonides has touches of alazoneia but is essentially a sympathetic
character.
^' This is highly conjectural. Line 360 reads: eoxco oxleYleiv jie Kal X,i[9o]v yvxTlv
(p[epeiv.
* Feneron too {Elements, p. 30) would see the assonance here as mock grandeur.
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humor and quiet pathos. He explains that he must not look at the girl
—
while pointing out her physical merits to himself—and that he must be his
new-found brother's best man (napo/riao^ai StjXovoti [404], an allusion to
the custom whereby the "best man" drove the bride and groom to their new
home on a mule or ox-cart, with the bride sitting between the two). His
reflection on the happiness of his brother is typical of his simple,
straightforward style (400):
. . . a5eX96(; 6 yanajv ^aKotpioc; k.[
. . . your brother the bridegroom, fortunate [
This speech, though consisting of fourteen lines with defective endings,
is nonetheless sufficient to reveal the halting style more typical of a soldier
than of the spoiled only son normally met among these comic youths. The
first nine lines may be cited (397-405):
vvv o\)5e npoopX.e\|/ai oe, Moaxi<o[v, exi
Tipoi; XTiv KopTiv 5ei- Mooxv«v[
Xe\)icn o<p65p', c\)6<pQaX\x6q eox'—o\)5e[v Xiyziq-
abzXcpbc, 6 ya\i5iv iiaKOtpioq k.[
oiov yap—ox)xo(;, exi Xiyeic,; ovavx[
Ttpayii' eox' ereaiveiv x«piv ev.[
aXk' ov)K epw yc" V^^ Yctp oxavooov[
napoxf\oo\iai StjXovoxi koI k[
xp(xo(; [|A£x'] a\)x©v, av5pe(;, ov 5v[vTioo^ai
Now not even for you to gaze upon, Moschion, [still] / upon the girl is
right. Moschion [ / Fair indeed she is, with beautiful eyes,—[you are
talking] non[sense]; / your brother the bridegroom, fortunate [ / for such
—
you there, still ulking? / One must praise the grace in [ / But I will not
say it <or: "I am not in love"> / I will ride along, obviously, and <make
up> / a threesome [with] them. Friends, W will] not [have the strength . .
.
The few lines elsewhere, for instance at 274-79, do not contradict this
picture of halting diction and simplicity. He uses a commonplace idiom at
278 (Ttpayji' i^ixaC,z[, 278; cf. Tipay^i' eox' later at 402). Nothing of
the flamboyant, melodramatic speech of the Samia Moschion, the elegance
of Sostratos or swashbuckling alazoneia of the Perikeiromene Moschion
appears.
In spite of their differences, Moschion and Stratophanes have much in
common. Stratophanes, in fact, seems the victor in the contest of banalities.
The simplicity of his language anticipates the theatre of the absiu^d. He
surely wins no prizes for originality. His reaction to the news of his
mother's death typifies his style (124-26):
(©T].) KOI oKvGpamoq Epxexai.
(Itp.) HT| XI o^)^P£PTl]Kev r\\iv/, Iluppta, vewxepov;
^fl yap y\ HT|xrip] xeGvriKe;
(nVPPIAZ) Tiepvoiv.
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(Itp.) oiiAoi- Ypav(; oq>65p' tjv
fTheron) He comes with a grim look.
(Stratophanes) Surely nothing has [happened to] us, Pyrrhias, a new blow?
Don't tell me my mother] has died?
(Pyrrhias) A year ago.
(Stratophanes) Alas! She was quite an old woman.
Stratophanes' appearance elsewhere in the fragments is limited to brief
moments in Acts IV and V, in the last of which we have a speech of eleven
consecutive lines. His simplicity is perhaps indicated by the very large
number of half lines: 10 out of 12 which can be reconstructed out of 120-
52; 3 out of 7 in 272-310; 7 out of 8 before an 11 line speech in 376-95.
Something of his simplicity may be seen in his one-line reaction to the
revelation that Moschion is his brother.
6 Mooxvcov d6eX<p6^ Efio^ eo[Tiv, jidxep;
Moschion [is] my brother, [father?
In the reconstruction, the sequence of two initial trisyllabic words
followed by three bisyllabic produces a halting, surprised effect which could
easily be enhanced by a skilled actor. We might contrast these with the
lines of Moschion in the Perikeiromene on the revelation that the object of
his desires is his sister: a melodramtic speech of five lines, with accusatives
and infinitives, a conditional clause, and a flowery self-lament (774-78).
Perhaps significant for his ethos is Stratophanes' speech at 385-96. It
consists of rather lengthy sentences and clauses, but they are basically
imperatives with their objects strung out after them. As though to say a
soldier expresses himself best in commands, Menander allows orders to
predominate elsewhere as well.^^
In the reconstruction, the speech begins with a staccato command (385-
86):
Aova^,
Jiai, Tiai,] Aova^, tppdoov elaiwv npoq MaXBdiaiv
Donax,
boy, boy] Donax, say, going in to Malthake
and leads into a series of details about boxes and pack asses, such as we
might expect from an army officer. It ends rather as it had begun, with an
emphasis on command (395-96):
Ktti xo\)(; ovotx;. xavxa Xiy\ iyai[
evx£{^o^' a-bzbc, zaXka xcai x.f
and the asses. Mention these things. I[
will petition myself about the other things to the [, .
.
^ For example, lines 141, 145. 146. 147. 383.
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Notable as well is Stratophanes' swearing by Heraklcs (158), normal for
a soldier, and contrasting with the picturesque supplication of the
Perikeiromene Moschion to Adrasteia (304) and, if the reconstruction is
accurate, the hollow echo of Moschion's final words at 273:
(7M0IXIQN) xovq, dv5pano5ia'ca(; dnaYaYei[v \)\i.a.z, eyco
—
(?Itp.) Tinac; ov;
(?Moschion) Lead away the slave dealers, [I bid you.
(?Stratophanes) Youus?^^
This general pattern of halting simplicity, but with an officer's self-
possession and imperious style, is accompanied by a total lack of alazoneia.
There are, however, two exceptions. The hyperbaton at 125, where |iti ti
. . .
and . . . vecbxepov are widely spaced, is notable. The other exception
to the normal banality of expression is at 136-37:
TiXfie nepi xovxcov dredvtcov ^loi tot' e\)8\)(; ypdmiata
Tf|v TE xov naxpbc, teX-evxtiv a|i.a XEyovt' eic, Kapiav.
There came, for me, about all these things then, straightway, letters— / of
my father's death telling—at the same time into Karia.
The translation necessarily exaggerates the hyperbaton, which is a more
natural feature of the Greek language. Yet the effect is so pronounced and
untypical of Stratophanes' speech elsewhere that it suggests a teasing
Menander satirizing his soldier. But, more probably, wishing to enhance
the emotional effect of Stratophanes' reaction to the touching news of his
parents' deaths, he turned to ttagic diction with its overtones of nobility and
pathos.
VI. Special Criteria: Periods, End-stop and Hyperbaton
A more specific investigation into the styles of Menander's young men,
revealing greater differences, can put them into better perspective. Three
useful criteria are periods, end-stop and hyperbaton. The periodic structure
and hyperbaton are in fact quite extraordinary in the case of the non-military
youths, while end-stop seems to have been employed to characterize the
soldiers. Any conclusions here are of course weakened by the fragmentary
nature of the plays, with their uneven line-distribution, and the chance
survival of monologues, where the elevated style is more likely to appear.
Even so, the criteria serve a purpose in distinguishing the tenor of particular
speeches.
One of the early studies of Menander's style singled out enjambment
and the paratragic manner as key methods of individuation. However,
enjambment was regarded as colloquial, belonging to low or secondary
Supplement to 272 by Austin. Many think Stratophanes threatens Smikrines here.
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characters, and "absolutely lacking in the principal ones." The paratragic
style was viewed solely as an attempt to elevate the diction and seriousness
of the passage.^ ^ Other suggested criteria for testing the speech of the
characters are connectives in continuous discourse, the use of subordination,
and hyperbaton.^2 Asyndeton seems to be involved with the attempt to
reproduce more faithfully the realism of the oral style, in passages
contrasting with the more literary prologues .^^
Another approach has been Uie study of assonance, verbal repetition,
oaths and meter.*^ There is a close relationship between the language and
versification of Euripides and Menander. Stricter, more severe meter was
used by Menander for lower-class persons (Daos in Epitrepontes 240-69) or
less cultivated ones (Gorgias in the Dyskolos), or apparently for comic
effect (Moschion, Samia 616-40). In contrast, Demeas' speech at Samia
206-82 has a large number of resolutions, as do Menander's Euripidean
prologues.^^
More elegant speakers use their periods naturally and effectively, as
many scholars have noticed. Sostratos in the Dyskolos has quite a few
(309-13, 384-89, 525-28, 666-69, 673-77, 798-800, 800-02). The first
(309-13) is well constructed, ending with the verb and containing variation
in the subordinate phrasing through the use of a conditional clause followed
by a participle. The second (384-89) has a long introductory condition
(including a long participial clause), with the important word ^laKocpiov at
the end. In a narrative passage, we find another period (525-28) with the
verb appropriately stationed at the end for suspense and emphasis. At 666-
69 there is a short period, cleverly constructed, with repetition of oaths and
an important word positioned last, but as though it were an afterthought
(^iiKpou). Sostratos has two short periods at 798-800 and 800-02. In the
first, an important word (^exaSiSotx;) appears at the end of the periodic
clause, while in the second he finishes with toiStcov tivi, perhaps to
enhance the contrast with . . . dva^icoi xivi in the next line. There is a
great deal of variety in the introductions of these sentences (condition,
^^ S. Zini, // Linguaggio del Personaggi nelle Convnedie di Menandro (Florence 1938), p.
120.
^^ Sandbach (F// [above, note 5], p. 138) thought hypeibaton so usual in verse that it might
pass unnoticed in Menander "and be more frequent than I supposed."
^^ See D. Del Como (above, note 36), 46.
^ J. S. Feneron, "Some Elements of Menander's Style," Institute of Classical Studies
Bulletin 21 (1974), 81-95 points to assonance and end-rhyme in Sostratos' speech {Dysk. 571-
73), paronomasia and end-rhyme in Gorgias' {Dysk. 253-54), and gives statistics on rhymes
used: Demeas (Samia) 25; Sostratos (Dysk.) and Moschion (Samia) 11; Gorgias (Dysk.) 5;
Moschion (Perikeir.) 4 (81-84). Because of the brevity of the Perikeir. fragments, the four
rhymes here may be quite significant. On assonance in general see also Feneron, Elements, pp.
27-64 (paronomasia, 31-36; rhyme 36-46).
" C. Prato, introduction to Ricerche sul Trimetro di Menandro (above, note 51), pp. 22-23.
32-34, 36.
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participle, indicative, command) and in the conclusions. No one pattern
predominates.
The language of the two Moschions, though similar to that of
Sostratos, contains a touch of affectation. The Perikeiromene Moschion
uses the periodic mode to express his lamentable condition in lines 532-36.
This elegantly constructed sentence begins with a genitive absolute,
followed by an interjectory sentence, and concludes with a main clause in
which the two important and grammatically connected words are positioned
respectively at the beginning and end of the line. The Samia Moschion in
his initial monologue employs a long period at 19-22, on the distressing
introduction of the Samian into his father's house. Variety is achieved by
having the period follow a two-word sentence (riv K6a^io<;), and is itself
followed by three short, impetuous main verbs. The suspense is cleverly
increased by two interjectory sentences explaining his devotion to details and
the leisurely pace he intends to pursue. Two phrases {la\iiaq eTa{pa<; at
the opening of 21, and Ttpayfi' I'aox; dvGpcoTiivov at the closing of 22)
seem to have been positioned deliberately. The major point, the father's
passion for the Samian, is followed by a parallel philosophical reflection on
the weakness of human nature, with a slight chiastic effect. The
circumstantial background of his fall is introduced shortly in periodic
fashion (41-43), contrasting with the paratactic mode used to express his
shame (47^8), and the declaration of the essential, Plangon's pregnancy,
given in a stark three-word indicative sentence (49).
In Act V, the long period opening Moschion's speech at 616-40 is
noteworthy for its positioning of the subject ey© at the beginning of the
sentence, with the verb (vneXapov) at the end and at the first position in
its line (616-19). The next sentence, a continuation of the first, is slightly
periodic, with the important verb fi|iapTT|Kevai reserved for both the end of
the sentence and line.
This is followed by the most elaborate period to be found in the
expostulations of Menander's young men, that in Moschion's proposal to
embrace the rigors of the mercenary life in order to confound his father
(623-29). A neatly balanced contrary to fact condition, with two conditions
in the protasis, one introduced by ei |xev and the other by Kal ^t|, is
followed by a bifurcated apodosis, the first part introduced by ov)k av and
the second by aXX\ Interspersed between the conditions is a relative clause,
followed by two participles towards the end of the last three lines. All this
in complex but natural speech reflects the delicate attention to words and
phrasing apparently typifying Moschion's "rehearsals." Throughout,
important words are situated at the beginnings or ends of enjambed lines. In
contrast to the sophistication of these speeches, Thrasonides' monologue has
no periods and virtually no long introductory clauses. In contrast to
Moschion's speech, the extremely long speech of Demeas in the Samia
contains only a brief stretch (238^W) in the periodic mode.
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The halting Polemon has only two periods. One at 507-09 is
awkward, with an interjectory sentence ending in two imperatives and
another verb, in asyndeton. Even this sentence was probably designed to lay
bare the limited scope of Polemon's rhetoric, with interruptions and
inconsistencies rather than true periodicity. The second, unfinished sentence
at 514-16 consists of two unpolished conditional clauses followed by
another condition, with ei after the object of its verb. Here again, Menander
probably wanted to portray ungainly interruption rather than the periodic
style.
Next to Polemon and his lack of elegance, Gorgias has some periodic
sentences, though uttered with difficulty. The slightly periodic sentence at
234-38, in which he admonishes the slave Daos, is slowed down by
unnatural word order. There is a long speech on tvxri at 271-87 with four
fairly long sentences—or three, if one is taken as part of the same sentence.
In the only one which is periodic, the final word (xiva) is curiously and
ineffectively positioned.
The employment of end-stops to suggest awkwardness in expression is
another possible criterion for analyzing the styles of the young men. The
opposite of end-stopping, enjambment, can be understood as necessary—that
is, grammatically required to complete the thought; or unnecessary
—
additions made to complete an otherwise independent thought. If one takes
end-stopping in a looser sense, then the feature is quite pronounced in the
opening seven lines of Gorgias' speech at 271-87, but not noticeable
thereafter. It characterizes the excited words of Polemon at 512-17, but is
absent from the more reflective speech at 981-88. However, end-stopping
is most prominent in the opening monologue of Thrasonides (A1-A15).
The hero begins with three elegant—and slightly absurd—lines in a period
followed by six or seven end-stopped lines. But he recovers to close the
address with a graceful, though not very complex, period, marred by the
infelicity of \io\. and aoi completing its first and third lines. The pronouns
HOI and aoi are popular among monosyllables for closing lines, but here
seem deliberately combined for humorous effect, as, perhaps, also in the
Perikeiromene Moschion's speech at 584-89. Elsewhere in the same speech
(526-50), we find jioi, ey© and e^iov closing the lines.
This curious use of weak monosyllabic words characterizes Thrasonides'
language elsewhere. The last four lines of A1-A15 contain the pattern: . .
.
HOI, . . . E|i.|i.aveatata, . . . ^loi, . . . alpexw-cepov,
. . . aoi. In a later speech
at 259-69, we find
. . . 5ei, . . . z\r\c„ and, most astoundingly, at the
conclusion of the speech the counterproductive
. . .
av {lOLXixcL
0at)|idoai^i 5' av).<^ Attempted elegance falls delightfully on its face as
* The termination of a line with the particle av is not unparalleled in Menander, appearing in
Dysk. 814 (Kallipides, the father of Sostratos); Epitrep. 903 (Onesimos, the slave of Charisios);
Samia 301 (Pataikos); and fr. 568. 2 (Sandbach). However, in Dysk. 814 it forms an
interjectory phrase {nax, ^ctp av;). Samia 301 and fr. 568 use it with enjambment. The only
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periods alternate with broken thoughts and end-stopped lines. The tendency
towards end-stopping appears as well in the speech at 259-69.
The final criterion, hyperbaton, can be found in the more "profound"
speeches of the characters. One of the first studies dedicated solely to
Menander's style was quick to notice the change from a more natural to an
elevated tone, signaled by the introduction of a few stilted words (e.g.
Perikeiromene 486), or the change from tragic to commonplace (e.g. as
Moschion begins to reason more coolly at Samia 634-35).
Hyperbaton may be defined as the inversion of the normal word order.
The inflected nature of Greek, with the modification of nouns by adjectives,
allows a much less rigid structure than English. It is, however, not always
so easy to determine the amount of parody or humor intended. Greek word
order is also different from that of English, especially in a periodic
tendency—^the positioning of verbs and other words at the end of a clause or
sentence. A word may become emphatic if followed by less emphatic ones,
such as enclitics like p.oi, aoi and so on. Enjambment too may give a word
emphasis if the following word in the next line is unemphatic.^"^ Obviously
much could depend upon an actor's interpretation, and scholars might not
agree on what actually is hyperbaton.
Some earlier critics of Menander seem to have missed the humor of his
paratragic style. For example, the recognition scene of the Perikeiromene
contains the longest piece of poetic diction in the extant corpus, contrasting
with the plain language of Moschion in the second half of his speech at
526-50 (200 lines back). Moschion's more elevated style, with the reversal
of expectations in the paratragic mode in the acknowledgment of his new-
found sister (774-79), serves as a humorous transition to the stichomythia.
It is even possible that at 788 Pataikos' words on the separation of the
children:
nSi; ovv exwpioBiiT' art' dX.>.riXcov 5ixa;
How then were you separated from each other in two?
are a deliberate echo of Euripides' description of the division between heaven
and earth:^*
EJiei 5' excopiaGrjoav dA.X,T|Xoov 5{xa
after they were separated from each other in two
strict parallel then is with the language of the low-class Onesimos. The number of
monosyllabic words ending lines is quite limited in Menander: a few verbs or verb forms:
Xpr|, 6ei, ei, ^v, oSv, ov; connectives: 8e, Kai, TJ, jiev, ydp; emphatic panicles: ye, 6f|,
vf|, vai, jifiv, ouv, vvv; personal pronouns, the definite article and forms of ei<;: fiOTJ, fioi,
(le, ov, oov, oe, aoi, xou, xriv and z\c„ ev; interrogatory or indefinite particles: no\i, nov,
Ttoi, Ttoi, no) ; and a very few nouns like yfiv, jtai.
^ I am grateful to Professor Sandbach for this observation.
^ Sandbach, FH (above, note 5). pp. 126-27.
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Even so, Moschion's line at 793 with its monosyllables and strong caesuras
seems to play off colloquial thought and phrasing against tragic meter:
6^oc)^OKev zT[i iiTixpi. no\> nox' eim yriq,;
He has sworn to my mother. Now where in the world am I?
A mock tragic opening for a character, or at least one in the elevated style,
seems typical for Menander. The introduction of Knemon's daughter in the
Dyskolos runs (189):
oi|j.oi xdXaiva xSv en&v eya) kokSiv
Alas! Wretched in my, am I, ills.
She then relates the great tragedy of her bucket falling down the well.
Inversions of word order found elsewhere in Gorgias' lines contribute to a
slightly stilted diction. Here, the poet's humor would best be appreciated by
his own literary coterie, nursed in the tragic style of the Dionysian theatre.
The word order of Gorgias, only slightly less natural than that of
Sostratos, contains distorted word patterns primarily in speech openings,
such as (234-38; 271; 289):
e5ei ae, vq Aia,
xov xfji KopTji Tipooiovxa, (Aa'), ooxk; Jtox' tJv,
iSeiv xot' e-oSuq, xovxo xov Xoinou xpovow
eineiv 9' ojiox; (j.r|5£t(; nox' avxcv oyexai
7ioiot>vxa-
You ought, by Zeus, / the one approaching the girl <Daos>, whoever he
was, / to have seen, then, straightway and "that, in the future" / to have
said, "no one should again see him / doing."
civai voni^o) jiaoiv dvGpcorcoK; eyo)
to be consider for all men, I
Epyov 5oKEi(; jioi (pauXov E^-qXcovEvai
a deed you seem to me, base, to have desired.
The Samia Moschion affects tragic diction at 632, where in discussing his
reasons for rejecting the mercenary life "in Bactra or Caria" he elegantly
describes the tyranny of love as:
6 xr\(^ £nfi(; vvv KvpiO(; yv(o^Tl(; "Ep(0(;
the of my—^now lord—heart. Love
Artificial interlocking (6 xfiq i\xx\c, vOv Kijpioq yv6i\y\\c, "EptO(;) with
the significant word lojpioc; as a pivot and the climax in "Love" (Eros),
along with the exaggerated regularity of meter epitomize the Menandrean
humor of these delightful verses. But the effectiveness of the line derives
from the consistency with which Moschion uses natural, flowing language.
In part, this is the trendy discourse used by Sostratos and his friend Chaireas
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in the Dyskolos: variation, short paratactic verbs, participial phrases,
contrasts, unexpected turns, interjected philosophizing. It is the uniqueness
of the line which draws attention to it. Moreover, its starkness is partially
removed by its grafting onto the previous one. Menander's verbal finesse
then reflects a certain sympathy for Moschion.
As one might expect, the most affected speaker, the Perikeiromene
Moschion, is especially given to indulgence in hyperbaton. One can cite
the following (295-96; 312-13; 533; 535-36; 545):
eiaicbv 5e ^ol av, Aae, xcbv oXcov KaxdoKonoq
TipaYndxojv yevov, . . .
Entering, for me, you, Daos, of all —the lookout— / events, become. . .
TTiv 5e lATitepa
eiaiovt' e\)6u(; <piXfiaai 5ei \i\ . . .
and my mother— / approaching, straightway to kiss, I have to, . . .
xov vt>v—(popct yap yiyove. toutou vuv xaXri
the now—for a crop has come about of this now fine
ovbiva vo|ii^(o xwv xooouxtov aOXiov . . .
avSpciMiov ovzioq ©(; eiAavxcv ^fiv iydi . . .
none consider of all that number miserable / a man such as myself to
UV&-I.
apioxov ax)xoi(; Kaxa^Pmv [7cpoKe(|J.evov^^. .
.
the morning meal for them having found [lying ready
Other lines such as 302 and 304 might be adduced. Hyperbaton with
mock tragic effect is quite significant, appearing not only at Moschion's
entrance, but throughout his lines.
Since next to him Thrasonides has the highest percentage of these lines,
one must strongly suspect that Menander has intentionally clothed
Thrasonides in the language of paratragedy associated with the alazones of
Middle Comedy. Among these distorted lines are (A6; 260-61; 267):
Tipoq xai^ eiia-oxoi) vvv Svpaiq eoxtik' eyco.
Before the—of myself—now, doors stand I,
vuv T\ ^aKdplov T[ xpioaGXioiJxaxov
5ei^£i(; |iE xcov ^©vxcov dndvxcov yzyovoza.
Now either blessed or thrice most miserable / you will reveal me of all
living things, begottten
^lavxeveG* r\ \f^xh "ti ^ou, Fexa, Kaxov.
® Professor Sandbach infomis me—on the basis of a reexamination of the text—^that OCT
jtpoKeifievov is not subsuntiated here.
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Prophesies my soul something, Getas, evil.
The meter in Thrasonides' lines here is in general suitable for tragedy,
with little resolution, and there is a tendency towards exaggerated regularity,
such as in 263."^° Whether this type of style had come to be strongly
associated with soldiers is difficult to say. There is a touch of it in
Stratophanes, especially in Sikyonios 166-67, where we would least expect
it, since in general his style is simple, direct and soldierly.
VII. The Young Men of Euripides and Menander Compared
Since Menander's drama draws heavily on Euripides, the style of his young
men can be illuminated by comparison with those of his model. ''^ Similar
characters in the older poet are Hippolytus, Ion and Orestes in their
eponymous plays; Orestes again in the Iphigenia in Tauris and Electra;
Polynices in the Phoenissae; Achilles in the Iphigenia in Aulis; and
Pentheus in the Bacchae. Periodic structure, hyperbaton, end-stop and
certain other features in Euripides put Menander's style in better perspective.
First, Euripides appears to avoid real periodic structure. For example
conditional clauses frequently end rather than initiate thoughts. Lines
frequently are made up of a steady flow, the accumulation of independent
elements. The opportunity for a period is obvious at Orestes 82-111, in
particular at 105. But Euripides refuses the bait there, and again in the
Iphigenia in Tauris 947-54. Usually, Euripides' lines are rather paratactic,
with an introductory temporal clause rather than a condition—if there is to
be an introductory clause. Another good example of the avoidance of
periodic structure is Phoenissae 469-96. In place of it, Euripides piles up
shorter individual elements. In Orestes' speech in Orestes 566-70, the hero
begins with a condition (ei yap), main verb, participle, participle, then
concludes with another main verb and participle. At Hippolytus 618-24 we
find: ei ydp . . . Iox>k . . . xpfjv. . . /aXk\ . . I TipiaoGai. ... It would
have been quite possible to subordinate everything before the aXk\
^Valuable observations on the linguistic and metrical adaptation for different characters can
be found in Sandbach's FH article, while observations on meter are contained in his
Commentary, pp. 36-39. In the article, pp. 124-25, he notes that the making of position
before mula cum Hquida appears in lines where tragic or mock-tragic tone seems to be intended.
In the lines cited for unnatural word order here, such "tragic" scansion does not appear. (The first
a- of TpioaGXicoratov in Thrasonides' speech at 260 is of course long by nature.) Definite
articles generally appear in these lines, though Moschion at Perik. 545 omits one before
apioTov. General principles are found in C. Prato (above, note 51).
'^ The following texts of Euripides have been used: Phoen. and Ipk. Aul. ed. G. Murray,
OCT; Hippolytus, Electra. Iph. Taur., Ion, ed. J. Diggle. OCT: Bacchae, ed. E. C. Kopff
(Teubner); Orestes, ed. W. Biehl (Teubner); Helena, ed. K. Alt (Teubner). The Teubner texts of
Ion (ed. Biehl) and Iph. Taur. (ed. D. Sansone) have also been ccaisulted.
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Likewise, hyperbaton is extremely limited in Euripides, though there is
some tendency for it to occur in a character's opening lines^^ Hyperbaton
suggests pomposity, a dangerous lack of humility, or some other unstable
character trait, though it also introduces a character in an idealized, heroic
way. Orestes in the Electro comes upon the stage with the following words
(83-84):
n\)Xd5Ti, oe Y«P St] Tipwiov dvGpconcov eyd)
niotov vo^i^co Kttl <p{Xov ^evov x' i\ioi-
Pylades, you indeed first of men—I— / faithful consider, dear and a friend
to me.
A more dangerous character, Eteocles in the Phoenissae, expresses himself
in unusual hyperbaton (504-07):
aoxpcov ctv eX9ol^' tiXvov npbq av-zo'Xxxc,
Kttl ynq evepGev, SwaToq oov Spaoai xdSe,
xr\v Geojv iieyiOTtiv wat' e'xew T'upavv{5a.
The stars'—I would come—towards the sun's risings / and beneath the
earth, being able to accomplish such things, / the—of the gods
—
greatest,
so as to possess. Tyranny.
Introducing oneself with hyperbaton is characteristic of divine characters
such as Dionysus in the Bacchae (1-2):
"Hk© Ai6(; Tiaic; xrivSe ©riPaiav y^6\a
Ai6vooo(;, . . .
I come Zeus' son, to this Theban land, / Dionysus . .
.
or Aphrodite in the Hippolytus (1-2):
IIoXXt) ^.ev Ev Ppoxovoi kovk dvcovuiioq
Sect KEKX.Ti|i.ai Kujtpn; o\)pavo\) x' eoco-
Mighty among mortals and not without name, / the goddess, am I called,
Kypris—and heaven within.
The Dioscuri in the Helena are more modest (1643^5):
8iaaol 5e oe
AiooKopoi KaXot)|i.ev, o\)(; AfjSa noxe
exiKxev 'EXevriv 9', . . .'
... the twin
—
you
—
/ Dioskouroi—we call upon, whom Leda once /
begot, and Helene, . .
.
Apparently more humble deities—such as Hermes amd Athena in the Ion—
use more restrained language. Hyperbaton also appears in the address of
^^ For a study of Euripidean prologues, see H. Erbse, Beitrdge zum Prolog der euripideischen
Tragodie (Beriin 1984).
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mortal characters to their divine superiors, such as by Hippolytus to
Artemis in the Hippolytus (1092):
© (piXxaTTi HOI 5ai|x6vo)v ATixoiiq Kopri
O dearest to me of divinities, Leto's maiden,
concluded by his parting words (1440-41):
Xaipovoa Ktti oi) oxeixe, JtapGev' oXPia-
HaKpdv 6e X-etneiq paSiox; 6|xiX,iav.
Faring well, depart thou, maiden blest. / A long
—
you leave lightly
—
fellowship.
Also noteworthy is Jocasta's invocation of the Sun in the opening of the
Phoenissae (1-3):
^Q xnv ev aaxpOK; ovpavov xeHvcov 656v
Kal xp^ooKoXXrixoioiv enPePoa^ 5i<ppoiq
"HXie, . . .
O, the—among the stars of heaven, cleaving—way, / and the golden-
studded—^having mounted—chariot, / Helios, . .
.
In the romantic context of Moschion's love for Plangon in the Samia
(632), the hyperbaton humorously serves to divinize the beloved. The
hyperbaton here suggests the exaggeratedly formal diction associated with
divine beings in Greek tragedy, but the girl's name Plangon (wax doll), is
not normally associated with feminine deities."^^
Euripides' young men use end-stopped lines, though not often. For
example in Pentheus' speech (Bacchae 214-63), 32 out of 49 lines are
treated in this way. In Orestes' speech (Electro 82-1 1 1), 23 out of 29 lines
are end-stopped. In each case, this may be intended to portray youthful
nervousness.
On occasion, Euripides uses monosyllables to end lines, but the
practice is limited to certain words and often followed by enjambment. In
some instances, such as at Orestes 554 (ov)k eI'ti nox' av) and 1083 (aoi
ye |iT|v), the words may have been considered a unit. In Orestes' speech at
268-306, however, we find some peculiarly similar phrasing ending in
monosyllables, where the words are not part of a larger unit, nor all that
emphatic: . . . e.\ieXXe cpox;, . , . eKxaOeiaa 66q, . . . epTi|io<; wv (292, 302,
206). Euripides at times concludes a line with the monosyllabic av, but it
is always with some enjambment, such as the strictly necessary kind found
SLlIphigenia in Aulis 966-67, where Achilles utters:
. . . ot)K fipvcu^eS' av
A. S. F. Gow, Theocritus H (Cambridge 1950). p. 55.
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Orestes (Iph. Taur. 98) possibly ends a question with av:
nSic, (av) ovv Xxx9o{|i.e9' av;
T\ xa^KOxevKTa. . . ,
though something is carried over by the-fi . In fact, the Loeb editor gave it
non-essential enjambment:
nSic, av ovv |id6oi^£v av
HT|
Earlier, in the Iph. Aul. (833), Achilles had used non-essential enjambment:
. . . ai5oijie8' av
'AyanEiivov', ei yavoiiaev d)v ^tj jioi Scjik;.
Thus the concluding av without enjambment of Misoumenos 269:
xavta Ga-oiidoaim 5' av.
is most remarkable, especially since it comes at the end of a speech. Among
Euripides' young men, it is only paralleled by that of Orestes in the Iph.
Taur. (98)—where there is still something of a run-on thought, and where
the particle does not conclude the speech—and of 'Orestes in Orestes 554,
again in the middle of a speech, and part of a very common phrase: aveu 6£
Tcatpcx; teKvov ouk eiT| not' av.
Menander also had good Euripidean precedent in the frequent use of the
personal pronoun or adjective—often monosyllabic—ending a line. In the
Electra (82-106) Orestes ends lines with eycb, e^oi, efiov, ep.T|. In the
Orestes a series of four lines between 281-84 ends with e^wv, E^iaiq, e|io{.
Generally, the practice is not ostentatious, for example, in Orestes' speech at
Iph. Taur. 939-86: . . . ^loi (949), ... hoi (965), . . . e^ie (984).^ In the
Phoenissae (756-68), Polynices uses an alternating pattern: . . . e^riv (?
756), . . . oov (757), . . . e^iaic; (760), . . . oov (768). AchiUes in the Iph.
Aul. (936-45) opens with eht|, eyw, xov^iov, Eyco, Eyco. The unusual
parallelism and alliteration of the opening words of Orestes in the Electra
(82-83) are characterized by the first person at the end of both lines:
rivXaSri, ai. ydp hr\ Tcp&tov dv9pco7Kov eyo)
Tcioxov vo|i{^co Kol piXov ^Evov x' enoi'
Though suggesting egocentricity, Euripides' usage is not, however,
exaggerated enough to make comic figures of his characters.
The overly stiff parallelism of Gorgias' speech in the Dyskolos has
little precedent in Euripides. The closest parallel is that of Orestes in the
play of that name, who in one long speech begins lines: ei h', ei |it|, ei
HT|t', £{ ydp (270, 272, 292, 304). Less remarkable are the closing lines
of a later speech by Orestes in the same play with the endings Exovaiv ol
(pCXoi, ovTEq (piXoi (454-55); the oaai pi;v, oaai 5' oilph. Taur. 968-70;
or Achilles' first words in the Iph. Aul (924-25): eaxiv ^iev, eaxiv 5e.
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Though Euripides employs contrast and antithesis in speeches like those of
Hippolytus at 983-1035 of that play, or of Orestes (Electra 367^00), or
Polynices (Phoen. 469-96), the language is most complex, and disguises
much of the parallelism. In all these speeches, the themes (war / peace;
wealth / poverty; women / men; chastity / sexual indulgence) would lend
themselves to simple parallelism and antithesis.
Finally, there are a number of word-plays, alliterations, and so on
which even in Euripides are close to being humorous and could serve as
models for Menander. Here, one could cite Orestes' opening in the Electra
again (82-83):
IIvXdSTi, oe Yap 6fi npwxov dvGpcojroav tyoa
jiiaxov vo|ii^(o Ktti <piXov ^evov x' enoi*
or in the Iph. Taur (11 8-19):
. . . x^pe^v xPE^v
onoi x^ovoc; Kpvvavxe. . .
to depart is necessary / to where of the earth having hidden
and (687):
E\5<pTi|xa (pcbvei- xdjict 5ei cpepeiv Kam,
Propitious words speak. Mine—it behooves to bear—evils.
Achilles, whose language is sometimes infelicitous, employs the tongue-
twisting (Jph. Aul. 936-37):
e^iTi (paxioGeia'- ot) ydp iiinXiKew nXoKctq
iyoi nape^co oa> tcooei xot)|i6v bi\iac,.
once declared mine; for not to interweave intrigues / will I offer
your husband my body.
Less striking examples are Polynices' (Phoen. 357):
ixfixep, <ppov©v ev kov <ppovSv d9iK6|iT|v
Mother, quite sane, and yet not sane, I have come,
and (371):
dXX,' CK ydp akyoxtq dXyoq av ae 5epKo^al
But out of sorrow sorrow again thee I behold.
But the prize must go to Ion's delightful (Ion 641-42):
wo9* TiSuq alei xaivoc; ev Kaivoioiv r\.
o S'euKxov dvGpconoioi, kSv axovaiv
f|,
so pleasant always, a new face among new ones was I. / And what is proper
in prayer for men, even if to unwilling it be, . .
.
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VIII. Conclusion
In much of Greek art, the creative artist tried to express the impact of
universal experiences in their finest moment, at a time when youth and
beauty are in flower. Menander's basically optimistic and hopeful outlook
on life represents a strain of this classicism. Moreover, in the Hellenistic
mode, he observed life "through the spectacles of literature." Not
surprisingly then his character individuation seems to consist of a clever
manipulation of prefabricated parts. The result is an individuation at first
sight resolvable into mixtures of types: the clumsy, apodeictic periodicity
of Gorgias; the flexibility of Sostratos; the mixture of paratragedy, elegance
and ineptness in the reflective introspection of the Samia Moschion; the
military bombast of the spoiled Perikeiromene Moschion; the paratragic
romance combined with aphasia of Thrasonides; the more genuinely military
clumsiness and imperiousness of Polemon and Stratophanes.
Precise criteria, namely periodicity, end-stopping and hyperbaton, allow
relative comparison and contrast, while minor elements such as rhyme,
alliteration, and monosyllabic endings serve to delineate some characters.
Though haunted by Euripides' shade, Menandrean characters preserve a
remarkable degree of independence. Rarely imitating his youths in the
peculiarities of their language, they at times look for inspiration toward the
more pretentious divine personages of the tragedian. However, on occasion
a character asserts his relationship to the Euripidean Pentheus, Achilles,
Orestes or Eteocles.
It is possible though to exaggerate the stereotypic elements. Menander
seems preoccupied with developing greater realism and faithfulness to life
than the abstractions of severe tragedy or burlesque comedy permitted
—
apparently inspired by tendencies in Euripides and Aristophanes. The
success of his tfieatre depended on this new realism. Roles on the stage are
animated by the breath of fresh life, the respiration of hypokritai who
became those they interpret. In contrast to the Roman histriones who later
imitated them, Menander's actors lived the life of his imaginary characters,
and like them thought and spoke with ease the subtle idiom of fourth
century Athens. Thus his youths are no mere personae, but sympathetic
persons who fill the center stage.
Pontifical Biblical Institute, Rome
Reconstmcting the Beginning
of Menander's Adelphoi (By
MARKDAMEN
Terence's succinct statement in the prologue to Adelphoe (6-1 1) that he has
borrowed (sumpsit sibi, 10) a scene (locum, 10) from a play by Diphilos
and inserted it into Menander's Adelphoi (B) gives rise to far more questions
than the few it answers.^ Why has he introduced new material into
Menander's play? Where exactly does the locus from Diphilos begin and
end? Were the plots so similar that Terence could add this scene verbatim
without adapting either play, or did he have to adjust the original play to
harmonize with the scene from Diphilos?
The answers to the first two questions become obvious on close
inspection of Terence's text. The reason he introduced a scene of comic
polemic into Menander's play, which focuses on the comparison of character
types, is self-evident: the scene adds physical humor to a less energetic,
more "psychological" comedy.^ Since Adelphoe 2.2-2.4 (209 ff.) contains
developments in the plot essential to the general progress of Menander's
play, the borrowed material is probably limited to Adelphoe 2. 1 (155-
196)."* But the answer to the third question is more problematic. In the
prologue Terence maintains that he has translated the scene from Diphilos
verbum de verbo (11), but says nothing of his treatment of Menander's
original. In light of the fact that he had been accused before of taking
^ I rely largely on the work of Elaine Fantham, "Terence, Diphilus and Menander. A re-
examination of Terence. Adelphoe, Act U," Philologus 112 (1968). 196-216 (henceforth,
Fantham); R. H. Martin. Terence Adelphoe (Cambridge 1976). esp. pp. 242-45 (henceforth,
Martin); and John N. Grant. "The beginning of Menander, Adelphoi B," Classical Quarterly n.s.
30 (1980), 341-55 (henceforth. Grant). Of earlier work I have found most helpful and
insightful: H. Drexler. "Die Komposition von Terenz' Adelphen und Plautus' Rudens"
Philologus Suppl. Bd. 26.2 (1934). 1-40; and O. Rieth. Die Kunst Menanders in den Adelphen
des Terenz, (HUdesheim 1964), edited and with a postscript by K. Gaiser.
^See Martin's introductory comments, p. 242.
^ W. G. Amott, Menander, Plautus, Terence (Oxford 1975), pp. 49-50.
^ Fantham, 200; Grant, 342. It is possible that the scene from Diphilos ends at 190 and that
190-96 is Terence's suture stitching together the two Greek authors' material. If this is the case,
Aeschinus' punning reference to freeing \h&psaltria (193-94) is Terence's free creation; see H.
Lloyd-Jones, "Terentian technique in the Adelphi and the Eunuchus," Classical Quarterly 23
(1973), 281.
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unwarranted freedoms with Greek originals,^ his failure to affirm that he has
rendered both plays "word for word" raises the possibility that he was less
than absolutely Uteral with Menander.
Building from previous reconstructions of Menander's original sequence
of action underlying Terence's Adelphoe 155-287 (2.1-2.4),^ I will propose
in this article a new reconstruction of the course of action in Menander.
Comparison of the new reconstruction to known Menandrean sequences of
action and the reconstitution of Menander's use of the three-actor limitation"^
will, I hope, bring us closer to the original sequence of action which
Terence changed in order to incorporate the locus from Diphilos'
Synapothneskontes}
I. Inconsistencies in Terence's Adelphoe Act II
A high number of "inconsistencies" in this sequence of action gives
evidence that Terence remolded Menander's plot. These inconsistencies fall
loosely into three categories: (1) those in the dialogue, (2) those in the
exposition and the presentation and movements of characters, that is, the
general course of the stage action (which I will call the "design of scenes"),
and (3) those which make the stage action of the Greek original difficult or
impossible to reconstruct from Terence's play.
1. Inconsistencies in dialogue. In 2. 1, the scene added from Diphilos,
the young man Aeschinus threatens the pimp Sannio with court action over
rights to the psaltria. He claims that, if Sannio refuses to sell her, he will
assert her freedom in court (nam ego liberali illam adsero causa manu, 194).
After this scene the subject of this case is never again mentioned.
Aeschinus seems content to pay the girl's wholesale price (277). If the girl
can be proven to be free, why does Aeschinus consent to pay at all? If she
is not free, why does Aeschinus bring up the possibility of court action?
This inconsistency is relatively minor, probably nothing more than a
difference in the course of action the two Greek originals took, and Terence
^An. 15 ff.. H.T. 16 ff., Eu. 19 ff.
^ See naes 30-32.
'Grant. 343 and note 5. W. G. Amott. rev. of Rieth (note 1). Gnomon 37 (1965), 261, is
less inclined lo reconstruct the Greek author's use of the three-actor limitation from Roman
adaptations; Pickard-Cambridge, The Dramatic Festivals of Athens^ (0%ford 1968), p. 154.
shows the same hesitation. But it is clear that Menander's comedies were performed by cmly
three speaking actors and that Terence's scene 2. 4 requires four. The three-actor limitation is
one guideline to a successful reccmstruclion.
* Grant's statement of methodology for reconstruction is excellent (341): "Reconstruction
starts with the gathering of clues in the Terentian play which may indicate changes from the
original—inconsistencies, contradictions, awkwardness in the stage action. On individual
points, however, it is often impossible to bring convincing arguments that a particular feature is
Terentian or Menandrian. One works rather with a group of 'facts' and builds a reconstruction
which best accounts for them all. Often more than one reconstruction is possible and the
differences often depend on a decision made about one particular point which limits and directs
the possible solution to other problems."
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surely meant his audience to understand it as merely a young man's typical
threat to a pimp.^
At the beginning of 2. 2 Syrus enters from Micio's house. Speaking
back inside, he reassures someone, presumably Aeschinus, that he will take
care of Sannio the pimp (209-10):
Tace, egomet conveniam iam ipsum: cupide accipiat faxo atque etiam
bene dicat secum esse actum.
If Syrus is addressing Aeschinus inside, why does he offer comfort and
reassurance to a character who has shown great boldness in dealing with
Sannio? The Aeschinus who just walked offstage has no trouble and needs
no help dealing with this pimp.^° This is a graver inconsistency than the
first and must be due somehow to Terence's interweaving of the two plots
and his rearrangement of the original action.
2. Inconsistencies in the design of scenes: the exposition of the plot
and the presentation and movements of characters. The proper exposition
which Terence promises in his prologue (22-24) never fully materializes.^^
Micio and Demea say all they can about the background of the story, but
they do not know the details of the abduction which the audience must know
to understand Aeschinus' and Ctesipho's motivations and movements prior
to their first appearances on stage. The action that follows leaves several
important questions unanswered.
What necessitated the abduction? What was Ctesipho's hurry? Why
could not he or Aeschinus work out a peaceful resolution with Sannio? It is
tempting to suppose that the same thing which later resolves the problem is
also behind the abduction: Sannio is going to Cyprus on a business trip.
Was Ctesipho's girlfriend to be sold abroad on that trip? In that case, the
same situation which had earlier driven Ctesipho to despair later saves him,
for, as Sannio himself realizes, if he takes his case to court after the time
required for a trip to Cyprus, the judge will demand to know why he took so
long to press charges and may throw the case out of court (228-35).
Also, to what extent was Syrus involved in abducting the psaltrial
Micio says that no one connected with the abduction has come home (26-
27). Since Terence's Syrus emerges from Micio's house at 2. 2, it would
follow that he was not involved with the abduction and has stayed home
' W. G. Amolt (above, note 7), 257, contrasts the "freedom" and the "trip to Cyprus" motifs.
Grant, 352, doubts the seriousness with which Diphilos (or Terence) meant the audience to take
Aeschinus' threat to free the psaltria by legal action. Uoyd-Jones (above, note 4), 28 1 , believes
that this is the only major inconsistency. See note 4, above.
^°Fantham.205.
" This, however, does not mean that Terence has made changes in Act I also. The statement
of the Vita Terentii ("Adelphorum principium Varro etiam praefert principio Menandri") could
mean that Varro prefened Terence's use of language and choice of phrasing or words and not the
scenic construction, cf. Grant, 354-55: "This surely does not refer simply to the omission of a
prologue at the very beginning of the play."
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through the night. However, he is later called the impulsor of the act (315,
560) and Micio thanks him for the consilium^ which led to the abduction
(368). Synis seems to be somehow indirectly involved in the abduction. ^^
These questions would most easily be answered in an expository
monologue. Arnott proposes that Terence replaced a "less spectacular . . .
monologue simply reporting the abduction" with the lively scene from
Diphilos.'^ But a monologue by whom? Only Aeschinus knows the whole
story, unless Syrus accompanied him on the assault against the pimp or
learned about it from him later. On the surface it is evident only that, in
adding the scene from Diphilos, Terence has seriously curtailed Menander's
exposition of basic background information.
Besides the lack of satisfactory exposition there are at least three more
anomalies in the design of scenes in Terence's second act. First, Ctesipho's
character lacks a satisfactory introduction.^"^ When he enters at 254, neither
he nor Syrus explains his connection with the story. How is the audience,
who at this point believe that Aeschinus has abducted the girl for himself,
to know that Ctesipho is the real reason behind his brother's rash act? They
are left to gather Ctesipho's connection to the story from his praise of his
brother (254-59) and his conversations with Syrus (260-64) and Aeschinus
(266-76).
Second, Sannio's presence on stage through 2. 3 and 2. 4 poses another
problem but may explain why Terence did not give Ctesipho a satisfactory
introduction. If Terence has brought the pimp on before Ctesipho, whereas
Menander had brought Ctesipho on before the pimp, Terence cannot fully
acknowledge Ctesipho's involvement in the abduction without also
involving Sannio in the scene. ^^ Why Sannio withdraws from the
conversation for 24 lines (254-77), saying only eight words in aside (265-
66), while Ctesipho, Syrus, and later Aeschinus converse about matters
important to him, is hard to understand. The pimp has been aggressive and
("quid istuc, Sanniost quod le audio nescioquid concertasse cum ero?") seems to rule this out,
since Syrus appears to have only just heard about the abducticm. Grant correctly notes that,
since Syrus has no place in Diphilos' abduction scene, Terence wrote lines 210-11 to make it
seem as if Syrus were not involved in the abduction (as he was in Menander) and make the
transition from 2. 1 to 2. 2 smoother. But later (315, 560) Terence reverts to the original
situation and allows Syrus to uke credit for helping in the abduction.
In Menander Syrus could have been present at the abduction and not have met Sannio, if he
stayed outside the pimp's house and never came face to face with him. In this way he would
have helped Aeschinus before and after his visit to the pimp's (as the engineer [impulsor] of the
plan {consilium] to abduct the psaltria and later as a co-conspirator in hiding her in Micio's
house) but not during the actual abduction. In this way he could pretend to have learned only
recently about the matter, when he confronts Sannio (so 210-11 could in fact derive from
Menander's play), and play the impartial mediator between Sannio and Aeschinus; see Fantham,
205-06.
'3 W. G. Amott (above, note 3). p. 49.
1'* Fantham. 206-07.
15 Fantham, 206-07; Grant, 349-50.
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excited throughout the early scenes. His sudden passivity, when Syrus says
paullisper mane (253), does not develop well out of his earlier action.^^
Third, as Syrus prepares to leave with Aeschinus for the forum to pay
off the pimp and do the shopping (277), he is twice held back. First,
Sannio wants reassurance that Aeschinus will return all the money that the
girl cost (278-80). Second, Ctesipho begs Syrus to resolve the problem as
soon as possible so that Demea his father does not find out about the
abduction (281-87). Neither conversation develops logically out of the
previous action. ^^
Sannio should have gotten an assurance of payment from Aeschinus
earlier (2. 1) or later (2. 4) in the act. Syrus does not control the household
finances or hold sway over the one who does. His assurance of payment is
worthless to Sannio, unless Syrus can persuade Aeschinus to persuade
Micio to pay the money. The logical connections are stretched, at best. It
would simply make better sense if Aeschinus told Sannio at one of their
two meetings that he will convince Micio to pay for the psaltria.
After 280, Ctesipho's fear that his father will find out about the
abduction of the girl, while true to his nervous character, is not pertinent to
the drama at this point, since there is less reason for him to suspect that
Demea will find out about his love for a psaltria, if Sannio is paid and does
not linger by Micio's house. Now that Sannio is going off to the forum
with Aeschinus and will soon be paid, Ctesipho's fears should be allayed,
not exacerbated.
3. Difficulties in reconstructing the stage action of the Greek original.
If we knew nothing else about Terence's reworking of this act, we could see
that he had added a character to 2. 4, since there are four speaking roles on
stage. Menander's scene would be highly problematical, if not impossible,
to reconstruct, if we did not know there was good reason to suppose that in
adding a new scene Terence rearranged the original sequence of action. All
four characters (Sannio, Syrus, Aeschinus, and Ctesipho) are integral to the
action. No one is clearly Terence's contribution to "thicken up" this scene.
But a successful reconstruction of Menander's original design of scenes must
take into account that Menander used only three actors to play all the parts.
Because act breaks affect how the actors distributed roles and give
insight into the playwright's conception of divisions in the dramatic action,
we should also examine the possibility of an act break in the Greek original
falling in or around this sequence of action.^ ^ The traditional divisions of
^^ H. Lloyd-Jones (above, note 4), 281 , warns against overreading such inconsistencies: ". .
.
it is not strange that Syrus converses with Ctesipho while Sannio is present or that Aeschinus
keeps Sannio waiting while he converses with his brother. . . ." Cf. Fantham, 206; Drexler
(above, note 1), 24-25.
^^ Fantham, 208: "The (act that in 284, Syrus has to repeat Aeschinus' orders and send
Ctesipho indoors strongly suggests that there has been re-writing by Terence in this passage."
^* Grant, 354 and n. 27. Prescott, rev. of Duckworth's Epidicus, Classical Philology 36
(1941), 284, stresses that the problem of act divisions cannot be treated separately from that of
distribution of roles.
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acts in Terence's play do not correspond to the act breaks of the Greek
original, so we must reconstruct the Greek act breaks by examining natural
breaks in the plot. The best guidelines are long, offstage journeys requiring
considerable time, of which there are fortunately several in this play.
In the middle of the drama, three act breaks are necessary:
1) Syrus goes shopping after 287 and returns at 364 (a break must fall
at 287/288 or 354/355);
2) Demea leaves to search for Micio in the forum after 510 and returns
at 537 (a break must fall at 510/511 or 516/517);
3) Syrus sends Demea on an intentionally misdirected tour of the city
at 586, from which he returns at 713 (a break must fall at 591/592
or 712/713, or possibly 609/610).
A final break may follow these three, unless one precedes them, since the
total number of act breaks must be four.
In the last act (as it is delimited traditionally) it is inconsistent that
Syrus is drunk in 5. 1, but shows no sign of inebriation later in 5. 5 and 5.
9. Like Chremes' drunkenness in Eunuchus (4. 5) which vanishes later (5.
3), after an act break in the original, Syrus' return to sobriety makes it
tempting to suppose that somewhere between 5. 1 and 5. 5 in the original
there was an act break which gave Syrus time to recover his senses. A final
act break after 854 not only allows Syrus time to sober up but also gives
Demea a moment to rethink his philosophy of treating children stemly.^^
The two first acts by Menander which have been recovered largely intact
also argue for a later act break (at 854/855). Aspis opens with an act of 249
or more lines, containing five characters (including Tyche who speaks the
prologue) and five scenes. The first act of Dyskolos contains 232 lines,
seven characters (including Pan who speaks the prologue), and seven scenes.
Clearly, Menander preferred to get the plot well under way before stopping
for the first act break, and he often created suspense across act breaks by
introducing but not resolving a new plot development.^ The tension created
by the neighbors' hearing the news of Aeschinus' abduction resembles that
of Daos' overhearing Sostratos' conversation with Knemon's daughter and
running for help at the first act break of Dyskolos. It is not therefore
improbable that the first act of Menander's Adelphoi ran through as far as
what is traditionally labelled 3. 2 (354) of Terence's adaptation, although
this first act is longer than either attested: 354 (Terentian) lines (less 25 for
Terence's own prologue), seven (speaking) characters, and eight scenes. The
addition of the scene from Diphilos, the rearrangement of Menander's
sequence of action and Geta's protracted abuse of Aeschinus and Syrus in his
^' Gaiser in Rieth (above, note 1) suggests that there was an act break in Menander after 854
(5.3/5.4). Cf. G. Duckworth. The Nature ofRoman Comedy (Princeton 1952). p. 121 and note
51.
^ E.g. Dyskolos Act 4/5, Dis Exapaton Act 2/3.
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entrance speech (299-320) may account for some extra length in the Latin
adaptation.
Terence's prologue (6-1 1) also supports a later act break. He states that
Diphilos' scene came early in Synapothneskontes (in prima fabula, 9). If
Terence knew that Menander's first act was continuous through the place
where he has added the scene from Diphilos, his words may be a
justification of his borrowing by an implicit claim that the new scene was
added into Menander's Adelphoi in a place comparable to its original setting
in Diphilos. He had done the same to an early scene in Andria with an early
scene of Menander's Perinthia. In conclusion, I will assume that there was
no act break in the sequence of action rearranged by Terence in order to
incorporate the foreign scene.
A successful reconstruction of Adelphoi must eliminate all the incon-
sistencies noted above, or the reconstructor must show how any that are not
removed would not seem inconsistent to Menander and cite examples of
such inconsistencies in Menandrean plays. Before continuing I should
discuss several guidelines which other scholars who have reconstructed this
sequence of action have followed but which do not seem to me necessarily
consistent with standard Menandrean practice.
Foremost of these is the assumption that Menander's design of scenes
in this sequence was simple.^^ Menandrean stage action tends to be fairly
complex; that is, it often takes a roundabout way to a foregone conclusion.
Any of his plays will show this. Menander circumvents the straightforward
and obvious resolution of the plot often through some character trait in the
central figure(s), such as Knemon's churlishness which prevents Sostratos'
direct request for the hand of his daughter (Dyskolos) or Moschion's timidity
which prevents him from confessing to his father that he has impregnated
the girl next door and necessitates a complex ploy (Samia). In both cases
personalities complicate a situation which could be resolved quickly and
happily, if the characters were simply straightforward with one another. A
successful reconstruction of this sequence in the Adelphoi should beware of
oversimplifying at least as much as overcomplicating the problem. Since
Menander's action tends to illuminate character, a reconstructor should also
address to some extent the way in which his reconstruction demonstrates the
character traits of the central figures in these scenes, particularly Ctesipho
whose fate hangs in the balance throughout the sequence.
Another assumption which I consider invalid is that the Syrus-Sannio
scene in Menander was the culmination of this sequence.^^ It is neither the
culmination of the action nor the resolution of the whole problem, but the
turning point of this sequence which is itself the turning point in a series of
events. The abduction is the first stage in procuring the psaltria for
Ctesipho permanently. The second stage is forcing the pimp to sell her.
^^ AmoU (note 3). p. 49; Fantham. 210.
^Fanlham (214-15), Martin (p. 243) and Grant (354) reconstruct the Syrus-Sannio
confrontation as the penultimate scene in the sequence.
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The third is convincing Micio to pay for her. Aeschinus' words of
encouragement (266-67) would mean little to the nervous Ctesipho, if the
second and third stages were not complete. They make better sense left
where they are in Terence, after Syrus forces the pimp to accept payment for
herP In general, this sequence should build toward and away from a central
confrontation between Syrus and Sannio. It should show beforehand the
importance of their confrontation (what hangs in the balance) and
demonstrate afterward the resolution of this central problem (how the
characters affected by the problem now stand).^**
A third invalid assumption made by some reconstructors is that
Sannio's monologue in Terence (196-208) is based on his opening
monologue in Menander.^^ If Terence has preserved Sannio's monologue
from Menander with any fidelity, it is not likely to be an opening but a
bridging monologue (one linking two scenes with Sannio) which originally
followed his scene with Syrus. In this speech Sannio is a defeated man. He
will accept the price of the girl at cost (202, 205). He has resigned himself
to receiving no recompense for his injuries and even recalls words which
Syrus has yet to say to him in Terence's version: "young men must be
indulged" (206-207/214-219). This speech also reflects the final lines of
his scene with Syrus in Menander's play (205/280) which Terence has
displaced to the end of this sequence (see reconstruction below, p. 77). If it
derives from Menander, Sannio's speech should not be his entrance
monologue but should follow his capitulation to Syrus' terms (2. 2).
In order to clarify the final assumption with which I do not agree, I
must address the often discussed problem of the most likely candidate for
delivering the exposition of the plot in Menander's play.^^ An omniscient
^ What the plot calls for and what Terence seems to have changed is the establishment of
Ctesipho's fears before the Syrus-Sannio scene. Later in the play, during the only other
appearance of Ctesipho on stage (4.1.-4.2), the plot follows similar lines: Ctesipho frets that
Demea wQl find him in Micio's house (517-53) and Syrus keeps Demea from going inside by
an elaborate series of lies (554-86).
^Donatus' commentary indirectly supports the assertion that Ctesipho was on suge in
Menander's play before Sannio entered. In his commentary on lines 209-10, Donatus makes an
uncharacteristic error. Discussing tace (209), he mentions that Syrus is speaking to Ctesipho(!).
Ctesipho has not yet been introduced in Terence's play. Micio and Demea have mentioned that
Demea has a son (46-47, 130-31, 138-39), but do not name him. Donatus' error may be an
innocent, incidental confusion of Ctesipho and Aeschinus, but it may also be a confusion of the
Greek and Roman plots. Fantham (205) is right that it fits the character of Ctesipho better to
fret over the pimp's resistance to making the deal (cupide accipiat faxo, 209). If so, this is an
indication that in Menander there was a scene with Ctesipho prior to Sannio's arrival and it is
further evidence that the sequence should move from the establishment of Ctesipho's situation to
the Syrus-Sannio scene to the resolution of Ctesipho's fears. But Lloyd-Jones (above, note 4),
280-81, warns against inferring from Donatus' mistake that Syrus must have had a dialogue
with Ctesipho in the original.
25 Fantham, 204-05, 209, 214-15; Martin, p. 243; Grant, 350-51, 354.
2<5 Fantham. 211 ff.; Martin, p. 244; Grant. 352-53.
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divine prologuist is possible, but not necessary.^^ Although there is a clear
lack of exposition in Terence's play, Menander does not always inform his
audience of the full and true situation at the beginning of the play. In
Samia Moschion delivers a prologue which apprises the audience of the
situation at home, but they must wait until the end of Act I and the arrival
of Demeas, Moschion's father, to learn that Demeas already intends to marry
him to the girl he has impregnated.
If the prologue of Adelphoi was not delivered by a deity, the fact that
only Aeschinus knows the full story of the abduction, unless Syrus assisted
him at some point, argues for a Ctesipho/Aeschinus scene early in this
sequence. This has two advantages: a character who knows about the
abduction narrates the story to a character who is eager to know about it, and
the audience sees Aeschinus and the girl (and Syrus?) crossing the stage and
entering Micio's house. It is an invalid assumption, however, that this
information was brought out on the stage in Menander's play as it was in
Diphilos'.^^ Nor is it necessary that Aeschinus deliver such information. A
character who knows about the affair can relate it. Syrus would be a likely
candidate, whether he actually assisted with the abduction or only met
Aeschinus later at Micio's house, except that Micio in the scene before says
that none of the servants who escorted Aeschinus returned to his house (26-
27).
As the audience will soon discover, Micio's knowledge of what is going
on under his own roof is somewhat incomplete. He is unaware why
Aeschinus abducted the psaltria. He does not know that Aeschinus has raped
the girl next door and that his adopted son is soon to be a father. He says,
just before leaving for the market, that Aeschinus had recently mentioned
marriage, but he does not understand that Aeschinus is thinking about the
poor girl next door who will soon bear his child, and not about "cooling
down his adolescent passions," as Micio thinks (150-53). If immediately
after Micio's departure Syrus (or Aeschinus) were to enter from the house
and explain to the audience (or Ctesipho) that Aeschinus and he have been
inside all along waiting for Micio to leave,^' the audience would see that
^ Amott (above, note 3), p. 52: ". . . it is too easily forgotten that even when Menander
uses divine prologues, his gods are not the sole expositors, and they have remarkably little to
say about future events. So long as we lack papyri of the opening scenes of Terence's Greek
models, it will be wiser to compare Menandrean and Terentian expository techniques in terms of
content (what—and when—the audience is actually told) rather than of fonm (whether or not a
divine prologue is used)."
^The fact that Terence has added a scene depicting that abduction argues strongly that
Menander's play lacked this sort of scene, or Terence would not have needed to look outside
Menander for such a scene. He would only have had to elaborate the original, as he feels free
to do at the end of Adelphoe (934 ff.); cf. Donatus on 938. Grant, 342, argues that the
abduction in Menander's play "took place in its entirety off stage and was completed before the
play began."
^Compare Chaerea's departure from Thais' house in Eunuchus (549), after Thais' maid has
left. He, like Syrus, has waited until the coast is clear to come out. Tliis reconstructicm also
makes an interesting parallel with Aspis, where an opening dialogue misleads the audience who
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Micio labors under several delusions. The true situation would stand in
sharp contrast to Micio's assertion that pampered children trust indulgent
fathers (51-54) and is surely an irony intentionally designed into the plot.
In conclusion, there was, no doubt, some exposition in Menander's play
between Micio's departure for the market and the beginning of the next
sequence, but it need not be a divine monologue (Aeschinus and Syrus know
the real situation) or even a monologue (exposition can come in dialogue,
cf. Perinthia, Eunuchus, Heauton Timorumenos). Our best guide to the
correct answer is what type of exposition flows most naturally from the
opening scenes into the reconstructed sequence.
n. Reconstruction of Menander's Sequence of Action
Refining the work of Drexler, Rieth, and Gaiser, Fantham^o suggests
that Aeschinus first entered with the girl. After a monologue he went inside
Micio's house. Ctesipho walked on stage and delivered a monologue.
Syrus came outside and found Ctesipho and informed him of the successful
abduction. Then the pimp came on stage. Martin also reconstructs an early
Ctesipho-Syrus scene.^* Grant reconstructs an early Ctesipho-Aeschinus
scene.^2
Before proceeding we should clear up two misconceptions about the
movements and motivation of Ctesipho. There is no need for Syrus or
Aeschinus to call Ctesipho from Demea's farm to Micio's house. His
natural interest in the outcome of the affair will bring him in at his first
opportunity. He left the farm just after Demea and probably shadowed his
father most of the way. For this reason his arrival at Micio's house follows
soon after Demea's in the scene before (1.2).
There is also no need for Ctesipho to be told about the successful
abduction. Surely in both Terence and Menander it is understood that he has
found out the same way Demea did: the rumor is going around town.
Ctesipho's joy at hearing the rumor (cf. 252-53) would make a humorous
learn the real situation in the next scene from a divine prologue (since no one in Aspis knows
the full truth, unlike in Adelphoi).
30 Fantham, 208-11.
3* Martin, p. 243, reconstructs Menander's sequence with five scenes:
1) Ctesipho-Syrus (=generally Terence's 2. 3)
2) Aeschinus-Ctesipho, 2661>-76a
3) Sannio, 196b-208
4) Syrus-Sannio (=Terence's 2. 2)
5) Aeschinus-Syrus-Sannio. 265-66a, 276b-87 Oess 277b); then Ctesi{Ao joins the
scene at 281.
'^ Grant, 354, reconstructs Menander's sequence with four scenes:
1) Aeschinus-Ctesipho-Syrus-p5a//ria (mute), 267-76a, 254-59, 262-64;
2) Sannio. 196-98. 200. 228-35, 202-08;
3) Sannio-Syrus, much of 209-51;
4) Aeschinus-Syrus; Terence omitted the scene completely.
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contrast with Demea's earlier rage at hearing the same news (79-83). Both
characters would attract such information to themselves, since both are
related to Aeschinus. The only thing Ctesipho does not yet know on his
arrival at Micio's house is where Aeschinus and the psaltria are. A meeting
between Aeschinus and Ctesipho is not necessary to convey that
information. Synis could tell Ctesipho (and the audience) where Aeschinus
is and exacdy what happened at Sannio's the night before.
An economical (but not overly economical) use of characters and scenes
prior to Sannio's entrance would be a meeting between Ctesipho and Syrus
who, if he were not present, at some point had learned about the abduction
from Aeschinus. There is no need for a divine prologuist, since Syrus can
deliver all necessary information. Terence's play does not preclude the
possibility that Syrus knows about Aeschinus' impending fatherhood also.
Through Syrus' exposition the Greek audience may appreciate any of the
ironies to which they are accustomed.
In the light of the discussion above, I would propose the following
general reconstruction of scenes in Menander's sequence of action:^^
1
.
Syrus/Ctesipho (? ; 254-264 : ? ; 281-283 : 209-2 10)
2. Syrus/Sannio (210-252; 278-280 : 196-208 )
3. Aeschinus/Saimio (265-266; ? )
4. Aeschinus/Ctesipho (266-277; 284-287)
In order to insert the scene from Diphilos Terence has displaced four
subsections (underlined) of the Greek original and removed three altogether
(the question marks in sections 1 and 3).
1. A short "prologue" by Syrus, providing some exposition, probably
opens this sequence. Ctesipho enters (254-59) and converses with Syrus
(260-64). Syrus tells Ctesipho that Aeschinus and the psaltria are inside
the house already. Their dialogue will disclose the rest of the background
information on the abduction which the audience must learn. Terence has
omitted this exposition and substituted the scene from Diphilos, which
demonstrates rather than relates the abduction.^"^ Syrus and Ctesipho see
Sannio coming. Ctesipho begs Syrus to chase the angry pimp away from
Micio's house quickly (quam primum 282) before Sannio meets Demea and
causes irreparable problems for Ctesipho {ego turn perpetuo perierim) (281-
83). Syrus assures him that he can handle Sannio (209-10).
The line numbers below should be taken as approximations of where Terence has spliced
together pieces of Menander's play. Terence has probably combined some material translated
directly from Menander, some inspired by Menander's text, and some freely invented. To what
extent Terence's words reproduce Menander's at any point is a matter of speculation. I am
suggesting here a reconstruction of only the general composition of the scenes and not
Menander's exact wording.
** P. J. Enk, "Terence as an adapter of Greek comedies," Mnemosyne HI 13 (1947), 84:
"(Terence's added scene = 2. 1) does not relate, but demonstrates."
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2. Sannio storms forward and Menander's Syrus proves his prowess in
dealing with pimps much as Terence's does (210-52). Having forced Sannio
to relinquish any claim of reparation for the beating, Syrus turns to go
inside the house and send out Aeschinus, when the pimp calls him back and
insists that he be paid at least the wholesale cost of the girl (278-80).
Syrus assures him he will and goes inside. Sannio bemoans his fate but
resigns himself to receiving no recompense for his beating (196-208).
3. Aeschinus comes out, having been sent by Syrus. He deals with
the pimp brusquely and directly (265-66). ^^ Terence has omitted this
section, since Sannio and Aeschinus have already had a long scene together
and Diphilos' portrait of the young man clashed no doubt with Menander's.
After Aeschinus agrees to pay him, the pimp wastes no time leaving for the
forum where he can meet Micio, finish his business quickly and set off for
Cyprus. His last meeting with Aeschinus, which ended violently, and the
potential for more violence from Aeschinus would motivate Sannio to beat
a hasty retreat.
4. Aeschinus now addresses Ctesipho (266-77). The matter has been
resolved, and Aeschinus' chastisement of Ctesipho's rash threat of suicide^^
rings truer at this point, where the threat that the pimp will demand the girl
back and Ctesipho's worry that Demea will discover the real reason for the
abduction are in fact diminished. Aeschinus urges Ctesipho to go inside and
see thcpsaltria (284-287).^'' The sequence ends as Aeschinus, accompanied
by Syrus, leaves for the market to pay off the pimp.
Terence has kept scene 4, the resolution, last in the sequence, as
Menander no doubt had it. In this scene, the younger pair of brothers are
compared, just as at the end of the previous sequence the older pair are (the
fathers in 1. 2 and their sons in 2. 4). The conclusions of these sequences
^^ It is possible Terence has preserved the beginning of Menander's scene (borrowing only
Aeschinus' entrance motivation 265-66), then cut directly to Menander's next scene. For
another interpretation of this abrupt shift of focus, see Fantham, 207. Fantham, 209, sees an
advantage in a reconstruction in which Aeschinus never deals with the pimp directly on stage.
This may be overly sensitive to the presentation of a young man, who has raped and
impregnated a young girl and recently committed a violent assault on an innocent man, and
whose rashness and uncontrolled passions (especially for prostitutes 149), as the product of his
adoptive father's leniency, are an important theme of the'^lay. Aeschinus need not speak any
longer with Sannio than to do the right thing after what was unquestionably an illegal and
unprovoked assault
^ See Donatus on 275.
^' Terence has given 284-86 to Syrus, where in Menander the lines probably belonged to
Aeschinus. A final speech by Aeschinus reassuring Ctesipho that everything concerning the
abduction is in order would make an interesting contrast with the next scene in which the
audience learns almost immediately that Aeschinus will find trouble ahead because of his theft of
the psallria. The juxtaposition of Aeschinus' confident handling of his brother's business and
the revelation of his mismanagement of his own affairs (2. 4 vs. 3. 1-2) is clearly an irony
designed into the plot which gives the audience a glimpse of Aeschinus' future troubles and
prepares them for the very different picture of a fearful Aeschinus they will see later in the play
(4. 4-4. 5).
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make an interesting contrast: the fathers argue over the correct way to raise
children, by indulgence or discipline, and their sons display the results of
their fathers' different philosophies. Both children are far from perfect,
Aeschinus is rash, violent and prone to having his way at all costs;
Ctesipho is cowardly and withdrawn, incapacitated by fear, especially of his
own father (cf. 517-20). In consecutive sequences Menander demonstrates
that neither philosophy brings about the intended result: indulged children
do not confide in their parents and disciplined ones do not obey them.
This reconstruction eliminates all the difficulties discussed above.
Ctesipho may have a satisfactory introduction, now that Sannio is not on
stage. Background information may be given by a character who knows the
situation and in front of no one who may not hear it. Ctesipho's final
words in this sequence (281-87) which do not develop well from the
situation on stage make better sense if we understand they have been
displaced from the opening scene of this sequence, when Sannio's persistent
presence at Micio's house might alert Demea to Ctesipho's true situation,
Syrus' opening words spoken back inside to Aeschinus (?) also make more
sense if they were spoken to Ctesipho as Syrus prepared to meet Sannio
advancing. The tace (209) which Donatus mistakenly claims Syrus says to
Ctesipho would indeed be Syrus' response to Ctesipho's plea that he get rid
of the pimp (281-83). Also, in this reconstruction Sannio does not have to
remain on stage silently, while matters of utmost importance to him are
discussed and arranged, and Syrus is not held back to discuss matters which
he cannot resolve and which should have been resolved already.
This sequence, the resolution of Ctesipho's affair, is balanced against a
later sequence of the play, the resolution of Aeschinus' affair.^^ Because of
the rumor that has spread after the abduction, Aeschinus' own troubles come
to light and he is forced to confess his transgressions to Micio. The manner
in which Menander designed this sequence is parallel to the earlier sequence
as reconstructed above:
CTESIPHO'S AFFAIR AESCHINUS' AFFAIR
1
.
Syrus/Ctesipho 1 . Syrus/Ctesipho (5 1 7-539)
2. Syrus/Sannio 2. Syrus/Demea (540-591)
3. Aeschinus/Sannio 3. Micio/Hegio (592-609)
4. Aeschinus/Ctesipho 4. Micio/Aeschinus (610-712)
1. Ctesipho is anxious about his problems.
2. Syrus fends an intruder from the house.
3. An older relative rescues one of the younger brothers from
potentially disastrous problems associated with a love affair.
4. The rescuer chastises the rescued.
^ Martin, p. 245, points out the balance between the love affairs of Ctesipho and Aeschinus:
"But all will be weU, for the misunderstanding over Aeschinus' relationship to Bacchis will be
the means of bringing about his marriage to Pamphila."
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Both sequences begin with a dialogue between Ctesipho and Synis. In
the later sequence (the resolution of Aeschinus' affair) Ctesipho frets over
the imminent arrival of Demea (517-53). If 281-83 of Terence's adaptation
represents a piece of the dialogue in scene 1 of Menander's sequence,
Ctesipho in the earlier sequence also worries about Demea's possible
interruption of the action. Also, in these parallel scenes Syrus boasts of his
ability to handle difficult characters (209-210/534-537). In scene 2 of each
sequence Syrus successfully defends the doors of the house against a hostile
intruder, Sannio and Demea, respectively. Each scene involves a beating.
In the earlier, Sannio complains of his mistreatment at the hands of
Aeschinus; in the later, Syrus complains to Demea of a fictitious beating at
Ctesipho's hands (211-215 [and 244-245] /554-567).
Scene 3 of each sequence resolves in short order the central problem: in
the earlier sequence Aeschinus promises to pay Sannio, the scene which
Terence removed since it repeated the confrontation borrowed from Diphilos;
in the later Micio clears the way for Aeschinus to marry the girl next door,
Hegio's niece (265-266/592-609).^^ Both sequences end with the
confrontation of the child in trouble and the older family member who has
saved him from disaster. In both scenes 4 the older relative gently scolds
his younger relation for not seeking help earlier: Aeschinus reprimands
Ctesipho for not coming to him with his problem sooner; Micio plays an
unkind trick on Aeschinus (he tells him that the girl next door, the mother
of his child, is going to have to marry another man), forces a confession
from Aeschinus and chastises him for ungentlemanly behavior and not
seeking his (adoptive) father's aid earlier (271-276/639-^95).4o The
closeness of the two sequences, which resolve parallel problems in the plot,
the younger brothers' love affairs, argues for the correcmess of this
reconstruction of the earlier sequence.'*^
As a final test of the validity of this reconstruction, could Menander's
limited number of actors have performed this sequence? If Ctesipho and
Syrus begin the sequence and Ctesipho and Aeschinus end it, where is
Ctesipho during the middle scenes, 2 (Syrus/Sannio) and 3
(Aeschinus/Sannio)? With three different actors playing the three roles in
these middle scenes (Syrus, Sannio, and Aeschinus), the actor who plays
Ctesipho must exit to take one of those parts. But the same actor can play
Syrus and Aeschinus, since Sannio's bridging monologue allows an actor
offstage the time to change mask and costume. If Syrus and Aeschinus are
played by the same actor, the actor who plays Ctesipho need not leave the
^'SeeDonatuson351.
^ W. E. Forehand, "Syrus' role in Terence's Adelphoe" Classical Journal 69 (1973), 53:
"Aeschinus' scolding appears distinctly ironic when one considers how he has allowed his own
problems to go unsolved for fear of facing his father."
*^ Also, these sequences are bordered by confrontations between Micio and Demea (81-
154/719-762).
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stage at all. The following schema shows a possible distribution of roles in
this sequence.
Scene Actor 1 Actor 2 Actor2 Mutes
1
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wishes, bears a close resemblance to this reconstruction of the Adelphoi
sequence:''^
Eunuchus (1025-1094) Adelphoi (155-287)
Thraso (Parmeno) Coward enters Ctesipho/Syrus
Chaerea/Parmeno (Thraso) Coward withdraws from Saimio/Syrus (Ctesipho)
the stage action
Chaerea (Thraso) Coward remains silent Sannio (Ctesipho)
through an opportunity
for dialogue
Chaerea/Phaedria (Thraso) Coward still refuses Sannio/Aeschinus (Ctesipho)
to join the action
Thraso/Chaerea/Phaedria Coward finally comes Ctesipho/Aeschinus
forward
In both plays, after the coward enters in the first scene, the characters in
the second and third scenes do not acknowledge him. His presence adds
another dimension to the stage action without necessarily adding a word to
the text. In Adelphoi the audience watches Syrus' and Aeschinus' dealings
with Sannio through Ctesipho's eyes whose love affair and life hang on
Syrus' success; in Eunuchus they watch the happy outcome of the young
men's love affairs through the eyes of a rival whose misery counterbalances
their joy. The management of the cowards' actions in these sequences is so
similar, although the resolution of their fates is quite different, that these
scenes seem to be Menandrean variations on a theme."*^
"* For the comparison of two similar sequences in Menander, see W. Goerler, "Menander,
Dyskolos 233-381 und Terenz. Eunuchus 817-922," Philologus 105 (1961) 299-307.
"'''
This parallel argues, I believe, that Terence's changes in the end of Menander's Eunouchos
are relatively minor (the addition of Gnatho presumably displacing Chaerea as the mediator
between Thraso and Phaedria). Terence's general plot development in this sequence is likely to
be the same as Menander's. Besides the similar management of the coward, the use of the three
actors is remarkably similar: one actor plays the coward throughout the sequence,
(Ctesipho/Thraso), another dominates the central scenes and delivers the bridging monologue
(Sannio/Chaerea), and the third first plays a helpful slave (Syrus/Parmeno) and then his master's
son (Aeschinus/Phaedria), changing roles during the bridging monologue. The differences
between the sequences (Chaerea is involved in the last scene of the sequence, whereas Sannio
leaves before the last scene; the coward is a negative figure in Eunuchus, whereas he is positive
in Adelphoi) arise from the different requirements of the plots, not the handling of the sUge
action in the sequences. The excellent way in which both sequences integrate character and
action (or here, inaction) and the similarity of their design of scenes argue strongly that the
sequences derive from one mind, skilled at writing action which develops naturally from the
situation and the characters. All the evidence points to Menander, see Gomme and Sandbach
(above, note 45), p. 27.
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The similarity of these sequences may have contributed to Terence's
decision to rewrite this sequence oiAdelphoi. Only a year after he produced
an adaptation of Menander's Eunouchos, it may have occurred to Terence
that he should not repeat a sequence so close in structure to one crowning a
recent success. While exploring the possibilities, Terence saw that a scene
from Diphilos' Synapothneskontes which Plautus had fortuitously not used
in his Commorientes would fit into Adelphoi (with minor alterations) and
add some vigor to the action. This would not be the first time Terence had
noticed a close resemblance between sequences in Menander's comedies {An.
10-12). So, as he had done before, he borrowed a scene from one comedy
and inserted it into another, but with two important differences between this
and his previous borrowings: in Adelphoe Terence splices together the work
of different authors,**^ and his motivation is not just to "improve the Greek
original" but to add variety to his own dramatic corpus. It is this attention
to the independent Roman tradition of New Comedy which raises Terence's
drama above mere imitation of Greek originals.
III. Conclusion: Terence's Changes
If this reconstruction is correct, how has Terence changed the original
sequence of action? We should note first that he has not altered it radically.
The unfolding of the plot (and to some extent the design of scenes also)
remains in basically the same order. Aeschinus has rescued the girl and
brought her home. With Syrus' help, he deals with the angry pimp and
arranges to purchase the girl. Then he comforts his brother with the news
of the happy outcome. Finally he and Syrus leave for the market to settle
the deal. Terence has left the Syrus-Sannio scene second in the sequence and
the Aeschinus-Ctesipho scene fourth.
The inclusion of the scene from Diphilos, however, precluded
Menander's confrontation between Aeschinus and the pimp. In Menander
this scene is likely to have come third in the sequence. By bringing
Aeschinus on stage before Ctesipho, Terence has in effect exchanged the
brothers' scenes (1 and 3). That is the fundamental difference between the
Greek and Roman sequences. This shift of focus enhances the comic
element in this sequence but distorts the presentation of Ctesipho's
character. His long silence on stage in Menander demonstrates his timidity
and Demea's ferocity. But it is not at all the same thing when Terence
keeps Sannio silent on stage for two scenes. At best, we can say that his
prior experience with Aeschinus motivates his fear of involvement in the
stage action. But he is not a coward like Ctesipho, since he was not afraid
to speak up in front of Aeschinus earlier in the same sequence, even when
he was beaten for his protests. Terence's exchange of the brothers' scenes is
quite effective in focusing attention on Aeschinus, the more interesting of
the pair, but his exchange of silent characters is less felicitous, since his
**Fantham, 196.
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Sannio remains silent on stage because the plot demands it, whereas
Menander's Ctesipho is silent because the nature of his character demands it.
From this reconstruction of the Greek original it is not hard to
reconstruct also Terence's reasons for displacing four pieces of dialogue
(196-208, 254-64, 278-80, 281-83) from their original situations in
Menander's sequence.'*^ He has not really displaced 197-208, Sannio's
monologue. He has left it between Sannio's two scenes, as Menander had
it, but since he has brought Sannio on earlier than Menander had, he has
moved the monologue up as well. His displacement of 254-64, the
Ctesipho-Syrus scene, later in the sequence is part of his general exchange
of the brothers' scenes (1 and 3). He has displaced 278-80 to the end of the
sequence to serve as Sannio's exit line, so that the pimp does not have to
leave the stage without saying anything after Terence has kept him on for so
long "thickening up" the stage. At the end of the sequence Terence adds,
almost as an afterthought, 281-83, which was in Menander a central feature
of Ctesipho's character, his fear of his father. Menander probably
established this motivation when Ctesipho first entered in scene 1 of the
sequence, but Terence, who is less interested in the psychology of this
character, includes it mostly as a bridge to Ctesipho's next appearance (4. 1),
where his fear of Demea is central to the scene.^°
In conclusion, what is important in this study is not the reconstruction
itself but the methodology used in reconstructing the original. In
attempting to recover Menander's lost design of scenes, we must attend to
Menander's style of constructing a sequence of action. This article outlines
only one of several possible ways to reconstruct a lost sequence of action,
but it moves us one step nearer to the original by following closely
Menander's style of organizing dramatic action. I do not claim to have
resolved a problem which only the recovery of Menander's original can
settle, but this investigation opens a door for further debate on a
methodological basis which, I hope, will prove profitable not only in
recovering lost sequences of action but for wider analysis of Menandrean
dramaturgy.51
Indiana University
^^ See reconstruction on p. 77.
^ Grant, 349. Terence's 284-87 are probably in their original situation in Menander's
sequence, but Terence had given 284-86 to Syrus (as a natural extension of Syrus' and
Ctesipho's dialogue), where Menander gave them to Aeschinus (see note 37). Terence would
have had to add only Syrus' reference to shopping (286), if he drew the speech from Aeschinus'
final words to Ctesipho.
^* With deep gratitude for their assistance in writing this article, I would like to thank
Professors Douglass Parker, M. Gwyn Morgan, W. Geoffrey Amott, Elaine Fantham, John
Grant, Betty Rose Nagle, Timothy Long, James Halpom and Frances Titchener, and Ms. Fern
Fryer and Ms. Virginia McGuffin. All errors which remain are my own.
Polybadiscus and the Astraha of Plautus:
New Observations on a Plautine Fragment
RADD EHRMAN
Aulus Gellius (3. 3. 11) reports that at one time 130 comedies were
attributed to Plautus; of these 20 now remain in fairly complete condition
and one, the Vidularia, is only partially preserved. Another 32 plays
ascribed to Plautus are represented in fragments, and in addition there are 66
fragments from plays unidentified, seven of them dubiously attributed to
Plautus; the titles of three other comedies are also known. ^ The fragments
of Plautine comedy, which represent the majority of work ascribed to him,
were once regarded as having some importance for the understanding of
Roman comedy, but have been virtually ignored by scholars in the twentieth
century; indeed they have scarcely even made their way into standard
handbooks such as George Duckworth's The Nature ofRoman Comedy and
William Beare's The Roman Stage, and so have been rendered all but
invisible. And yet, when one considers what a small percentage of comedies
has survived—Plautus' 21 and Terence's 6—and that the vast majority of
Roman comedians are represented only in quotations, it becomes clear that
there is still a fair amount of work to be done.^ Fortunately, several areas
of Plautine comedy are reasonably well defined by the consistency of
phenomena in the surviving plays and these can help us isolate and come to
terms with similar elements in the fragments. One of these is Plautus' use
of names that quite frequently indicate the nature of their bearers and their
situations within the drama.^ It is my contention that the first of the seven
^ Plays for which only titles exist are Anus, Bis Compressa, and Syrus. See F. Winter, Plauti
Fabularum Deperditarum Fragmenla (Bonn 1885), 23, 27, 47. These plays are not noted in
Lindsay's edition.
^ In Plautus' case, therefore, only about 16 percent of the work attributed to him in antiquity
is known to us in any stale of completion.
^ See C. J. Mendelsohn, Studies in the Word-Play in Plautus (PhUadelphia 1907); W. M.
Seaman, The Appropriate Name in Plautus (diss. Illinois 1939); R. K. Ehrman, "The Double
Significance of Two Plautine Names," American Journal ofPhilology 105.3 (Fall, 1984), 330-
32.
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fragments of the Astraba, a comedy ascribed to Plautus in antiquity,'*
contains such use of a name. My immediate purpose is to re-examine this
fragment, which has not been discussed for almost 85 years,^ for despite its
brevity it is unusually informative on a number of matters of plot and
character, thanks largely to its named persona', it can also be reasonably well
meshed, I believe, with a couple of other fragments from the piece, and
lends itself quite readily to plausible interpretation. Indeed, this will be the
first time such a literary study has been done to the extent presented here.
My larger goal is to show that the fragments of Plautus have life in them
yet and still offer a fruitful field of investigation.
Varro (De Lingua Latina 6. 73) cites two lines from the Astraba in his
discussion of the derivation of spes:
etiam spes a sponte potest esse declinata, quod turn sperat cum quod volt
fieri putat: nam quod non volt si putat, metuit, non sperat. itaque hi
quoque qui dicunt in Astraba Plauti:
sequere adsecue, Polybadisce, meam spem cupio consequi.
sequor hercle equidem: nam lubenter meam speratam consequor.
quod sine sponte dicunt, vere neque ille sperat qui dicit adolescens neque ilia
sperata est.
It is particularly fortunate that Varro has preserved a name in this quotation;
in the present case its reading was established by Scaliger from the polyba
disce of the manuscripts, was sanctioned by Ritschl and generally accepted
* Varro attributes the Astraba to Plautus twice: De Lingua Latina 6. 73 and 7. 66, in the latter
without naming the poet but in the midst of quotations also ascribed to Plautus. Probus, or at
least the author of the commentary cmi Vergil's Bucolics that has survived under his name (2. 23
Keil), discussed the word astraba and noted "quo titulo et Plautus fabulam inscripsii" (see
Schanz-Hosius, Geschichie der romischen Literatur I, § 35; cf. F. Ritschl, "Deperditarum Plauti
Fabularum Fragmenta," Opuscula Philologica HI (Leipzig 1877, repr. HUdesheim 1978), p. 187,
and G. Goetz, De Astrabae Plautinae Fragmenlis (Jena 1893), p. 2. Gellius (11.7. 5) indicates
an indeterminable degree of uncertainty on the question of the play's authenticity when he records
"idque a Plauto in comoedia, si ea Plauti est, quae Astraba inscripta est . . . ," but does not
indicate the grounds for any doubt nor the seriousness of it; nor does he aUude to the issue at 3.
3. 1-14, the discussion of Plautine scholarship: see Goetz, p. 5, and Winter, pp. 4 ff. The same
lack of clarity is discovered in Nonius' statement at 69. 32, "Plautus in Astraba fabula . . . cuius
incertum an sit ea comoedia," but, again, there is no way of knowing the degree of Nonius'
uncertainty. However, at 62. 32 Nonius ascribes the play to Plautus with no qualifying remark
(see note 20, below). At any rate, no substantial reason can be adduced to show that the Astraba
was not the work of Plautus. For a full discussion of the authenticity of this and other
fragmentary plays ascribed to Plautus, see E. H. Qifl, Latin Pseudepigrapha: A Study in
Literary Attributions (Baltimore 1945), pp. 40-78.
^ The last word on the Astraba, from a strictly literary standpoint, was spoken by K.
Schmidt, "Die griechischen Personennamen bei Plautus U," Hermes 37 (1902), 389-90. Other
works were by Ritschl, Winter, Goetz and Qift, opp. citt., but these scholars were interested in
examining the sources and background of the fragments rather than investigating in any detail
the literary motifs or characterizations detectible in the Astraba except in the most sweeping
way; some of the conjeaures of Ritschl need to be called into question.
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thereafter,^ However, K. Schmidt, who was the last to have spoken on the
Astraba, objected to "Polybadiscus" on the grounds that the joining of 7ioX,t)
and Pa5{Co> was "unwahrscheinlich." He proposed reading "Libadiscus,"
from XipdSiov, "little stream," and read "sequere adsecue intro, Libadisce,
meam spem cupio consequi." His justification was that "Damit riickt
AiPaSioKoq also unmittelbar mit Ixakayiioc, zusammen," referring to the
slave in the Captivi who had abducted Tyndarus as a small boy. He noted
also that there is a Aipdq at Ovid, Amores 3. 7, 24; "Libadiscus" was
therefore a more likely name on linguistic grounds than "Polybadiscus."
Still, it must be asked whether this reading is an improvement and whether
Schmidt was in fact justified in regarding Scaliger's correction as unlikely.
His challenge to "Polybadiscus" has never been answered. The response
will surely lead to a fuller comprehension of the fragment.
First, "Polybadiscus" is obviously acceptable paleographically.
Second, it must be remembered that the Astraba was generally taken in
antiquity to be the work of Plautus,'' and as A. S. Gratwick has recently
remarked on the characters of Plautine comedy, "his stage-population are
given individual names varying in formation from the possible but
unattested (Agorastocles) to the absurd (Pyrgopolynices)."* When coming
to terms with a name coined by Plautus, and "Polybadiscus" clearly is an
invented name,^ the main concern is not so much with linguistic possibility
or occurrence as a real name, as Gratwick's and other studies have
demonstrated, but rather with its significance as an indicator, either ironic or
accurate, of the nature of the persona to which it is attached or to his
circumstances in the context of the comedy. For example, to use one of the
names cited by Gratwick, "Pyrgopolynices," "frequent conqueror of towers,"
or "conqueror of many towers," although an absurd name, perhaps concocted
from "pyrgos" + "polynices," is clearly a suitable appellation for the miles
gloriosus; likewise "Pseudolus," "the crafty liar" (pseudos + dolus) is an
accurate name for that deceitful slave. Now, the person addressed in the first
line of the fragment and who responds in the second is a slave, as has long
been recognized, since in Plautus the suffix -ISCUS or -ISCA always denotes
a character of that station.^*' However, the single most important
Rilschl, pp. 188 ff., and "Quaestiones onomatologicae comicae," ibid., p. 328.
' See note 4, above.
* A. S. Gratwick, "Light Drama: Plautus," in E. J. Kenney (ed.), The Cambridge History of
Classical Literature II: Latin Literature (Cambridge 1982), p. 104. See note 3, above.
' See W. Pape, and G. E. Benseler, Worterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen (Hildesheim
1959), s. V. noX\)pd6iaKo<;.
^° For example, Ampelisca (Rudens), Collybiscus (JPoenulus), Pardalisca (Casino), Phaniscus
(Mostellaria), Sophoclidisca (Persa); cf. Syriscus in Menander's Epitrepontes and in Terence's
Eunuchus and Adelphoe. See A. W. Gomme and F. H. Sandbach, Menander: A Commentary
(Oxford 1973), pp. 310 ff. Sometimes, although there is no evidence that this is the case here,
-ISCUS is added to a slave's name to fonm a diminutive; thus Lampadio is called Lampadiscus
at Cistellaria 544, and at Poenulus All Milphio is called Milphidiscus. Ritschl (pp. 190 ff.)
argues against the slave's name being Polybadio cm the grounds that such a name is unattested;
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consideration for the reading of the name, after the paleographical, has yet to
be taken into account so far as I am aware, namely that "Polybadiscus" is a
perfectly suitable sprechender Name for the context preserved in Varro's
quotation. The name means "the slave who walks much" which is exactly
what this character claims to be. After the speaker of the first line, an
adulescens according to Varro,^^ commands him, "Follow, follow closely,
Polybadiscus," the slave replies emphatically, "Good God! I am following!"
The particle equidem and the expletive hercle placed next to sequor, along
with the fact that there are also Uiree cognates of sequor in two lines, make
it quite certain that the slave really does walk a lot and that "Polybadiscus"
is the appropriate reading here. To be sure, the suitably named slave is
found in other comedies, such as Pseudolus, noted above, or Phaniscus who
"reveals" the truth to Theopropides at Mostellaria 933 ff. "Libadiscus," on
the other hand, has neither the paleographical nor the interpretative value of
Scaliger's reconstruction, for while "much walking" fits the picture
presented in the fragment, the idea of a stream has no apparent relevance.
Moreover, the argument in favor of "Libadiscus" is further vitiated by the
suggested connection with "Stalagmus." The latter name according to
Anaxandrides {Odysseus 34K) is given in jest to a small person: ^^
\)\it\c, yap dA.XrjXo'oi; aei x^^'wotC^''^'. ol5' dKpiPco(;-
av ^£v yctp fi tk; evTrpeTtriq, lepov ydHov KaXeue-
ectv 5e jiiKpov navTeXfix; ctvGpconiov, oxaX-ayjiov.
Since there is no evidence in the fragments as to the slave's physical
appearance, as at Asinaria 400 ff. and Pseudolus 1218 ff., there is no valid
reason to accept "Libadiscus" on this score.
It is also possible to determine more about the character of the slave
since Polybadiscus plainly exhibits another interesting, if rare, feature which
offers a clue to the nature of the Astraba. Polybadiscus is in love, as is
shown by his use of sperata. Varro's final remarks on the quotation confirm
this conclusion, and although Polybadiscus' status as a loving slave has
been briefly noted by others,'^ the matter has yet to be treated as a literary
device. Varro has judged that, strictly speaking, neither does the speaker of
the first line truly "hope" because he speaks sine sponte, nor is the woman
referred to in the second line truly "hoped for" because, again, the idea of
speaking sine sponte lurks behind speratam. As with the earlier question on
but neither is Polybadiscus attested. Either would be a comic foimation; see notes 3 and 6,
above.
^^ Some earlier commentators, despite Varro's remarks, believed that this character was
Polybadiscus' beloved. See Ritschl, pp. 189 ff. and note 18, below.
^2 See Schmidt I. 207 f., Mendelsohn, p. 57. Seaman, p. 109.
^' Ritschl, pp. 189 ff., established the reading meam speratam from the mea sperata of the
manuscripts. He briefly notes in passing the idea of love suggested by Varro and also some
parallels for this use of sperata but does not discuss the question.
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the correct reading and significance of the slave's name, so this remark of
Varro also demands careful consideration. First, Varro does not categorically
state that spes and its cognates are in fact derived from spons* ("spes a
sponte potest esse declinata") and, second, he also acknowledges that the two
characters in the Astraba are not using spes and spero in a technically or,
possibly, etymologically correct way,^"* Therefore what emerges is that
both speakers "desire" but are unsure of their chances of success, so that it
would be more correct for them to say that they "fear they will not succeed"
rather than that they "hope." Nevertheless, Varro's point is that by spem
and speratam Plautus intends to connote someone or something desired
regardless of the degree of success that the speakers achieve.
Unfortunately it is impossible to know what specifically the adulescens'
spes is since the word has so many different implications in Plautine
comedy, although the similarity in wording between the two lines makes it
probable that spes and sperata are somehow interconnected in the plot.^^ At
any rate, whatever his hope may have been, whether a person (the young
man's girlfriend was Ritschl's conjecture), an opportunity or a goal, the
chance of realizing it is fleeting and thus the tone of the speaker is urgent.
Sperata, on the other hand, specifically refers to a woman, and the use of the
term to designate the beloved one hopes for has parallels in the surviving
comedies. ^^ For example, at Amphitruo 676 Amphitryon addresses his
wife, "uxorem salutat laetus speratam suam" and at Poenulus 1268
Anterastilis calls Agorastocles sperateP
Slaves in love are found on occasion in the surviving comedies, most
notably Toxilus of the Persa. There the smitten slave explains his
condition to Sagaristio (24 ff):
saucius factus sum in Veneris proelio;
sagitta Cupido cor meum transfixit. SAG. iam servi hie amant?
And in fact the whole intrigue of the Persa centers upon Toxilus' acquisition
of money to buy his beloved. As another instance, at Rudens 415 ff
,
Sceparnio falls in love (or rather, lust) with Ampelisca, the maid of
Palaestra, and tries to win her favor. Polybadiscus therefore is by no means
Goetz, 6, would add to Varro's remarks, "sed potest etiam sine sponte dicere 'spero*, si
iocandi causa hoc dicit"
^ Ritschl, pp. 189 ff., again with only scanty discussion, conjectured that spes stood for the
amata of the young man. This naturally is possible but not necessarily the case here. It is true
of course that adulescentes have girlfriends, but we do not know that spes here refers to a person
as at Stichus 583 (see note 16, below) rather than some abstract desire or practical goal such as
fleecing a senex or dealing with a leno.
^^ Ritschl, p. 190; he adduces as a parallel Stichus 583, "sperate PamphUippe, o spes mea,"
but this is not a true parallel because there the parasite Gelasimus is addressing a long absent
patron on his return rather than someone he loves.
^ In addition Nonius 175. 1 equates, as did Varro, speratum with sponsum and quotes from
Afranius' Fratriae (10 Ribbeck), "speratam non odi tuam." Again the idea of love is present.
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unique as a comic slave with his eye on a girl.** There is no other evidence
to indicate how serious Polybadiscus' love is, whether real love like Tranio's
or an infatuation like Scepamio's. However, as the examples noted show,
sperata usually of course implies a situation more enduring than Scepamio's
lust at first sight. On the other hand, the comic potential of a sperata as a
recent acquaintance cannot be discounted.
I would like to conclude with a final new observation on Polybadiscus;
I suggest that he is a servus callidus. The adulescens calls upon him to
follow because, as he says, he wishes to pursue his hope (whatever that may
be), clearly indicating thereby his reliance on the slave's assistance.*^ This
action naturally calls to mind one of the most common motifs in comedy,
namely that the young man puts his confidence in the slave who in turn
must be clever enough to pull his master through his dilemma. Such an
identification is attractive for another reason, because if Polybadiscus is in
fact the servus callidus, as the urgent commands given him make probable,
then the fourth fragment, "terebratus multum sit et supscudes addite,"
certainly could have been directed at him, for the fragment surely denotes a
punishment of a slave, as Ritschl surmised largely on the basis of Nonius'
definition of exterebrare?^ In comedy the slave is the only type ever
punished physically, and the clever slave naturally was especially liable to
horrible tortures, or at least the threat of them, as Pseudolus, Chrysalus in
the Bacchides, or Tyndarus in the Captivi had reason to know.^* Likewise,
if this is a correct assumption, then the fifth fragment, "terebra tu quidem
pertundis," also refers to the inquisition or punishment of Polybadiscus, and
in fact both fragments are strikingly similar to the threat of punishment
made at Mostellaria 55 ff. to Tranio, the mover of the comedy's intrigue:^^
o camuficium cribrum, quod credo fore,
ita te forabunt patibulatum per vias
stimulis, * si hue reveniat senex.
** Ritschl thinks it likely that sperata is the maid of the spes, that is the maid of the
adulescens' girlfriend. On the one hand, this is a possibility and is paralleled by the situation
already noted from the Rudens and also by the carousal of Stichus with the maid Stephanium at
the end of the Stichus (742 ff.). On the other hand, this conjecture assumes that spes is a person
and we have seen that there is no evidence for such an identification.
*^ Ritschl, pp. 189 ff., is surely correct in assuming that the young man is Polybadiscus'
master.
^° Ritschl, p. 194; Nonius 62. 32, "exterebrare est vi aliquid extorquere et scrutari aut
curiosius quaerere. Plautus in Astraba, cum in curiosum iocaretur." Ritschl did not single out
Polybadiscus as the servus callidus nor as the slave punished in these fragments.
See Duckworth, pp. 288 ff., for an enumeration of the punishments, threatened or actually
inflicted, of slaves in comedy.
^Ritschl in his 1852 edition of \he Mostellaria in fact read "terebris hue si"; the same type of
punishment is depicted here. Cf. Persa 28, "vide modo ulmeae catapultae tuom ne transfigant
latus" and Mostellaria 358, "ubi . . . denis hastis corpus transfigi solet." The threat /o<iere
stimulo (stimulis) occurs at Curculio 131 and Menaechmi 951.
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The first fragment of the Astraba with its division of speakers,
inclusion of a sprechender Name and clearly defined actions, is the most
tractable of this comedy's remains. Indeed, it seems to shed light on the two
fragments that refer to punishment. Fortunately, parallels from the
surviving comedies support the conclusions presented here.
Kent State University

The Weapons of Love and War:
A Note on Propertius IV. 3*
MICHAEL B. POLIAKOFF
Propertius' Arethusa poem is a masterpiece of wit and irony. It is full of
pathetic hyperbole: the girl suggests that her tears might wash away the
letters (3^), that a trailing scrawl might depict her death (or loss of
consciousness) as she writes (5-6). Her husband, meanwhile, has travelled
to the ends of the earth: Parthia, China, Thrace, Arabia and Britain—quite
an accomplishment for a veteran of four years' service (7-10)! Furthermore,
she envisions Lycotas not as a soldier like the robustus puer of Hor., Odes
III. 2 but as too delicate to hold a weapon or to wear a breastplate. In lines
23-24 we meet a curiously soft-skinned fighter:
die mihi, niim teneros urit lorica lacertos? ^
num gravis imbellis atterit hasta manus?
One expects that the man will fear for the woman's safety, as does Callus in
Verg., Ed. 10. 46-49:
tu procul a patria (nee sit mihi credere tantum)
Alpinas, a! dura nives et firigora Rheni
me sine sola vides. a, te ne fiigora laedant!
a, tibi ne teneras glaeies secet aspera plantas!
The wonderful irony is that here the girl fears for the delicacy of the man.
Finally, whereas Arethusa disclaims her elegant Punic crimson (51), she is
making a Tyrian red cloak for Lycotas (34).
It is clear that Propertius has used a light and playful touch, but one
must also recognize that a major portion of the poem's humor comes from
Arethusa's atypical attitudes towards her husband. Margaret Hubbard writes
that the poet has created "one of the few portraits antiquity offers of a good
and beautiful noodle, loving, tender, and not in the least clever or
' I wish to express my thanks to Dr. R.O.A.M. Lyne for his help and advice throughout, and
to Professor Martin Ostwald. who kindly read tliis note in draft and made many useful
suggestions.
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formidable."^ She properly points out the poem's lack of rhetorical logic
(p. 143): if we take, for example, lines 7-22, we can count five different
topics: Lycotas' travels, an expostulation on his fides, the wedding omens,
the failure of her votives, an imprecation on the makers of weapons. That
Arethusa is slightly muddle-headed is undeniable, but she is also, at least in
amatory matters, quite formidable. Just as Propertius has depicted through
Arethusa's vision of Lycotas a soldier who does no credit to Rome, so in
Arethusa he depicts a wife whose openly expressed erotic interests are highly
unconventional among upper-class Roman women.^ Starting with lines 25-
28, one finds Arethusa praying that any wounds Lycotas receives be the
result of his abrasive armor and not some girl's teeth. She is not
particularly concerned by the fact that Lycotas has grown thin, rather she
prays that the condition be due to his longing for her (the position of meo at
the end of line 28 is emphatic). Camps'* has pointed out that salvo at the end
of the poem reflects Arethusa's double concern—the safety of her husband
and his fidelity towards her. This has already been adumbrated in line 2: si
potes esse mens.
It is lines 67-69 that most clearly show Arethusa's twin concerns:
sed (tua sic domitis Paithae telluris alumnis
pura triumphantis hasta sequatur equos)
incorrupta mei conserva foedera lecti!
All commentaries correctly gloss pura hasta as a Roman military reward.
The evidence for this is abundant: see especially Servius adAen. VI. 762:
^M. Hubbard. Propertius (New Yoric 1975). p. 144.
It is admittedly difficult to form fully satisfactory generalizations about a given culture's
sense of propriety, but the evidence suggests than an upper class Roman would have found the
idea of a wife's having any control over her husband's sex life unusual if not improper. Cato
(Plut., Cat. Mai. 17. 7) boasted that his wife never came into his arms except when it thundered.
Plutarch elsewhere remarks that Julia's affection for Pompey was notorious (Pomp. 53. 2):
nepiP6r|xov riv xii; Kopriq to cpiXav5pov, and in Mor. 279 e-f observes that a Roman
wedding was consummated in total darkness, giving as possible reasons the bride's modesty, the
husband's modesty, hiding physical abnormalities, and a sense of shame, even in lawful unions,
Kttl xoii; vojiinoiq. Elsewhere we hear praise for AemUia. wife of Scipio Africanus. for her
tolerance of his affair with a slave girl (Val. Max. VI. 7. 1). and learn that Octavian divorced
Scribonia for her "moral perversity" (pertaesus morum perversitatem eius) of being intolerant of
her husband's mistress (Suet.. Aug. 62. 2 and 69. 1). Livia was more prudent, so ran the rumors,
and provided Augustus with virgins to deflower (Suet., Aug. 71. 1. Dio LIV. 19. 3). We might
further note Propertius' Cornelia as a contrast to Arethusa: haec estfeminei merces extrema
triumphi I laudat ubi emeritum liberafama rogum (TV. 11. 71-72). Granted that the situation is
different, it is still significant that Cornelia never mentions anything even faintly erotic, and
accepts the thought of Paullus' taking another wife with equanimity. For discussion of these
and other documents, see J.P.V.D. Balsdon, Rorruin Women (London 1962). pp. 200 ff.; W.
Kroll. Die Kultur der Ciceronischen Zeit 2 (Leipzig 1933). pp. 26 ff.; P. Grimal. L'amour d
Rome (Paris 1963); R.O.A.M. Lyne. The Latin Love Poets (Oxford 1980). pp. 1-18; J. Griffin.
Latin Poets and Roman Life (London 1985). pp. 112-41.
** W. A. Camps. Propertius: Elegies, Book IV (Cambridge 1965), p. 86.
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Pura iuvenis qui nititur hasta, id est sine ferro: nam hoc fuit
praemium apud maiores eius qui tunc primum vicisset in proelio,
sicut ait Varro. . . .
and also Suet., Claud 28: (sc. Posiden spadonem) inter militares viros hasta
pura donavit. What has been neglected by the commentators, however, is
the common meaning of hasta as the male member. J. N. Adams^ amply
demonstrates that "the sexual symbolism of weapons was instantly
recognizable in ancient society," citing examples from a wide variety of
Greek and Latin genres. The Thesaurus Linguae Latinae gives five
references for the use of hasta itself as a sexual image: Priap. 43, App.,
Met. X. 21 (codd. Laur. 29. 2, Laur. 54. 32, et al.), Zeno I. 6. 3 (=PL 11.
315), and Aus., Cento Nuptialis 359. 17. With this in mind we can
recognize a highly witty double entendre ending Propertius' poem.
At first glance, Arethusa seems to make three wishes in lines 63-70.
In lines 63-66 she begins a prayer that Lycotas stay out of the way of
flying weapons, but only gets to the point of describing the danger. In 67-
68 she hopes that Lycotas will have the distinction of a pura hasta—
although a military decoration, we should note, would be difficult for
someone to obtain who accepts the advice to avoid danger and disregard
glory (ne . . . tanti sit gloria). In line 69, Arethusa makes her wish for
Lycotas' pura hasta conditional upon his keeping their marriage undefiled,
and finally, in line 70, she adds that this is the only condition under which
she wants him to return. Thus the eight lines modulate from a plea for
Lycotas' physical safety to one for his sexual fidelity. Lines 67-68 seem to
break the logic of the passage, but in fact, given the double meaning of
hasta, these lines become an important part of the psychological realism of
the poem: Arethusa's amatory concerns mix with and overshadow her
wishes for Lycotas' military success and safety. Just as in lines 23-28,
where her concern for the physical hazards of the campaign yields to her
more immediate concern for Lycotas' fidelity, the "second sense" of line 67
is that Lycotas should keep his member undefiled by an illicit liaison. Pura
modifying hasta is paralleled in line 69 by incorrupta modifying foedera.
Unlike Propertius' more explicit boasting over his erotic encounter in II. 15,
the Arethusa poem is generally more subtle, but the woman's sexual
interests surface consistently throughout the poem.^ It would be very
difficult to capture the nuance of the double entendre in English without
losing the primary meaning of pura hasta as a military reward. Perhaps
^ J. N. Adams, The Latin Sexual Vocabulary (London and Baltimore 1982), p. 19.
^ For an excellent evaluation of Propertius' use of double entendre (in IV. 9) see W. S.
Anderson, "Hercules Exclusus, Prop. 4.9," American Journal of Philology 85 (1964), 6-9.
Jasper Griffin (note 3, above), p. 140 observes that the veiling of the characters behind Greek
names allows Propertius to depict a bolder, more aggressive Roman woman than he could in,
e.g., in. 12, where the characters are the contemporary figures Aelia Galla and Postumus.
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something to the effect of "May your Regimental shaft join the parade
untainted" would do.
One could perhaps relegate Arethusa and Lycotas to a category of
"fantasies on Greek themes": like Horace's Lydia and Sybaris they do not
quite conform to the patterns one expects of a youth of military age and his
lady. But is the Arethusa poem at all Greek, except for the names of the
couple? Unlike that of Horace, Odes I. 8, which heavily admixes elements
of the Hellenic world,'' Propertius' setting is utterly Roman, down to the
household Lares (54). Moreover, Arethusa is not a hot-blooded meretrix,
but a Roman matron, married and managing a household in the traditional
manner. If it is valid to view Propertius IV. 3 as evoking a largely Roman
world, then we can properly see in the poem humor that is also a piquant
rejection of Roman attitudes and duties. Horace wrote about an army of
tough Italian boys in Odes III. 2: Propertius' soldier, as we have seen, is
barely capable of holding his weapons. Like the foreign princess of the
same ode, Arethusa fears for her man, but her trepidation over his sexual
fidelity is at least as strong as that for his safety. It appears that Propertius,
whose apathy and contempt for res militaris is openly expressed in II. 7, II.
15, and III. 4, has lightly and delicately asserted in Arethusa's letter that the
claims of the life of love are the strongest ones at last.
Hillsdale College
'R. G. M. Nisbet and M. Hubbard, A Commentary on Horace: Odes, Book I (Oxford 1970).
p. 109.
8From Separation to Song:
Horace, Carmina IV*
DAVID H. PORTER
forHLP.
rmnuentur atrae carmine curae
av. 11.35-36)
I. Introduction
The fifteen poems of Horace's Carmina IV, a collection published in 13 B.C..
are the final lyric collection of one of the most meticulous poetic craftsmen
that has ever lived, and not surprisingly they display a degree of control that
defies complete analysis. Only when one approaches this collection
repeatedly and from different critical stances does one begin to appreciate its
richness of detail, its emotional and thematic complexity, its chiaroscuro of
contrasting tones and moods, its carefully crafted interplay of image and
reality, and the degree to which every detail contributes to the overall effect,
shape and movement.
In several earlier studies I have taken what one might call an
architectural approach to Book IV. Two of these studies have shown how
Book IV combines the centrifugal thrust of violent contrast with the
centripetal pull of motivic links." Thus in Book IV Horace juxtaposes
poems lamenting the passing of time and the approach of death with poems
*I am particularly in debt to the following three studies of Horace: E. Fraenkel, Horace
(Oxford 1957); S. Commager. The Odes ofHorace. A Critical Study (New Haven 1962); C.
Becker. Das Spdtwerk des Horaz (Gottingen 1963). For Book IV of the Odes I have also drawn
heavily on W. Wili. Horaz und die Augusteische Kultur (Basel 1947). pp. 354-72; D. Norberg,
"Le quatrifeme livre des Odes d'Horace." Emerila 20 (1952), 95-107; J. M. Benario. "Bode 4 of
Horace's Odes: Augustan Propaganda." Transactions of the American Philological Association
91 (1960), 339-52; W. Ludwig, "Die Anordnung des vierten Horazischen Odenbuches," Museum
//c/vc/«c«m 18 (1961). 1-10.
Unless otherwise indicated, references in this article are to Horace's Odes.
^ "The Recurrent Motifs of Horace, Carmina IV." Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 79
(1975), 189-228; "Motivic Transfonnation in Qassical Literature and Music," Classical World
70 (1976-77), 257-66.
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praising poetry and its power to confer immortality (IV. 1 with IV. 2; IV. 7
with IV. 8; IV. 9 with IV. 10), poems praising the peaceful
accomplishments of Augustus with poems glorifying the violent wars
waged by his stepsons (IV. 5 with IV. 4; IV. 15 with IV. 14), long and
complex poems with short and simple poems (IV. 2 and IV. 4 with IV. 3;
IV. 9 with IV. 10), and so on. As counterbalance to these potentially
divisive juxtapositions the book contains a tight web of recurrent motifs
which link the poems one to another while simultaneously underscoring
their contrasts. Two other studies have shown how similar analysis of
structure and motif can throw light on the interpretation of specific poems
in the book and even on the question of whether the Vergil addressed in IV.
12 is the famous poet.^
This architectural approach is surely justifiable in studying the works of
a poet who himself in the epilogue to his first collection of odes compares
his poetry to the pyramids (III. 30. 1 ff.), but the approach is limited in that
it stresses static relationships within a book—the placement of poems
relative to each other, subtle verbal and thematic links between them,
architectural parallels between different groups of poems, and so on. I have
already indicated that Book IV yields its secrets only to those who come at it
from many different directions, and in the present article I adopt what we
might, for want of a better term, call a dynamic approach, stressing not the
static relationships within the architectiu-e of Book IV but rather its inner
movement—how one mood or theme yields to another, how the emotional
rhythm of the inner parts relates to that of the whole. If the architectural
approach works from the surely correct assumption that the book was
intended to be read and reread, to be viewed as a single entity incorporating
an almost spatial interplay of parts, the dynamic approach works from the
equally justifiable assumption that the book was also intended to be read
aloud, and listened to, as an ongoing, shifting, moving entity gradually
unfolding in time. A final assumption, of course, is that these two
approaches effectively complement each other, that each helps
counterbalance the distortions and limitations inherent in the other.
II. The Dominant Rhythms of Book IV
In Book IV as a whole there is a clear shift of mood, theme, and attitude
from the first poem to the last. IV. 1 opens the book with war, separation
and loss. By the time Horace comes to IV. 15, he is singing of peace,
plentiful sharing, and poetry. The completeness of this about-face becomes
fully apparent if we juxtapose some key lines from each poem. The
opening lines of IV. 1 lament the resumption of wars (IV. 1. 1-2):
^"Horace. Carmina, IV. 12," Latomus 31 (1972). 71-87; "The Motif of Spring in Horace.
Carmina 4.1 and 4.12," Classical Bulletin 49 (1973). 57-61.
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Inteimissa, Venus, diu
rursus bella moves?
IV. 15 rejoices in the coming of peace (IV. 15. 4-9):
tua, Caesar, aetas
firuges et agris rettulit uberes,
et signa nostro restituit lovi
derepta Parthorum superbis
postibus et vacuum duellis
lanum Quirini clausit
IV. 1 proclaims Horace's separation from others, from the joys of feast and
symposium, from poetry and song (IV. 1. 29-32):^
me nee femina nee puer
iam nee spes animi credula mutui
nee certare iuvat mero
nee vincire novis tempera floribus.
IV. 15 ends with Horace participating with others in symposium and
song
—
joyful concerns which seem far removed from the renewed wars with
which the book began (IV. 15. 25-32):
nosque et profestis lucibus et sacris
inter iocosi munera Liberi
cum prole matronisque nostris,
rite deos prius apprecati,
virtute functos more patrum duces *
Lydis remixto carmine tibiis
Troiamque et Anchisen et almae
progeniem Veneris canemus.
And while the poet of IV. 1 laments his loss of power (non sum qualis
eram, 3), the poet of IV. 15 is so caught up with his subject that Apollo
himself must check the rush of his poetry (IV. 15. 1-4):
Phoebus volentem proelia me loqui
victas et urbis increpuit lyra
ne parva Tyrrhenum per aequor
vela darem.
We shall return shortly to a fuller examination of the movement from
IV. 1 to IV. 15, but first it is worth mentioning that Horace himself clearly
joins these two poems one to another by a series of links, among which the
following are only the most striking. IV. 1 begins with Horace calling on
Venus as mater saeva (5) and ends with him declaring his inability to pursue
^ Although this passage does not explicitly dissociate Horace from song, this dissociation is
implicit in his separation from the festivities in which song play so large a part. Cf. also 22-
28—the songs and dances which PauUus, in marked contrast to Horace, can offer.
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Ligurinus through the volubiles aquae (40). IV. 15 reverses the sequence of
these motifs, beginning with Apollo's injunction to Horace not to set sail
on the dangerous sea of epic poetry (1-4) and concluding with Horace's song
of almae progeniem Veneris (31-32). The description in IV. 1 of the
abundance of wealth and pleasure which Paullus possesses corresponds to
the description in IV. 15 of the manifold joys of the Augustan era, and the
long polysyndeton of IV. 1. \?> U. {et . . . et . . . et . . . et . . . et) followed
by the long chain of negatives (29-32: nee . . . nee . . . nee . . . nee . . .
nee) is closely mirrored in the similar progression in IV. 15. 4 ff. (et ...
et ... et ... et ... et . . . et ... et) and 17 ff. {non . . . non . . .
non . . . non . . . non . . . non). Horace's anguished prayers at the
beginning of IV. 1 (parce precor, precor, 2) are recalled by his joyful prayers
at the end of IV. 15 (cf. apprecati, 28), the song in which he has no part in
IV. 1 (22-24) by the song in which he is central at the close of IV. 15.
These and similar links between IV. 1 and IV. 15 not only enclose the
collection in two neatly joined poems but also call our attention to the gulf
between these poems, to how far from IV. 1 we have progressed by the time
we reach IV. 15. I have suggested above that this movement is one from
separation to union, from war to peace and poetry, from loss to possession,
and it is this movement in its many ramifications that provides the basic
rhythm for Book IV and for its inner components.
We begin with the progression from separation to union. IV. 1 is
above all a poem of separation, even of alienation. We have already cited
the lines that evoke Horace's sense of separation most poignantly, but they
are worth repeating as they sound a central theme of the poem (IV. 1. 29-
32):
me nee femina nee puer
iam nee spes animi credula mutui
nee eertare iuvat mero
nee vincire novis tempora floribus.
The separations that lie behind these words are manifold—Horace from
Ligurinus, that youth to whom he is attracted but from whom he feels so
hopelessly isolated (33-40); Horace from Paullus, the young man whom in
this poem he commends to Venus with only half-masked envy (10-28);
Horace from the youths whose blandae preces (8) Horace implicitly contrasts
with his own loss of eloquence (cf. 35-36); Horace from Cinara, the woman
who had recently died and whom Horace mentions several times, always
with feeUng, in his late poems.'* Even to Venus herself, the embodiment of
love and, on another level, of lyric poetry, Horace can only say abi—go
away (7).
By the time we reach IV. 15, in contrast, all is togetherness. The final
scene (25-32) unites young and old, man and god, the ancient and the new,
"The other mentions of Cinara are in IV. 13. 21-22 and in Epistles I. 7. 28 and I. 14. 33.
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male and female, in joyous communal song and festivity; there is no hint of
the barriers that isolated Horace so completely in IV. 1. In place of the obi
of IV. 1 we find Horace in IV. 15 celebrating return—the return of peace (8-
9), the return of crops to the fields and of the Roman signa from the
Parthians (4-8), the return of Rome to older and better moral standards (9-
14), and, implicitly, the return of Augustus to Rome. For it is important
to remember that behind the metaphorical separations referred to in IV. 1 and
elsewhere in the book there are numerous literal separations which also cast
their shadow on Book IV, whether or not they find explicit expression in it
Augustus' absence from Rome in the years immediately preceding the
publication of Book IV is openly and emphatically mentioned in IV. 2. 33
ff. and IV. 5. 1 ff.; it is surely one of the separations that haunted Horace
during this period, and just as surely Augustus' return in 13 B.C. Ues behind
the fulfilled joy of IV. 15 and its profusion of words of return. Book IV
thus moves not only from a mood of separation and alienation in the
beginning to one of union at the end but also from the Uteral separation of
Augustus from Rome lamented in IV. 2 and IV. 5 to a celebration of his
return in IV. 15.
Other literal separations also probably helped shape Book IV. Vergil,
the poet whom Horace had once called "the half of my soul" (I. 3. 8) and
with whom he had shared a long and fruitful personal and professional
friendship, had died in 19 B.C. Another poet friend, TibuUus, had also died
recently, as had Cinara, or what she represented (cf. IV. 13. 21-23). In
addition, it seems that in the period following 23 B.C. there had been at least
some tensions of a fairly serious sort between Horace and his patron,
Maecenas; and we know that as a result of the Murena affair in 22 B.C. there
had been a break in the erstwhile complete confidence of Augustus in
Maecenas. From these separations there could be no complete recovery, no
literal return which, like Augustus' return to Rome, would fully restore
what had been lost. But several of the poems toward the end of the book
strongly suggest some sense of healing. Horace's poem to Maecenas, IV.
11, certainly bespeaks warm reunion as well as underlying sadness, and his
poem to Vergil, as I have suggested elsewhere, seems best interpreted as a
recreation in immortal verse of the easy and close friendship which the poets
had formerly shared.^ And while IV. 15, like IV. 1, does not explicitly
mention Maecenas or Vergil, it is significant that the song on which Book
IV ends is one with decidedly Vergilian overtones and that, almost alone of
Book IV, this final poem carries no reference to the ultimate separation of
death.
In mentioning background events behind Book IV I am not suggesting
that the movement of the book is a literal recreation of Horace's emotional
history during these years. We cannot know what part the deaths of Vergil
^Classical Bulletin 49 (1973). 57-61; also La/omu5 31 (1972), 87.
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and Tibullus, the problems with Maecenas, the absence of Augustus from
Rome played in the actual creation of Book IV; still less can we know
whether Horace himself went through an emotional crisis in which he
moved from a sense of lonely separation to one of fulfilled participation, or,
if he did, what brought about the sense of restoration. What we do know is
that in Book IV itself there is a clear progression from one mood to the
other, and we shall see later that this progression finds reflections and
extensions in many other aspects of the book as well. We can surmise from
the mixture of sadness and joy, separation and reunion, in IV. 11 and 12
something of Horace's thoughts concerning Maecenas and Vergil at this
time, possibly even something of the progression of those thoughts; we
have fairly clear indications in the book itself of what Horace felt about
Cinara's death and about Augustus' absence and return; we know that in
Epistles I Horace explicitly suggests that his days as a lyric poet are over (I.
1. 1-12), and IV. 6 seems to suggest that the choice of Horace to compose
the Carmen Saeculare in 17 B.C. may have been a critical step on the road to
a renewed sense of poetic and personal vitality. In the end, however, these
matters remain largely in the realm of surmise; what we must hold to is the
certainty that in Book IV Horace has, for whatever reasons and from
whatever sources, created a clear and emotionally compelling rhythm that
carries us from alienated loneliness to joyful sharing.
The movement from isolation to togetherness finds a clear analogue and
extension in the movement from war and violence to peace and harmony.
We have already drawn attention to the stress on war at the start of IV. 1 and
to the stress on peace and poetry in IV. 15. We should add that the warlike
beginning of IV. 1 is sustained in the military language of lines 1 ff., 16
ff., and 38 ff., and that the peaceful character of IV. 15 is extended not only
in the emphasis throughout on the peaceful rather than the military
accomplishments of Augustus but also in the suggestion that universal
peace will now reign—the separations between Roman and Roman, between
Roman and barbarian, like the separations between the poet and those around
him, will now heal (17-24). Furthermore, in IV. 1 Horace explicitly
emphasizes his distance from song: it is the youths whose prayers are
blandae (8), Paullus who is non tacitus (14), while of himself Horace says
(IV. 1. 35-36):
cur facunda parum decoro
inter verba cadit lingua silentio?
It is a dramatically different Horace who begins IV. 15 by describing himself
as volentem proelia me loqui (1) and ends it with the word canemus (32).
And the goddess driving new wars on a resisting Horace in IV. 1 . 1 ff. is
replaced by a god checking Horace from even singing of wars in IV. 15. 1
ff., the saeva Venus of IV. 1. 5 by the alma Venus of IV. 15. 31-32.
In connection with the book's progression from war to peace and poetry
it is worth mentioning again the possible significance of the historical
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background. We have already noted that the years 20 to 13 B.C. saw Horace
move from the renunciation to the resumption of lyric poetry. The later
years of this same period witnessed also a progression from war toward
peace. Following the defeat of Lollius in 16 B.C. Augustus' stepsons and
eventually Augustus himself became actively involved in the German
campaign, an involvement which is clearly mentioned in Book IV and about
which Horace apparently felt considerable anxiety. Augustus returned in 13
B.C., and though actual peace was not to come for a time to the northern
frontiers, his return was celebrated by the erection of the Ara Pads. Again
it is only a conjecture, though seemingly a likely one, that this historical
progression from war toward peace in 16 to 13 B.C. played some part in
shaping the clearly parallel movement of the book of poetry which Horace
was composing during these years. Again, however, what matters and what
is certain, as our subsequent analysis will demonstrate, is the poetic
progression from war to peace within Book IV itself.
We have mentioned a third movement also, that from loss to
attainment, from death to new life. To this movement we shall return later
in some detail. For now, suffice it to say that IV. 1 looks back to what
Horace has lost (non sum qualis eram) and that in particular the mention of
Cinara reminds us of the ultimate separation of death, a separation which
hangs heavy over many other poems of Book IV; and that IV. 15, in
contrast, emphasizes what Horace still has, looks resolutely and with
seeming joy toward the future, and says not a word about death.
Between the outside poems of Book IV we can thus see several clear and
related movements: from alienation and separation to union and
participation, from war to peace and poetry, from loss and the shadow of
death to recovery and joy in continued life. What do the thirteen intervening
poems contribute to this progression from IV. 1 to IV. 15?
Clearly there is no gradual or steady progression along any one front.
By the time we get to IV. 8 and 9, the theme of poetry is sounding loud and
clear, and in the same poems the threat of death has yielded to the promise
of poetic immortality. Similarly, the alienation of Horace in IV. 1 is
clearly breaking down by the time we come to IV. 5 and 6. On the other
side, however, there is something of a progression in the fact that not until
we reach IV. 15 do we complete the movement toward peace, poetry,
harmony, life; in all of the intervening poems something of the war, the
separation, the death of IV. 1 remains, albeit in differing degrees. If the
progression from IV. 1 to IV. 15 is thus in no way steady, at least it reaches
its TeXoq, its complete fulfilment, only in IV. 15; the remaining poems are
at best only intermediate stages toward this fulfilment, stages arranged, to be
sure, in no precisely graded order, but stages that always retain something of
the darkness of IV. 1.
In IV. 2, for instance, Horace's sense of separation from other persons
and from poetry is beginning to break down (see especially 27 ff., 45 ff., 49
ff.), and mention is made of Augustus' return and of the peace associated
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with him (33 ff., 37 ff.); on the other hand, however, war and violence still
loom large (5 ff., 13-24, 34 ff.), death is emphatically mentioned at 21-24
and 53-60 (cf. also 1 ff.), and the focus of the whole poem is on the gulfs
that divide Horace from Pindar and from Antonius, gulfs which surely recall
the central contrast in IV. 1 between Horace and Paullus. In addition, the
poem ends on a strong note of separation—not only the separation of
Horace from Antonius (te . . . me, 53-54) but also the poignantly described
separation-in-death of the young animal from its mother (IV. 2. 54-60):
me tener solvet vitulus, relicta
matre qui largis iuvenescit herbis
in mea vota,
fronte curvatos imitatus ignis
tertium lunae referentis ortum,
qua notam duxit, niveus videri,
cetera fulvus.
IV. 3 suggests Horace's sense of poetic power and achievement, but there
remain many hints of separation: the distinctions, sharply drawn, between
Horace and other men (3-9); the reference to the envy, diminished but still
present (16), which Horace had so keenly felt and which had divided him
from others; the definition of his poetic acceptance in terms of the fingers
that now point him out as someone different (22-23), a far cry from the
communal poetry in which Horace participates at the end of IV. 15. IV. 4
may celebrate the union of god and man (74 ff., cf. 1 ff.), of father and
stepson (27 ff.), of new and old (37 ff.), but the poem is dominated by war,
war from which Horace stands noticeably apart and which he describes in the
most violent terms (note especially 9-16, 50 ff., 59 ff.). The poem may
speak of new life out of old (39 ff., 53 ff.), but we retain more its
ubiquitous images of death, destruction, and separation (note especially the
sharp division drawn between Roman and barbarian [cf. IV. 15. 21 ff.], the
poignant description of the young animal about to be torn from its mother
[13 ff.—cf. IV. 2. 54 ff.], and the mention of Ganymede at 4). IV. 5 goes
far toward stressing the union of Horace with other Romans in praise of
Augustus and the precedence of Augustus' peaceful accomplishments over
his military (17 ff.), and in these respects it is very similar to IV. 15; it
differs from IV. 15, however, in that perhaps its most memorable passage
deals not with union but with separation (IV. 5. 9-16):
ut mater iuvenem, quern Notus invido
flatu Carpathii trans maris aequora
cunctantem spatio longius annuo
dulci distinct a domo,
votis ominibusque et precibus vocat,
curvo nee faciem litore dimovet:
sic desideriis icta fidelibus
quaerit patria Caesarem.
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The joyful union envisioned at the end of IV. 5 thus remains only a vision,
a hope shadowed by the separation, the pain, the longing, and the sense of
distance evoked by these beautiful lines.^ IV. 6, standing near the center of
the collection, is literally split down the middle by the movement that
characterizes the book as a whole. In its first twenty lines we have war,
violence, death, and separation; in its final twenty, gentleness, new life, and,
above all, poetry (the central four lines, 21-24, provide a deft transition
between the contrasting outer panels). The Apollo of the second half is
similar to the Apollo at the beginning of IV. 15, the Horace at the end of
IV. 6, happily directing his young singers, similar to the Horace at the end
of IV. 15. But how different is the violent Apollo at the start of IV. 6; and
how different from the peaceful world of the final twenty-four lines is the
hell that gapes in its first twenty! IV. 7 sings of springtime and the return
of new life in the world of nature, but it emphasizes that for man there is no
second springtime, no return, only the final separation; and while it ends on
a note of friendship—man for man, goddess for man, it is of friendship that
fails to overcome death and separation (IV. 7. 25-28):
infemis neque enim tenebris Diana pudicum
liberal Hippolytum,
nee Lethaea valet Theseus abrumpere caro
vincula Perithoo.
IV. 8 and IV. 9 emphasize poetry and its ability to confer what IV. 7
denies—a second springtime to man. Both poems, however, contain ample
reminders of war, of violence, of separation, of death—see, for example, 8.
13 ff., 17 ff., 22 ff.; 9. 13 ff., 25 ff. In addition, Horace in IV. 8, as in IV.
3, describes his poetic vocation in terms that emphasize the differences
between him and other men (1-12), and again he explicitly alludes to the
dividing force mentioned in IV. 3. 16
—
invidia (23-24; cf. the allusion to
the same force in the lividas obliviones of IV. 9. 33-34). Moreover, behind
the whole of IV. 9 one senses inescapably the separations that had resulted
from Lx)llius' military defeat in 16 B.C. LoUius' defeat probably contributed
to the entry of Drusus, Tiberius, and eventually Augustus himself into the
war, a fact to which the placement of IV. 9 exactly midway between IV. 4
and IV. 14 may well be related. Horace tactfully does not refer in IV. 9 to
the anguish and the isolation that Lollius must have suffered during the
years following his defeat, but the emphasis on inner qualities and on
steadfast courage in the face of a hostile world (note especially 43^4)
certainly reveals the poet's awareness of what Lollius was enduring. The
mixture of separation with union, death with life, in IV. 10-13 is too
obvious to require much comment. IV. 10 and IV. 13 both begin by
emphasizing Horace's vindictive sense of standing apart from Ligurinus and
^Note also the poignant abes iam nimium diu of line 2 and the subjunctives of lines 25 ff.
(cf. the more certain futures in the similar passage at IV. 15. 17 ff.).
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Lyce and enjoying their suffering, but both move from this separation to a
sense of sharing and of sympathy; IV, 1 1 and IV. 12 look forward to shared
joys, to the renewed springtime of song, but both do so with numerous
reminders of separation (e.g., 11. 21 ff., 25 ff., 29 ff.; 12. 5 ff., 26 ff.),
death (11. 6 ff., 25 ff.; 12. 5 ff.), and violence (11. 25 ff., cf. the military
language of 21-24; 12. 5 ff.). And, as we have seen, behind IV. 11 may
well lie the tensions that had divided Horace from Maecenas, behind IV. 12
almost certainly is the fact of Vergil's death in 19 B.C. Finally, IV. 14, like
IV. 4, balances its hints of togetherness, peace, and immortality against
strong descriptions of the violence of war (see especially 9 ff., 18 ff., 25-
32) and of the divisions between man and man (Roman vs. foreigner in the
whole first section, cf. 41 ff. and 15. 21 ff.) and between man and nature (25
ff.).
One aspect of the larger movement of Book IV, then, is the way in
which the book moves ahead on different fronts from poem to poem,
advancing on this front in one poem, that in another, always progressing
toward the full and concerted resolutions of IV. 15 but never quite reaching
them until the final poem. There are other ways too in which the individual
poems contribute to—and reflect—the overall movement of the book. For
one thing, just as the inner components of a Greek tragedy often "imitate"
the movement of the whole play,^ so each poem of Book IV reflects one or
more of the larger rhythms of Book IV.
IV. 1, for instance, itself contains clear hints of these basic rhythms.
At the beginning all is war, separation, loss, and Horace wishes for nothing
more than to be uninvolved (abi, 7). At the end he remains isolated, but he
now longs for Ligurinus and for the eloquence he once had; he now dreams
of the human companionship and love he has just abjured (29-30). In most
of IV. 2 the emphasis is on Horace's distance from Pindar and from
Antonius: how different from him they are, how much greater than his is
their poetry. But at the center of the poem Horace explicitly places his
poetry beside Pindar's (27-32), and at the end he looks ahead to joining
Antonius in shared celebration of Augustus' return. There is thus in each
half of the poem a strong suggestion of the movement from separation to
togetherness. Each half also suggests a movement from war and violence to
peace: from the warlike and violent songs of Pindar (5-27; note especially
12 ff., 21 ff.) we move to the gentle songs of Horace (27-32), from
Antonius' praise of Augustus' deeds of war (33 ff.) to Rome's and Horace's
celebration of his return (37 ff,). IV. 3 reflects the book's basic rhythm in a
somewhat different way, and we shall return to it, and to IV. 7, 8, and 9,
later. Although the basic rhythms of the book are present only faintly in
IV. 4 itself (see below), there are clear reflections of Uiem in the progression
from war in IV. 4 to peace and music in IV. 5, from Horace's aloof stance in
'' Cf. my article, "Structural Parallelism in Greek Tragedy: A Preliminary Study,"
Transactions of the American Philological Association 102 (1971), 465-96.
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IV. 4 to his involved stance in IV. 5, from repeated mention of death in IV.
4 to the anticipation of renewed life in IV. 5 (shadowed always, however, by
lines 9-16). Furthermore, IV. 5 itself moves clearly from anguished
awareness of separation (2, 9-16—and we recall that the separation is caused
by war) to blissful anticipation of reunion, from a memorable image of
division (9-16) to a memorable vision of union in song (33^0). Of IV. 6
we have akeady spoken, and little more need be said: its movement from
war, violence, death, and separation in the first twenty lines to peace,
harmony, new life, and union in the last twenty is too clear to require
further comment. Of IV. 10 and IV. 13 also we have perhaps already said
what is relevant: both begin with Horace emphasizing his vindictive
separation from Ligurinus and Lyce, but both then move from that stance to
one of sympathy and shared sorrow. IV. 11 and IV. 12 by virtue of their
very genre—invitations—^move from an awareness of present separation to
anticipation of union, and various aspects of each poem emphasize this
movement. Both poems insert sharp reminders of death near their
beginnings (11. 6-8; 12. 5-8), and lines 21 ff. of 11 remind us of the
separations Phyllis has suffered, lines 14-24 of 12 of the present separation
of Vergil and Horace. It is from these reminders of death and division that
we progress to the pictures of union with which both poems end. Finally,
in IV, 14 there is a clear movement from the largely warlike achievements
celebrated in the first 34 lines to the largely peaceful vision of the last 18;
there is also a shift, analogous to that from IV. 4 to IV. 5, from an
emphasis on war in IV. 14 as a whole to an emphasis on peace and song in
IV. 15, and from Horace's lack of explicit involvement in IV. 14 to his very
involved stance in IV. 15.
This survey has concentrated on reflections that are largely coterminous
with individual poems. One could also find similar reflections on both a
larger and a smaller scale. Thus, for example, there is in the first triad of
the book a clear progression along the lines we have suggested—from
almost total isolation in IV. 1 to almost complete acceptance in IV. 3, with
IV. 2 standing as a midway point in which Horace keenly feels the
differences that divide him from others but also clearly senses ways in which
he can share and participate. On a smaller scale we have already mentioned
the movements of the two halves of IV. 2, and a little later in this
discussion we shall see that several poems are structurally analogous to IV.
2.
For now, however, I wish briefly to mention several extensions of the
movements we have been studying. First, in both the book as a whole and
in a number of its individual poems there is a clear progression from what
others do and have to what Horace does and has, from the world outside to
the world inside. Thus in both IV. 3 and IV. 8 Horace begins with a
catalogue of others' occupations or habits only to come around in the end to
his own, and the movements in IV. 1 from Paullus (9 ff.) to Horace (29 ff.),
in IV. 2 from Pindar (1 ff.) to Horace (27 ff.) and from Antonius (33 ff.) to
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Horace (45 ff.), and in IV. 9 from other poets and their subjects (5 ff.) to
Horace and his subject (30 ff.) are clearly analogous. Similarly, in IV. 7
and 12 Horace begins with descriptions of the world at large only to move
from there to himself and his intimate friends. The movements of IV. 6
(Apollo in relation to others [1 ff.] -» Apollo in relation to Horace [29 ff.])
and IV. 1 1 (description of house [1 ff.] -» Horace and his friends [13 ff.]) are
again analogous, and there are clear hints of the same progression in and
between several other poems. In this repeated movement from others and
the external world to Horace and his world there is an obvious extension of
the movements from separation to union, from isolation to participation,
which we have found at so many levels of the book.
Another obviously related extension is the movement, again found in
and between many poems, from a sense of poverty, even impotence—what I
don't have, what I can't do—to a sense of wealth and power—what I do
have, what I can do. Near the start of IV. 1 Horace sings of what he has
lost
—
non sum qualis eram (3); at the end his theme is much the same—he
no longer has his former eloquence (35-36), and only in his dreams can he
grasp his beloved (37-38); in between he sings of what others have and
what he lacks (9-32). By contrast, IV. 15 begins with the poet so caught
up by his subject that the god himself must check him (1 ff.) and ends with
him surrounded by the munera Liberi (26) and pouring forth with others his
abundant song of praise; in between the poem sings of the bounties in
which Horace fully shares. The same progression is present in many of the
individual poems as well. In IV. 2, for instance, Horace moves from
extravagant and self-deprecatory praise of the rich talents of Pindar and
Antonius to modest statements of what he himself has (27 ff., 45 ff.), in
IV. 3 from vivid description of the deeds that are not his to forthright
mention of the accomplishments that are, in IV. 8 from the gifts he would
give if he were rich (1 ff.) to the gifts he can and does give (1 1 ff.). IV. 5
clearly moves from an image of loss and deprivation (9 ff.) to a vision of
plenty (17 ff.), IV. 6 from scenes of taking away (1-20) to scenes of giving
(21^4, especially 29 ff.), the concluding portions of IV. 11 and IV. 12
from a sense of what has been lost (11.21 ff.; 12. 19 ff.) to a sense of what
remains (11. 31-36; 12. 27-28).
Implicit in both the progressions we have just examined is the
movement from external to internal—from what others have (usually
externals) to what Horace has (especially his inner gifts), from the world
"out there" to the world inside a person, from the physical to the spiritual.
This last progression is obviously present in poems such as IV. 3 and IV.
8, but there are clear traces also in other poems and groups of poems. Thus
we move in IV. 4-5 and 14-15 from the physical triumphs of Drusus and
Tiberius to the largely spiritual and moral accomplishments of Augustus; in
IV. 9 from the military accomplishments mentioned in the first half (17 ff.)
to the more inner qualities su-essed in the second half (34 ff.); in IV. 1 from
Paullus' material possessions (9 ff.) to Horace's inner feelings (33 ff.); in
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IV. 1 1 from the description of material preparations in the house to the
inner joys promised at the end; in IV. 2 from the extravagant and showy
brilliance of Pindar and Antonius to the quiet inwardness of Horace's poetry
and sacrifice; and in IV. 6 from Apollo the doer of visible deeds of war to
Apollo the giver of inner qualities (IV. 6. 29-30):
spiritum Phoebus mihi, Phoebus artem
carminis nomenque dedit poetae.
The final two examples, and to a lesser degree many of the others as
well, remind us of one other related progression within the book, one best
defined in the technical terms of poetry: from the grande to the tenue.
These words, whose technical significance goes back to the Alexandrians and
especially to Callimachus (with tenue the Latin equivalent of the Greek
Xektov), refer not just to the size but also to the spirit of poetry. They
embody a tension between that which is grandiose and sprawling and that
which is compact and tightly knit, between that which is powerful and
unrestrained and that which is less imposing but more refined, between that
which is external and obvious and that which is internal and subtle. That
Horace, like most poets of his time, follows Callimachus' preference for the
tenue, is clear from many of his poems^ and not least from Book IV itself.
For in this book he constantly moves from the large to the compact, the
violently rushing to the gently flowing, the conspicuous to the
unassuming, and always he associates himself with the latter qualities. This
movement from the grande to the tenue is perhaps most apparent in IV. 2 as
we move from the swan-like, grandiose, torrential verse of Pindar to the bee-
like, modest, gently-flowing verse of Horace, from the lofty epic poetry in
which Antonius will celebrate Augustus to the simple but exquisitely
described offering of Horace. But the movement is clearly present also in
IV. 1, IV. 3, IV. 6, and IV. 8, and there are sure traces of it in other poems
as well. We see it unmistakably in the movement from IV. 4 and 14
(violent deeds described in long, grandiloquent, Pindaric poems) to IV. 5 and
15 (peaceful deeds described in shorter, simpler, more Horatian poems); and
the movements from the lengthy and Pindaric IV. 2 and IV. 9 to the short
and personal IV. 3 and IV. 10 represent yet further variations. Furthermore,
in the book as a whole we move from an average length of forty-five lines
in the first seven poems to an average length of thirty-five lines in the last
seven—a significant, if subliminal, embodiment of the movement from the
grande to the tenue.
* Among the relevant passages are I. 6. 9, II. 16. 37-40, and Epistles H. 1. 225; cf. also HI.
3. 69-72 and Satires E. 6. 13-15. For a useful summary, see J. V. Cody, Horace and
Callimachean Aesthetics (Bmssels 1976). pp. 9 ff.; also Commager, Odes ofHorace , pp. 37 ff.
On Callimachus and Latin poetry, see also W. Wimmel, KalUmachos in Rom. Die Nachfolge
seines apologetischen Dichtens in der Augusleerzeit (Wiesbaden 1960); W. Clausen,
"Callimachus and Latin Poetry," Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies 5 (1964), 181-96; J. K.
Newman, Augustus and the New Poetry (Brussels 1967).
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Two final comments on this movement. First, one of its subtlest
manifestations comes in the contrast between the opening lines of IV. 1 and
2 and those of IV. 15. IV. 15 begins with a passage that immediately
recalls the whole technical tradition surrounding the tenue: Apollo's
warning to Horace (IV. 15. 1 ff.) not to embark on the seas of epic poetry
and epic subjects has analogues not only in Callimachus himself but also in
numerous Latin poets working in the Calhmachean tradition. In contrast to
these fenwe-related words stand the grande-rclatod openings of IV. 1 and IV,
2. IV. 1 begins with Venus driving new wars upon the poet
—
metaphorically, just the subject from which Apollo restrains Horace at the
start of IV. 15. IV. 2 begins explicitly with the poet who, like Icarus,
foolishly hazards flight over the vast seas of Pindaric poetry—an image
obviously related to Apollo's warning to Horace in IV. 15 not to set sail on
the treacherous waters of epic poetry. The movement of imagery from IV. 1
and IV. 2 to IV. 15 thus further weaves into the book the movement from
the grande to the tenue.
Second, that the book's movement is consistently from the grande to
the tenue and that Horace consistently associates himself with the latter
must and should color our interpretation of those poems and those persons
that carry overtones of the grande. The obvious preference for and
movement toward the tenue must certainly, for instance, support those
critics who have found an undercurrent of distaste in the Pindaric IV. 4 and
IV, 14 and those who have detected irony in Horace's extravagant praise of
Pindar and Antonius in IV. 2.' Indeed, Horace's rejection of the grande as
unsuitable for himself in IV. 2 provides the necessary clue to the proper
interpretation of IV. 4 and IV. 14. In IV. 2 he explicitly says that the
soaring flight and rushing torrent of Pindar are not for him. Is this not a
clear (if necessarily subtle) indication of how we are to respond to his
obviously Pindaric descriptions of the soaring Drusan eagle in IV. 4 and the
flooding Tiberian river in IV. 14? And as if to underline the point, he
begins IV. 15 by having Apollo himself remind the poet that the singing of
wars is not for him.
We have come some distance from the rather external movements
separation to union, war to peace—with which we began, but I trust that the
close relationships between the different movements we have considered are
apparent. The progression from the grande to the tenue is obviously
analogous to that from war and violence to peace and poetry, and the
progression from what others do and have to what the poet does and has is
' See, e.g., on IV. 2: W. R. Johnson, "The Boastful Bird: Notes on Horatian Modesty,"
ClassicalJournal 61 (1965-66), 274; P. L. Smith, "Poetic Tensions in the Horatian Recusatio,"
American Journal ofPhilology 89 (1968), 62-65. On IV. 4: K. J. Reckford, "The Eagle and
the Tree (Horace, Odes, 4.4)," ClassicalJournal 56 (1960-61), 23-28; W. R. Johnson, "Tact in
the Dnisus Ode: Horace, Odes 4.4," California Studies in Classical Antiquity (1969), 171-81.
On rV. 14: L. P. WQkinson, Horace and his Lyric Poetry (Cambridge 1946), p. 86; N. E.
Collinge, The Structure ofHorace's Odes (London 1961), p. 75, note 2.
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as clearly analogous to that from isolation to participation. It remains to
consider one final extension, one that involves the movement of the book as
a whole. One senses in Book IV a Horace who is not only separated from
other persons but who is also divided within himself. There are, for
instance, strong hints of inner division between the aging man, all too
aware of time's passing and death's approach, and the increasingly revered
national poet whose composition of the Carmen Saeculare in 17 B.C. had in
a way marked the summit of his career. One feels also a split between
Horace the private citizen and Horace the national poet, and in the latter role
a split between the Horace who wholeheartedly praises Augustus and the
Augustan peace and the Horace who finds it less easy to praise the military
victories of Drusus and Tiberius. The book also suggests a haunting gulf in
Horace's own mind between what he once was and what he is now
—
non
sum qualis eram. The very structure of the book seems to articulate these
inner separations. At one moment Horace speaks in one role, at the next in
another, at the next in yet another, and the rapid shifts seem merely the
reflection of his inner fragmentation. But from these suggestions of inner
division we move again to a sense of harmony at the end: in IV. 15 the
many roles Horace has played seem mysteriously to coalesce, the inner
tensions to vanish. He speaks at once as private citizen and public figure,
as poet and lover (his last song, like his first in Book IV, is of Venus), as a
person who happily watches past flow into present and present into future.
It is tempting to see behind Book IV not only an experience of loneliness
and alienation broken at last by a renewed sense of acceptance and
participation but also a time of self-doubt, turmoil, division, yielding at last
to a fresh awareness of personal worth, integration, and direction. One could
no doubt find evidence in Epistles I for such an interpretation, and Book IV
itself would seem to offer further support. We must, however, again rest
content with what we actually have in Book IV itself—a poetic creation that
at every level suggests not only a progression from war, violence, and death
to peace, poetry, and life, not only a movement from the outward to the
inward, from others to oneself, from the grande to the tenue, but also a
healing spiritual journey from inner conflict and division to inner peace.
III. Parallelism of Form in the Odes of Book IV
Given the extensive parallelism of thematic and emotional movement that
we have found in Book IV, it is scarcely surprising also to find a high
degree of parallelism of form between the poems of the book. We begin
with IV. 2 and IV. 4, two poems whose formal parallehsm is striking. Each
begins with a long opening section of highly Pindaric character (2. 1-27; 4.
1-28). Both of these opening sections contain multiple similes that
emphasize the bursting energy and the violent sweep of their subjects, both
involve soaring flight, death, and miUtary achievement, and both lead into a
decrescendo to a gentler subject—to Horace's quiet verse in 2. 27-32, to the
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moral influence of Augustus on his stepsons in 4. 29-36 (especially 33 ff.).
Following these initial sections both poems take off anew on subjects akin
to their opening themes—in IV. 2, on Antonius' poem in praise of
Augustus' military victories (cf. Pindar's poetry), in IV. 4, on the praise of
the earlier military victories of the Nerones (cf. the victories of Drusus).
Each of these second sections looks back in time (2. 37-40; 4. 37 ff.), each
deals with the great leaders of Rome (Caesarem, 2. 34; Neronibus, 4. 37),
each speaks of the light these leaders have brought out of darkness (2. 46-
47; 4. 39^1),'° and each again leads around to a somewhat quieter close
tinged by melancholy for a victim (2. 54-60; 4. 70-76). We note, of
course, in this two-fold movement of both poems a double reflection of the
book's frequent movement from violence to gentleness, war to peace, the
grande to the tenue.
Closely akin in structure to these two poems are IV. 6 and IV. 9. Each
of these again falls roughly into two sections, and in each both sections
contain at least a hint of the falling or decrescendo movement we have
noticed in the two halves of IV. 2 and IV. 4. IV. 6, like IV. 2 and IV. 4,
begins with war and violence (1-20) but from there moves to the gentleness
and peace of lines 21-24. After starting again in a lofty vein but on a
different topic, poetry (25 ff.), it again moves from there to a conclusion
which is intimate and which, like the conclusion of IV. 2, alludes to the
passing of time (41^4).^^ IV. 9, after its introductory stanza, moves from
an elaborate and rhetorical description of earlier poets and their subjects
(often warlike: 5-30) to a gentle close which, like the end of the first half
of IV. 2, focuses on Horace's own poetry (30-34). Its second half deals
with a different subject, Lollius, and moves from description of his moral
qualities to a close which has some of the pathos of the end of IV. 2 (51-
52).
IV. 3 can be seen as a miniature version of IV. 2. It begins, after an
introductory couplet, with a single long and elaborate sentence describing
what Horace is not (3-9: cf. the description of Pindar in IV. 2. 5-27, again
preceded by a brief introduction, lines 1-4), then ends the first half with a
lovely and gentle description of what Horace is (10-12), a description that is
strikingly reminiscent in word and tone of the passage that ends die first half
of IV. 2 (27-32). And the second half of the poem, as in IV. 2. 33-60,
moves from a lofty evocation of poetic achievement (13 ff.) to a humble and
gentle close (24).
A second, obviously related structural pattern that is found in several
poems of Book IV is most clearly seen in IV. 7. In this poem, twelve
opening lines of description are followed by sixteen lines which place man's
lot against that background and emphasize the darkness of human life
—
'°Cf. alsopulcher. .
. Ule dies (TV. 4. 39^0) with laetosque dies (TV. 2. 41).
" See IV. 2. 54-55, 57-58; the passing of time is similarly focal at the end of the first half
of IV. 4 Oines 25-36, esp. 33-34).
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death, separation, the passing of time. The parallelism of IV. 12 to IV. 7 is
so precise and so apparent as to obviate further comment, and Horace
underlines the parallelism of the poems by making them the same length
and by beginning them with strikingly similar descriptions of spring. IV.
11 is also parallel: again there are twelve opening lines of description, and
again the remainder of the poem sets human life against that description and
emphasizes separation, loss, sorrow. And like IV. 7 and IV. 12, IV. 11 also
holds out amidst the darkness at least a hint of light: Phyllis may find
consolation in song (IV. 11. 35-36), as Vergil and Horace may in drink (IV.
12. 19-20, 26-28), as Torquatus may in enjoying what he has while he can
(IV. 7. 19-20). The parallelism of these three poems goes beyond even
what we have mentioned. In all three, lines 13 ff., those lines immediately
following the opening description, emphatically mention the passing of
time; all three poems contain in their fifth to eighth lines strong hints of
death and violence—foreshadowings of the darker tone of their concluding
portions (see 7. 7-8, 11. 6-8, 12. 5-8); all three end with explicit mentions
of darkness (7. 25, infernis . . . tenebris; 11. 35-36, atrae. . . curae; 12. 26,
nigrorum ... igniumy^ and with human companionship; and, most
obviously, all three are spring poems which move from bright openings to
shadowed conclusions.
IV. 13 also adheres, though less obviously, to the same pattern. Again
we begin with twelve lines describing the present situation, again we move
from there to concluding stanzas which explore Lyce's and Horace's
emotional reaction to the situation. The poem obviously does not start
with spring, but its first three stanzas do contain seasonal imagery and, like
the opening descriptions of the other three poems, do mix the dark with the
light. Again the lines immediately following this opening description fix
squarely on time's flow (13-16: cf. tempora in 12. 13 and 13. 14); again
we meet fire amidst darkness in the final stanza (26-28), though the note of
friendship is twisted here into the cruel friendship of Lyce's tormenters; and
again the overall movement is from joy to shared sorrow over what has been
lost.i3
The structure of IV. 8 stands midway between that of IV. 3 and that of
IV. 7. Its first twelve lines are closely parallel to the first twelve of IV. 3:
lines 1-8, what others do (cf. IV. 3. 3-9); lines 9-12, what I do (cf. IV. 3.
10-12). Like IV. 3 it then moves to a somewhat more general plane and
^^In IV. 1 1 and 12 note also images of fire and warmth in the final sUnzas (11. 33-34; 12.
26) and foreshadowing of their dark conclusions in lines 1 1-12 of each poem (cf. the fire image
of IV. 11. 1 1-12, with its dark smoke, with the mood and imagery of the final stanza, the nigri
colles of rV. 12. 1 1-12 with the nigrorum . . . ignium of line 26).
'^IV. 10 is too short to display extensive parallelism with these others, but in its general
movement from springtime to sadness and loss it is obviously parallel to IV. 7, 1 1, and 12, and
its movement from derision to sympathy aligns it with IV. 13. Note how the joy at the start of
rV. 11, 12, and 13 is in each case emphasized by anaphora {est. . . est . . .est'mW, iam . . . iam
in 12, audivere, Lyce . . . audivere, Lyce in 13).
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ends, as does IV. 3, with the gods of poetry. With IV. 7, the poem it
follows, IV. 8 shares a movement from the world "out there" (7. 1-12; 8.
1-8) to "our world"—note the shift to first person plural at 7. 14 and 8. 11
and the focus in the remainder of both poems on human mortality. But
whereas IV. 7 emphasizes the certainty and permanence of death, IV. 8
stresses the possibility of new and permanent life through poetry; and
whereas IV. 7 ends on a reminder of divine and human impotence against
death, IV. 8 ends on the opposite theme (IV. 8. 25-34):
ereptum Stygiis fluctibus Aeacum
virtus et favor et lingua potentium
vatum divitibus consecrat insulis.
dignum laude virum Musa vetat mori:
caelo Musa beat, sic lovis interest
optatis epulis impiger Hercules,
clarum Tyndaridae sidus ab infimis
quassas eripiunt aequoribus ratis,
omatus viridi tempora pampino
Liber vota bonos ducit ad exitus.
Yet a third, again related, structural type appears in IV. 1, IV. 5, and
IV. 15. The parallelism of 5 and 15 is striking at every point except the
beginning. In 5. 17-32 we have four stanzas cataloguing Augustus'
accomplishments, especially his peaceful accomplishments. Corresponding
to these are five plus stanzas in 15 (4-24) containing a similar catalogue.
Both catalogues begin with the newly productive fields (5. 17-18; 15. 4-5),
both then mention the return of peace and morality (5. 19 ff.; 15. 8 ff.), and
both move to a list of the foreign enemies whose threat is now diminished
(5. 25-28; 15. 21-24). Finally, both poems end with two stanzas
describing communal and convivial celebration of Augustus and the gods
associated with him (5. 33^0; 15. 25-32). The poems are not parallel at
their starts for a simple reason: IV. 5 opens with four stanzas in which the
focus is on Augustus' absence from Rome. There is significantly no
counterpart to these stanzas in IV. 15—for by the time of that poem
Augustus has returned. Instead, the memorable simile of the mother
looking across the sea for her long-lost son (IV. 5. 9-14) is replaced by the
related injunction to Horace not to set sail on the seas of military poetry
—
and we recall that it was wars that occasioned the absence of Augustus
which Horace laments in IV. 5. Furthermore, the blissful but as yet
unrealized vision of Augustus' return in IV. 5. 5 ff., with its imagery of
sunlight and springtime, becomes reality in the literal return of the crops to
the fields in the roughly corresponding lines of the last poem (IV. 15. 4-
^* Cf. also the motif of light in the precisely corresponding lines of IV. 14—Klines 5-6.
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The structural similarity of IV. 1 to these two poems is obvious, a
similarity that binds them to each other despite their vast differences of tone
and subject. IV. 1 begins with two stanzas of introduction (cf. 5. 1-16 and
15. 1-4), follows with five stanzas describing the bounties of Paullus'
house and way of life (cf. the bounties Augustus has brought in 5. 17-32
and 15. 4-24; cf. also the polysyndeton in these lines of IV. 1 with that in
IV. 15. 4 ff.), and concludes with stanzas indicating Horace's place with
respect to that plenty (1. 29^0; cf. 5. 33-40 and 15. 25-32). We may note
also that the pattern of all three poems, 1, 5, and 15, is similar to what we
meet in the opening portions of 2 and 9: lengthy descriptions of what
others do or have (2. 1-27; 9. 5-30) followed by a thoughtful indication of
Horace's place relative to these descriptions. And this overall pattern, in
turn, is quite similar to that which we find in the IV. 7, 11, 12, 13 group
—
external description followed by placing of selected individuals, including
Horace, against that setting.
We have omitted only IV. 14. Like IV. 8 it stands midway between
different structural types. Its opening eight lines are strikingly similar to
the opening of IV. 5—mention of patres and citizens in the first stanza,
association of Augustus with the sun in the second. Its subsequent
movement from extravagant, Pindaric description of the warlike deeds of
Tiberius (7-32) to an emphasis in the falling close on Augustus'
contributions reminds one strongly of the similar movement in 4. 1-36, and
its conclusion has much in common with 15. 4-24. We should, of course,
be neither surprised nor dismayed that this poem fits no one structural
type—or that the structural types of the book fall into several sub-
categories. Instead, what must amaze us is that, given the extensive
parallelism of the book and the similarities even among its sub-categories,
its basic patterns are varied so skillfully that we are scarcely aware of just
how parallel everything is! This variety within sameness is yet one more
mark of Horace's artistry; it is also, we might add, a type of artistry
frequently found among poets dedicated to the tenue. Like Mozart, Horace
can use the same materials, the same patterns over and over again, and
always the result will seem new, fresh, different: "always the same, but in a
thousand different appearances."^^
^^ Anton Webem, Briefe an Hildegarde Jone und Josef Humplik, ed. J. Polnauer (Vienna
1959), p. 21 (a passage in which Webem, like Mozart a devotee of the tenue, is comparing his
method of composition to the Parthenon frieze). Yet another manifestation of the parallelism of
Book rV is the faa that in poem after poem anaphora and repetition, often involving the second
person pronoun, appear in the final stanzas: e.g., cur . . . cur . . . cur, iam . . . iam, te per
. . . te per in FV. 1; io Triumphe . . . to Triumphe in IV. 2; c . . .o, tut est ... tuum est in
IV. 3; occidit, occidit in IV. 4; /« . . . te ... te, dicimus . . . dicimus in IV. 5; rite . . . rite in
IV. 6; non . . . non te . . . nan te in IV. 7; cur. . . cur in IV. 10; quo . . . quo . . . quo, illius,
illius, quae . . . quae in IV. 13; te seven times in IV. 14. 41-52; non six times in IV. 15. 17-
24.
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IV. The Recurrent Motifs of Book IV
We turn last to the recurrent motifs of Book IV. As mentioned earlier, I
have elsewhere shown how these motifs underscore the basic themes of the
book, emphasize the sharp contrasts between its different poems, and by
their recurrence lend needed cohesion to the collection as a whole. These
same motifs also reflect and support the basic movement of the book, our
subject in this article, as the following brief survey will suggest. Since
elsewhere I have dealt with these motifs at considerable length, here I shall
limit myself to only the most striking examples.
We have seen that one of the most significant aspects of Book IV is the
way in which progressions begun in IV. 1 and reflected in many of the
subsequent poems reach their complete fulfilment only in IV. 15. TTie same
is true of the motifs. Motif after motif carries mixed associations,
sometimes good, sometimes bad, in the first fourteen poems but appears
with wholly positive associations in IV. 15. The motifs of Venus and of
war, to start with those motifs that are prominent at the beginning of Book
IV, are typical. In IV. 1 Venus represents all that Horace has lost, and
while in IV. 6. 21 ff. she takes on more attractive connotations, in IV. 10,
11, and 13 she is again associated with the losses time brings. In IV. 15, as
we have noted, we end with a Venus who is alma and who is closely linked
not only with Rome and Augustus but also with Horace and his poetry.
Metaphorical wars begin in IV. 1, and many subsequent poems also bring in
war, almost always in a destructive context; in IV. 15 this motif too reaches
its xiXoc,—war at last is purged (8-9, 17-24).
Other motifs behave in a similar fashion. Rivers and the sea, for
instance, carry many different connotations in the first fourteen poems. In
IV. 2 and 14 rivers are in violent flood, in IV. 3, 7, and 12 they are calm; in
IV. 1 and 1 1 their flow suggests the flow of time, while at other places they
are associated with poetry; the sea suggests danger and separation in IV. 2
and IV. 5—as well as also the Augustan peace in the latter poem (IV. 5.
19). In IV. 15 these motifs also come to rest: Horace, at Apollo's bidding,
will not set forth on the dangerous sea of poetry that celebrates war; and
Augustus' peace includes even those who drink the distant Danube (21).
Gifts are associated in several poems with what Horace is not (e.g., IV.
1. 17-18; IV. 2. 19-20; IV. 8. 1 ff.; IV. 10. 1), elsewhere with his own
poeuy (see especially IV. 8. 11-12). This motif too finds its conclusion in
IV. 15 as Horace stands inter iocosi munera Liberi (26). This joyful
passage is the culmination also of the wine motif, a motif that until this
final appearance has similarly carried mixed associations. In IV. 1 wine is
associated with what Horace has lost, in 5 with Rome's celebration of
Augustus, at the end of 8 (in the person of Bacchus) with poetry, in 11, 12,
and 13 largely with the passing of time and with poetry. The idea of time's
passing, perhaps more a theme than a motif, itself carries mixed
connotations in the first fourteen poems (for a sample of the range, compare
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the melancholy associations of this theme in IV. 5. 9 ff. and IV. 7. 14 ff.,
the mixed associations in IV. 2. 54 ff., the largely favorable associations in
IV. 2. 37 ff., IV. 5. 6 ff., and IV. 6. 41 ff.), unambiguously favorable
connotations in its final appearances in IV. 15 (4-5, 25-32). Similarly, the
motif of return is tinged with melancholy and anxiety in many earlier poems
(Will Augustus return safely? Why can't youthful beauty, like the spring in
the cycle of the seasons, return to man? Does poetry alone offer such a
return?), but is wholly joyous in IV. 15 (the return of crops to the fields, of
the Roman standards from the Parthians, of the older morality, and, behind
it all, of Augustus to Rome). While early poems suggest how easily
family connections can be severed (e.g., 2. 21-24, 54-56; 4. 13-16; 9. 21-
24; 12. 5-8), at the end of IV. 15 the family is soUdly together (27). The
motif of song itself, which has connotations of joy and life in 2, 3, 6, 8,
and 9, of loss and death in 1, 11, 12, and 13, reaches its culmination only in
the canemus with which the book ends. Even the minor motif of horses and
of riding (e.g., 1. 6-7; 4. 44; 6. 13; 11. 26-28; 14. 22-24) makes its final
joyous appearance also in IV. 15 (IV. 15. 9-11):
. . . et ordinem
rectum evaganti frena licentiae
iniecit. . . .
Before turning in somewhat greater detail to one last motif, by no
means the most prominent but perhaps the most characteristic of Book IV,
let me make two comments. First, the fact that motif after motif moves
from its many and varied manifestations in the earlier poems to a sure and
unambiguous conclusion in IV. 15 is clearly one further extension of the
overall movement we have been following. Just as the book at every level
moves from separation to union, so its many recurrent motifs are physically
and thematically divided from each other and within themselves in the first
fourteen poems but all come together with unambivalently joyous
connotations in the final poem.
Second, the fact that the manifold parallelism of movement and
structure comprehends even the minute verbal details of Book IV is further
strong evidence that Book IV was written or at least revised with a clear
view to its overall design, not, as some have suggested, hastily compiled
from some new imperial poems and some leftover earlier pieces.
We have suggested elsewhere that Horace's use of the motif of spring
sums up Book IV's central tension between human mortality and poetic
immortality.^^ The same motif also clearly reflects the movement on which
we have concentrated in this article. We meet two different springtimes in
Book IV. One is a violent, exuberant, youthful spring—the wild spring
floods of IV. 2 (Pindar) and IV. 14 (Tiberius), the spring winds that teach
the Drusan eagle its violent flight in IV. 4, the spring of Ligurinus in IV.
^^ Classical Bulletin 49 (1973). 57-61, esp. 60.
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10. The other is a peaceful, restrained spring—the gentle spring of IV. 7
and IV. 12, the spring to which Augustus is compared in IV. 5. 6, the
springtime of Maecenas' birthday in IV. 1 1.
The two springtimes of Book IV differ in time and placement as well as
in character: the youthful spring always comes first, the mellow spring
later. In actual time, the rushing, flooding springtime of IV. 2 and IV. 14,
with the rivers still in flood, clearly precedes the gentler springtime of IV. 7
and IV. 12, when the rivers have receded. More important, in the movement
within the book the same order is preserved. The violent spring of IV. 4 is
followed by the gentle spring of IV. 5 and IV. 7, the youthful spring of IV.
10 by the more mature spring of IV. 1 1 (April—see 16) and IV. 12 (and
then by the winter of IV. 13. 12). It is tempting also to see the violent
early spring floods of IV. 2. 5 ff. yielding to a later springtime in IV. 3. 10
ff.: certainly the gentle rivers there are strikingly similar to those that we
meet in the late spring of IV. 7 (IV. 3. 10; IV. 7. 3-4):
sed quae Tibur aquae fertile praefluunt
mutat terra vices, et decrescentia ripas
flumina praetereunt;
In addition, I think we should see the violent spring floods of IV. 14
yielding to a gentler spring in IV. 15. For what does IV. 15 describe if not
the second spring of Rome, a notion reinforced throughout by the many re-
compounds with their reminiscences of the similar re-compounds in IV. 7?
Furthermore, it is in the second stanza that the crops return to the fields (cf.
the ravaging of the fields by the spring floods of IV. 14), and we recall that
it was in the second stanza of IV. 5 that the image of the Augustan spring
burst forth, ushered in by the rc-compounds of lines 3-5. Given the
extensive parallelism of the book and especially that between 5 and 15, this
relationship is perhaps not accidental.
Horace knows where he stands with respect to the two springtimes of
Book IV. Before the rushing, early springtime of Pindar and Drusus and
Tiberius he feels admiration and awe, and into the descriptions of Pindar
there even creeps a note of envy, the same envy that Horace feels toward the
still-burgeoning springtime of Ligurinus in IV. 10 (cf. the springtime
image in IV. 13. 6). But Horace knows that this springtime is not his: not
only does he no longer have the exuberance and the rushing vigor of life's
first springtime, but also there is in that early springtime an element of
violence, of unrestraint, with which he does not wish to associate himself.
Instead, he embraces for himself the later, gentler, more mellow springtime
of IV. 7 and IV. 12, of IV. 3 and IV. 5 and IV. 15. It is a springtime which
in IV. 7 and 12 is heavy with the melancholy awareness of the swift passing
of man's one spring but which is also filled with profound joy over the
perpetual spring that poetry alone can grant. For the springtime of IV. 7
and IV. 12 is strongly associated with Horace's poetry: as we have seen, it
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vividly recalls a passage in IV. 3 which describes the sources of his poetry,
and it partakes of the same gentleness and restraint as that poetry. Horace
thus turns away from the more violent springtime associated with Drusus
and Tiberius and Pindar both because it is unattainable for him and also
because in some respects it is alien to his temperament.
From that lusty, youthful springtime he turns not only to the
springtimes of IV. 7 and IV. 12 but also, in the end, to the sunshine of the
Augustan spring. For if the spring of IV. 7, standing as it does at the center
of the collection, above all suggests the tensions in Book IV between
sadness and joy, death and poetic life, the spring of IV. 15 is that toward
which Book IV moves and in which its tensions and divisions find a
measure of repose. The springtime of IV. 15 is no ideal and eternal
springtime of poetic immortality; rather, it is rooted firmly in the world and
its realities, in the ongoing cycles of time with their alternation of birth and
decay, in the pragmatism of political decisions, attempted moral renewals,
and ritual observances; this springtime carries its reminders of human
miseries as well as its hopes of human joys, and Horace describes it in full
awareness that, like all creations made by and of humans, it is imperfect and
doomed to die. But the springtime of IV. 15 is here and now, real and not
metaphoric, present and not merely (as in IV. 5) hoped for, and that same
Horace who so resisted Venus' renewed springtime of love and song in IV. 1
is fully a part of it.
The presence of alma Venus at the end of IV. 15 is the final proof that
IV. 15 too deals with springtime: for who can read alma Venus without
recalling the alma Venus of that greatest of all Latin descriptions of her, a
description firmly set by Lucretius in the burgeoning rebirth of
springtime? ^^
Skidmore College
^' M.C.J. Putnam's splendid book, Artifices ofEternity. Horace's Fourth Book ofOdes (Ithaca
1986), reached me only after the present article had been accepted for publication. Given the fact
that Putnam's approach and mine in most respects complement each other, covering the same
group of poems but with rather different emphases, it has seemed appropriate to let this article
stand on its own, rather than to lace it after the fact with cross-references to Pumam's book.

9Ovidian Shakespeare:
Wit and the Iconography of the Passions
JUDITH DUNDAS
In 1598, Francis Meres made a comment about Shakespeare which is still
quoted by critics as evidence for Shakespeare's reputation in his own day:
"The sweet wittie soule of Ovid lives again in mellifluous and honey-
tongued Shakespeare; witness his Venus and Adonis, his Lucrece, his
sugared sonnets among his private friends."^ But this judgment is not
simply historically significant—it is true. And what better way of
understanding the full import of Meres' comment than to extend it to include
the Ovidian allusions in Shakespeare's plays?
The general context for these allusions is spelled out most clearly in the
Induction to The Taming of the Shrew. It is part of the joke played on the
drunken Sly that he is offered Ovidian paintings as among the possessions
befitting a lord:
Dost thou love pictures? We will fetch thee straight
Adonis painted by a running brook
And Cytherea all in sedges hid.
Which seem to move and wanton with her breath
Even as the waving sedges play with wind. (Ind. ii. 47-51)^
The other two descriptions, of lo and Daphne, similarly suggest that the
beauty of the subject-matter is matched by the skill of the workman, both
features Sly is ill-equipped to appreciate.
In at least two of these descriptions, that of Venus and Adonis and that
of Daphne, Shakespeare is himself painting with words—more sensuously
^ Francis Meres. Palladis Tamia, 1598, p. 282.
^ All quotations from Shakespeare's works are taken from The Complete Pelican Shakespeare,
ed. Alfred Haibage (New Yoik 1969).
The most likely explanation for the un-Ovidian detail of "Adonis painted by a nrnning brook/
And Cytherea aU in sedges hid" seems to be Shakespeare's conflation of Ovid's story of Salmacis
and Hermaphroditus with his story of Venus and Adonis {Metamorphoses IV. 306 ff. and X. 524
ff.). But even in Ovid's version of the latter, shade is a component of the locus amoenus where
the lovers meet: "opportuna sua blanditur populus umbra" (X. 555). On the symbolic features
of Ovid's landscapes, see C. P. Segal, Landscape in Ovid's Metamorphoses (Wiesbaden 1969).
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than Ovid, it is true, for the Elizabethans, on the whole, tended to embellish
Ovid's descriptions when they borrowed from him. But they thereby paid
tribute to the Ovid whom they perceived as a painter with words, one who
lent himself to the enrichment of their own style. When Shakespeare
competed directly with Ovid, as he does in his Venus and Adonis, it was
natural then for him to produce a copia on Ovid's story, bringing to light all
that is merely implied and ringing the changes on every theme. The
epigraph prefixed to this poem, itself derived from Ovid, indicates just that
sense of an aristocratic and educated audience that the paintings mentioned in
the Induction to The Shrew take for granted: "Vilia miretur vulgus: mihi
flavus Apollo/ Pocula Castalia plena ministret aqua."^ As it happens, these
lines from the Amores appear, as T. W. Baldwin notes, at the beginning of
the Flores Poetarum collected by Octavianus Mirandula, a standard grammar
school introduction to the poets.'* There are no less than four direct
allusions to Ovid within Shakespeare's plays, and each one reflects his
grammar school training.^
One of these again makes a knowledge of Ovid the distinguishing mark
of the educated man. Touchstone, in As You Like It, demonstrates his
superiority to the country folk of the Forest of Arden by comparing himself
to Ovid among the Goths. Addressing Audrey, he remarks, "I am here with
thee and thy goats, as the most capricious poet, honest Ovid, was among
the Goths" (III. ii. 5-6). The two puns, "capricious" from caper (goat) and
"Goths" (goats), represent the wit that only the educated would appreciate.
Jaques, however, in an aside, caps Touchstone's allusion with the comment
"O knowledge ill-inhabited, worse than Jove in a thatched house!" (III. iii.
7-8). Not mentioning the story of Philemon and Baucis by name, he
reveals his easy familiarity with the Metamorphoses, turning the myth into
a witty comparison.^ If Ovid here means knowledge, it is a sign of wit to
be able to play with allusions to his works. Ironically, it sometimes takes
the efforts of modem scholars to recover what was once part of every
educated person's patrimony,
' Ovid, Amores, I. xv. 35-36. "Let the cheap dazzle the crowd; for me, may golden ApoUo
minister full cups from the Castalian spring" (trans, from The Complete Pelican Shakespeare,
p. 1406).
'*T. W. Baldwin, William Shakespere's Small Latine & Lesse Greeke (Urbana 1944), II, p.
410.
* The direct allusions are in: Titus Andronicus (IV. i. 42); Taming of the Shrew (I. i. 33);
Love's Labor's Lost (IV. ii. 118); As You Like It (II. iii. 5-^). Additional allusions, without
mention of Ovid by name, occur in The Merchant of Venice (V. i. 79-80), and Cymbeline (II.
ii. 44-45).
^Met. Vin. 630: "parva quidem, stipulis et canna tecta palustri." Arthur Golding, whose
1586 translation occasionally affected Shakespeare's own phrasing, translates this passage: "The
roofe thereof was thatched all with straw and fennish reede" (VUl. 806). According to Baldwin,
Shakespeare used both Ovid and Golding, like other Enghsh poets of the day, who did not share
the modem prejudice against the use of translations. Even people who could read the original
used them. See William Shakespere's Small Latine & Lesse Greek, II, ch. XLII.
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If we leave fashion aside and inquire into the rhetorical purposes of
Shakespeare's mythological allusions, there is one word that sums up all of
them: copia. From his schooldays, Shakespeare would have learned that
Ovid is a treasure-house of examples for the enrichment of speech. The wit
of the exercise Ues in choosing the appropriate myth and giving it the form
that will suit the speaker's expressive purpose, whether it be exemplum,
simile, metaphor, or other form of comparison. Erasmus' schoolbook on
copia particularly recommends the use of exempla derived from the fables of
poets; the instances he gives are the sort to be found in Ovid's
Metamorphoses, "for they can be related both fully and briefly, if
circumstances and propriety allow."'' His emphasis on decorum provides
exactly the signpost we need for the direction in which to pursue our inquiry
into Shakespeare's use of classical myth.
As an ornament of style, Ovid's stories usually appear in Shakespeare's
plays in the form of simile. Pictorial by their very nature, they need to be
kept logically separate from the main argument of the speaker. Only when
passion breaks down such logical separations does the Ovidian allusion take
the form of metaphor. It will be simplest to illustrate the broad distinction
with an example drawn from comedy and one drawn from tragedy. In The
Merchant of Venice, the Prince of Morocco compares himself to Hercules in
the contest for Portia's hand:
But alas the while.
If Hercules and Lichas play at dice
Which is the better man, the greater throw
May turn by fortune from the weaker hand. •
So is Alcides beaten by his rogue.
And so may I, blind Fortune leading me. ... (11. i. 31-36)
The parallel between the pompous suitor and Hercules is humorous enough,
but I cite it chiefly for the way the allusion appears in the form of a
comparison: "So is Alcides beaten by his rogue, / And so may I." In
Antony and Cleopatra, on the other hand, Antony in his defeat cries out:
The shirt of Nessus is upon me; teach me,
Alcides, thou mine ancestor, thy rage.
Let me lodge Lichas on the horns o' th' moon
And with those hands that grasped the heaviest club
Subdue my worthiest self. (IV. xii. 43-47)
Antony is expressing his own rage by his development of the image, from
simple comparison to an identification between himself and Hercules
complete enough that, like Hercules, he would cast to the skies (not into the
^ Erasmus, On Copia of Words and Ideas, trans. Donald B. King and M. David Rix
(Milwaukee 1963), p. 70.
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sea, as in Ovid)^ the bringer of his distress and then end his own misery by
destroying himself. Pictorially, the image grows to vent the speaker's
passion; but even Morocco's more limited comparison has its pictorial
component in the line "If Hercules and Lichas play at dice." No reader of
Ovid can forget the memorable pictures he creates with words, and
something of this quality accompanies Shakespeare's briefest mythological
allusions.'
Where such pictures play a part, it is not as allegory but as analogy,
Ovid's images set alongside Shakespeare's immediate expression of the
thoughts and emotions of his characters, as an enrichment of them. But a
better term than "analogy" might be "poetic paradigm," since it includes
both the variety of rhetorical uses to which Shakespeare puts his Ovidian
allusions and the richness of signification contained in them. Studying
these images then becomes less a matter of identifying their source—
a
fairly simple task in most instances—than of asking the purpose of each
one in its particular context. Only in this way can we hope to approach an
answer to the question of why certain plays contain so many more
mythological images than others, what their relationship to genre might be,
and, finally, what possible changes in Shakespeare's attitude to them are
discernible in the course of his development as a dramatist. I shall approach
these issues chiefly with mythological examples that imply a narrative, not
simple references to deities, since it is Ovid's genius as a story-teller that
must have quickened Shakespeare's own imagination.
As paradigm, no myth is more illustrative of Shakespeare's sensitivity
to emotional color than the story of Philomela. We are given a glimpse of
his approach to Ovid's Metamorphoses in his early play Titus Andronicus.
Lavinia, the ravaged heroine, turns the pages of the copy of the
Metamorphoses given to young Lucius by his mother, until she has found
the tale of Philomela's rape by Tereus. Titus rightly interprets the message
she is trying to convey:
Lavinia, wert thou thus surprised, sweet girl.
Ravished and wronged as Philomela was.
Forced in the ruthless, vast, and gloomy woods?
See, see!
Ay, such a place there is where we did hunt
(O had we never, never, hunted there!),
Pattemed by that the poet here describes
Mel. DC. 217-18: "corripit Alcides, et terque quaterque rotatum / miuit in Euboicas
tonmento fortius undas." R. K. Root thinks that the difference between Ovid's account and
Shakespeare's may be attributed to Shakespeare's possible knowledge of Seneca's play Hercules
Oetaeus, but this is by no means certain. See Root's Classical Mythology in Shakespeare (New
York 1903), p. 74.
' Cf. Coleridge: "The power of Poetiy is by a single word to produce that energy in the mind
as compels the imagination to produce the picture." {Coleridge on Shakespeare, ed. R. A.
Foakes [Charlottesville. Virginia 1971], p. 110.)
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By nature made for murders and for rapes. (TV. i. 51-58)
I could almost take as my own text the line "Patterned by that the poet here
describes," because it sums up the part Ovid's stories play in supplying
analogies laden with mythic significance.^^
Two other of Shakespeare's heroines also find in the story of Philomela
the pattern of their own sufferings. One is Lucrece. Like Lavinia she finds
a kind of sense in the pattern of Ovid's tale:
'Come, Philomele, that sing'st of ravishment.
Make thy sad grove in my dishevelled hair.
As the dank earth weeps at thy languishment.
So I at each sad strain will strain a tear
And with deep groans the diapason bear;
For burden-wise I'll hum on Tarquin still.
While thou on Tereus descants better skill.' (1128-34)
This stanza is followed by two more on the same theme: in one, Lucrece
compares the knife she will use against herself with the thorn against which
the nightingale leans; in the other, she contemplates finding out a dark, deep
desert where, like Philomel, she may unfold 'To creatures stem sad tunes, to
change their kinds. / Since men prove beasts, let beasts bear gentle minds"
(1 147-48). The music of her complaint might almost seem to disguise her
heartbreak, turning it to sweetness, just as Philomel did. But Lucrece, for
her part, may serve as the type of wronged innocence, as happens when
Macbeth, reflecting on the crime he is about to commit, peoples the
darkness with figures, including "withered murder," who with "TarquiH's
ravishing strides" moves like a ghost "towards his design" (II. i. 55).^^
My final example is drawn from Cymbeline. When lachimo is looking
at the sleeping Imogen in her bedroom at night, he notes, "She hath been
reading late/ The tale of Tereus. Here the leafs turned down/ Where
Philomel gave up" (II. ii. 44^6). Imogen reads, however, not to convey
her plight, as Lavinia did, but to find, as it were, an image for her own
chastity and vulnerability, like a prophetic warning of lachimo's design
against her. Like her reading, the decoration of her room, including the
Cleopatra tapestry, the ceiling "with golden cherubins . . . fretted," and the
chimney piece showing Diana bathing, reflects the cultivated and
fashionable taste of the times. Nevertheless, as lachimo notes such features
as the andirons ("I had forgot them") in the shape of "two winking Cupids/
Of silver, each on one foot standing, nicely/ Depending on their brands" (II.
iv. 88-91), he intends to prove not merely that he has been in her room but
^° Ovid's account of the place where Tereus brings Philomela in order to rape her is: "in
slabula alta irahil, silvis obscura vetustis" {Met. VI. 521). For Shakespeare's use of the word
"pattern" to stand for the Ovidian type of allusions, cf. the passage from As You Like It, quoted
below, p. 130, in which Rosalind refers to Troilus as "one of the patterns of love."
^^ In Titus Andronicus, the villain Aaron compares Lavinia to Lucretia (II. i. 108-09); in
Cymbeline, lachimo compares himself to Tarquin (II. ii. 12-14).
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that there is something lascivious in her tastes. But for us it is worth
remembering that George Chapman in his vision of virtuous ladies allows
them to represent the Ovidian tales in their embroidery, "their needels
leading / Affection prisoner through their own-built citties, / Pinnioned with
stories and Arachnean ditties."'^ Only the literal-minded would wish to
banish the particular realm of the imagination to which Ovid holds the key.
If the story of Philomel is inherently lyrical and feminine, there are
other myths that may also lend something lyrical to the dialogue. Among
the most immediate examples to come to mind are allusions to Apollo and
Orpheus in the romantic comedies. Even the most conventional of these
hides an intensity of daring such as may be found in Proteus' speech on
poetry in Two Gentlemen of Verona: "For Orpheus' lute was strung with
poets' sinews, / Whose golden touch could soften steel and stones, / Make
tigers tame, and huge leviathans / Forsake unsounded deeps to dance on
sands" (III. ii. 77).^^ No classical precedent has been found for the first line,
but it appears to mean that the poet makes his music within himself, on his
own heart strings. Wonderful as this is, there is another passage on the
power of music that is yet more deeply rooted in its dramatic context. In A
Midsummer Night's Dream, Oberon is reminding Puck of the time they
witnessed the flight of Cupid's arrow and saw it land on a flower, which in
its turn became imbued with the power to make people fall in love:
Thou rememb'rest
Since once I sat upon a promontory
And heard a mermaid, on a dolphin's back.
Uttering such dulcet and harmonious breath
That the rude sea grew civil at her song.
And certain stars shot madly from their spheres
To hear the sea maid's music. (II. i. 148-54)
In this passage, myth appears, not as comparison, but in its own right. The
character of Oberon as king of the fairies stands revealed, but more
important, the very essence of the play is contained here. Like the Orpheus
'^Chapman, "Hero and Leander," Fourth Sestyad, 119-21. Leonard Barkan in his recent book
The Gods Made Flesh: Metamorphosis and the Pursuit ofPaganism (New Haven 1986) not
only compares lachimo's "reading" of Imogen's body and her room to "raping," but also treats
the Renaissance fondness for reading Ovid and for depicting his stories in decoration as a species
of "voyeurism." "The voyeurism in Cymbeline refleas at once upon pagan traditions and upon
the contemporary pursuit of them" (p. 251) . Just where does this remaric leave Imogen, who
both reads Ovid and decorates her room with pagan and erotic figures? Balkan seems to imply a
reductive view of the imagination as itself voyeuristic.
'^Ovid tells the story of Orpheus in Met. X and XI. Root (above, note 8) notes (p. 94) a
source for the detail in the second line, referring to Orpheus' power over steel and stones in Met.
XI. 7-12 and for the fourth line, the taming of tigers, in Virgil's Georgics IV. 510:
"mulcentem tigris et agentem carmine quercus." For the first and last lines he can find no
classical authority. Shakespeare is extravagantly expressive in the praise of poetry, but not
poetry simply as words, as Root suggests. Cf. Berowne's praise of love in Love's Labor's Lost,
rV. iii. 337-38: "as sweet and musical/ As bright Apollo's lute, strung with his hair."
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myth, the passage pays tribute to the beauty and power of music. But the
imaginative freedom of expression is of the nature of a parergon, that
classical conception of ornament, whereby the artist can do as he pleases,
amusing himself to the enrichment of his artistic conception.
What some critics, such as Douglas Bush, refer to as Shakespeare's
more "bookish" allusions^"* may in fact illuminate, in the sense of
brightening, a passage by reminding the listener of one of Ovid's own
luminous stories. The richness of the allusion depends, however, on the
richness of the play in which it appears. For example, it is one thing for
Julia in Two Gentlemen of Verona to draw a parallel between her case and
that of Ariadne, forsaken by Theseus; it is another for Perdita in The
Winter's Tale to refer to the rape of Proserpina in her flower catalogue.
Julia's allusion is just that—a passing reference:
Madam, 'twas Ariadne passioning
For Theseus' perjury and unjust flight.
Which I so lively acted with my tears
That my poor mistress, moved therewithal.
Wept bitterly. . . . (IV. iv. 165-69)^5
Covertly alluding to her own plight, Julia, disguised as Sebastian, describes
to Sylvia a fictitious performance she gave as Ariadne, while wearing a
gown of Julia's, with Julia in the audience. The two-line summary of the
myth is intended as a brief characterization of the speaker's predicament.
Pictorial in effect, it also ornaments the text, adding a grace note to the
layers of dramatic irony.
Perdita, on the other hand, has an immediate dramatic context for her
allusions to goddesses as flower deities at the sheep-shearing feast; she also
invokes a greater descriptive richness in keeping with the profounder
conception of theme and character in the play:
O Proserpina,
For the flowers now that, frighted, thou let'st fall
From Dis's wagon; daffodils,
That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty (IV. iv. 116-20)^^
^* See Douglas Bush, "Qassical Mylh in Shakespeare's Plays," in Elizabethan and Jacobean
Studies Presented to Frank Percy Wilson (Oxford 1959). pp. 65-85.
** As Root notes (p. 41), the word "perjury" suggests Fasti EI. 473: "dicebam, memini.
'periure et perfide Theseu'!" The epithet "periurus" also occurs in Heroides, 10. 76, and in
Amores I. 7. 15. It thus became tlie standard epithet for Theseus in the sixteenth century
(Baldwin, n. pp. 424-25).
^^ Shakespeare may be drawing on Met. V. 388 ff. and on Fasti HI. 427 ff. The longer
caulogue of flowers in the latter is more nearly parallel, but the descriptive expressions and the
analogy between the innocent maiden and the spring flowers is more developed in the
Metamorphoses; hence, it is a more immediate precedent for Perdita's half-melancholy rapture:
"quo dum Proserpina luco / ludit et aut violas aul Candida lilia carpit . . ." {Met. V. 391-92).
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The dark winter days induced by Pluto's rape of Proserpina are obliquely
suggested as a counterpoint to the "winter's tale." But when Perdita
continues with allusions to violets "sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes/ Or
Cytherea's breath," a longing and an almost painful sense of beauty and its
loss speak through her words. This is not merely decorating the text, as one
might use mythological ornament on a plaster overmantel; rather, it
expresses the very being of the speaker, in the fullness of the tragic
circumstances of her birth and the loss of her unknown mother's care. But if
she has known no Ceres to weep for her, she lives and loves, and this too
comes through the beauty of her description of spring flowers, changing the
traditional flower catalogue into a freshly painted picture of springtime. The
truth is that Shakespeare loved Ovid so well and was so steeped in his works
that he virtually could not fail in his mythological allusions. They are not
merely the product and sign of his grammar school training but of his
response to the poetic spirit of Ovid.
Used for praise or dispraise, as well as for the expression of other
emotions, Ovidian allusions work largely within the affective terms of
beauty and ugliness. Just as Perdita's allusions are to beauty, so Thersites'
in Troilus and Cressida are to ugliness. Instead of Proserpina, he dwells on
Cerberus; and as he snaps at Ajax, he reveals his own character as much as
Ajax's: "Thou grumblest and railest every hour on Achilles, and thou art as
full of envy at his greatness as Cerberus is at Prosperina's beauty, ay that
thou bark'st at him" (II. i. 30). But the savagery of Thersites' use of
classical myth is, needless to say, not typical of Shakespeare's drama. More
often, such comparisons are used for praise, in a way that evokes
Elizabethan pageantry, as well as foreshadowing the court masque of the
seventeenth century, in which kings and princes are regularly represented as
classical gods. "Those beautiful characters of sense," as Samuel Daniel
called them, could fittingly praise and, at the same time, hold up noble
models for princes. ^^ The final accolade for Prince Hal before the Battle of
Shrewsbury in Henry IV, Part I is couched in mythological terms:
I saw young Harry . .
.
Rise from the ground like feathered Mercury,
And vaulted with such ease into his seat
As if an angel dropped down from the clouds.
To turn and wind a fiery Pegasus,
And witch the world with noble horsemanship. (TV. i. 104-10)^*
" Cf., for example, my article "'Those Beautiful Characters of Sense': Qassical Deities and
the Court Masque," Comparative Drama 16 (1982), 166-79.
^* In fact, Perseus, the implied hero, did not ride Pegasus. When he cut off the head of
Medusa, Pegasus sprang from her blood. For a parallel allusion in Ben Jonson, see p. 173 of
the article cited in note 17 above.
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As so often, more than one mythological allusion occurs in the same
passage, as if Shakespeare's imagination, once released into this land of
enchantment, must needs follow the allusiveness of one myth into another,
as here he moves from Mercury to Pegasus. Although unjustified in terms
of narrative, this leap from winged god to winged horse makes perfect sense
as emphasizing the transcendent prowess of Hal. Similarly, Hamlet's praise
of his dead father includes references to Hyperion, Jove, Mars, and Mercury,
and sums up his perfection by referring to "A combination and a form
indeed/ Where every god did seem to set his seal/ To give the world
assurance of a man" (III. iv. 61-63). This is spoken in the spirit of the
history plays, where the grand, ennobhng function of classical myth is most
evident.
Perhaps, however, the allusions in which Shakespeare is most uniquely
himself, and at the same time closest to Ovid, are those that appear in his
comedies. He might have caught this spirit from the witty detachment that
is yet the counterpoint of the compassion and awe with which Ovid tells
stories of the classical deities in the Metamorphoses. He might also have
caught it from the myths used as exempla in Ovid's Amores and Ars
Amatoria. The ease with which he introduces the myths without sacrificing
their evocativeness appears, for example, in allusions in which not even the
names of the mythological characters are necessary. I have already given
one instance from As You Like It, where Jaques refers to the story of Baucis
and Philemon. Another appears near the beginning of Twelfth Night when
Duke Orsino alludes to the story of Actaeon: "That instant was I turned into
a hart, / And my desires, like fell and cruel hounds, / E'er since pursue me"
(I. i. 22-24), The moralization of Ovid regularly turned this story into this
kind of allegory, but it is significant that Orsino uses the form of a
simile—^"my desires, like fell and cruel hounds"—leaving no suggestion of
an esoteric interpretation. ^^ The humor of the passage, deriving from the
gap between Orsino's supposed passion and his "changeable taffeta" nature,
itself militates against anything very esoteric.
After all, what better way was there to characterize love than through
the myths that Ovid tells? In the last act of the Merchant of Venice, Jessica
and Lorenzo engage in a kind of playful singing match that involves placing
themselves in the company of great lovers, with the difference that their
love is joined to happiness. The repeated phrase "In such a night" calls
attention to the romance of the occasion as they enjoy the evening of
moonlight at Belmont. One example from each of the speakers will give
the tone:
^' The behavior of the "fell and cruel hounds" is graphically described in Ovid's account of
Actaeon in Met. IH. 138-252; but with Orsino's interpretation may be compared the standard
moralization given in Golding's "Epistle," Book lU, or Geoffrey Whitney's A Choice of
Emblemes (1586), p. 15: "And as his houndes, soe theire affections base, / Shall them deuowre,
and all their deedes deface."
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Jessica In such a night
Did Thisbe fearfully o'ertrip the dew.
And saw the hon's shadow ere himself.
And ran dismayed away.^
Lorenzo In such a night
Stood Dido with a willow in her hand
Upon the wild sea banks, and waft her love
To come again to Carthage. (V. i. 6-1 2)^^
Lorenzo's examples are chosen from Greek and Roman history; Jessica's
from myth, as if in the interest of a decorum for the male and another for the
female. And so they continue teasing each other until interrupted by a
messenger; then Jessica puts an end to their match by asserting: "I would
out-night you, did nobody come; /But hark, I hear the footing of a man"
(23-24). The "out-nighting" tells us exactly in what spirit to take these
allusions: it is as if Shakespeare were ironizing Ovid's own ironies.
The burlesquing of classical myth has of course a long history before
Shakespeare, but he would have needed no more than Ovid—in the Amores,
for example—to give him the tone of such remarks as Mercutio's
comparison of Romeo's beloved to other famous women: "Dido a dowdy;
Cleopatra a gypsy, Helen and Hero hildings and harlots, Thisbe a gray eye
or so" (II. V. 41). Later, we find similar reduction of classical lovers in The
Tempest, with the cynics' reference to "widower Aeneas" and "widow Dido."
More light-hearted are the references to famous lovers in The Merchant of
Venice or in Rosalind's speech about Troilus and Leander: "Troilus had his
brains dashed out with a Grecian club; yet he did what he could to die before,
and he is one of the patterns of love. Leander, he would have lived many a
fair year though Hero had turned nun, if it had not been for a hot
midsummer night; for, good youth, he went but forth to wash him in the
Hellespont, and being taken with the cramp, was drowned; and the foolish
chroniclers of that age found it was 'Hero of Sestos'" (As You Like It IV. i.
88-96). Lovers' banter in Shakespeare revels in such playful allusions to
famous examples. Even the apparently more serious comparisons of lovers
to Hercules, such as appear in Love's Labor's Lost or The Merchant of
Venice, are not without a touch of humorous exaggeration.
^ Cf. Ovid, Met. IV. 99-101, where Thisbe sees the lioness: "quam procul ad lunae radios
Babylonia Thisbe / vidit el obscunim timido pede fugit in antnim,/ dumque fugit. . . ." As
Root notes (p. 104), Shakespeare's familiarity with Golding's translation may have affected his
aaual wording, but see Baldwin, 11, p. 445 for a general caution in judging Golding's influence.
^ Root notes (pp. 4-5 and 56-58) that Shakespeare has borrowed a passage from Ovid's
Heroides 10, where Ariadne addresses Theseus, and transferred it to Dido:
si non audires, ut saltern cemere posses,
iactaue lale signa dedere manus;
candidaque inposui longae velamina viigae
—
scilicet oblilos admonilura meil (39-42)
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But the very idea of gods becoming beasts for love is both a tribute to
the power of love and an invitation to smile. The story of Europa in
particular appears over and over, often with a suggestion that Jupiter is
wearing the horns as a cuckold—in Troilus and Cressida and The Merry
Wives of Windsor, for example. But a more extended use of the image
occurs in Much Ado, when Benedick, about to marry Beatrice at last, is
teased by Claudio:
We'll tip thy horns with gold.
And all Europa shall rejoice at thee,
As once Europa did at lusty Jove
When he would play the noble beast in love. (V. iv. 44-47)
Beatrice continues to play on the image with "Bull Jove, sir, had an amiable
low,/ And some such strange bull leaped your father's cow." In contrast,
Florizel, in The Winter's Tale, can take the same story and turn it into a
joyous tribute to the power of love, without the mockery attaching to
Benedick for his final succumbing to love:
The gods themselves,
Humbling their deities to love, have taken
The shapes of beasts upon them. Jupiter
Became a bull, and bellowed; the green Neptune
A ram, and bleated; and the fire-robed god.
Golden Apollo, a poor humble swain.
As I seem now. TTieir transformations
Were never for a piece of beauty rarer,
^
Nor in a way so chaste (IV. iv. 25-33)^2
The gradations of seriousness in Shakespeare's treatment of these myths
is manifest in the subtle difference of handling; for instance, in the beauty
added by Florizel's use of adjectives: "green," "fire-robed," "golden." Yet it
is in the light of the same transformations that we must view Bottom's
translation into an ass in A Midsummer Night's Dream.
Absurdity is never far from love—that is one of Ovid's great
contributions to the literature of love, and Shakespeare is his heir.^^
^ The stoiy of Eurqja is told in Met. H. 846-76, but the main source for The Winter's Tale,
Robert Green's Pandosto, The Triumph of Time or Doratus and Fawnia (1588), contains a
passage that more directly influenced Shakespeare here: "And yet Doralus, shame not at thy
shepheards weede: the heavenly Codes have sometime earthly ihoughtes: Neptune became a
ram, Jupiter a Bui, Apollo a shepheard: they Gods, and yet in love: and thou a man appointed
to love" (Narrative and Dramatic Sources ofShakespeare, ed. Geoffrey Bullough [Lxmdon 1975],
Vin.p. 184).
^ In his Praise ofFolly, Erasmus, under the mask of FoUy, draws attention to the absurdity
of love (XI): "Neque vero id Venus ipsa, vel reclamante Lucrelio, unquam inficias iverit, sine
nostri numinis accessione suam vim mancam atque irritam esse." ("Venus herself, whatever
Lucretius says, would never deny that she would be weakened and shorn of her power if my own
divinity didn't come to her aid": trans. Betty Radice [Hamtiondsworth: Penguin Books 1971], p.
76).
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Nowhere is this more apparent than in his Venus and Adonis, where the
burlesquing of classical myth can be fully developed, since here he is
making a copia on Ovid's tale, not reducing it to a brief allusion. But
narrative demands verisimilitude above all, and that means finding the
human truth within the fantastic story. Classical myth is no longer used as
vignettes to adorn and illuminate. It is now explored fully as a drama of
human emotions. For this is the comedy of love, and the tragedy too. Wit
can shine not only in verbal antitheses but in the development of what is
only implied in Ovid, the reluctant Adonis and the resulting persuasions of a
goddess who, if she does not become exactly a beast like Jupiter, is almost
equally ridiculous in wooing a mortal boy who rejects her.^
The fantastic in Ovid becomes exemplary in Shakespeare—not center
stage, except in Venus and Adonis, but matched to his own characters amid
their social setting. The more real the characters, the more integral the
classical allusions. He has little interest in literal metamorphosis, neither
in the transformation of Bottom nor of Adonis.^ The latter becomes an
excuse for Venus to say her last farewell to Adonis, not to reflect on the
cyclical nature of life. If myth literalizes metaphor, Shakespeare prefers, in
general, to turn it back into metaphor.
By now it should be apparent why Shakespeare's tragedies include
relatively few allusions to the classical myths. For him, as for Ovid, the
myths, even when they move us to tears, seem to be touched with humor
and delight. Where the scene moves into the grandeur of tragedy, there are
other reasons of decorum, as well, for being chary of using classical myth:
such allusions are not appropriate to the setting of some of his tragedies,
such as Macbeth or King Lear—worlds too remote from Greece and Rome.
Antony and Cleopatra, on the other hand, can fittingly accommodate some
of these allusions, for, apart from the setting, the comic elements of the
play encourage them, as Julius Caesar, for example, does not. Troilus and
Cressida, another play with numerous mythological allusions, has both the
ancient milieu and the spirit of mockery to which these myths lend
themselves, though usually with a happier tone than here. It would appear
that genre, including characterization, is the chief determinant in
^In two articles, I discuss the poem and its critics. See "Ovidian Pictures and 'The Rules
and Compasses' of Criticism." ICS 9 (1984), 267-75; "Wat the Hare, or Shakespearean
Decorum," Shakespeare Studies (forthcoming).
An emi^asis on psychic metamorphosis as discernible in Renaissance poetry and drama is
currently fashionable. See, for example, Leonard Barkan's The Gods Made Flesh (above, note
12). An interesting variation on this theme appears in Eugene Waith's "Metamorphosis of
Violence in Titus Andronicus." Shakespeare Survey, 10 (1957), 39-49. He views Ovid's
interest in metamorphosis as essentially concerned with "the transforming power of intense
states of emotion" (p. 41). Waith also considers the larger issue of whether Ovid can be used
successfuUy as a model for characterization and style in drama. Unfortunately, he ignores
Shakespeare's dramatic poem, Venus and Adonis, which sheds a different light on the question.
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Shakespeare's use of such allusions.^^ Fashion indeed may have dictated his
choice of genre, but it could not be allowed to dictate his use of classical
myth. For that, decorum was his sole criterion.
And this is why iconography alone will never answer the really
important questions about Shakespeare's use of classical mythology. What
is in question is not the source of his images but why they appear in the
particular form they do, in a particular context. Indeed, the mere study of
iconography in treating Shakespeare's mythological allusions might find its
epitaph in the words of Holofernes in Love's Labor's Lost: "Imitari is
nothing. So doth the hound his master, the ape his keeper, the tired horse
his rider" (IV. ii. 121). His own "varying" underlines the animal instinct
which lies behind imitation in its most literal sense. In contrast, he has
just referred to Ovid's—Naso's—nose for "smelling out the odoriferous
flowers of fancy, the jerks of invention." Even Holofemes knows, in
theory, that freedom of invention distinguishes the true poet from the
would-be poet Shakespeare appropriated Ovid as no other poet has done,
understanding him from the inside and not merely as a schoolbook source of
copiousness. Holofemes, on the other hand, is guilty in his similes of the
very weakness he criticizes; his examples are as hackneyed as possible.
Sh^espeare must have enjoyed the joke of giving the pedant this praise of
Ovid's originality.
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
Several critics have noted that Shakespeare's mythological allusicxis are, in general, jnore
numerous in his earlier plays, but no one appears to pay much attention to the significance of
these allusions in relation to genre. Root, for example, reaches the patently absurd conclusion
that Shakespeare gradually "recognized the insincerity of the Ovidian system" and found in it
"only the material for a jest" (p. 11). Douglas Bush, more cautious, views the shift as largely
one from an undramatic or perfunctory use of mythology to a more dramatic and integral one,
though he maintains that Shakespeare, to the end of his career, was capable of the purely
"bookish" or rhetorical allusion (p. 85). I see this as a false dichotomy, since it does not take
into account the requirements of genre and decorum.
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The Psychology of Uncertainty in Senecan Tragedy
VICTORIA TIETZE
Since the publication of Regenbogen's influential monograph, Schmerz und
Tod in den Tragodien Senecas} it has been recognized that the emphatic
depiction of emotion, which distinguishes Senecan tragedy from Greek
tragedy of the Classical period, is vitally connected with Seneca's Stoic
world-view. Several studies have shown that the passionate characters of
Senecan tragedy, in whom the absence of ratio or reason constitutes vice
according to the Stoic view,^ act as cautionary exempla for the instructive
warning of their audience,^ Little attention, however, has been given to two
aspects of Seneca's Ajfektdramen: firstly, their conspicuous emphasis on
uncertainty; secondly, the formal methods by which the psychological
dimension of Senecan characters is rendered exemplary. In what follows, I
wish to address these two aspects by examining the psychology of
uncertainty in conjunction with the formal means of its depiction through
description.
By means of frequent and lengthy descriptions placed in the mouths of
his characters, Seneca gives psychology—the portrayal of states of mind and
emotion—an emphasis and importance in his tragedies which it does not
have in those of Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides.^ As a result of the
*0. Regenbogen, Schmerz und Tod in den Tragodien Senecas, Vortrage der Bibliolhek
Warburg 7 (Leipzig 1930), reprinted in Kleine Schrifien (Munich 1961).
For the Stoics, virtue is perfected reason—e.g. Epp. 66. 32; 76. 10. The sapiens eradicates
the emotions entirely and lives in a state of apatheia—e.g. Epp. 85. 3 ff., Ira 1. 16. 7 ff. Cf.
also E. Zeller, The Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics, trans. O. J. Reichel (New York 1962,
reprinted from new and rev. eid. of 1 879), pp. 253 ff.
Cf. B. Marti, "Seneca's tragedies. A new interpretation," Transactions of the American
Philological Association 76 (1945), 216-45. especially 222, 230; N. T. Pratt, "The Stoic base
of Senecan drama," ibid. 79 (1948). 1-1 1 ; id., Seneca's Drama (Chapel Hill 1983), pp. 76 ff.; E.
C. Evans, "A Stoic Aspect of Senecan Drama: Portraiture" Transactions of the American
Philological Association 81 (1950), 169-84; K. von Fritz, Antike und moderne Tragodie (Berlin
1962), p. 47.
Descriptions of emotion in Greek tragedy are usually brief and simple, e.g. Aeschylus, Cho.
183 ff., 211; Pers. 987-91; 5«pp. 379-80; Sophocles. Ajax 587. 794; Euripides. Hec. 85-86; /.
T. 793-97. Emotion tends to be revealed implicitly or through some kind of stage-business: cf.
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addition of this psychological dimension, we might expect the dramatic
credibility of Seneca's characters to be enhanced. In fact, a reading of the
plays quickly reveals that this is not so. As T. S. Eliot has put it: "In the
plays of Seneca, the drama is all in the word, and the word has no further
reality behind it. His characters all seem to speak with the same voice, and
at the top of it."^ A remarkable number of the descriptions of emotion, and
those of personal physical appearance in which emotion is manifest, portray
a common psychology of uncertainty, which is unvaried by the suiting of
language to character, and illustrated by the same epic similes. Seneca's
extensive use of rhetorical description, with concomitant sacrifice of the
development of character essential to dramatic illusion, has conventionally
been explained as a necessary evil. It allows Seneca, as a dramatist writing
for recitation, to compensate for the supposed absence of stage action in
recitation drama^ by appropriating the narrative method of the epic poet.*^ I
would like to suggest, however, that this negative view, while not invalid,
is incomplete. With particular attention to the portrayal of uncertainty, I
wish to counter it with a more positive view of description in Senecan
tragedy. It is not simply a compensatory device; it affords Seneca the
F. L. Shisler, "Portrayal of Joy in Greek Tragedy," Transactions of the American Philological
Association 73 (1942), 277-92; cad., "The Use of Stage Business lo Portray Emotion in Greek
Tragedy," American Journal ofPhilology 66 (1945), 377-97.
^Seneca: His Tenne Tragedies, ed. Thomas Newton with intro. by T. S. Eliot (London 1927),
p. a.
"Whether or not Senecan drama was destined for stage performance is one of the central
debates of Senecan scholarship. It is unlikely to be resolved given the paucity of our knowledge
of the circumstances of recitation. The ancient evidence is collected by J. E. B. Mayor, Thirteen
Satires of Juvenal, vol. 1 (New York 1901), pp. 173 ff. Far too little attention, however, has
been given by studies which attempt to resolve the question (e.g. 0. Zwierlein, Die
Rezitationsdramen Senecas, Beitrage zur klassischen Philologie 20 [Meisenheim am Glan 1966])
to what is meant by "performance" and how it differs in its essentials from "recitation." AU that
can be reasonably postulated about the production (actual or intended) of Senecan tragedy is that
it did not take place in the manner of a spectacle for a mass plebeian audience. Seneca's social
status and express disUste for such amusements make it unlikely: cf. Epp. 7. 2 ff., L.
Friedlaender, Roman Life and Manners under the Early Empire, trans. J. H. Freese & L. A.
Magnus (London 1936, reprinted from 7th enl. and rev. ed. of 1908), vol. 2, pp. 90 ff. But
there is evidence for recitation in theaters: cf. Mayor, ibid., p. 179. If, as C. J. Herington,
"Senecan Tragedy," Arion 5 (1966), 422-71, reprinted in Essays on Classical Literature, ed. N.
Rudd (Cambridge 1972), pp. 444 ff., so cogently argues, such recitations involved more than
one reciter, and given that any reciter, trained in the art oi pronuntiatio {AdHerenn. HI. 11. 19
ff.), would have found it quite instinctive to move and gesture as he spoke, the essential
difference between "recitation" and "perfonnance" becomes very fine.
'Cf. Zwierlein, op. cit. (above, note 6), p. 60: "Die pedanlische Beschreibung . . . musste
einem 2^schauer, der dies ja selbst sahe, albem erscheinen; dem Horer kann sie helfen, sich das
Bild plastisch vorzustellcn." Cf. also E. Fantham. Seneca's Troades: A Literary Introduction
with Text, Translation, and Commentary (Princeton 1982), index s.w. "description of what
would have been shown on stage" and ead., "Virgil's Dido and Seneca's Heroines," Greece &
Rome 22 (1975). 3. n. 3.
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formal means to advance a moral message in drama. Through it the
characters are presented, tacitly, as exempla of inconstantia.
The Stoic conception of perfect virtue, embodied in the sage or sapiens,
is one of constantia—complete constancy of action and thought.^ Unshaken
by any emotions, "certus iudicii, inconcussus, intrepidus" (Epp. 45. 9), the
sapiens of Seneca's philosophical prose works is constantly contrasted with
the morally imperfect, whose susceptibility to emotion means that their
thoughts and actions are characterized by uncertainty or inconstantia. Hence
it is that the protagonists of Senecan tragedy, many of whom are, or will
be, guilty of crimes as heinous as murder and incest, are invested with a
psychology of uncertainty.
Their inconstantia often manifests itself particularly before and during
wrongdoing. A scene in which the heroine urges herself to be fixed in her
criminal purpose is common to the Medea (893 ff.), Phaedra (592 ff.),
Agamemnon (139 ff.) and Hercules Oetaeus (307 ff.).^ At the actual
moment of murdering Agamemnon, the uncertainty of the two culprits,
Atreus and Clytemnestra, is described to us in prophetic hallucination by
Cassandra (Ag. 890-91, 897-900.):
haurit trementi semivir dextra latus,
nee penitus egit: vulnere in medio stupet.
armat bif)enni Tyndaris dextram furens,
qualisque ad aras cx)lla taurorum prius
designat oculis antequam ferro petat,
sic hue et illue impiam librat manum.
Thyestes, who, as we are told at the beginning of the play of that name
(37), has been exiled for his crimes, returns to Argos with his ambition for
kingly power undiminished. As he does so, his uncertainty is graphically
described both by himself and by his son Tantalus (Thy. 419-20, 421-22,
434-39):
revolver: animus haeret ac retro eupit
corpus referre, moveo nolentem gradum.
Pigro (quid hoc est?) genitor incessu stupet
vultumque vers at seque in incerto tenet.
^ The model for this concept of virtue is the constancy and eternity of God which, as primary
fire, will alone survive the cyclical conflagrations bringing about the end of the world: cf. Zeller,
op. cit. (above note 2), pp. 164 ff. For similarity between the sapiens and God, cf. Prov. 1. 5,
6. 4; Epp. 73. 1 1 , Const. Sap. 8. 2.
^ The authenticity of the Hercules Oetaeus as a Senecan play has been questioned: cf., e.g.,
W. H. Friedrich, "Sprache und Stil des Hercules Oetaeus," Hermes 82 (1954), 51-84, and B.
Axelson, Korruptelenkult: Studien zur Textkritik der unechten Seneca-Tragodie, Scripta minora
Reg. Soc. Human. Litt. Lund. (Lund 1967). I include it for examination here as I find that the
psychology and description of uncertainty plays a similar role in it to that noted in the other
Senecan tragedies.
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Causam timoris ipse quam ignore exigis.
nihil timendum video, sed timeo tamen.
placet ire, pigris membra sed genibus labant,
alioque quam quo nitor abductus feror.
sic concitatam remige et velo ratem
aestus resistens remigi et velo refert.
Most emphatically uncertain of crimes is Atreus* murder of his brother's
sons (Thy. 707 ff. ):
ieiima silvis qualis in Gangeticis
inter iuvencos tigris erravit duos,
utriusque praedae cupida quo primum ferat
incerta morsus (flectit hoc rictus suos,
illo reflectit et famem dubiam tenet),
sic durus Atreus capita devota impiae
speculatur irae. quern prius mactet sibi
dubitat, secunda deinde quem caede immolet.
nee interest-sed dubitat et saevum scelus
iuvat ordinare.
The uncertainty which Senecan characters display both before and at the
moment of wrongdoing is explained very clearly by a passage in Seneca's
seventy-fourth epistle: "Hoc enim stultitiae proprium quis dixerit, ignave et
contumaciter facere quae faciat, et alio corpus inpellere, alio animum,
distrahique inter diversissimos motus" {Epp. 74. 32). It is just this
disjunction of body and mind which we have seen Thyestes show as he
approaches Argos (Thy. 419-20, 421-22, 434-39). Similarly, when
Phaedra wishes to confess her incestuous love to Hippolytus, she finds
herself physically incapable of uttering the words (Phaed. 602-03). Like
Thyestes, she is impelled in two different directions by body and mind.
The uncertainty of Seneca's tragic characters is often described
figuratively with images. Among these, the most common is that used by
Thyestes to describe the physical symptoms of his uncertainty: a ship
driven off course by a turbulent sea (Thy. 438-39). Clytemnestra and
Phaedra also compare their uncertainty to the tossing of a ship on a
turbulent sea (A^. \3S-43; Phaed. 179-83.):
fluctibus variis agor,
ut, cum hinc profundum ventus, hinc aestus rapit,
incerta dubitat unda cui cedat malo.
proinde omisi regimen e manibus meis:
quocumque me ira, quo dolor, quo spes feret,
hoc ire pergam; fluctibus dedimus ratem.
vadit animus in praeceps sciens
remeatque fhistra sana consilia appetens.
sic, cum gravatam navita adversa ratem
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propellit unda, cedit in vanum labor
et victa prono puppis aufertur vado.
Medea and Deianira, like Clytemnestra (Ag. 138-40), compare their
uncertainty to the turbulence of the sea itself (Med. 939-43; Here. Oet.
710-12)
anceps aestus incertam rapit,
ut saeva rapidi bella cum venti gerunt
utrimque fluctus maria discordes agimt
dubiumque fervet pelagus, haut aliter meum
cx)r fluctuatur.
ut fractus austro pontus etiamnum tumet,
quamvis quiescat languidis ventis dies,
ita mens adhuc vexatur excusso metu.
Such imagery closely reflects that with which Seneca illustrates
inconstantia in his prose works. Like many ancient philosophers, Seneca
often appropriates commonplace imagery for the illustration of
philosophical doctrine.^^ Like his Stoic predecessor, Chrysippus, he finds
the common poetic analogy between a ship tossed on a turbulent sea a
useful one in illustrating the uncertain condition of the morally imperfect.'^
At Cons. Polyb. 9. 6, for example, he describes mankind in these words:
In hoc profundum inquietumque proiecti mare, altemis aestibus
reciprocum et modo adlevans nos subitis incrementis, modo maioribus
damnis deferens adsidueque iactans, numquam stabili consistimus
loco, pendemus et fluctuamur et alter in alterum inlidimur et aliquando
naufragium facimus, semper timemus.
Sometimes, as at Brev. Vit. 2. 3, he compares the sinful, tortured by their
emotions, to the tossing sea itself:
Urgent et circumstant vitia ... si quando aliqua fortuito quies
contigit, velut profundum mare, in quo post ventum quoque volutatio
est, fluctuantur, nee umquam illis a cupiditatibus suis otium est.
In the light of the moral significance attached by Seneca in his prose works
to the image of the tossing sea and ship, the moral significance of the same
imagery in his tragedies becomes clear. Whether characters compare their
uncertainty to the tossing of a ship on a turbulent sea, as Clytemnestra,
Phaedra and Thyestes do, or whether they compare themselves to the
turbulent sea itself, as Medea and Deianira, their imagery "brands" their
uncertainty as the inconstantia of Stoic (and Senecan) conception.
^°Cf. my Ph.D. thesis, "The Imagery of Morality in Seneca's Prose-Works" (McMaster
University 1985), Part. H.
^^ Cf., e.g., Plutarch, Mor. 450d (=Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta, ed. H. von Amim lU.
390, p. 95, 10-13); Mor. 454a-b. 453f-^54a; Epictetus. Diss. 2. 18. 29, 4. 3. 4.
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There are few virtuous characters in Senecan tragedy, but in one case at
least, the certainty of the virtuous is contrasted with the uncertainty of the
morally imperfect in terms of the same sea and ship imagery. As he
confronts the monster which will bring about his death, Hippolytus is
compared by a messenger to a helmsman who holds his ship steady on a
turbulent sea (Phaed. 1072-75):
at ille, quails tiirbido rector man
ratem retentat, ne det obliquum latus,
et arte fluctum fallit, haud aliter citos
currus gubemat.
Such imagery should remind us that, in his prose works, Seneca personifies
Philosophy as a helmsman who "sedet ad gubemaculum et per ancipitia
fluctuantium derigit cursum" (Epp. 16. 3). Similarly, exhorting Marcia to
display Stoic apatheia amidst adversity, Seneca cries {Cons. Marc. 6. 3):
regamur nee nos ista vis transversos auferat. Turpis est navigii rector
cui gubemacula fluctus eripuit, qui fluvitantia vela deseruit, permisit
tempestati ratem; at ille vel in naufragio laudandus quern obruit mare
clavum tenentem et obnixum.
The image of Hippolytus as a steadfast helmsman paints his courage in
Stoic colors as the constantia of the sapiens, and places it in sharp contrast
to the inconstantia of the characters who have compared their uncertainty to
the uncontrollable tossing of a ship.
The lengthy analyses of their emotion, illustrated with epic similes,
with which Senecan characters provide us, do not, as many have observed,
have the ring of truth. ^^ Apart from the fact that they all depict a similar
state of uncertainty, their clinical objectivity and rhetorical elaboration are
quite at odds with the kind of utterances we should expect from those
undergoing the emotional turmoil described in them. Moreover, in light of
the moral significance attached to the imagery with which they illustrate
their feelings, it is clear that, with such descriptions, Senecan characters are
made to condemn themselves unwittingly with consequent irony. Such
description is most satisfactorily explained, therefore—to borrow a term
from Tacitean scholarship—as a kind of authorial "innuendo,"^ ^ by which
Seneca, the dramatist, contrives to pass tacit comment on the moral
significance of his characters and their actions. With complete disregard for
the dramatic credibility of his characters, Seneca places in their mouths the
kind of psychological description ornamented with similes with which, if he
were an epic poet, he would provide his reader in his own person. Thus
^^ E.g. F. Leo, De Senecae Tragoediis Observationes Criticae (Berlin 1878: repr., Berlin
1963), pp. 147 ff.; J. W. Duff, A Literary History ofRome in the Silver Age: from Tiberius to
Hadrian, 3rd ed. (London 1964). p. 208, and cf. T. S. Eliot (above, note 5).
^' I. S. Ryberg, "Tacitus and the Art of Authorial Innuendo," Transactions of the American
Philological Association 73 (1942), 383^04.
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when Ovid describes the uncertainty of Althaea before wrongdoing, he does
so with the same analytical detail and elaborate image that Seneca's heroines
use to describe themselves (Met. VIII. 465-474):
Saepe metu sceleris pallebant ora futuri,
saepe suum fervens oculis dabat ira ruborem;
et modo nescio quid similis crudele minanti
vultus erat, modo quern misereri credere posses;
cumque ferus lacrimas animi siccaverat ardor,
inveniebantur lacrimae tamen. utque carina,
quam ventus ventoque rapit contrarius aestus,
vim geminam sentit, paretque incerta duobus:
Thestias haud aliter dubiis affectibus errat,
perque vices ponit positamque resuscitat iram.
If the effect of Seneca's tragedies depended on the primarily aural effects of
recitation,^** description of emotion, and, more obviously, description of
physical appearance in which emotion is manifest, would clearly perform a
useful function in conveying to the audience meaning which might
otherwise be expressed by stage action. However, I have shown that such
description serves a more positive function in Senecan tragedy: it invests
the characters involved with the characteristics of inconstantia. As such, we
may compare it not only in purpose, but also in its narrative form, to the
rhetorical device known as characterismos, the philosophical utility of
which Seneca describes in his ninety-fifth epistle.^^ This device, as he
explains there (Epp. 95. 65), is a description of the signa and notae, the
signs and marks, which characterize virtue and vice, for the purpose of moral
instruction. In his words (Epp. 95. 66):
Haec res eandem vim habet quam praecipere; nam qui praecipit dicit
"ilia facies si voles temperans esse," qui describit ait "temperans est
qui ilia facit, qui illis abstinet." Quaeris quid intersit? Alter praecepta
virtutis dat, alter exemplar. Descriptiones has et, ut publicanorum
utar verbo, iconismos ex usu esse confiteor: proponamus laudanda,
invenietur imitator.
The repetitious description of uncertainty, underpinned by recurrent
imagery, which Seneca places in the mouths of many of his characters,
renders them apotreptic characterismoi of inconstantia. It exemplifies
Seneca's appropriation of the narrative author's privilege to pass judgment
on the thoughts and actions of his characters with a view to instructing his
audience in the manner of a philosopher.
Westminster College, Pennsylvania
^* But whether the effects of recitation were primarily aural is not certain: cf. above, note 6.
'^Cf. E. C. Evans (above, note 3). 169-84.
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De Sublimitate 30. 1: An Overlooked Pointer to a Date?
J. K. NEWMAN
In an article written twenty years ago, with characteristic boldness Professor
Georg Luck argued that this treatise should after all be attributed to Cassius
Longinus and dated to the third century A.D.^ His conclusions have not been
accepted by everyone,^ but perhaps a small pointer telling in favor of a later
date at least may be derived from c. 30. 1, where the author recommends f|
T&v K-opCcov Kal ^eyaA^onpETicbv ovo^dTcov iKkoyr\ as an aid to
sublimity. The text is cited from the edition of D. A. Russell (repr. Oxford
1970):
'E7iei6Ti n£vxoi Ti xo\) Xoyov votiok; ti xe <ppdCTi<; xd nXeico 5i'
CKaxepo-u 5i£Ttx\)Kxai, i9i Stj, [av] xoii cppaoxiKou \iipoMC, ti xiva
^iTtd exi, Jrpooe7ll6£aoco^£6a. oxi n£v xoivov ti xwv Kvpicov Kal
^EYaXo7Ip£K6c)v 6vo^dxcov ekXoyti Baunaaxox; dyEi Kal KaxaioiXEi
xovq dKovovxaq Kal (oc, jcdoi xoic; pTjxopai Kal ovYYPC^PEvai kox'
dxpov £jiixT|5£-o|ia, liEYEOoq d|i.a KdXXo(; EvnivEiav Pdpoq lox'uv
Kpdxo<;, Exi 5£ ydvcoolv xiva, xoiq X^oyok; ©oreEp dyd^iiaai
KaXX,iaToi(; 5i' avxfiq EJiavGEiv napaoKEud^ovoa, Kal oIoveI
V\)XT|v xiva zoic, Tcpdynaoi <p(ovTixiK-nv EvxiGEiaa, \ir[ Kal
TtEpixxov fi 7tp6(; EiSoxaq 5i£^i£vai. <pw(; ydp xw ovxi i5iov xor»
vov xd KoKa. 6v6)j.axa.
Since thought and expression are in general closely entwined, we may now
go on to consider any areas of the theory of language not yet covered. The
choice of impressive (K-opicov) and magnificent words has an amazing
effect, bewitching the audience. It is a supreme goal of all orators and
^ "Die Schrift vom Erhabenen und ihr Verfasser,"y4rc/oj 5 (1967), 97-1 13. Cf. on the later
dating G. M. A. Gnibe, "Notes on the OEPI Y^OYY,"American Journal of Philology 78
(1957). 335-74; idem, The Greek and Roman Critics (Toronto 1965). pp. 340-42. A statement
of the orthodox position about the date (first century a.d.) is made by John M. Crosseti and
James A. Arieti. The Dating of Longinus, Studia Classica III, University Park. Pennsylvania
(undated).
^ Giuseppe Martano, "D 'Saggio sul Sublime'," Airfstieg undNiedergang der romischen Welt
n. 32. 1 (1984). rejects Luck's thesis on p. 367. note 4. but concludes on p. 370: "Secondo noi.
la controversia [i.e. over the date of the work] rimane subjudice, e vi rimmara fino a quando
nuovi elementi di prova (per ora di assai ipotetica reperibilita) non interverranno a risolvere il
problema." It is just such an 'elemento di prova' that this essay hopes to furnish.
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historians. It produces grandeur, beauty, patina, weight, strength, force,
and over all these a brilliance that sheds a bloom on words as if they were
the fairest sculptures. It puts a speaking soul into things. But this is
something where my readers need no reminder. Beautiful words are indeed
thought's own illumination.
'Ovondxcov eK^oyn, the Latin delectus verborum, is an important task
for the stylist, and there were at least three kinds of style. Evidently here
the grand style is being recommended, and Kiapia and \izyaXonpzKr\ are
approximate synonyms for "impressive" or "magnificent."^ Although
sublimity is an effect and not a style, the author of the treatise does not
always keep that distinction well in mind. He is inclined to sympathize
with the doctrine prevailing among later Latin rhetoricians, and influential
throughout the Middle Ages, in Renaissance criticism and even beyond, that
grandeur demanded grand vocabulary. This confusion, which denies some of
his own better insights, explains why he returns to the topic at the end with
an attack on "low" words in c. 43, forgetting that what matters is the result
and not the means, as Shakespeare's mastery of the monosyllable proves.
All this has been amply documented elsewhere. Here it is enough to note
that neither the Virgil who employed communia verba in the Aeneid, nor
the Horace who employed unpoetische Worter in his odes nor Quintilian nor
Macrobius—nor eventually Dante—shared this view.'*
If he is ready to challenge these authorities, and to show that this would
result in a poetry superior to that of Virgil, Horace, Dante and Shakespeare,
of course "Longinus" is entititled to ask for "impressive and magnificent
words" (what Russell calls "Noble Diction") as his fourth source of
sublimity, and the concomitant avoidance of the vulgar; but what he is not
entitled to do is change the meaning without notice of a technical term of
rhetoric, where since the time of Aristotle 6v6|iata Kiapia had meant
precisely the opposite of "impressive words." *0v6|iaxa Kt)pia are not
unusual words employed for an effect of special beauty and force after careful
choice, as "Longinus'" ^leyaXoTipeTifi might suggest. They are the normal,
everyday words of ordinary vocabulary. This is why they enhance clarity
(Rhetoric 1404b5-8):
Twv 5' 6vo)xdTcov Ktti pimotxcov aacpfj [xev Ttoici xa K'opia . ^fj
xaneivfiv 6e dXXct KeKoa^Tiiievriv xaXka 6v6\iaTa ogg cvpiiTai
£V TOlt; TtEpl TIOlT^TlKTIt;.
It does not seem possible to translate icupCcov as referring merely to the "right" words
("'Auswahl' der passenden Worter," Luck, 1 10). Kvipia 6v6p.aTa are the right words because
they are commonplace, as AristoUe's Taneivfi Xi^ic, {Poet. 1458a lS-20, quoted below) makes
absolutely clear, and that is the opposite of what is being said by "Longinus". He is concerned
with KoKd ovonaxa
.
"^See my The Classical Epic Tradition (Madison, Wisconsin 1986), pp. 244 ff.
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Among nouns and verbs, those thai are normal produce clarity, while the
other words described in my Poetics produce an elevated and adorned style.^
The allusion to the Poetics is to the doctrine there of the "gloss," the rare or
archaic word that can transform a line {Poetics 1458al8-23):
Ae^eto(; Se dpefq aatpfj koi \ir\ xa%t\VT\\i ewai. oa<pe<jxdxTi |j.ev
ouv eaxiv t] ek tcov K-opicov 6vo^idT(ov aXka T^(?.n^\\r\-
jiapd6eiYHa 5e ti KXeocpavxoc; reolriaiq xal \\ iGeveXov. ae|ivTi 5e
Kai e^aXXdxxo-ooa x6 iSicoxiKov r\ loic, ^EviKoi(; KexpTmevir
^eviKov 5e Xeyw yXoixxav Kal |xexa(popdv Kai cTieKxaoiv Ka\ jcdv
x6 napot x6 Kvpiov.
The virtue of diction is to be clear without being flat. The greatest clarity
is got by using words in their normal meanings, but such diction is flat.
Examples are the poetry of Cleophon and Sthenelus. Diction that is
impressive and alters the ordinary style makes use of estranged vocabulary.
By "estranged" I mean the gloss, the metaphor, lengthening and everything
that departs from the ordinary.
Aristotle's Ki5pia ovoiiaxa are therefore exactly the reverse of the
impressive diction secured by "glosses," and therefore exactly the reverse of
what "Longinus" means by his use of icupia ovo^iata. It shows a certain
boldness to quarrel in this way with the master, and an even greater boldness
to stand his terminology on its head without explanation or apology.
The best commentaries are provided by poets and interaction with poets.
The treatise had last been edited by Franciscus Portus in 1570, and was first
translated into Italian in 1575 by Giovanni di Niccolo da Falgano. There is
evidence of some influence by it on practical criticism in Lorenzo
Giacomini's Oratione in lode di Torquato Tasso, recited to the Accademia
degli Alterati on March 20, 1595 and published in 1596, where we hear of
Tasso's excellence
ne la elezzione de le parole graui dolci aspre sonore splendide signo-
reggianti, e nel altezza e nel abondanza degli omamenti . . . con soUecito
studio procaccio a suoi poemi altezza efficacia e leggiadria eccellente, ma
non somma chiarezza; . .
.
in the choice of words that are weighty, charming, harsh, resonant,
brilliant, predominant, and in the sublimity and copiousness of his
refinements . . . with attentive enthusiasm he secured for his poems
sublimity, effect and extraordinary grace, although not utter clarity. . . . ^
The repeated altezza here already alerts us to the doctrine of x>\\foq, but,
in the same passage, Giacomini may also feel the ambiguity in Kvpioq to
' My emphasis, of course.
* Quoted by B. Weinberg, History ofLiterary Criticism in the Italian Renaissance (Chicago
1961), p. 1059, note 137. Since Weinberg calls Giacomini "an old-fashioned Alexandrian" he
evidently overlodcs the allusion to "Longinus".
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which reference has been made. He speaks of Tasso's "parole graui dolci
aspre sonore splendide signoreggianti." Weinberg follows a beaten track in
translating the climaxing last word as "overpowering": but it would be
possible to set up a series of antitheses: graui / dolci: aspre I sonore:
splendide I signoreggianti. In this case, splendide would refer to what
Aristotle would have called "glosses,"^ and signoreggianti (signore = Kdpioq:
cf. Horace's dominantia, below) to the opposite of this, "words in their
prevailing or normal connotations." Tasso certainly was in trouble with
some critics for using the latter,* though whether Giacomini wholly
understood the scope of his own argument is uncertain.
"Magnificent (overpowering) words" / "words in their normal
connotations"—what does ovoixaxa lojpia mean? It is clear what its Latin
equivalent meant for Horace in a well-known passage of the Ars Poetica
(234-39):
Non ego inomata et dominantia nomina solum
Verbaque, Pisones, Satyrorum scriptor amabo;
Nee sic enitar tragico differre colori,
Ut nihil intersit Davusne loquatur et audax
Pythias emuncto lucrata Simone talentum.
An custos famulusque del Silenus alumni.
When I write satyr plays, Pisones, I will not confine myself to plain and
ordinary words, or make such efforts to avoid the tragic manner that there is
no difference between the language of Davus the slave and pert Pythias
when she has conned Simo out of a fortune; or on the other side that of
Silenus, even though he is the warden and servant of a growing god.
Horace uses dominantia in the sense of Aristotle's ta K-opia (icupioq =
dominus). In-ornata coupled with it makes it quite clear that the poet
understands by dominantia words used in their "predominant," "prevailing"
and hence "ordinary" meanings. Ornatus (Koafioq, KaxaoKeDTi) is exactly
the reverse of this. Giacomini's eulogy of Tasso referred to the altezza e . .
.
abondanza degli ornamenti and, in a striking passage attesting the longevity
of these terms, E. R. Curtius^ quotes Dante, who in the Convivio (II. 12.
24) remarked that "e la bellezza neH'ornamento delle parole," and in the
Inferno (2. 67) praised Virgil's "parola omata." Curtius goes on to cite a
French textbook of 1787 (two years therefore before the Revolution) stating
that "le style de I'orateur et celui du poete a besoin d'etre orne." In his
remarks on the passage of Horace quoted, C. O. Brink ^^ notes an isolated
Lumina in Latin rfietorical vocabulary: verborum et senlentiarum ilia lumina quae vacant
Graeci <yir\\uxia, Cicero, Brutus 79. 275. Cicero's praise of Lucretius (muitis luminibus ingeni
[= oxTmaxa b\a\o{ac,\,ad Q.fr. 11. 10. 3 [Watt, OCT p. 69]) should be compared with
"Longinus"' cpccx; . . . tow vou quoted above.
*E. g. with L. Salviati (Weinberg, p. 1018): cf. C. P. Brand, Torquato Tasso (Cambridge
1965). pp. 121 ff.
^ Europdische Literatur und lateinisches Mittelalter (Bern 1948), p. 78.
^^ Horace onPoetry: The 'Ars Poetica' ('Cambridge 1971), p. 285.
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use of dominantia in Horace's sense even as late as the fifth century (the
medical writer Caelius Aurelianus).
But 6v6}j.axa icupia are for the de Sublimitate on a par with jxeya^o-
TTpeTcfi! This completely contradicts both Horace and the normal, Aristo-
telian meaning of the Greek phrase in rhetoric and grammar.^ ^ Even
Diogenes Laertius still has the normal sense (3rd century A.D.?), and of
course so does Horace's contemporary Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
sometimes suggested as the author of the work.
When did this change of meaning take place, and is it widespread? After
no example of this expression was found in the genuine Longinus,^^ a
search of the following texts for Kvpiov ovo|ia or its oblique cases in
"Longinus"' sense was conducted with the help of the Thesaurus Linguae
Graecae: ^^
(a) From corrected texts: Alexander rhetor; Anonyma in Aristotelis artem
rhetoricam commentaria; Anonymi rhetores; Apsines rhetor; Aelius
Aristides rhetor; Hermogenes rhetor; Libanius rhetor et sophista;
Polybius rhetor; Sopater rhetor; Syriani, Sopatri et Marcellini scholia ad
Hermogenis Status; Themistius philosophus et rhetor; Aelius Theon
rhetor.
(b) From uncorrected texts: Adrianus rhetor; Alexander rhetor Ephesius;
Aphareus rhetor; Aristobulus ludaeus philosophus; Demetrius rhetor;
Diodorus rhetor; Lesbonax rhetor; Philiscus rhetor; Polyaenus rhetor;
Timolaus rhetor.
Of these texts, only the Anonyma in Aristotelis artem rhetoricam
commentaria; Hermogenes; Sopater; and Syriani, Sopatri et Marcellini
scholia ad Hermogenis Status offered evidence of Kvpiov 6vo|ia or its cases:
\. Anonyma in Aristotelis artem rhetoricam commentaria (date unknown).
The numerical references are to the pages and lines of H. Rabe's edition of
Anonymi et Stephani in artem rhetoricam commentaria (Berlin 1896):
(a) Kupia ovofiaTa Xeyei xa(; vvpioX-e^iaq. (163. 34)
By Kvpia ovo^iaxa he means words used in their ordinary senses.
(b) Kvpia 6v6|i.aTa Xeyei tot xaxa KvpioXe^iav Xxx|J.pav6^£va• ek
TiapaXXfiXov 5e e^Pe to Kvpiov koI to oiKeiov ax; Ta-uTot ovTa.
(166. 19 ff.)
" See the entry in LSfi s. v. H. 5.
^^AoYy{vov TexvTi 'PtiTopixTi, \n Rhetores Graeci, ed. L. Spengel (Leipzig 1853), I. pp.
299-320.
^' Grateful thanks are due to Professor Theodore Brunner and his staff at Irvine for so readily
answering my query. Professor Brunner estimated from a preliminary survey that Kvpiot; might
occur about 57,000 times in the entire TLG dau bank. It was therefore necessary to make a
perhaps arbitrary selection in a preliminary study.
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He means by Kvpia 6v6|iaxa words used in their ordinary senses. He
takes ordinary and appropriate in the same sense.
(c) ormeiov 5e xo\> 5eiv ev zoiiq Jie^oiq X^oyoiq Kvpioiq ovo^aai
Xpao6ai, 5i6xi Jidvxeq o'l jiaXaiol ptixopeq xovxoiq xP^i^vxai-
Tidvxeq yctp 6iaX£Yovxai tixoi dX.X,riX.oi(; ovvoiiiXovoiv ev
^£xa<popiKOi^ 6v6|iaai xal ox> Kvpiovq. (166. 24 ff.)
A proof that it is necessary to use Kvpia ovo^axa in prose is their use by
all the old orators. <Nowadays> everyone converses or speaks with his
neighbor in metaphorical rather than ordinary language. ''^
(d) 6et)xepo(; 5£ xpono^ noicov oa<pr|veiav x6 xoiq iSioic; Kai
Kvpioic, 6v6^.aoiv cKaoxov 6vo)i.d^eiv xai ^.fi xoiq nepiixovaiv
•fixoi xov(; Ka9' oXcu, oiov xov IwKpdxiiv. (181. 12 ff.)
A second way to gain clarity is to use appropriate and ordinary names for
everything, and not periphrases or universals: for example, "Socrates."
(e) al |iEv ov)v yXmxxai rixoi al SidXcKXOi elolv dyvcoxeq tiM-iv xal
dyvooaxoi, xd 5e Kvpia ia|iEv 6v6|j.axa. (202. 15)
Glosses or dialectical usages are unknown to us and unfamiliar. Ordinary
words we know.
Five examples also occur where ovo|xa loipiov means "proper name."^^
2. Hermogenes (2nd-3rd century A. D), Flepl ibzoiv Xoyoi. Cf. Hermogenis
Opera, ed. H. Rabe (repr. Stuttgart 1969), 2, p. 5, line 80.
exepov hz zxhoc, 5pin\)xrixo(; x6 ek napovo|Aaaiaq, o\)k e^
6noi6xrixo(;, oxav Kvpi© xivi 6v6|iaxi r[ prmaxi xp^od^evoi eix'
e\)0\)q enonevoi xovxo) xpilo^oiieGa Kai ecp' oh \x.j\ Kvpiov eoxi
TipdyM-axcq.
A second type of sarcasm involves an unexpected play on words rather than
punning. We use a noun or verb in its normal sense, and then immediately
go on to apply it to something where it is not normal.
3. Sopater (4th century A.D.). Cf. Rhetores Graeci, ed. C. Walz (Stuttgart
1835, repr. 1968). Example (a) is from the Scholia ad Hermogenis Status
sen artem rhetoricam. Examples (b) and (c) are from the Aiaipeaeiq
ZTiTTmdxcov,
(a) XeYO|iev, 6xi ouSeitoxe 5vvaxai ovoxfivai dv9opian.6<; )iti
jipoTiYr|oa|ievov) opov 6 7ip(oxo(; ztiay\iivoc, x6 Kvpiov eaxe xov
6v6)j.ato(;, 6 5e £vavxiO(; ex xr\c^ evavxioxrixoi; £iXr|(p£ x6 ovoiia.
(Walz 5. 152. 27).
^* This seems to be the sense. Cf. itaque, si antiquum sermonem nostra comparemus, paene
iam quidquid loquimurfigure est. . . , Quint. /. 0. IX. 3. 1.
^^ This usage is attested since Polybius. See below.
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Our argument is that a counter-definition must always be preceded by a
definition. The first is drawn up to contain the normal use of the name: the
counter-definition gets its name from its contrariety.
(b) anb tov ToX,|ifmatO(; xo-bxov e'xei ti\v kXtioiv (xkoXo-oGov. wax'
ei TO 6vo|i.a ek xr\c, Jipd^eax; Kax' a-uxwv Kvpiov, xal ti ti)icopia
(letct xmv voiicov kot' avtcov Kvpia eivai 6<peiXei ctei. (Walz 8. 254.
22)
He takes his sobriquet from this reckless deed, so that, if a name is validly
applied to them that derives from their behavior, their legal punishment
also ought always to be vaUd.
(c) r\ napaypacpvKTi ev )j,ev exei x6 Kiopiov 6vo^a• cove^e-oKxai
5e Kttxd ev6\)5iK{av Ttdvxox; aXX,Ti xvv{, r[ \iia. xmv XoyiKoiv, t[ \im
XQv vo|i.iK£)v. (Walz 8. 267. 31)
A plea of inadmissibility has one normal name, but is of course combined
in relation to the direct plea with another depending on either a point of
logic or a point of law.
4. Syriani, Sopatri et Marcellini scholia ad Hermogenis Status ("post A.D.
saec. 7"). This is from Walz 4, page 400, lines 25-27:
epo\)|j.£v ovv, oxi lidXioxa nev xm koiv© 6v6|j.axi dx; iSiw
expT|<Jaxo- itoXka. ydp koi aXka x© xo\> yivoMq 6v6^axl one, Kvpico
KEXpTixai.
Our explanation will be that he has preferred to use the common name as
proper. There are many other cases of his use of the name of the genus as
if it were specific.
The meaning of icupvov 6vo|a.a as "proper name," is already noted in
LSP for Polybius (VI. 46. 10), Apollonius Dyscolus (2 c. A.D.) and
Herodian (2 c. A.D.). This is a variant of Aristotle's doctrine that the Kupiov
6vo|ia of anything is that by which it is normally known. The anonymous
commentary on the Rhetoric (1. above) shows both usages. All the texts
show that icupiov ovo^a is felt as something ordinary and appropriate
because it defines the prevailing usage of a particular word or term. In no
case is Kvpiov something so unusual or impressive that it could be an aid to
extraordinary or "sublime" effects. There is thus no parallel at all in the
texts scanned to "Longinus'" meaning. The nearest approach to that is
actually listed by LSJ^ s.v. K-opiox;. The adverb, which for Aristotle means
"in the normal sense," is used to mean "in a special or exceptional sense" by
Aristotle's commentator Olympiodorus in the 6th century A.D. But even
this is not really the same as "in a magnificent sense," \LzyaXoKpznG)c„
which would be needed for a complete parallel with de Sublimitate 30. 1.
How far "Longinus" is flying in the face of tradition is shown by his
own use at 28. 1 of tcupioXoyia to imply "words in their ordinary sense."
This meaning was hallowed by centuries of usage in the schools. Tryphon,
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for example, a rhetorician dated by Walz to the time of Augustus, shows
total orthodoxy:
TH^ 6e (ppdaecoq eiSii eial bvo, KupioX-oyia xe kov xponoq.
KvpioXoyta nev ovv eotiv ti 6ia tfii; npo)xr[C, Seoecoq tcov
6vo|idx(ov OTi|j.aivo-uaa- oiov. . . . (Tryphon, Flepi tpoTtcov, Walz 8.
728. 5 ff.)
There are two categories of expression, literal and figurative. Literal
language conveys its message by using the prime significance of words, for
example. . . .
The point is then illustrated by Homer, Iliad. XXIII. 634-37.^^
The term was used by the anonymous commentary on the Rhetoric and
other late authors in the form KvpioXe^ia. Here, the de Sublimitate agrees
with the rhetorical tradition as it still persisted in late antiquity, even in
Eustathius.^'' But two chapters later, as we saw, Kiapioq parallels
\iEyak(mpEnr\<;. Two questions arise:
a. What triggered in the author's mind an interference so powerful that he
reverses the normal meaning—normal even for himself—of the adjective
K-upioq in the phrase K-upia 6v6|j.ata? This meaning is still well
established both in Hermogenes and in the Anonyma in Aristotelis artem
rhetoricam commentaria (and for that matter almost to the end of
antiquity).
b. Can this interference, whatever its cause, have occurred as early as the
first century A.D.,^^ even in the reign of Augustus, as has been suggested
by those who assign the treatise to Dionysius of Halicamassus?
The answer to the second question is obviously no. How could a
professor of rhetoric publish a treatise which, without apology or
explanation, stands on its head the ordinary usage of a technical term of his
art as evidenced by contemporary rhetoricians both in Greek and Latin? If he
had been Dionysius of Halicamassus, this would be a technical term at that
which he had himself applied elsewhere in its usual sense. What would his
readers have made of it? Careful and comparative reading of the De
Sublimitate shows in fact that it heralds quite a different sensibility. In the
assessment of this, its anti-Alexandrianism must be noted. Can the critic
^^The treatise attributed to Gregory of Corinth Gate 12th, early 13th century) by Walz (8. pp.
763 ff.), where a similar definition and illustration of icupioXoYia occurs, is regarded by K.
Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Lilteratur (repr. New Yoric 1970), I. p. 589, as
" KupioA-e^ia, 624. 41; vopioXeKTeoj, 623. 36; 836. 58. See Eustathii Commentarii ad
Homeri Iliadem, ed. M. van der Valk, 11 (Leiden 1976), "Praefatio," p. XUII with note 3.
^^ A. Lesky, for example, following (the unnamed) Wilamowitz, is quite sure that
"Longinus" answered Caecilius of Caleaae "in A.D. 40" {History ofGreek Literature, Eng. ir. p.
830).
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who damns Apollonius with faint praise and Callimachus by indirection
have been the contemporary of Virgil, Crinagoras, or even Quintilian?
The answer to the first question is more complex. In the twelfth
century, Eustathius still maintains the distinction between xpoTioXeKxeco
and K\)pioX,eKtea). A contrary interference so powerful in the case of
"Longinus"—the more powerful the earlier he is dated—must be caused by
cross-cultural factors. Already Cicero speaks of certain verba as propria, as
certa quasi vocabula rerum, paene una nata cum rebus ipsis (de Or. III. 37.
149). The element of conventionality, urged in Plato's Cratylus by the
Parmenidean Hermogenes, is beginning to be attenuated by such a theory.
This feeling was reinforced by those cultures in which the yawning gap
between "word" and "reality" was less obvious than to the Greeks. The
Hebrew davar, for example, means both Xonfoc, and epyov, and K-opioq is the
normal equivalent of the Divine Name in the Septuagint. "The Word(s) of
the Lord" is a concept familiar to Jews and Christians in many senses except
that of "ordinary," "everyday," "normal." This is to enter on a vast field,^^
but in fact Jewish influence has often been noted in the treatise, apart from
the Genesis quotation (9. 9). For the Hebrew mind, the name or shem was
as closely related to the named thing as the shadow is to the body that casts
it.20
To theorists of this persuasion, the eKA-oyfi icopCcov ovo^idtcov could
not therefore be a simple matter of rhetorical effect. It was something more
primitive, less conventional and arbitrary, since the Kt)pia ovoiiaxa are not
so much rhetorical devices as clues to the essence of what is named,
conferred at the time of the invention of language. The Stoics had begun to
follow this line of thought,^' already familiar to Plato; and Philo Judaeus
(no rhetorician) provides an extraordinary example of such confusion of
Hebrew religious and Greek grammatical idiom. He praises the authors of
the Septuagint, for example, for the precision of their work (de Vita Mosis
II. 38):
Kauoi ziq ov)k oTSev, oxi naaa ^ev 5id>.eKTO(;, r\ 5' 'EXXiivikti
5ia<pep6vTC0(;, ovoiidxcov nXo-uxei, xaX xaiixov ev0'unT||i.a oiov xe
jxexacppd^ovxa Kai 7tapa<ppd^ovxa oximaxioai noXXaxSx^,
dXXoxe dXXac; e<pap)j.6^ovxa Xi^eiq; oTcep enl xa'6xii(; xr\q
vo^o9eota<; o\> <paoi ovjiPfivai, ovvevexOtivai 5' ei^ xavxov
" Of which the entiy s.v. "dabar" in Botterweck /Ringgren, Theologisches Worterbuch zum
Alten Testament, 11 (Stuttgart 1977), cols. 89-133 (Bergman, Lutzmann, Schmidt), gives some
inkling.
^See G. Kiltel, Lexikon zum Neuen Testament, V (Stuttgart 1950), pp. 242 ff., esp. pp.
263-64 (H. Bietenhanl); Bauer-Amdt-Gingrich, Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament
and other Early Christian Literature (Chicago / Cambridge, 8th impression 1964), p. 574, col.
2.
Cicero, de Off. 1. 7. 23.
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K^pia K'upioK; 6v6|iaai . xa 'EXXtivikoc zoic, XaXbdiKoic,, evapfio-
oGevta e\) |idXa toiq SriXovnevoK; npdyiiaai.
It is a commonplace that the Greek language is uniquely rich in vocabulary.
It is possible to translate and paraphrase the same thought in many forms
with the help of varying words. But in the case of this giving of the Law
that did not happen. The Greek and Hebrew were precisely correlated, exact
wordfor exact word, well adapted to the revelation given.
It might indeed be possible to translate icopia Kt)p(oi<; ovo^iaai here as
"inspired word for inspired word," something that for an Aristotelian would
never do.
Philo contrasts this precision with the lubricity of normal Greek, where
all kinds of adaptations of a single enthumema are possible. In another
passage {Quod del. potiori insid. soleat, Cohn-Wendland [Berlin 1886], I.
287. 26: cf. II. 95. 8) he speaks of eiKpavxiKcotdxcov Kal Kvpicov
6vo)idxcov, "most expressive and exact words." This collocation of
adjectives, with its graphic ("painterly") nuance, reminds one very much of
the de Sublimitate. Elsewhere in Philo lODpiov ovojia means, not the
"everyday name" of some object, but the "proper name" of the Lord. De
Mutatione Nominum 12 may be adduced:
5{5cooi KaxaxpfioGai iac, av ovojiaxi K-opico xa» "Kvpioq 6 0e6(;."
He permits the use, as if it were a proper name, of the phrase "the Lord
God."
Philo approves of those [Stoic] contemporaries whom he describes as
^TjXTjxiKol x(bv K-opCcov ovojidxcov ("scckcrs after the right names"). But,
if the KiSpiov ovo^a was the normal nomenclature of an object, why was
any search necessary?
It is one thing however to find that a name expresses the essence of a
created thing, and another that it is magnificent. But if God sanctioned the
names, then obviously they may share (like Moses) in His reflected glory.
Philo provides both the evidence of change from the Aristotelian meaning
for which we are looking, and the plus that is missing in the Stoic theory.
The de Praemiis el Poenis marks a culmination in his re-evaluation of
Kvpioq. On section 111 (TtayKaXtoq xpTlodfievoq loic^ 6v6|iaai icupioiq
a|xa Kal npoa<pt)£oiv: "making excellent use of the right and natural
names"), F. H. Colson^^ lists some of Philo's varying usages of Kvpiov
6vop.a23 and continues (my italics):
Here the use is extended further. "Day" is Kvpiov because it expresses the
lesson which Philo draws more exactly than "years" for instance would, and
"number" is Kupiov because it brings out a similar lesson more exactly
^ Loeb Qassical Library, vol. Vm (London and Cambridge, Mass. 1939), p. 457.
^ Which may be studied in detail in J. Leisegang's indices in vol. Vn of Cohn-Wendland, pp.
582-83.
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than "a// thy days" would. Thus the phrase [i.e. Kvpvov ovo^a] has been
made to mean something almost the opposite ofwhat we should call literal
Is not this nayKaXdic, the root of "Longinus"' own wrench (in Formalist
terminology, sdvig) of ovoixaxa loipia towards ^zyaXonpEnr\ in the de
Sublimitatet
It is evident that with Philo we move into a different world from that of
Horace's inornata et dominantia nomina, even though the two were, roughly
speaking, contemporaries. But, as Colson's note shows, for Philo this
reversal of meaning was by no means established. His thought was still
shifting and fluid. He was still engaged in arguing a case. He certainly lays
the groundwork for the change of meaning found in the de Sublimitate but,
one suspects, no more than that. He was after all a speculative thinker and
philosopher, not a rhetorical technician. He was far too conscious of his
Jewish heritage to be so absorbed by the Greek literary achievement.
By the time the de Sublimitate was written by one who evidently was a
professional student of hterature of any kind, and who accords no privileged
status to an Old Testament example paralleled with one from the Iliad, the
traditional meaning of the phrase Kt>pia ovoiiaxa, sanctioned by the
authority of Aristotle, hallowed by centuries of rhetorical teaching, and
presumed by Philo's polemic against Greek glibness, must have begun, in
certain quarters at least, to fade. Now it could mean the word that pened*ated
to the very heart of the thing named, that gave as it were the Creator's
perspective, "putting a speaking soul (vvxt] (p(ovT|tiKTi) into things."
Bereshith (2. 7) related that God had breathed into Adam the breath of life,
and that he thus became a "living soul," nepesh hajjah, in the Septuagint
\j/\)XTi C^oa. But, in "Longinus", where the sublime artist with words
becomes himself a kind of creator, bringing the bloom of life to his
sculptures.^"* \fMxy\ (ptovritiKTi also seems a loaded expression, and the
unexpected use of nepesh on the Qumran scrolls to mean "throat as the
organ of speech" (= "speaking soul") may be dimly at work in the
phraseology of the Greek.^ Philo had commended Moses' modesty as an
orator, but made God answer him {De Vita Mosis I. 84):
^The imagery is already known to Pindar. Cf. Nem. 5. 1 ff., and J. K. Newman / F. S.
Newman, Pindar's An (Hddesh&im 1984), pp. 114-18.
^Nepesh normally denotes in Hebrew the throat as breathing, or as eating, hungering,
desiring, rather than speaking. But "My nepesh (= "throat" = yuxri ) roars so as to praise Thy
name" is quoted from the Qumran finds (llQPsal9. 8) in Botterweck-Ringgren-Fabry,
Theologisches Worterbuch zum Allen Testament V (1986), col. 553 (H. Seebass). Seebass adds
that the verb here is appropriate to a lion (cf. Pindar's ©puaai, 01. 9. 109, with which LSJ^
compare LXX Ps. 37 [38]: 9). He also notes expressions from the scrolls such as "With my
whole leb and my whole nepesh I bless / glorify TTiee."
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otpa ye oiYvoEiq, Eine, tov 66vxa ctvGpwnq) ax6\ia vai Kaxa-
OKEvdoavxa y^'ii't'tav koI dpiTipiav kuI xf|v dnaoav X-oyiKriq
(pcovfiq opycxvonoiiav; avxoq el|i.i iydt.
Do you not know, he said, the One who gave to man a mouth, and who
formed the tongue and throat and all the instrumentality of rational
discourse? It is I Myself.
The notion of the "speaking soul" seems very close to this.^^
A Hellenized Jew in Philo's tradition would understand that a \\fvxr[
(pcovTiTiKTi fresh from praising the Name of the Lord Most High (to ovo^ia
KvpCoD -uvi/faTo-o) and now imitating His creative act in words could not use
in its sublime task Aristotle's kind of ovo^axa xrupia. MeYa>,07tpe7ifi
would alone be appropriate, since the Lord alone is great, and that is what
KTupia would now have to mean. The implicit theory of artistic creativity
reminds one of Pygmalion, most familiar from Ovid's Metamorphoses,
although even he neeeded the help of Aphrodite. Orthodox Jewish unease
with the idol and even with the golem, which had no cpcov-ri, may be
contrasted.^"^
The author of the de Sublimitate was not the genuine Longinus, since
in the passage compared by Luck^* with de Subl. 30. 1 precisely the
characteristic element is missing. For the same reason, he was not a Greek,
even though he had received (like St. Paul) an excellent Greek education.
He brings different attitudes to literature, as his preoccupation with the
ultimately religious term ekplexis shows. Yet he does not for all that
question Uie primacy or paradigmatic status of Greek literature. He was not
therefore a culniral partisan, like Philo or even Josephus in the first century.
He wrote at a time when traditional rhetorical ideas and even terminology
were open to radical modification. He was not however a vox clamantis in
deserto. He expected his readers to "need no reminder" {\vc\ koX Tiepixxov fi
Tipoq ei66i:a<; Sie^ievai). The recipient of the treatise was obviously not
meant to be puzzled by his redefinition of lojpioq. In Greek, the Umdeutung
may possibly be signalled by the time of Olympiodorus, even though the
Aristotelian meaning persisted in the Christian Bishop Eustathius (tll94?);
and in the Latin tradition the original sense of Horace's dominantia verba is
Isocrates had already described language as man's most distinguishing characteristic
(Antidosis 293-94). We cannot wholly separate the Greek and the non-Greek in ideas, any more
than we can do that in vocabulary.
^ Cf. OT Ps. 115:4 and. in the same tradition. ei6coXa acptova. NT 1 Ep. Cor. 12:2. The
golem, particularly associated wiih Rabbi Low in 16ih century Prague (his memory still persists
at ihe old Jewish Synagogue there), but known long before him. was also dumb. The clay
sparrows in The Infancy Story ofThomas, by contrast, "went away chirping" (Edgar Hennecke,
New Testament Apocrypha, ed. Wilhehn Schneemelcher. Volume I. Eng. tr. R. McL. Wilson
[Philadelphia 1963]. p. 393). and this of course is the point of an anecdote that appears to baffle
exegetes. Contrast the typically religious "amazement" that ensues in the apocryphal Gospel
narrative.
^ Op. cit., 1 10. citing Spengel Te%vTi 'PriTopiKTi
, p. 304 = p. 558 W.
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still preserved in the fifth century. An enquiry opens of wide compass, but
for the moment what it all suggests is that we should look for as late a date
for the de Sublimitate as is compatible with the other evidence, and for its
author in one of the schools of rhetoric scattered during the Empire around
the lands of the Middle East, though not too far from one land to be
unruffled, in spite of Greek sophistication, by ruakh elohimP
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
^'Cf. ckPoXti xo\> 6ainovio\) TtvevnaToc;, 33. 5.
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M. Minucius Felix as a Christian Humanist
MICHAEL VON ALBRECHT
I. Life, Work and Chronology
M. Minucius Felix, a lawyer in Rome, was bom perhaps in North Africa, a
region Juvenal calls the "nurse of barristers" (7. 148). Indeed the names
Minucius gives to the interlocutors of his dialogue Octavius ^ are attested
epigraphically in North Africa; moreover, Caecilius, the defender of
paganism, mentions Pronto, who attacked the Christians, and calls him his
countryman from North African Cirta (9. 6). Finally, the fact that the book
has been handed down to us as the so-called "eighth book" of Amobius
suggests that the archetype was an edition of North African authors. As for
the date, the Octavius was written between a.d. 160 and 250, for on the one
hand Minucius quotes Fronto (9. 6; 31. 2), and on the other hand he is cited
by Novatian, Sixtus and St. Cyprian. There are points which support a date
after 197,^ i.e. after Tertullian's Apologeticum: St. Jerome {epist. 70. 5)
places Tertullian before Minucius; Lactantius, however, mentions him after
TertuUian, but does not aim at a chronological order {inst. 5. 1. 21). Since
Tertullian proves quite independent in many other cases, he is not likely to
have adhered to Minucius^ so closely. On the other hand Minucius,
provided that he is the later author, follows the same principle in imitating
Tertullian as he does in his adaptations of Cicero and Plato."*
The importance attached to Ciceronian and Vergilian quotations reminds
us today more of Novatian and St. Cyprian than of Tertullian. The use of
Ciceronian style, being typical of dialogue as a literary genre, is not
^ Text: J. Beaujeu's edition of Minucius Felix (with a French translation and a commentary,
Paris 1964). English translation with a commentary: G. W. Qarke, New York and Pyramus
1974 {Ancient Christian Writers 39).
^ A. V. Hamack, Geschichte der allchristlichen Literatur bis Eusebius, 2. Theil, Die
Chronologie, 2. Bd., Die Chronologie der Literatur von Irenaeus bis Eusebius (Leipzig 1904),
pp. 324-30.
^ B. Axelson, Das Prioritdtsproblem Tertullian-Minucius Felix (Lund 1941: Skrifier utgivna
av vetenskap-societeten i Lund 27).
* C. Becker, Der Octavius des Minucius Felix, Heidnische Philosophie undfrUhchristliche
Apologelik, Sitzungsberichte (Miinchen 1967), p. 2.
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chronological evidence; but the fact that Minucius decided to adopt the form
of dialogue (instead of the apologetical libellus) might give us a
chronological hint. More important are the historical reasons: The
Christian religion has penetrated into the sphere of Roman magistrates and
martyrdom is no longer an immediate problem but a subject of
philosophical and literary reflection (37); such an attitude is not likely to be
adopted in times of persecution. Minucius' remarks on the emperor and the
Roman Empire (25 ff.) are more contemptuous than Tertullian's and more
typical, indeed, of a period of decay. The stress laid on philosophy at the
cost of Christian dogma makes sense only in the third century. Another
terminus post quern might be the foundation of the Serapeum in Rome
under the rule of Caracalla (2. 4; 21. 3). The fact that Minucius is
spiritually somewhat close to Amobius is a further argument for dating him
rather late, in particular under the reign of Alexander Severus, or between
Maximinus Thrax and Decius.
Here someone might object that Fronto's attack must have been more
recent if it is mentioned by Minucius. The answer would be that in
antiquity Fronto had been a well-known author for a very long time, and,
consequently, we are not compelled to consider him a contemporary of
Minucius. Moreover, African authors are fond of quoting their countrymen,
even when there are chronological or ideological barriers. Consider
Augustine's references to Apuleius. It is then that the provinces begin to
develop a literary and artistic life of their own. Finally Christian apologists
often answer pagan attacks only after a delay of decades, as happened with
Origen and Celsus.^
II. Art and Reality^
It is true that the Octavius is meant to be a literary work of art in the
tradition of the philosophical dialogue, not a mere record of a conversation
that actually had taken place. However, the laws themselves of the literary
genre encourage the introduction of real persons, whether they are friends of
the author or representatives of an earlier generation. The death of a friend,
used as an occasion on which to raise a literary monument for him, is in
itself part of a literary tradition; nevertheless, the tradition does not exclude
sincerity in the individual case. In general, ancient writers do not like mere
fiction. They prefer formulating their personal experiences in terms of their
literary experiences, and thereby conferring a more general resonance on
them.
^ We cannot judge of De Fato Contra Malhematicos , a book ascribed to Minucius; its
authenticity was doubled by St. Jerome for stylistic reasons (Jerome, vir. ill. 58, PL 23, p. 669;
of. epist. 70. 5 Ad Magnum, ed. J. Labourt [Paris 1953], T. 3, p. 214).
^ Excellent in Beaujeu. pp. xxiii-xxxi.
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Another question, quite independent of the problem of historical truth,
is the assimilation and transformation of things observed and experienced
into a literary context. Minucius draws sensitive pictures of children (2. 1
;
3. 5 ff.), and creates even more sophisticated portraits of adults. Octavius,
the defender of Christianity, is a typical father, combining kindness with
severity; his humor is generally urbane, although occasionally somewhat
rustic (28. 9). First he challenges his partner by a slightly provincial
Puritanism; then he converts him by philosophical arguments. On the other
hand, the pagan Caecilius is lively, even passionate and full of juvenile
revolt at first; then he yields in a fair way and is firmly determined to
convert his rhetorical defeat into a moral victory over himself. We shall
return to the surprising but realistic mixture of philosophical skepticism and
devotion to religious tradition in his character.
Now we have to consider how the dialogue fits into its epoch. At that
time Christian apologetic writing in a dignified literary form was something
new, and it made its appearance in Latin literature first, Minucius' claim to
create a "classical" work of art, competing with Cicero and Plato, was a
pretention unknown to the Greek apologists of that time. In that epoch, the
Christian reUgion began to penetrate into the higher ranks of Roman society
and strove to win an educated public. Anyone who knows the innate
sensitivity of the Latin race in matters of language and their idolatry of
formal perfection will understand that there were only very few educated
Romans who voluntarily submitted themselves to the linguistic torture of
reading the Bible in the raw Latin of Jerome's forerunners. It is obvious,
consequently, that a book like the Octavius was in great demand as a means
for converting the educated.
III. Literary Genre, Sources, and Models
Tertullian, the great pioneer of Christian Latin literature and the immediate
predecessor of Minucius, had stood somehow in his own light. His too
subtle paradoxes were liable to convince insiders, rather than outsiders. His
passionate metaphorical language made his work difficult to the point of
obscurity, the heaviest of reproaches to a Latin author. In addition, even
benevolent readers were deterred from reading his work because of his
sectarianism. The variety and richness of Tertullian's work show that
Christian Latin literature was in statu nascendi, but it also reflects the
experimental stage of the corresponding Greek literature. This stage of
"expansion" is followed by a period of "contraction," in which Minucius
Felix restricts himself to a limited number of subjects; as far as choice of
models is concerned, he prefers the Latin tradition. In this case a perfect
artistic achievement occurs earlier in Latin Christian literature than in
Greek. Equally, at the end of the patristic epoch, we shall find a literary
achievement unparalleled in Greek literature, the Consolatio of Boethius.
According to the judgment of many Hellenists, Atticism exerted a disastrous
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influence on Greek literature by paralyzing its creative forces and reducing it
to poverty. It is not up to us to decide if this is the full truth, even for the
Greeks; Latin authors, struggling for a good style and emulating Cicero and
other great authors, certainly undergo a strong discipline which is
stimulating at the same time. So the rise of new classical books on
Christian topics is favored.
The scientific level of argument and the artistic aspects of form, as well
as the character of language and style, depend to some extent on literary
genre. The choice of the philosophical dialogue, not used earlier by
Christians against paganism, implies for a Latin author competition with
Cicero. The problem especially concerns his five books De natura deorum
because of their theological subject, and his dialogue Hortensius because of
its being a "protrepticus." Even the use of a proper name as a title reminds
us of this model. The two works of Cicero just mentioned will be preferred
by Christian readers even later. Amobius will declare that fanatical pagans
ought to insist on burning the De natura deorum since by that book the
Christian truths are confirmed {adv. nat. 3. 7). Augustine's first conversion
will be due to his reading Cicero's Hortensius (conf. 3. 4. 7). So
Minucius' choice of texts exerts an important influence on the Christian
understanding of Cicero.''
Let us now enter into some particulars. The introduction, evoking the
late friend, recalls the beginning of the second book De oratore; the
technique of setting is reminiscent of De legibus. A dialogue which
contains a warning against being seduced by specious arguments is inserted
between the two speeches. This technique can be traced back to Plato
{Phaedo 88b-90b). In addition, the Octavius follows a younger literary
tradition^ of oratorical contest in the presence of an umpire. Only since the
end of the first century A.D. have umpires appeared in dialogues; authors
were either following bucolic tradition or imitating real life. We find a hint
of it in the Tacitean Dialogus (4.2-5.2), and more elaborate examples in
Plutarch.^ In the Attic Nights of Gellius (18. 1), one of Plutarch's friends,
Favorinus of Aries, a renowned rhetorician of the second century A.D., acts
as an umpire between a Stoic and a Peripatetic philosopher in a dispute on
happiness. As in the Octavius the place of action is Ostia, and between the
two speeches a short dialogue is inserted. Favorinus is a skeptic like
Caecilius in the Octavius', one of his admirers is Fronto.
By his choice of setting and his insertion of the short dialogue
Minucius seems to emphasize his opposition to Fronto's circle. Indeed,
Fronto, a central figure of literary life in the second century, had attacked the
^ I. Opelt, "Ciceros Schrift De natura deorum bei den lateinischen Kirchenvatem," Anlike and
Abendland 12 (1966), 141-55.
* W. Baehrens, "Literarische Beitrage," Hermes 50 (1915), 456-63; Beaujeu, pp. xx ff.
' Quaestiones convivales 1. 2. 2, 615E; 9. 15. 1, 747B; Non posse suaviler vivi secundum
Epicurum 15. 1096F; Amatorius 3, 750A.
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Christians, a fact explicitly mentioned by Minucius (9. 6; 31. 2). Was it a
special speech against the Christians'^ or only an incidental attack? The
delay of Minucius' answer, combined with the fact that Pronto is quoted
only casually, suggests the first supposition: there is every reason to
believe that it was a very well-known and important book by the
rhetorician. If this is true, Latin literature gained a lead over the Greek in
the field of anti-Christian polemics. This perspective is surprising only at
first glance and fits without difficulty into that bilingual epoch. We may
add as a parallel the fact that the Octavius, the first literary dialogue between
a Christian and a pagan, was written in Latin too.
Minucius almost exclusively uses Latin authors. Along with Cicero
and the tradition of Latin dialogue mentioned above, Seneca is a source of
moral philosophy. For example, in chapters 36 ff., De providentia is used
repeatedly. I am not sure if it is necessary to suppose a florilegium of
Seneca in order to explain the stack of references to Seneca which will be
found again in Lactantius.^' Of course Minucius Felix also knew African
authors, for he cites Apuleius' De deo Socrads (37. 9).
As for Greek apologists,'^ in spite of numerous similarities of theme,
there are almost no positive verbal reminiscences. The reason may be that
Minucius follows a different aim. It is true that the form of dialogue was
used occasionally in anti-Jewish polemics. (Ariston of Pella wrote a
dialogue between Jason and Papiskos about Christ, and Justin was the
author of a dialogue with Tryphon.) It was also used perhaps in anti-
heretical literature,'^ but Minucius is not at all likely to have known those
writings. Usually the Greek apologies adopt the form of the libellus, a
request to the legal authorities to end the persecution. There is no point in
using this form in a time of religious peace. In fact, the Octavius is more
a protrepticus than a juridical apology. Likewise, the content of such
apologies does not serve Minucius' purpose. Aristeides and Theophilos refer
to unclassical sources (Jewish authors) and give lengthy quotations from the
Bible. Tatian even attacks Greek culture. One may add that at the time the
rather modest quality of Greek apologetic writings was not a suitable model
for an author who laid claim to higher literary standards. Once more, it was
a Latin author who exerted a decisive influence on Minucius in this field,
namely TertuUian.
^° P. Frassinetli, "L'orazione di Frontone contro i Cristiani," Giornale Italiano di Filologia 2
(1949X238-54.
^* P. Courcelle, "Virgile et rimmanence divine chez Minucius Felix," Mullus, Festschrift Th.
Klauser (Munster 1964: = Jahrbuchfiir Antike und Chrislentum, Erganzungsband 1), pp. 34-^2.
^2 Qarke, transl. p. 26.
^^ The debate between Manes and Archelaos, for instance, was written before 350, and
Iherefore much later than the Octavius {Die griechischen chrisllichen Schriftsleller der ersten 3
Jahrhunderle, vol. 16, Hegemonius, Acta Archelai, ed. Ch. H. Beeson [Leipzig 1906*]. I am
very grateful to L. Koenen for calling my attention to this book).
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Greek philosophers are often mentioned by Minucius. He is also our
only witness for some doxographical material, but, as we can infer from
some of his misunderstandings, he had not read those authors, except certain
passages from Plato and Xenophon. Much evidence for the history of
philosophy was taken from Cicero's De Natura Deorum, but the purpose had
been skilfully changed. Minucius chose the main literary form of academic
skepticism in order to combat skepticism. Agreements between Minucius
and Clement of Alexandria suggest a dependence on Posidonius or a similar
intermediate source with which Minucius complemented his Ciceronian
model. Maybe it is easier to suppose a doxographical book or a
florilegium. The most striking fact in this survey is perhaps the lack of
direct quotations from the Bible; there are only allusions. This is owing to
the purpose of the Octavius, which we shall consider later.
IV. Literary Technique
Before labelling the Octavius as a "mosaic" and condemning it, we have to
consider the principles which determine its structure.^'* It is only in this
context that we can grasp the function of its imitations. According to
rhetorical principles, two contrary standpoints are explained in two parallel
speeches. But though both speeches are constructed roughly in the same
way, Minucius avoids pedantic symmetry. So the Christian's discourse is
not only longer, but Octavius goes beyond the issues raised by the pagan by
setting them in a wider context (see especially 19-20.1; 21-24; 26.8-27).
Since they attempt to re-evaluate such terms as "religion" and
"superstition," those digressions prove to be indispensable. In the same
way as the two speeches, the introduction and the setting are connected with
the book as a whole. This intention is manifest in the striking repetition of
crucial terms. To the pagan "religion" is a synonym for paganism, and
"superstition" a synonym for Christianity, and yet the same words have the
opposite meaning for the Christian. If we compare the last sentences of the
two speeches, the words are almost identical, the meanings opposite (13. 5
with 38. 7). The correspondence of the last sentences announces the
conversion of the pagan. He will even be able to maintain his first
statement, after the key words have acquired a new and deeper sense. The
same words are stressed at the end of the preface (1. 5): Octavius leads
Caecilius from "superstition" to "true religion" (vera religid). In its context
this does not mean the "only true religion," but religion in the full sense of
the word. The adjective is not merely a laudatory epithet but a
differentiating one [similarly elsewhere, Minucius, speaking of "true"
freedom (38), changes the traditional meaning of the word].
Such repetitions of key words help us to understand the unity of the
Octavius', but they are also characteristic of the changes of the dialogue as a
^'* C. Becker, above, note 4.
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genre. While Cicero in his dialogues tries to be impartial (though not
succeeding so far as Epicureanism is concerned) and does not pretend to be a
missionary, for Minucius the dialogue culminates in the conversion; this is
an advantage from the dramatic point of view. Thus a real change of attitude
arises from the theoretical discussion.
The kiss by which Caecilius pays homage to the pagan god Serapis (2.
4) is an important link between the setting and the book as a whole. By
this gesture the theme of the book, religion and superstition, is symbolized.
It immediately provokes Octavius' reproach (3. 1) and ultimately the debate
(cf. 4. 3 ff.). Finally it finds its match in Caecilius' embracing the
Christian religion. Similarly, the key word "wisdom" occurs in the
introduction (1. 4), the setting (3. 2; 4. 4), and at the end (40. 1), partly
accompanied by its antonym "error." The artistic unity is enhanced by the
elaborate framework and by the effects of perspective. There are three
chronological levels in the preface: the present (Minucius as an elderly man
who lost his friend Octavius), a remote past (Minucius and Octavius as
young people), and a past closer to the present (the visit of Octavius and the
conversion of Caecilius). Thus, the time of the dialogue is symmetrically
framed by two more periods of time, while the friendship with Octavius
lasted through all three epochs of the author's life. This kind of framing
favors a sympathetic approach and aesthetic distance at the same time.^^
Another hint that helps the reader to understand the artistic design of the
Octavius is given by the author, who sometimes unmasks himself.
Obviously, the pagan's ideas oscillate between theoretical atheism and
practical acceptance of the traditional cults. It is true that this attitude is
psychologically probable and even typical of the mentality of educated
people of that time, but nevertheless Octavius needs only to point out this
manifest inconsistency in order to be sure of winning the game. Minucius
not only notices that problem; he even stresses it in an ironical way. He
makes Octavius ask himself if the talk of Caecilius has been muddled on
purpose, or if it stumbles by mistake (16. 1). For a moment, the reader
becomes the accomplice of the author who between the lines prides himself
on his predilection for Christianity. (Compare the literary Minucius in the
inserted talk, the one-sidedness of which was rightly challenged by
Caecilius.) This re-evaluation of partiality is symptomatic of the change of
dialogue as a genre from Cicero to Minucius, who gives a new orientation
to traditional material.
The author's design also causes important changes of form and style. In
this respect, the passages which we can compare with Tertullian are most
eloquent. Crude naturalism is avoided, sentences lacking in symmetry are
harmonized, rough syntax is smoothed. Minucius is fond of dicola and
^^ Different levels of action are also found in the setting: the serious contest is playfully
anticipated in the world of children (cf. the vocabulary of contest and victory in chapters 3 and
40).
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tricola, and of chiasmus and parallelism. Even more characteristic is his
use of asyndeta with a hvely effect (3. 6; 20. 5; 7. 6; 17. 5) and significant
hyperbata, which concentrate complex meaning into a single artistic unit
("et illam oculorum etiam in seriis hilaritatem" 4. 2). Since Minucius
follows the rules of classical prose rhythm very strictly, even
monotonously, it is all the more difficult to reconstruct the text of Pronto
he had attacked. In fact, because of his ideas on Latin style, Minucius
cannot but change each sentence of his model. While Pronto is fond of rare
and unfamiliar words, Minucius tries to avoid them. That applies even to
technical terms of Christian theology. It is true that his Latin is not quite
Ciceronian (the verb effigiare, for instance, is first attested in the writings of
his African countryman Apuleius) and other expressions are colloquial,
archaic, or poetic (especially in the descriptions of nature). On the whole,
however, Minucius' language^^ is both modem and classical, both up to date
and timeless. His liking for excessive symmetry reveals the hand of a late
writer; yet, many expressions, pregnant with meaning and full of freshness,
give evidence of a technique that has reached the level of art.
The metaphors are chosen carefully; according to the missionary
purpose, symbols that are common to pagans and Christians are found at
crucial points of the text. In the introduction, while speaking of his own
conversion, Minucius uses the venerable language of Greek mysteries to
give a background for the conversion of his friends: "When I emerged from
the depths of darkness to the light of wisdom and truth" (1. 4). These
metaphors which are frequently used in antiquity (even by Lucretius, e.g. III.
1) take on a new meaning when pronounced by a Christian (baptism being
literally a process of diving and emerging), without giving offence to the
pagan reader.
The same may be said of the allegory of fighting, which equally fits the
Stoic sage and the Christian martyr (37). Another example is the metaphor
of gold proved by fu-e (36. 9; Sen., Prov. 5. 10 and NT I Petr. 1:6). If
Octavius occasionally chooses a vulgar metaphor (28. 9), this suits well his
being characterized as an "offspring of Plautus' race, the foremost of bakers"
(14. 1). But the passage is also significant in itself, since Serapis, the god
of a mystery religion competing with Christianity, is the target of the crude
joke. The unholy flatus ventris is certainly meant to counterbalance the
pious kiss thrown by Caecilius to Serapis. It becomes evident that in the
course of the dialogue paganism is degraded from "religion" to
"superstition." Likewise, the almost imperceptible process of devaluation
of heathen philosophy culminates in the bold caricature of Socrates as a
clown from Attica (38. 5). Equally, the strong metaphor erupit ("he burst
out") is kept for Caecilius' utterances (16. 5; 40. 1), a feature in harmony
1^ Valuable comments on language and style: E. Lofstedt, Syntactica, vol. I (Lund 1928,
1956^). pp. 192, 256, 342; vol. n (Lund 1933), p. 384, note 1; idem, Vermischte Studien zur
lateinischen Sprachkunde und Syntax (Lund 1936), pp. 74, 83, 148.
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with his volcanic temper and the suddenness of his conversion. Thus the
range of stylistic devices and rhetorical colors used by Minucius is by no
means poor; just because he uses the brighter colors more rarely, their effect
in the context is all the more striking.
V. Philosophical and Religious Aspects
Minucius is the only Christian apologist not to enter into Christological
problems; he does not even mention the name of Christ. He confines
himself to the items of monotheism, divine providence, the purity of
Christian life, and the immortality of the soul (34. 8). We shall come back
to the motives for this reserve.
Like many other Church Fathers before the middle of the third century,
Minucius is strongly influenced by Stoic philosophy, a fact due not only to
Tertullian's impact. Chrysippus' theology and his physical interpretation of
myths are best transmitted to us by Minucius (19. 11). He is the only
witness for the philosophy of Persaios of Kition (21. 2). He paints the
clearest picture of an attempt to connect the Stoic doctrine of ecpyrosis (the
destruction of the world through fire) with the Biblical concept of the end of
the world (34); his praise of creation as a proof of the existence of God is
particularly striking (17). He is the only author to mention Britain as an
example of divine providence, since the lack of sunshine there is
recompensed by the warmth of the sea [an allusion to the Gulf Stream,
taken undoubtedly from a Stoic author (18. 3)]. Together with the Stoics,
Minucius thinks that in the best of all worlds everything is arranged ar its
best and for man's best good—a kind of anthropocentric optimism that had
seemed rather problematic to a man like Kelsos. Just like the Stoics and
even more than Tertullian, Minucius lays stress on the fact that man is
intimately connected with the universe and with God (11. 1; 17. 2), an idea
he has in common with Gnostics and Middle Platonists (Asclepius 10). In
a Stoic vein (though in opposition to the supercilious intellectual arrogance
of Caecilius), Octavius declares (18. 11) reason and perception to be given
to all human beings without any difference, an opinion expressed already by
Tertullian (Apol. 17. 5-6). Moral items (such as the virtue of martyrs,
poverty, the worthlessness of the theatre) are treated in the manner of the
Stoic and Cynic diatribe. The idea that our hearts must be the temple of
God and the place for true worship (32) harmonizes with Stoic (Sen., fr. 123
Haase) and Epicurean thought (Lucr. V. 1198-1203). Another feature
Minucius shares with these schools of thought is his so-called materialism
in spiritual matters, the lack of ability or readiness to consider spirit as
something totally immaterial and abstract. Although he uses Stoic
arguments to prove the existence of divine providence, Minucius, who
believes in free will, rejects Stoic determinism.
Plato also plays an important role—a fact which, by the way, favors
dating Minucius in the transitional stage between the "Stoic" and the
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"Platonic" period of patristic thought, which is the second quarter of the
third century A.D. The short dialogue inserted between the two speeches, the
form and content of which are influenced by Plato, is used by Minucius
Felix to attack academic skepticism. The Christian author reverses the
function of Velleius' "Epicurean" catalogue of philosophers (as it is to be
found in Cicero's De Natura Deorum). Minucius gives it not only a positive
purpose but also a new culmination by quoting Plato, who is assigned a
place of honor among the precursors of Christianity. Finally, Middle
Platonism seems to have exerted an influence also on Minucius'
anthropology and demonology.
On the whole, our author advocates a very moderate attitude toward
pagan philosophy, more similar to Justin and Athenagoras than to
Tertullian (not to mention Theophilus of Antioch). Nevertheless, during
the dialogue there is some change in this respect. First, Minucius contents
himself with stating agreements (34. 8), but he is not unaware of the
differences (cf. 19. 15 the qualification expressed through/ere). In principle,
the superiority of revelation is presupposed already in 19. 4 and 15; yet the
denigration of worldly wisdom is prepared for very cautiously, with
criticism becoming more pointed only towards the end.
In a similar way, the concept of wisdom changes. Being a clever
psychologist, Minucius does not insist on the paradoxes of faith, which are
not likely to convince outsiders, but he makes the pagan Caecilius raise the
question of "wisdom." Just because of its ambiguity, this word is a useful
starting point for a dialogue (for instance, it has a Christian meaning in 16.
5). Like Minucius himself (1. 4), Caecilius will get rid of his "blindness"
(caecus, cf. 3. 1; 4. 3) and achieve wisdom and insight into truth. Because
of this metamorphosis, the oratorical contest becomes a dramatic process, in
the course of which the pagan unmasks his own intellectual arrogance. In
the beginning of the contest he presumes to defend wisdom and to teach the
uneducated, conceited Christians to know themselves. Later on, however,
he becomes enraptured with his own eloquence and falls into a naive pride,
which gives the lie to his talk on modesty. Seen against the background of
Caecilius' presumption, the thesis of Octavius, which represents wisdom as
innate in all human beings, has a specifically Christian ring (which it may
lose if detached from its context). In this way the dialogue gains a
philosophical meaning as an intellectual process. Hence we are supposed to
respect the specific function of elements in their context without
emphasizing doctrines in isolation.
What is the role of philosophy in our dialogue? Minucius explicitly
states that the terms "Christians" and "philosophers" are equivalent (20. 1),
and thus he varies Plato's famous saying about kings and philosophers, in
the spirit of Justin or Athenagoras. This alliance with philosophy offers
considerable advantages in the discussion with paganism. On the one hand,
a long time ago Greek philosophy had furnished several more or less critical
approaches to pagan religion: first, the allegorical interpretation of mythical
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persons as natural phenomena, as was done by the philosophers from the
sixth century B.C. to the Stoics; second, the rationalistic and historical
reinterpretation of gods as great men, as represented by Euhemerus; third,
moralistic criticism of myths, as attested from Xenophanes and Plato
onwards; finally, the integration of gods into a hierarchy of demons in the
style of the Middle Platonists.
On the other hand, there was an eminently positive argument. At that
time most of the philosophical schools had embraced monotheism as a
scientific theory and described piety, not in terms of ritual, but of moral
attitude. Many educated pagans, while theoretically accepting monotheism,
in practice stuck to polytheism. In that situation the Christians who, along
with the Jews, were the only ones to profess a monotheistic religion, had
every reason to share a common cause with the philosophers and to
recommend their religion as the only one scientifically proven and
acceptable. Far from being a representative of liberal theology, an antique
Renan, Minucius expounded his beliefs in a rationalistic way because the
historical situation and the mentality of educated readers imposed it on him.
Hence, the absence of direct quotations from the Bible is no proof of
Minucius' ignorance in theological matters; he just chooses an "exoteric"
form of preaching to reach all people of good will. While other Christians
usurp the role of philosophers and sophists in a more popular way, down to
the adaptation of the philosophers' beards and their miraculous legends,
Minucius challenges scientific discussion.
Let us finally have a look at the philosophical and religious ideas truly
alive in Minucius' day. Not long before him lived Sextus Empiricus.
Thus, in the domain of philosophy, the Skeptics, not the Stoics or the
"dogmatic" Platonists, are his real enemies. Hence the final assault against
their alleged ancestor, Socrates. In the field of religion, neither the brilliant
attacks against ancient Roman religion, which had long been moribund, nor
those against Greek mythology, which had almost completely turned into
literature, are really relevant. The dangerous rivals of Christian religion are
first the cult of the emperor, a hazardous item that Minucius cautiously
avoids, and second the gods of mysteries, among whom he chooses Serapis
as the object of his derision. By dating the conversion at the grape harvest,
a time preferred for initiations to the mysteries of Isis,^^ Minucius seems to
give an additional hint of his polemical attitude towards a cult very much in
favor at that time in Africa and Rome.
VI. Tradition and Influence
Later stories of conversions [St. Cyprian's iad Donatum 1), Augustine's,^*
^^ P. Courcelle, Les Confessions de Saint Augustin dans la tradition littiraire. Antecidents et
postiriti (Paris 1963), p. 122.
^8 Op. cit., pp. 121 ff.
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Ennodius' (334)] can hardly be understood without Minucius as a model.
Also his reading of Cicero's De Natura Deorum and Hortensius has found
followers. Lactantius is greatly indebted to him; St. Jerome passes
judgment on his style; in modem times, Minucius is especially appreciated
by Renan.^'
The dialogue Octavius has been handed down to us as the "eighth
(octavus) book of Arnobius" in a ninth-century marmscript (Paris. 1661),
which is handsome but full of errors. A copy of it to be found in Brussels
is of little use. The excerpts in a book ascribed to St. Cyprian (Quod idola
dii non sint^^) are more helpful for establishing the text. In chapter 18. 8
for instance, Pseudo-Cyprian supplies the original words tactu purior est,
which are lacking in the manuscripts.
VII. Conclusion
Minucius opens a new era in Latin apologetic writing. Intellectually, he is
more closely related to Arnobius and Lactantius than to Tertullian. So far
as the content is concerned, it is less important for Minucius to answer the
current reproaches against Christianity than to appeal to philosophical
thought and culture in a positive sense. He is aware of the Roman tradition
and of his educated Roman public. In dogmatic affairs, his reticence is
equally due to his public; consequently, some generations later it is no
longer understood. It seems high time to stress the "scientific" approach of
Minucius' "untheological" way of preaching. He is no deist. As for the
literary aspects of his work, it announces a first, real renaissance of Cicero's
philosophical works. In Minucius' Octavius, Christian apologetic writing
comes to an artistic, harmonious, almost classical form. If this happens for
once earlier in Latin literature than in Greek, it is because of the especially
persistent tradition of the Latin dialogue.
University ofHeidelberg
^' Octavius, introd. e commento a cura di M. Pellegrino (Torino, Soc. Ed. Intemaz. 1947),
pp. 49 ff. (= E. Renan, Marc-Aurele et la fin du monde antique, ed. Calmann-Levy [Paris
192523]), p. 389.
^ Courcelle, op. cit., thinks il genuine; usually it is thought to be later than Lactantius.
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The Miracles ofCyrus and John:
New Old Readings from the Manuscript
JOHN DUFFY
The Miracles of Cyrus and John, an elaborate account of some seventy cases
of miraculous cures at the shrine of these two saints at Menuthis in Egypt,
was written around the year a.d. 610 by Sophronius the Sophist, later
Patriarch of Jerusalem (634-638), who lavished on this work his abundant
rhetorical talents and produced a piece of literature nearly as noteworthy for
its form and style as for its contents. The Miracles is one of those texts
whose survival has depended almost totally on one manuscript, in this case
the Vaticanus graecus 1607, an expertly written parchment codex of the late
tenth century, which was the basis for the first printed edition by Cardinal
Angelo Mai.^ Mai's Greek text and the Latin version were essentially
reproduced in Migne's Patrologia Graeca^ and no other edition appeared until
the recent work of N. Fernandez Marcos, who, by re-examining the Vatican
copy, managed to eliminate a fair number of Mai's oversights.^
In a recent article I discussed some of the rhetorical aspects of the
Miracles and showed how attention to these and other factors could
contribute further to the task of restoring and correcting a text which has
obviously come down to us in quite a corrupted state.'* I also noted, on the
basis of a partial collation, that Vaticanus gr. 1607 had still (even after the
work of Mai and Fernandez Marcos) not been fully deciphered.^ In the
meantime I have gone through a photocopy of the manuscript and present
here the results.
^ It appears in volume EI of Mai's Spicilegium Romanum (Rome 1840) along with an old
Latin translation. The greater part of the Latin version is the work of the ninth-century scholar
Anastasius Bibliothecarius, while the first twelve miracles were translated by a less well known
figure of the seventh century, Bonifatius Consiliarius.
2 87(3) (Paris 1860), 3424-3676.
^ Los Thawnaia de Sofronio (Madrid 1975).
"* The Journal of Theological Studies 35 (1984). 41-60.
5/fejVi.,p. 48,n. 35.
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In fairness it should be pointed out that not all of the instances given
below represent misreadings on the part of the two previous editors. This
applies especially to Mai; though he provides no critical apparatus, it is
clear that he made a great number of silent corrections, many of them
necessary, but not a few superfluous or misguided. Of Fernandez Marcos
—
whose main concern was apparently not the critical edition, but the
accompanying study of the Miracles—it may be said that he relies too
heavily on Mai.
In the manuscript itself two correcting hands have been at work. The
first belongs to the main scribe, who a few times corrects in the margin his
own copying errors. The second, much later, hand has attempted in several
places to better the text and some of these efforts are successful. Finally
another, somewhat invisible, corrector must be mentioned. Fernandez
Marcos assumed that the Greek text printed by Migne was identical with
that of Mai.^ However, when one compares the two, it becomes obvious
that numerous changes have been made in the Patrologia Graeca version.
Who the corrector was must for the time being remain a small mystery and
one can only speculate; it could have been a scholar working directly for
Migne or someone who happened to have entered emendations in the copy
of Mai's edition which later came to be used for the P.GP
For the list that follows it should be understood that in my view the
transmitted reading of the manuscript, unless otherwise indicated, is genuine
and should be restored to the text. The text will be cited according to the
miracle number, paragraph and line of the Fernandez Marcos edition.
8.5.4 r\ av] mv
8,5.13 SiacpvYoiEv] 6ia<pe\)Yoiev
8.11.2 ek] ©q EK
8.13.4 EoiKEiodv <7i>co(;] eoCkei aacpccx;. This is what the ms. has,
perhaps as the result of a correction.
8.14.6 EKA.'oaeax;] ekPTi-uoeox;
8.15.3 yzyi\r\x6] yeyevvtixo, i.e. the pluperfect passive of yevvocco. H.
Usener, Der heilige Tychon (Leipzig 1907), p. 49, n. 4, drew attention to
this and other examples of the unaugmented pluperfect in Sophronius.
^ Op. cit., p. 238: "Tanto el texto griego como el latino recogido por Migne es el mismo que
Mai publico en el lome HI de so Spicilegium Romanum."
Apart from the cases mentioned below (37.8.7; 55.2.2), it will be enough to cite examples
from just two of the miracles: 7.2.2 ene^r|>i,axo Mai: enriXXaKTo P.G.; 7.2.4 nev Ttpoq jiev
Mai: jiev 7tp6(; P.G.; 8.3.6 icoKXovivtoc; Mai: ia)K0JvTO(; P.G.\ 8.4.10 xoutok; Mai: tovtoix;
P.O.; 8.5.13 opYTiv Mai: opjifiv P.O.
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9.4.4 Kttl^] Not in the ms.; an unnecessary addition by Mai.
9.4.5 doGeveotepa oke-otj] doGEveaTEpa) oKevei. Here and elsewhere the
iota subscript (not in the ms.) has been added by me.
9. 10.5 TOOOUTO] TOlOVtO
10 title KcbcpTiaiv] Kco<pcoaiv
10.1.1 Kpoa7toiTiaco|j.Ev] npoae7ioiT|aa)|xEv (read 7ipoa£7io{aco|iEv). Cf.
below 24.1.1, 32.12.9 and J.T.S. 35 (above, note 4), 53-54.
10.1.9 ETi^xTiaEv] The later hand in the ms. has added the letter upsilon
above the line and zx)x{)xr[GE.v is a good correction.
10.4.5 (XTiEaxpaTiTEv] dnriaTpaTitEV
10.4.6 enX-qpano] eketiXtipcoxo
10.4.8 okodXtikcov] Kal okcoXt|kcov
10.5.1 E'PA.'uaEv] £pX\)Ev. Sophronius very commonly uses the imperfect,
when the aorist would be expected.
10.6.3 EOTTiKEi] 'iaxT|K£i (read eIottikei)
10.8.2 Mapiav] )i.apidfi.
1
1
title d(p' \Sv|/o-u<; neaovcriq] This phrase is a supplement. It has been
added in the margin by the later hand with an indication that it be inserted
after the word SiaKovov, a placing which would agree with the Latin
version. However, the Latin wording, per fenestram altam ceciderat,
suggests that the original may have had something more like d(p'
-uxi/ri^fic;
0\)p{5o^ moo\)OT\q (cf. 1 1 .3.2-3).
11.1.5 ot)5£ ndvxeq] ovde ndvxzc, iaxpol Kal navxeq
11.2.4 Xivov] >.T|vo\), i.e. Xivov. Perhaps a further correction to Xwiov is
needed; cf. Latin lineo.
11.3.1 oTEpo-6|j.£vov] oTEvovixEvov. In later Greek (see examples in
Lampe's Patristic Greek Lexicon s.v. otevoco) the passive of this verb can
mean "be deficient," "be in want," a fact which strongly supports the
manuscript reading here. It may also be suggested that the adjective EpTifiov,
which seems a little tautologous in the sentence (and is not reflected in the
Latin), is a gloss intended to bring out the special meaning of otevoviievov.
11.4.6 TcaiSiKalq] nai6iKoi<;
11.4.6 EppdTci^ov] EppanC^ov (i.e. neuter present participle of £v-pa7i{^(o)
11.5.4 ^dpxvoiv] Toiq \i.
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11.9.2 6i5aaKdX(p] xw 6.
12.1.4 ^EV] ^T^V
12.7.5 otyio-u] ayiov (describing Tiorripiov)
12.9.5-6 d7ioKaXx)t>|ievo<;] ETiiKaXo-oiievoc;
12.10.3 Kail] ^E y^fy^X
12.10.4 SitiyyevXev] SitiyyeXXev
12.14.3 ^itiSevoc;] |it|8ev6<;oe
12.18.9 a-ovExpEXEv] After this in the text is written Evoq ydp ppcooEi
Tao\) Tcov Ttapd (read TiEpl) xov vecdv £{)piaKO|i£vcov ETtpdxxExo. This
picturesque detail was presumably passed over in silence by Mai because
there is no sign of it in the Latin.
13.6.7 dOpocoq] dOpcoov (read dOpoov. Cf. 27.6.4, 48.4.6)
13.7.3 vr\<; nr\yr\q] xti TtTiyri
13.7.4 E7t£A,aP£v] dnE^aPEV
14.3.4 at)x6(;] a\)x6
15.4.1 7td0£i] xa> n.
15.6.6 o] x6
16.4.7 ou] Kal o\>
19.4.3 KaU] Not in ms.; superfluous addition by Mai.
20.3.7 -OTtEp X6yox> oyKcooiv] -unEp Xoyov oyKcbaEOiv
20.3.9 voao'u] zr{q v.
21.3.2 Tjviaxovxo] tivixovxo (read tjveixovxo)
22.2.8 xap{aaa0ai] Corrected in the margin to KO|i{^Eo0ai by the scribe
himself, after xapCaaoGai had been mistakenly repeated from the previous
phrase.
24.1.1 npooa7ixTioco|i£v] 7ipoaE7iriaco|i£v (read TtpooETioiacojiEv. Cf.
10.1.1 above)
24.2.1 eoxe] eI/e
28.6.5 dTCEOKOTIE-OOE] dTlEOKOTlEDE
29.7.2 TiKovaEv] Corrected in the margin to EipriKEv by the main scribe
(cf. Latin edixit)
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29.13.1 emxepa] eKaxepa (i.e. EKatep^t)
29.13.7 anziXT\(pe] djteiXTi\|/e (read d7iTiXEi\|/e. Cf. Latin diluit)
30.4.10 8ia5e5o|ievcov] 5ia6v5o|xev(ov
po
30.12.5 (p9eipo|a,evcov] The ms. has (pBrmevcov and the correction above the
line appears to have been made by the later hand. Read (pGi^ievcov (cf. Latin
qui consumpti sunt).
31.2.3 eyvvcoaKov] eY{YvcoaKov
31.2.8 TOY ] Kttl tov
31.6.3 £v0a] Added above the line by the later hand; perhaps it would be
better placed after totcov (cf. Latin ad locum in quo baptisterium erat).
32.2.12 neTOfieva] This is followed in the ms. by GdXaxxa Kal Taxoii;
i56aoiv ev5iaix6|ieva (read -cbiieva); cf. Latin mare et quae inhabitant in
aquis.
32.3.4-5 npoaamov] xo\> n.
32.7.6 6] to
32.8.6 at)T6(;] avxov
32.9.4 oq] 6 5e
32.11.5 6idvoiav] 5idYvoiav i.e. 5i' dyvoiav (cf. Latin propter
ignorantiam).
32.12.6 and 9 6EKxiKd] SriKxiKot
32.12.9 npooKoiTiaavxEq] np6o£7ioifiaavxE<; (read TipoaETioiaocvxeq. Cf.
10.1.1 and 24.1.1 above)
33.1.6 e'xei] e/oi
33.7.3 npbq] Kal npbq
33. 9.6 at)XTiv] olvxov (referring to 6 vtoxo<;)
33.10.2 E-ucpriiiiaEv] EvcprmTiaEv
34.2.13 XaxouoTiq] Xaxo\)Gr{. Read hxxo\>oi, agreeing with xoic; Ttaialv
(cf. Latin cum nondum essent exercitatos animae sensus sortiti).
34.2.14 Kal] XE Kal
34.5.1 tjv^e] TjiS^Ei. Since the form occurs (in the manuscript) not only
here, but also at 42.2.10 and twice at 60.2.9, it is probably no accident.
Psaltes, Grammatik der byzantinischen Chroniken (Gottingen 1913), records
an alternate, contracted form of the verb (av^w).
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34.5.2 iaxi)oe] iox'^e
35.1.5 etxppaivTi] etxppdvp
35.8.2 eniaiq] 0tiPti<; (i.e. Qi^t\<;)
35.8.12 ta-uTTiq] xa xavtTiq (Latin quae introrsus sunt eius)
35.10.1 duaoepeq] 6\)ot|6£(;. Read 5\)aev6e<; (cf. Latin foedam illam
speciem).
36.4.5 5ex6|j.Eva] ov) 5.
36.5.5-6 TiapaoTpocTiTovTa
. . . TrpoaESeiKvuev] TrpoaatpdcTtTovxa
. . .
7tpoe6E{Kv\)ev
36.8.10 6e]6eKal
36.12.6 £ia6E4d)ievoi] 6e^d|iEvoi (Mai mistakenly repeated the last
syllable of the preceding aixrioEK;)
36.12.9 yovv] ot)v
36.13.8 SiaKovo-u] 6idKovo(;
36.16.1-2 TO Tfjq
. . . £A,aiov] xr\c, ... to E^aiov
36.20.10 5i5aaKaXia] The main scribe wrote -eiaq and the later hand
changed this to -Eiaiq (i.e. SiSaoKaXiaiq), which should probably be
accepted; cf. Latin doctrinis.
36.23.6 KoivcovfiGai] KoivcovfjoaC |ie. This leaves |i£ occurring twice in
the sentence. If one has to be deleted, it should probably be the first, since
|ie after Koivcovfioai restores the proper rhythm and is reflected in the Latin
version communicare me coegerunt. On the prose rhythm of Sophronius
secJ.T.S. 35 (above, note 4), 45^6.
37.6.3 i^o-oXexo] tiPo-u^^eto
37.7.9 SovA.Etxov] Kttl 5. (Latin et serviens)
37.8.7 aDVTdTTEoGai] This word is not in the ms. and, since it does not
appear in Mai's edition, we must assume that it was added by the unknown
corrector in Migne's Patrologia Graeca. A word of the original is definitely
missing, but it may have been rather a\)vapi9^Eia0ai, which gives a better
rhythm and is closer to the Latin connumerare.
37.10.5 dvfip]dTip
37.10.6 x\>(pXo\] c*; t. Cf. 69.1.5 and Latin quia caeci.
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37.10.1 1 Toiq v^voiq] xovc, ayioMC, x. v.
38.3.8 E7ii5e5coKEv] e7ie6coKEv
38.6.6 TO Tipcbriv] xa TtpcoTjv (Latin pristina)
39.7.1 'u\c, 65uvTi<;] xaii; bhxtvzc, (i.e. -ai(;). Mai's correction is not needed,
if we understand vnepPoXp as an adverb; cf. Latin doloribus nimium
cruciatus.
39.9.2 6pdaavTe(;] E5pdaavTe<; (read £5p-)
39.10.9 Pot)X£i] PoijXti
39.11.1 ax)toi(;] at)x6v, which should be corrected to avtS (cf. Latin ei).
A3.2A 01)] ox> xV
43.3.3 ek] t] ek
43.3.3 xov] Not in the ms. and not needed.
44AA EyyiadoTiq] EyyiC,ox>ar\q
44.4.5 (pEpovxai] KaxacpEpovxai
47.3.4 EpxExai] The later hand corrects this to ETiavEpxExai, which should
be considered, since it restores the rhythm.
48.4.2 xcov] xov
48.4.6 A.£Yovxi] A,TiYovxi
48.5.5 Epx6|iEvoi] Epx6|x£vov (Latin asportatum)
49.7.5 iiExayivcoaKoi] liExayiYVfooKoi
50.2.5 c5t)|j.7tEpdaa))iEv] a\)v TiEpdvco^Ev (read o\)|iTC£pdvco|j.£v)
50.6.8 Ti] Kai (Latin et)
51.3.10 TtpoA^apovxac;] 7tpoKa|i(ovxa<; (read 7ipoKan6vxa<;)
51.6.3 Qav\ia<5xbq] Gaufiaxoq
51.6.7 avxcov] at)x6v (Latin hunc)
51.8.9 6£] 6' al
51.9.6 opcpavEia] -Eiav (read -£{av)
51.10.4 Tot)xo] xovxov (Latin hunc)
51.10.11 Se] Not in the ms. and not needed.
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52.5.5 dXXoTpioi] dcXXoxpioi ^ivoi xe Kal evxcbpioi (read ey-). Latin
alieni, extranet et compatriotae.
53.4.3 at)xa)^] -wv (Latin eorum)
53.4.6 o^ecog] o^ecoq ol ^dpx\)pe(;
54.2.1 MaKeScDv] ^.aKeSovcov
54.3,9 ODvexeq] ot)VTi0e(;
54,8.8 epEpXrixo] i^i^Xaxo. Read epepXaTixo (cf. Latin erar laesa and
54.6.8 PeP^d(p9ai ydp xt]v 'louXiav).
55.2.2 'Yoq . . . keA^etjo-ooi] This phrase is not in the ms.—where the later
hand has signalled a lacuna with XE{7t(ei)—but is a supplement by the
anonymous corrector in the Migne edition. Because of the rhythm one
should consider substituting £7iixp£7to\)ai for Kzkzx)0\>o\. Cf. 57.3.3 KpEa
ydp )i6axEia AxxPeiv E7iixpEV|iavxE<;.
58.1.6 6 YEVEi Kal (ppovnoEi KoojiouiiEvoq] 6 yevei Koa|j.o-6|j.Evoq 6
(ppovTiaEi Koa^io-uiiEvoq. Mai took care of the anomaly in the ms. partly by
dropping the first koohoiS^ievoc; altogether. However, since the Latin
version has prosapia ornatus et prudentia famosus, the original may have
been more like 6 yevei KoanovjiEvoc; Kal 6 cppovriaEi 7iEpi(p'n(io<; (for
7tEpi(pTi)j.O(; =famosus cf. 55.1.5-6).
59 title aKoA.o7t£v6pav] aKoX,6nEvSpav
59.5.5 xot)xo <dv>T|p{9ixoiq] xouxo vTip{0|a.oi(; (See J.T.S. 35 [above, note
4], 59)
60.2.9 T|\)^E . .
. crovriu^E] tiv^ei . . . cruvTj-u^Ei. Cf. above 34.5. L
61 title xov^] x6
61.4.2 avxcbv] auxov
62. 1 .4 xo\)<;] Kal xoxtc,
63.1.1 'Po56nTi<;] po567rnv (Latin post Rhodopen)
63.5.3 EKIEV] ETCIVEV
64.5.1 Se] Se Kal
65.4.1 ov) YPTjYopovvxi] ouk EYpriYopowxi
66.2.3 6ti] 5£
67.1.8 7tpax9Eiaiv] jipa/GEioav
68.6.3 eVtioev] ejieoev
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69.4.3 'ETteiSri] Enei
69.5.4 dvixvEve iaxp<6)v iaxpcov] iatpov dvCxvevev iaxpSv
69.6.2 TtpoEYivooKe] JipoeyiYvcoaKe
69.6.6 ek] 5id
70.3.2 dyicov] twv ctyicov
70.4.6 0£o\)] Tot> Qzox>
70.11.6 To-uTO-o] ToOxo. Cf. Latin hanc . . .figuram.
70.13.5-6 EiTtE . . . EiTiEv] EiTtE . . . EiKEv. It might be even better to
follow the Latin {dixit . . . die) and read eike . . . eitie.
70.15.5 ovk] o\> |iti
70.20.5-6 6 TiXfieoq] nkv^Qoc,
70.27.8 Xpioxw] xca \\> i.e. xptaxQ iTiaoO (Latin Christo lesu)
University ofMaryland
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A Note on Diogmitae
C. p. JONES
While being transported as a condemned criminal to Rome, Ignatius bishop
of Antioch writes to the Christian community in the capital: "From Syria
to Rome I am fighting with beasts, being bound on land and sea, by night
and day, to ten leopards, that is, a unit of soliders" {ano I\)p{a(; iiexpi^
'PcbjiTiq Gripioiiaxco, 6ia yfic; Kai GaXdooTic;, vuKToq Kal fi|iepa<;,
6e6e|i£vo(; 6eKa A,E07idp5ov<;, o egtvv oxpatKOTiKov xdy^a).^ In a
recent note Barry Baldwin has argued that these "leopards" "will almost
certainly have been the so-called diogmitae, a tough crowd of vigilantes or
enforcers, hardly deserving LSTs mild description of them as 'mounted
policemen'." Baldwin proceeds to discuss some Greek and Latin attestations
of this word, and especially the Historia Augusta's Marcus 21. 7, armauit et
diogmitas. "This account . . . may be authentic, given the undoubted
existence of diogmitae at that time. Yet one has to wonder what the chances
are of the Historia Augusta independently coming up with the only extant
Latin use of the term outside Ammianus" [27. 9. 6]. Baldwin suggests that
"we have here yet another small link in the chain of details that betrays the
fraudulent nature of the Historia Augusta."'^
The classic discussion of the diogmitae is by W. H. Waddington,
commenting on an inscription copied by Philippe Le Bas on the territory of
Aezanoi in Phrygia; some refinements were added by Wilhelm Dittenberger
in his edition of the same text. These scholars established that the
diogmitae were a form of police, light-armed and operating on foot, attached
to municipal officers such as the eirenarches and (tic paraphylax? In 1928
Louis Robert discussed some inscriptions from the borderland of Pisidia and
Pamphylia which showed diogmitae acting in pairs or accompanying
^ Ign., Ep. Rom. 5. 1 (the best edition is by P. T. Camelot, Sources Chretiennes 10 [Paris
1951]).
2 Baldwin. ICS 10 (1985). 281-83.
^ Le Bas-Waddington HI 992. whence J. Franz. Corpus Inscriplionum Graecarum 3831 a 8;
Dittenberger. Orientis Graeci Inscriptiones Selectae 511, derives from L-W. G. Lafaye.
Inscriptiones Graecae ad Res Romanas pertinentes IV 580 from Dittenberger. LSJ take their
definition of "mounted poHceman" from Franz and ignore Waddington and Dittenberger: in their
Supplement they refer to Dittenberger without changing their definition.
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eirenarchae in threes; some ten years later he was able to add a relief from
the Smyrna Museum, several times discussed and reproduced thereafter,
which shows a mounted paraphylax accompanied by three lightly armed
subordinates whom Robert recognized as diogmitae^ As their name
implies, these were "pursuers" usually employed to apprehend fugitives. It
is inconceivable that even ten such local constables could constitute the
"leopards" who travelled with Ignatius by land and sea from Syrian Antioch
to Rome; these must be Roman legionaries, detached in the usual way to
accompany a group of important prisoners.^
The inscription from the Aezanitis records that a benefactor of the city
"provided at his own expense a diogmites to fight under the lord Caesar in
the proconsulship of Quintilius Maximus" (Tiapaaxovxa tw K\)pi(p
Kaiaapi (5x>\i.yia%ov 6icoY}i.EixTiv nap* £a\)tou Kaxot dvQuTiaxov
K\)ivTi>.iov Md^i^ov). The context in which the Historia Augusta says
that Marcus Aurelius "armed the diogmitae" concerns the emperor's
preparations and departure for the German War in 169.^ Waddington,
followed by Dittenberger, argued that the proconsul Quintilius Maximus
was the consul of 151, who should have been proconsul in the later 160s,
and that the inscription thus confirmed the testimony of the Historia
Augusta. A milestone from Dascyleion now dates Maximus' proconsulate
to 169/70, and puts Waddington's hypothesis beyond all doubt.^ In short,
the diogmitae were neither "mounted policemen" nor "a tough crowd of
vigilantes or enforcers," but light-armed local constables. That is why the
Historia Augusta singles out among Marcus Aurelius' preparations for the
German War the fact that "he also (or even) armed the diogmitae"', its
testimony is confirmed by the inscription from the territory of Aezanoi.
University of Toronto
* Inscriptions: L. Robert, Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique 52 (1928), 407-09 {Opera
Minora Selecta [Amsterdam 1969], II, pp. 878-80), discussing the inscriptions now
Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum VI 688, 690, 709. Relief: Robert, Etudes Anatoliennes
(Paris 1937), pp. 102-03 with Plate n 2, adding (p. 103, n. 1) a new diogmites from
Monumenta Asiae Minoris Antiqua III 305; on this relief see most recently M. Speidel,
Epigraphica AnatoUca 5 (1985), pp. 159-60. Robert's second publication is not cited in
Baldwin's article (above, note 2).
^ On this function of the legionaries, T. Mommsen, Romisches Strafrecht (Leipzig 1899), pp.
315-18. That Ignatius was not the only prisoner follows from Polycarp, Ep. 1. 1,9. 1, 13. 2
(Camelot [above, note 1], p. 9).
^HA.M.Aur.20.6-2\. 10.
^ D. French, Zeitschrift fur Papyrologie und Epigraphik 21 (1976), 77-78; cf. G. Alfoldy,
Konsulat und Senatorenstand unter den Antoninern, Antiquitas, Reihe 1, 27 (Bonn 1977), p.
381; Bengt E. Thomasson, Laterculi Praesidum 1 (Goteborg 1984), p. 230, no. 151; C. P.
Jones, Culture and Society in Lucian (Cambridge, Mass. 1986), p. 165 arguing against an
aberrant view of D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor (Princeton 1950), p. 1532, n. 6.
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Where Did the Emperor Lurk?
HA, Hadrian 16. 3
BARRY BALDWIN
Flow poetae scribenti ad se:
Ego nolo Caesar esse,
ambulare per Britannos,
latitare per . .
.
Scythicas pati pruinas.
rescripsit:
Ego nolo Floras esse.
ambulare per tabernas.
latitare per popinas,
culicespati rotundos.
Latitare per is generally added to Rorus as his third line on the basis of
Hadrian's riposte. Not all concur.^ Some delete the corresponding line in
Hadrian, reducing each poem to a tercet. Others make Scythicas pati pruinas
the third verse in Florus, fabricating a new fourth one; Birt's gladios pati
cruentos has earned some favor.^
I am one of those who opt for retention of latitare'^ per, thereby
preserving two quatrains but needing a supplement to complete Florus' third
' For a repertory of conjectures with extensive bibliography, as well as editions of Florus and
the HA, see P. Steinmetz, Untersuchungen zur romischen Lileratur des zweiten Jahrhunderls nach
Christi Geburt (Wiesbaden 1982), p. 299; cf. H. Bardon, Les empereurs et les lettres lalines
d'Auguste a Hadrien (Paris 1940), p. 416; J. Schwartz, "Elements suspects de la Vita Hadriani,"
Bonner Historia-Augusta-Colloquium 1972/1974 (Bonn 1976), pp. 248-49.
Cf. L. CantareUi, "Gli scritti latini di Adriano Imperatore," Studi e Documenti di Storia e
D.n«o 19 (1898), 150.
^ Only here in the HA. I am not here concerned with the authenticity of these verses, most
recently championed by Alan Cameron, "Poetae Novelli," Harvard Studies in Classical
Philology 84 (1980), 172. Skeptics might exploit the HA'% proclivity for denouncing emperors
(especially Gallienus) who frequent popj/uje; cf. also Tac. 4. 7, yfidete diligentius quam aetatem
de cubiculo atque umbra in pruinas aestusque mittatis.
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line. Proposed emendations'* have been mainly geographical, although
Bolisani^ put forward cohortes and Benario*^ paludes, both of which I reject,
wishing (unlike their proponents) to maintain the balance whereby three
geographical names in Rorus are answered by Hadrian with comic variants.
Of the geographical contenders, Roesinger'' proposed Germanos, with
more patriotism than prosody—a bacchius ("--) is surely needed to
preserve metrical concordance between the two pieces. Costa's^ Achivos is
absurd: Hellenic sojourn would be no hardship to the Graeculus Hadrian!
Steinmetz toys also with Sugambros, Iberos, or Hibernos. Nothing
inherently wrong about any of these, though Sugambri may be too
northern, Hibemi too close to Britain, and Iber' too near Scythia, agreeing
as I do with Clausen^^ that an eastern allusion is, for geographical
symmetry's sake, most probable. Clausen's own proposal is Sabaeos, in
itself acceptable enough, though I do not share his belief in Florus' debt to
Seneca, Here. Oet. 1521-22, die sub Aurora positis Sabaeis I die sub
oeeasu positis HiberisM
My own tentative remedy is Syriseos, based on the following
considerations:
1. It consorts with the metrical structure and balance^^ of the two pieces.
2. A diminutive, especially one used by the early writer Terence (Adelph.
763; Eun. Ill, 775), not to mention pseudo-Virgil {Copa 1) would doubly
commend itself to second-century taste.
* Passing over Winlerfeld's unhelpful transferral of Brilannos down from line 2, leaving a
blank there.
' E. Bolisani, "Quel che rimane delta poesia di Floro, uno dei neoterici o novelli dell'eta
adrianea." Alti dell' Istituio Veneto di Scienze, Leltere ed Arti 122 (1963-64). 48.
^ H. W. Benario, A Commentary on the Vita Hadriani in the Historia Augusta (Chico,
California 1980), p. 106—not registered by SteinmeU.
^ E. Roesinger, De scriptoribus historiae Augustae commentatio critica (Schweidnitz 1868),
p. 4; upheld on grounds of assonance by L. Herrmann, "La replique d'Hadrien a Florus,"
Utomws9{\95Qi),m.
* G. Costa, "Hofo e Adriano," Bolletlino di Filologia Classica 13 (1908), 254.
' Colchian Iberi, not Spaniards, who do not suit the frequent and obtruded eulogies of them
by Florus in his Epitome of Roman History, accepting the identification of the poet with the
historian, a popular though disputed conflation on which I am writing elsewhere.
^° W. V. Qausen, "Silva Coniecturarum," American Journal ofPhilology 76 (1955), 60-61.
*^ More interesting is his parallel of Virgil, Eel. 1. 64-66, with that poet's counterpointing of
Scythia with Britons. Doubters of the authenticity of the present verses might suspect a debt
owed to Virgil by the HA. The former's concomitant reference to Africans does not help if poet
and historian are also equated with the Florus who wrote the dialogue Vergilius orator an poela, a
character of African origins.
^^ To be sure, the desire for balance pervading this article is ultimately a matter of taste,
albeit one shared by most writers on the subject; it is worth noting the symmetry of Hadrian's
famous poem to his soul at HA, Hadr. 25. 9, admirably analyzed by R. Mayer, "Two notes on
Latin poets," Proceedings of the Cambridge Philological Society IQH (1976), 57-59, a study
sadly omitted by many bibliographies on the subject
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3. In view of the subsequent palaeographically similar Scytfucas, the loss
of at least the end of this line would be more easily explained.
4. It takes us geographically from one imperial frontier to another.
5. Hadrian was away in Syria and the East over a long period (c. 129-
135), thus giving point to latitareP
6. HA, Hadr. 14. 1, claims the emperor loathed the people of Antioch,
chief city of Syria, thereby enhancing the diminutive force of Syriscos.
7. The association of Syria with oil, perfume, and roses heightens the
humor of Hadrian's popinae, dubious establishments forever branded by
Horace {Epp. I. 14. 21) in the phrase uncta popina}^
University ofCalgary
^^ Some take the British allusion as pointing to a date of ca. 122 for Flonis' squib. If
absolute topicality be thought necessary (I doubt it) to make the poem's point, then Hadrian's
visit to Syria early in 123 can be readily substituted. Or might Florus also be evoking Hadrian's
pre-imperial tenure as governor of Syria, where he was in 1 17 on the death of Trajan and his
own adoption and accession (//A, Hadr. 4. 6-7)? Given the gossip surrounding his adoption and
the role played by Plotina, latitare would achieve a sharp, indeed dangerous, point.
'* One final point, more dubious, hence separate. The Florus who compiled the Epitome
around this time indulges in anti-Syrian prejudice, parading it above aU at 1 . 47. 17 {Syria prima
nos victa corrupit) in the anacephalaeosis that divided his two books. If historian and poet be the
same person (see note 9 above), Syriscos would be an almost predictable gibe.
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Vainglorious Menippus In Lucian's
Dialogues ofthe Dead>
aXka. Tcapct vcKpoiq SoyixaTa
Lucian, DMort. 6(20).3 ("Pythagoras").
JOELC.RELfflAN
Lucian's Dialogues of the Dead are known to the world in two different
ways. The most important is through their modem descendants: they are
part of Lucian's massive influence on Erasmus, and are frequently imitated
in the French and German literature of the 18th and 19th centuries.^ The
other is through the study of the literary era that gave them birth: the Greek
Second Sophistic, its principles of literary imitation, its allegiance to
rhetoric, and its artful irreality. Of these two I am not competent to address
the former, except to suggest that the familiarity that Western readers
inevitably feel when reading these infernal dialogues does much to obscure
what is strange, fantastic, and poetic. But I take issue here with the latter,
for the investigation of Lucian's habits of composition and use of motifs, so
spectacularly (if sometimes tendentiously) documented by the monographs
of Graham Anderson,^ runs the risk of reducing the study of Lucian to a
contemplation (and sometimes a rather joyless contemplation) of a second-
rate artist's notion of art for art's sake, and would ask us to see as the only
content in Lucian the erection of a literary facade and the clever adoption of
pretenses and poses. The words of critical appreciation become such things
as "graceful," "effortless Atticism," "sophistication," and numerous
variations that suggest that we have to do only with shadow and not with
* An earlier version of this paper was delivered as a public lecture at the University of Illinois
at Urbana in March 1987. I should like to thank Professor Bracht Branham for his valuable
suggestions toward its revision.
^Christopher Robinson, Lucian and his Influence in Europe (Chapel Hill 1979), pp. 165-97
(Erasmus), 144-63 (18th and 19th centuries).
^G. Anderson, Lucian, Theme and Variation in the Second Sophistic (Mnemosyne
Supplement 41 [Leiden 1976]); Studies in Lucian's Comic Fiction (Mnemosyne Supplement 43
[1976]); see the illuminating but unnecessarily scathing reviews by J. Hall, Journal ofHellenic
Studies 100 (1980), 229-32.
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substance; he is the "sophist's sophist.'"* And within such monumental
attempts at the appreciation of Lucian's work as a whole, the Dialogues of
the Dead have commanded very little interest.^ Certainly Lucian does
recycle his works and motifs, perpetually creating new works out of old,
and this is nowhere more obvious than in the Underworld pieces
traditionally associated with the Menippean phase of his literary career:
Necyomantia, Charon, Cataplus, and Dialogues of the Dead. But the charge
of limited invention is not an obstacle to merit. Lucian, like modem
writers of genre fiction, sticks to his formulas; and like many such authors,
he may be allowed to be brilliant.^
There is now a reaction against Anderson's approach in the name of the
contemplation of Lucian's real criticisms of his real society.'' These
arguments are productive in the discussion of the more topical works such
as Alexander the False Prophet, The Death ofPeregrinus, On Salaried Posts,
and the like. But this desire to find satire in Lucian finds little in the
Dialogues of the Dead to excite the interest, as they are made up largely of
stock characters, references to classical mythology and ancient history, and
moral commonplaces.^ Underlying these studies is a belief that if Lucian is
not a social satirist he is nothing much of interest. The point to be argued
here is that there is in Lucian a literary value which may be savored quite
independently of his topical interests; and that this literary value is in fact
^G. Anderson, "Lucian: a sophist's sophist," Yale Classical Studies 27 (1982), 91: "He is
the sophisticated and detached virtuoso praeceptor of whatever nonsense it is his whim to
preach."
^ Anderson, Theme and Variation (above, note 3), p. 172: "Lucian's monotonous DMort.;" p.
175: "He could scarcely claim to have produced any worthwhile production on the theme of
Hades ... in proportion to the number of attempts he made to exhaust it."
^ Anderson's Lucian may be compared to Wodehouse, who also tends to ignore the world
around him in preference to the formulaic cultivatirai of literary novelty. Cf. Wilfrid Sheed's
introduction to P. G. Wodehouse, Leave it to Psmith (New York 1975), p. x: ". . . the ruthless
monomania which turned its back on two world wars and ninety years of history"; p. xiii: "This
is a last chance to see Wodehouse among his blueprints and prototypes. The elements are
ramshackle, as they still were in musical comedies, but they are all there, ready to be shaped
over the next twenty years into a comedy so narrow and fastidious, so lacking in strain and the
clown's need for approval and so ruthlessly unadulterated by other emotions that they deserve to
be called classic art."
' C. P. Jones, Culture and Society in Lucian (Cambridge, Mass. and London 1986), provides
a useful introduction to the trends and vicissitudes in Lucianic scholarship and the appreciation
of Lucian's literary qualities in his Preface, pp. v-vii, and Introduction, pp. 1-5. See also the
analysis of the Alexander by B. Branham, "The Comic as Critic: Revenging Epicurus—a Study
of Lucian's Art of Comic Narrative," Classical Antiquity 3 (1984), 143-63; Chapter XVIII,
"Lucien en son temps," in L. Robert, A Travers I'Asie Mineure, Poetes et Prosateurs, Monnaies
Grecques, Voyageurs et Geographie, Bibliolheque des ficoles Fran^aises d'Athenes et de Rome
239 (Paris 1980), pp. 393^36; and J. HaU, Lucian's Satire, Mcmographs in Classical Studies
(New York 1981).
^ Hall, Lucian's Satire
, pp. 64-150, devotes a long chapter to "Lucian and Menippean Satire"
which concerns itself entirely with the question of Lucian's probable dependence on Menippus,
not literary analysis; Jones, op. cit., does not discuss the Dialogues ofthe Dead at all.
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one of the best means of appreciating the degree to which he reflects the
circumstances and intellectual attitudes of the Antonine period. I do not
speak of what "lessons" Lucian may have to preach, for, to quote Reardon,
"Lucian knows all the answers; and they are all 'No'."' Rather, it is the
path by which he comes to this answer that will prove most important.
A large part of the problem of understanding what Lucian's various
writings are about is caused by the importation of the word "satire." Satire
is a notoriously slippery term, and if by it we just mean comic social
criticism we must avoid confusing a shorthand term of convenience with the
realities of Greek literature and its genres. Resemblances between Lucian
and Juvenal are misleading.^^ There is some verbal overlap and some
similarity of attitude (Lucian is also unremittingly negative, with even
fewer pieces of positive advice than Juvenal), but this cannot hide the fact
that Lucian typically writes not satires but comic dialogues. The comic
dialogue is the genre of the Dialogues of the Dead, and Lucian, its inventor,
has been good enough to explain it to us in its rough outlines.
Lucian defines the comic dialogue in terms suggestive not of verse
satire but of Menippean satire. In a famous passage (Bis Ace. 33), a
personified Dialogue complains of the indignities suffered at the hands of
Lucian (here called the Syrian): he has been dragged down from heaven and
robbed of his wings; his tragic and wise natures have been stripped away;
things comic, satyric (that is, resembling satyr plays), and absurd have been
mixed in; so too have lampoon, iambus. Cynicism, Eupolis, Aristophanes,
and, worst of all, Menippus. He has been insulted and forced to play the
fool; and the strangest thing is that he is now neither prose nor verse, but
has been mixed up into a paradoxical mixture, a hippocentaur and a bizarre
apparition to the audience. This mixture of disparate things is designed to
frustrate the expectations of the audience, here described as not knowing
what to make of what they hear.^^ Lucian's Greek may well allude to the
Roman satura in its meaning of "medley, hodge-podge":
Kpggiv tiva Tcapa8o£,ov KeKpafiav Kal ovxe tn\ xwv netpcov
PePiiKa, oXKa iTCJioKevTavpov 6{ktiv ot)v9ex6v xi Kal ^evov
<pdo|ia xoTc; ctKO-Go-oai Sokoj. ^^
' B. P. Reardon, trans., Lucian, Selected Works, The Library of Liberal Arts (Indiana-
polis/New York 1965), p.xxix. See the same author's excellent chapter on Lucian in Courants
litUraires grecs des 11' el III' slides apres J.-C, Annales Litteraires de ITJniversite de Nantes 3
(Paris 1971).
^° On the question of Lucian's possible knowledge of and dependence on Juvenal, see the
appendix to E. Courtney, A Commentary on the Satires ofJuvenal (London 1980), pp. 624-29.
See also Hall, Lucian's Satire, pp. 244-48.
^^ A similar description of the audience's confused reaction to the mixture of elements in a
comic dialogue may be found in Prometheus es in verbis and Zeuxis; Diogenes is made to
complain at Piscator 26 that the mixture of Menippus into Dialogue betrays Philosophy.
Bis Ace. 33. All quouiions are from MacLeod's Loeb edition, as they are not yet available in
his Oxford Qassical Text.
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It may be added parenthetically that the admission that this genre is made up
of such a multitude of literary influences is by itself a comic statement,
suggesting a lack of integrity as well as a lack of noble lineage.
It may be true that dialogue, Socratic in origin, is a vehicle for the
search for truth in which the author no longer insists upon his own
opinions as central to the work (so Bakhtin);'^ it may be that Lucian here
depicts himself as a new Socrates, who was said to have dragged philosophy
down from heaven (Cic, Tusc. V. 4. 10). But the literary form in which
these dialogues are clothed suggests that truth itself is not to be found; that
humor supplants truth; and central to this devaluation of meaning in
dialogue and philosophy is Menippus. "Devaluation of meaning" here refers
to the generally debunking attitude that the dialogues take toward the notion
of literary authority, the possibility of enclosing truth in words, and the
whole logocentric view of the world. If we are to speak of satire in Lucian's
dialogues, ultimately it is intellectual satire, not social satire, that is at
issue,^'* and Menippus, who is emblematic of some sort of dissatisfaction
with literature and with truth, is the central figure in the Dialogues of the
Deed.
The study of this intellectual attitude toward writing and its
possibilities of containing or imparting truth will tell more about Lucian's
relation to the world around him than the analysis of topical targets. The
fantasy of his dialogues and narratives, the literary impropriety of his comic
dialogue, and the literary allusiveness of his compositions, all suggest an
author reaching his conclusions by marvelous means. It is often noted that
Lucian's values are the simple ones of common sense, championed against
purveyors of bunkum and fraud. It is of great interest to ask why they are
reached by such allusive, playful, and fantastic means. It is a habit common
to Lucian's writings that an argument is so constructed as to give the reader
no sure idea of where he stands in relation to the text.^^ And as a current
book on the influence of Lucian on Ben Jonson observes:
In most of Lucian's writings the values upheld are honesty and common-
sense, not wit or learning, with the result that there is frequent disparity
between the simple norms which he states and those which he implies
^^M. ^dkhxm. Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics (ed. and trans. C. Emerson, Theory and
History of Literature, Volume 8 [Minneapolis 1984]), pp. 133-47, provides a rich and
fascinating description of what an eminent critic of Dosloevsky and the rise of the modem novel
takes to be the genre Menippean satire. It is a theory finding wide acceptance in discussions of
contemporary Menippean satires, though I would object that his definition is too broad to be of
use in the study of the Greek and Roman works to which the multifarious modem works owe
their generic allegiance.
^^N.Fiyc, Anatomy of Criticism: Four Essays (Princeton 1971), p. 309: "The Menippean
satire deals less with people as such than with menial attitudes."
^^ Branham, "The Comic as Critic" (above, note 7), 162, speaking of the Alexander: "Lucian
systematically provokes the reader to consider the material at hand from humorously divergent
perspectives."
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through his highly sophisticated manner. Readers more influenced by the
latter might well suspect that he took nothing seriously at all except his
art, but the unimpeachable safeness of the norms through which he sought
to make contact with his public could always be accepted as evidence to the
contrary.'^
In fact, the Dialogues of the Dead give us valuable insight into the
thematic function of fantasy in Lucian as well as into the nature of the
influence of the writings of Menippus on Lucian.
In what follows, these points will be urged: that the Dialogues of the
Dead are essentially a recasting of a Menippean satire as a series of
dialogues; that the characterization of Menippus differs from those of the
other Cynics who populate the Dialogues; that Menippus is in these
Dialogues a type of the vainglorious human character that he himself would
and does criticize; that Menippus changes in the course of the Dialogues;
and that these Dialogues represent Lucian's parody of the character and
writings of Menippus, to whom he owes so much both in the creation of
his Menippean satires and in the creation of the comic dialogue. From these
conclusions some more general observations on Lucian's works will be
inferred: that Lucian's reaction to living in an age of quacks, charlatans, and
frauds is to borrow certain motifs from Menippus, who represented himself
as a self-parodic preacher making fun of supernatural attempts to get at the
truth; and that the distinction between Menippean satire proper
{Icaromenippus, Necyomantia) and comic dialogue with Menippean
influence in Lucian is that in the latter it is the author's own artfulness, and
not a narrator's fantastic journey, that distances the reader from any serious
point that may be at issue.
I. The Dialogues of the Dead as a Coherent Collection
These Dialogues are in many ways distinctive in Lucian's corpus. Even in
an author whose art lies in recycling there can be important variations in the
nature of composition. The Dialogues of the Dead are certainly the best
known of Lucian's shorter dialogues, but they are distinct from the other
three collections, the Dialogues of the Gods, Dialogues of the Sea-Gods, and
Dialogues of the Courtesans. These latter are fairly uniformly in the nature
of literary pastiche: famous scenes or lines of dialogue from Classical and
Hellenistic literature become the starting point for playful and/or debunking
retreatments. The Dialogues of the Courtesans, for example, take their cue
from New Comedy, and each of them, on the average the longest of these
four groups of dialogues, reads like a scene from New Comedy.^'' The
Douglas Duncan, Ben Jonson and the Lucianic Tradition (Cambridge 1979), p. 24.
^^ I might also add thai these observations on the human comedy, despite their ancient
pedigree, seem the most sympathetic to the problems of human life and human emotion in the
whole Lucianic corpus.
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Dialogues of the Sea-Gods, sometimes considered the most polished and
literarily successful of the four, are a reprise of traditional myths and their
poetic treatments: Menelaus speaks to Proteus about the latter's
unbelievable abilities in 4; Poseidon hears the true story about Arion from
the dolphin who rescued him in 5(8).^*
But the Dialogues of the Dead are not like this.^^ With the exception of
Dialogue 26(15), between Achilles and Antilochus, who takes the former to
task for saying that he would rather be a sharecropper's slave and alive than
king of all the dead (Od. XL 489-91); Dialogue 11(16), in which Diogenes
argues with the image of Heracles about the latter's double nature as
described at Od. XI. 601-03; and three Dialogues involving Alexander the
Great—12(14), 13(13), 25(12)—the Underworld Dialogues seem to be based
on the reworking of a single Hellenistic work, Menippus' Nekyia. This is
the probable source of Lucian's Necyomantia, a Menippean satire featuring
Menippus on a journey to the Underworld to discover the truth about life,
from which Lucian created a number of other infernal pieces.^ Menippus'
work may itself have contained such conversations as those with Achilles
and Alexander. So the reader's reaction to these Dialogues is different: one
is not being set a number of classical allusions and asked to remember their
original contexts in the spirit of a literary excercise or game, but rather
given a series of what may be called meditations on Menippus and death.
If we view the Dialogues of the Dead as one Menippean satire, written
as a series of dialogues, we raise some interesting questions: whether unity
is somehow preserved in thirty short dialogues, not united by a plot;
whether the loss of the narrative structure causes thematic changes; whether
the Dialogues depend for their effect upon knowledge of the original Nekyia
and the person of Menippus. The theme seems at first fairly
straightforward: Death the Leveler, the theme of all of the infernal works.^^
But are we to take the inconsistencies in the Dialogues of the Dead as but
another instance of Lucian's using whatever material is necessary to make
the point of the moment (a contention frequently made in discussions of
Lucian's sophistic and literary presentations), or is the cumulative effect of
** In the numbering of the Dialogues, the first number represents the order of the y class of
manuscripts whose primacy has been esublished by Mras and accepted in MacLeod's edition; the
latter (in parentheses) represents the traditional numbering. When paragraphs are given, the
traditional number is omitted.
^'Robinson, Lucian and his Influence (above, note 2), pp. 21-22, discusses all but the
Dialogues ofthe Dead in terms of their nature as literary pastiche.
^ It is quite possible that Lucian's voyages to heaven, such as the Icaromenippus, are his own
recasting of the Nekyia; and Varro too may have independently created heavenly voyages out of
Menippus' infernal voyage. This was first suggested by O. Hense, "Zu Lucian und Menippus,"
Festschrift far Th. Gomperz (Wien 1902), pp. 185-96; and strongly argued by G. Anderson,
Theme and Variation (above, note 3), pp. 139-40. The conclusion that we could draw from this
is that a single work of Menippus taught Lucian what he knew about fantasy, and this would
make a strong a priori case for a similarity of thematic effects in Lucian's fantastic scenes.
Robinson, Lucian and his Influence, p. 17.
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the inconsistencies part of the effect of the work? This is the theme of the
uselessness of endeavor when confronted with the reality that is death, as
contrasted with the efforts of those Cynics in the Underworld who feel
obliged to preach. To put it another way: how do we reconcile Death the
Leveler with the often repeated claims that Cynic detachment makes one a
better corpse than the irrational longing for hfe and light? Or reconcile the
logical arguments about the absurdity of the conventional Underworld with
the physical fact of the existence of these characters in the Dialogues'!
Perhaps the Cynic voice of reason is comically portrayed as yet another
example of the pointlessness of endeavor and desire.
Here one must take exception to the notion, forcefully put forward by
Anderson, that Lucian deals only in types or stock characters. As Robinson
says, in a book heavily (and profitably) indebted to Anderson's monographs:
'The Cynic philosophers who take the stage to debunk the pretensions of
their fellow men are all a single type, sometimes historical (Menippus,
Diogenes, Crates, Antisthenes, even Peregrinus), sometimes invented
(Cyniscus, Alcidamas)."^^ In fact, despite some overlap, Menippus is used
in ways distinct from the other Cynics in the Dialogues of the Dead. First,
Menippus is clearly the central figure of the Dialogues of the Dead', the first
Dialogue has Diogenes telling Pollux to go summon Menippus, if he has
now had his fill of deriding the worlds of the living, so that he can laugh all
the more at the folly of the dead. Second, if instead of the traditional order
we accept the order of the Dialogues as preserved in codex Vaticanus Graecus
90 (r),23 Menippus has practically the last word. He appears in more than a
third of these thirty Dialogues, at regular and significant intervals (1-10,
20, 30).^'* Third, he never appears in the company of the other Cynics.^
Most importantly, Menippus speaks primarily to mythical creatures, the
^Robinson, op. cit., p. 15.
^ The leading manuscript of the y class.
^ The traditional order would place Menippus in the following Dialogues (F's order in
parentheses): 1(1). 2(3), 3(10), 10(20), 17(7). 18(5). 20(6), 21(4). 22(2). 25(30). 26(8). 28(9),
the concluding dialogue of the collection being F's 24. between Minos and Sostratus. It is a
question worth investigating, whether Menippus is presented in a more interesting way in the
traditional order. While the latter order does not put Menippus' adventures in chrcmological order
(Menippus on the ferry in 10 [I use traditional numbers here] should come after 1. or perhaps
after 2). it does put the conversation between Menippus and Teiresias last (though not last in the
entire collection), suggestive of the end of the Necyomantia. The Dialogue which would
conclude the collection [24(30)], between Minos and Sostratus, in which Sostratus escapes
punishment as a result of his sophistic arguments, is suggestive of the end of the Juppiter
confutatus and of the deferred punishment oilcar. 33, and of Menippean satire in general (as in
Qaudius' release from the punishment of the bottomless dice box in the Apocolocyntosis, and
Constantine's escape from punishment in Julian's Caesares by recourse to Jesus, who takes no
notice of his crimes).
^ This fact, in conjunction with other evidence, suggests that Menippus viewed himself, and
was viewed by others in antiquity, as a renegade Cynic on the fringes of this iconoclastic
movement. I hope to argue this separately in an analysis of Diogenes Laertius' Life of
Menippus.
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orthodox Cynic Diogenes primarily to mortals. The Dialogues present the
traditional Cynics and their preaching differently from the way they present
the character and preaching of Menippus.
Menippus is the hero, a fantastic voyager in the tradition of Menippean
satire. Part of the humor lies in what he sees and how he sees it, and part in
how the reader views him. Menippus changes in the course of the
collection. This is not to suggest that the Dialogues of the Dead are a sort
of chthonic Pilgrim's Progress. Menippus does not change in a coherent
way in their course, and he is not in every Dialogue. But the common
reaction to these Dialogues, that they and their hero are unrelievedly
depressing, their criticisms insufferable and inhumane, misses the point:
the Dialogues present such matters ironically, and the catechizer, to quote
the phrase, is catechized. Menippus first appears as a type of the
vainglorious individual whose pride in personal achievement is an object of
Cynic criticism in the Dialogues; and we can also see Menippus' criticisms
comically portrayed in the Underworld and can see his attitudes change.
Lucian's Underworld is populated by frauds, quacks, and philosophers;
unrepentant sinners and unreflective potentates; bogey men and ghosts; the
judges, guardians, and all the other apparatus of the mythical Underworld;
undifferentiated bones and skulls; Cynic philosophers who deride the human
desire for life; and Menippus the super-Cynic, eager to die and eager to help
Charon row his boat ashore, rejoicing to be dead and superior to all the other
dead, yet every so often depicted as just another pile of bones, and often
engaged in arguments with mythical beings, trying to convince them that
they do not exist. Depictions of the Underworld in European and European-
influenced literature mirror the real world and comment upon it, and the
Dialogues of the Dead are no exception. We see all the embarrassing
inconsistencies of life in these Dialogues, but what is brought out in sharp
relief is not life itself, but the desire to correct it, to preach and to criticize.
For it is hard to imagine change and conversion among the dead; we scarcely
see anyone convinced or swayed by Menippus' arguments. How can there
be sermons to the dead, or pride in being such a preacher? And to whom
does Menippus preach? There is no stable person to be addressed: in the
last Dialogue, Menippus addresses Nireus and Thersites now as flesh and
blood, and now as fragile skeletons. No doubt the living Menippus would
have claimed to see the skull beneath the skin, but in the land of the dead he
seems as futile, though hardly as inspiring, as St. Francis preaching to birds
and fish.
II. Death Comes for Menippus
We should let the text speak for itself, but there is a problem of vocabulary:
what the word "Menippus" means and what associations it may be expected
to have for the reader. Menippus is known as a mocker, and one particularly
associated with the world of the dead. One point should be made at the
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outset, a point so obvious that its considerable importance is easily
overlooked: in the Dialogues of the Dead Menippus is actually dead.
Menippus dead is a remarkable thing. Marcus Aurelius in his gloomy
Meditations uses the example of Menippus to illustrate the truth that even
mockers have to die (6. 47):
'Evvoei ovvexox; jtavxoiotx; ctvGpwnovq Kai rcavToicov |iev
e7tuTi5ev|idT(ov, TiavtoSajicbv 5e eGvSv TeGvewtaq, ©oxe KaxiEvai
xovto nexpi OiXvoxicovo(; vai Ootpov koi 'Opiyavicovoq. |iexi9i
vvv £711 xa aX,Xa tpvXa. ekgi 6f\ jiexaPaXeiv fmaq 5ei, '6nox>
xooovxoi }i£v 5eivoi pTjxopec;, xooovxoi 5e OE^vol <piX6oo<poi,
'HpdK^Eixoq, nuGayopaq, ZojKpdxTiq, xooovxoi 6e iipcoec;
npoxepov, xoaovxoi 6e voxepov axpaxTiyoi, xvpavvoi. etiI
xovxoiq 5e E'u6o^O(;, "!rcnapxo(;, 'Apxi|iil5T|<;, aXXai (pvatiq
o^eiai, lieyaXocppovEq, (piXoKovoi, Jtavovpyoi, ax)9d5Ei(;, avxfiq
xf[(; EJiiKTipov Ka\ E^imEpot) xmv dvGpcojtcov ^(ofiq x^£^"<J^oi^.
OlOV MEVlTlTtOq Kttl OOOl XOIOUXOI. TCEpl TldvXCOV XOVXCOV EVVOEI,
oxi ndXai KEivxai.
Meric Casaubon's morose formality captures the essence of this crucial
passage:^
Let the several deaths of men of all sorts, and of all sorts of professions,
and of all sorts of nations, be a perpetual object of thy thoughts. . . . Pass
now to other generations. Thither shall we after many changes, where so
many brave orators are; where so many grave philosophers; Heraclitus,
Pythagoras, Socrates. Where so many heroes of the old times; and then so
many brave captains of the latter times; and so many kings. After all
these, where Eudoxus, Hipparchus, Archimedes; where so many other
sharp, generous, industrious, subtile, peremptory dispositions; and among
others, even they, that have been the greatest scoffers and deriders of the
frailty and brevity of this our human life; as Menippus, and others, as
many as there have been such as he. Of all these consider, that they long
since are all dead, and gone.^ '^
It is a brilliant observation: even the mockers of life are dead, and those
who speak of the end that is death are dead, and their death is a matter of no
great importance. Even the task of meditating upon the transience of fame
and the futility of endeavor ends in death.
Yet Menippus is more than just a dead mocker in the Dialogues. Not
only is he a character in Lucian's Necyomantia, and probably a character in
his own Nekyia, but it also seems that in life Menippus represented himself
as an emissary from the Underworld, come to report on the sins of humans
^The Golden Book of Marcus Aurelius, translated out of the Greek by Meric Casaubon,
Everyman's Library, No. 9 (London & Toronto 1906) p. 69 (numbered XLII of Book VI).
^^ The lexl continues: x{ ouv xowto 6eiv6v awxoiq; x{ 5ai toi<; \a\h' ovona^ojievoiq
oXcoq; ev m5e noXXow a^iov, x6 jiex' dXriBeiaq Kai SiKavoavvriq eujievfi xoic;
Venioxai^ Kai dSiKoi^ SiaPiouv.
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in order to report back to the lords of the dead. The Suda, s.v. (paioq,
"gray," has the following entry:
Mevinnoq 6 k-uvvk6<; tn\ xoaovxov Tepateiaq r[XaaEv ioc, 'Epivuoi;
dvaXaPeiv oxTlM^a, Xeycov inicKonoc, d<pvxOoii tcov
d|j.apxavo|iev(ov e^ ixbov koI ndXiv Kaxiwv OLnayyiXkzw zavxa
Toiq eKei 5ai^ooiv. t|v dc r\ eoBfiq avxir cpaioq x^'^^v noSripTiq,
Tiepl avxo) /^(ovTi (povviKfi, Kal niXoq 'ApKaSiKoq eni xfiq KecpaXfiq,
e'xfov ev-ocpaaiieva xd iP' oxoixeia, e|i.pdxai xpayi-Koi, Trcoycov
vnzp\iEyiQr[q, pdp5o(; ev xt] x^^pi Kie^vvti.
Menippus the Cynic went so far in his hocus-pocus that he took on the
apperarance of a Fury and said that he had come from Hades as an observer
of sins and would go back down again to report them to the divinities there.
This was his attire: a gray, ankle-length cloak with a purple belt around it;
an Arcadian cap with the twelve signs of the Zodiac woven into it on his
head; tragic boots; an immense beard; and an ashen staff in his hand.-^*
The Suda is certainly correct in attributing this to Menippus.^^ The
depiction of a comic Menippus (a bearded Fury in tragic boots) back from
the Underworld corresponds to Lucian's picture of him at the beginning of
the Necyomantia, in which he is shown with Orpheus' lyre, wearing
Odysseus' cap and carrying Heracles' lion skin.^°
It is easy to refer such a fantastic costume to a Cynic desire to be
outrageous, but there is certainly an element of self-parody in this as well.
The critical philosophical tradition speaks of this as tEpaxeia,
"wonderworking, hocus-pocus, imposture"; it could hardly be expected to
generate any other reaction. And it is an element of both the Necyomantia
and the Icaromenippus, Lucian's two true Menippean satires, that the
Menippus who returns from his fantastic voyage with the truth to preach to
mortals is comically shown as a false prophet. At the end of the
^ This image of Menippus the infernal observer seems to be confirmed by a fragment of
Varro's Menippean Td<pTi MevCnnou (f539): saltern infernus tenebrio, KaKOi; 5aificov, atque
habeat homines solUcitos, quod eum peiusformidant quamfidlo ululam.
^^ Some smaU difficulty attaches to this testimonium. Diogenes Laertius gives the same
information, but claims it as a description of Menedemus, a Cynic whose Life follows that of
Menippus and whose Life is the last in Book VI, which is devoted to the Cynics. It is the
opinion of W. Cronert, Kolotes und Menedemos, Texte und Untersuchmgen zur Philosophen-
und Literaturgeschichte, Studien zur Palaeographie und Papyruskunde VI (Leipzig 1906), p. 3,
that Diogenes Laertius is in error, having filled out an entry for which he had no information
with details pertaining to Menippus. The older critics who have followed Diogenes Laertius'
attribution are considerable, however: Riese and Wilamowitz, among others. M. BUlerbeck,
Epiklet, vom Kynismus, PhUosophia Antiqua. Vol. XXXIV (Leiden 1978). pp. 136-37, in
discussing the C/nic role of the e7t{aK07to<;, mentions the passage in Diogenes Laertius as
referring to Menedemus without any acknowledgment of the problematic attribution.
^ The ultimate source of this, as may be imagmed for a good deal of the fantastic machinery
of Menippus' writings, is Aristophanic Comedy: in the Frogs Dionysus goes down to the
Underworld with Heracles' lion skin thrown over his effeminate yellow robe. Of course, as an
actor, he too is wearing tragic boots.
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Necyomantia, for example, he comes back with the Cynic truth about life to
the upper world through the hole of the false prophet Trophonius. It is a
habit of Menippean satire in general to use a fantastic setting to mock those
who have recourse to fantasy to find the truth. The way in which the
fantasy of Menippean satire differs from that of Old Comedy is that, in Old
Comedy, fantasy gets things done and reaches good and useful ends, while
fantasy in Menippean satire makes such ends crumble into dust.
A number of important points stem from this. First, Lucian has killed
off Menippus; that is, he has taken Menippus' Nekyia and placed within it
the dead Menippus himself as a ghost in the Underworld. Second, the
fantastic journey of the Nekyia (or of Lucian's Necyomantia) cannot result
in Menippus' return to the upper world.^^ Menippus is now trapped in the
Underworld; the dialogue structure, replacing the narrative fantasy of the
original, extended composition, reinforces this fact. Third, Menippus in his
life and writings (insofar as they can be interpreted) made fun of the
Underworld; it seems that he used the fact of death to terrify the living and
make fun of philosophical rivals, but nothing indicates that he believed in
the literal reality of the Classical Underworld. And this last point is the
most interesting, for the Dialogues put Menippus in the company of
fantasies that he cannot believe in, against whose existence he argues in the
Dialogues, but who, for the Dialogues' sake, certainly exist. It is a sort of
humor found elsewhere in Lucian, as in the dialogues on Olympus, in
which the absurd divinities are intractably real; their ontological status, to
use the technical term, is the comic issue.^^ Menippus the mocker is hoist
on his own petard. The world he joked about is real, and he cannot escape
from it; it will seek to make him one of its own. He is trapped, and his
reason becomes ridiculous in this madhouse.
How Menippus dies and thus comes to be in the Underworld is therefore
of some interest, and the confusion of detail in these Dialogues suggests
that Menippus is of two minds about his suicide. Diogenes' request that
Pollux summon Menippus in 1(1) implies suicide; and at 20. 11 Menippus
says that he was eager for death, and no one had to encourage him. Suicide
is similarly implied at the end of 4(21), where Cerberus says that only he
and Diogenes came of their own accord without being pushed. Diogenes
Laertius reports, in a hostile notice, that Menippus hanged himself (D. L.
VI. 100). In 2(22) he has in his sack a "Hecate's dinner;" and the Scholiast
on DMort. 1 . 1 reports that he died of eating raw eggs intended for such a
dinner. There is in all of this a good deal of resemblance between Menippus
^^ Similarly, Qaudius cannot return in the Apocolocyntosis. This leads to an interesting
conflation of the narrator as both naive observer of the comic afterlife and a comic captive of the
afteilife.
^^ This is best seen in the Juppiter Tragoedus, in which a council of gods listens to an earthly
debate between an atheist and a believer, the fate of the gods hanging in the balance. The atheist
refuses to press his advantage and the believer wins the argument. The gods breathe a sigh of
relief, their existence unimpaired. Yet they have to exist in order to listen to the debate.
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and Diogenes the Cynic, who is said to have died either by holding his
breath, or by eating raw octopus, or by being torn apart by the pack of dogs
to whom he was trying to distribute a raw octopus (D. L. VI. 76-77). It
has been pointed out that the description of Menippus at DMort. 1. 1 as an
old bald man in rags resembles the iconography of Diogenes;^^ it is very
likely that the tales told of Menippus and Diogenes have at some point
become intertwined,^ possibly by Menippus' own desire to be seen as a true
disciple of the master, a claim that the rest of antiquity eagerly and
unanimously disallowed. In death as in life, Menippus glories in following
the example of the master.
But Menippus jokes with Charon at 2(22) that he will have to be
returned to life if the obol which he does not have is a requirement for being
brought to the land of the dead. And in Dialogue 8(26) Menippus argues
against suicide with the centaur Chiron, who longed for death because of the
monotony of eternal life. Chiron expresses what are elsewhere considered
the advantages of death at 8. 2: democracy (iaoTi|x(a),^^ irrelevance of
distinctions of light and darkness, lack of physical desires such as hunger
and thirst. Menippus answers that life in the Underworld too can be
monotonous, and there can be no change from that; one should therefore be
satisfied with one's lot and not think anything intolerable. Strictly applied,
this sentiment, a properly Cynic one, would argue against suicide. Our
surprise at hearing it from Menippus' mouth may imply more than
carelessness on Lucian's part.
In the Dialogues of the Dead, Menippus is trapped in a world that he
used to make fun of. Part of the comedy here lies in the fact that Menippus
cannot run away from a world that he never thought existed, and that what
we see in the Dialogues of the Dead is Menippus trying to accommodate his
beliefs to this new, bizarre, and wholly impossible world. A suggestion
that Menippus will be surprised by the Underworld is even to be found at
the beginning of the first Dialogue. Diogenes wants Pollux to say to
Menippus that if he has had his fill of laughter up above, he will find even
more to laugh at down below.^^ He adds the following strange statement
(1. 1):
'^ Hall, Lucian's Satire (above, note 7), p. 79.
^ G. Donzelli, "Una Versione Menippea della Aioconou npaoK;?" Rivista di Filologia 38
(1960), 225-76; cf. especially 270. Diogenes' alleged adulteration of the coinage of Sinope (D.
L VI. 20-21), itself based on some sort of witticism involving the word voniojiata, meaning
both "money" and "mores," seems to lie behind the detail in Laertius that Menippus was a
usurious moneylender (D. L. VI. 99).
^^ Cf. Menippus' last words in the Dialogues (according to the order of F), concluding a
beauty contest between Nireus and Thersites (30. 2): iootijiCa yap ev a6o\) Kal onovoi
anavtei;.
^^ 1. 1: ei ooi iKavoj(; xa unep Ynq KaTaYeyeXaatai.
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exei [ihf yap ev d^<plP6X,(p ooi eti 6 yiXax^ r\v xal noXv to 'ziq
yap oX-coq oi5e xa \itza. xov piov; evxavSa 5e ov nax>cr\ pePaico(;
yeXcbv KaGdnep eyo) vvv. . . .
"For up there your laughter was still a doubtful thing and there was much
of the phrase 'Who really knows what happens after life?' But here you
will never stop laughing heartily just as I do now. . . ,"
This admits that Menippus' criticism of life above was predicated upon his
knowledge of the way the Underworld operated, which of course Menippus
could not truly know. One may imagine that his Cynicism was founded on
doubt, on the fact that what happens after this life is unknowable.
Diogenes' quotation, "Who really knows what happens after life?" is
probably from Menippus himself.^'' But here is an opportunity to see at
first hand, to experience reality, as it were; and Menippus will be able to
laugh for certain, because of the nature of the Underworld as he will discover
it. Now if the tenor of this is, "Before he saw through a glass, darkly, but
now face to face," we may conclude that Menippus will learn that the
Underworld really is as ridiculous as he thought it was. Death comes to
Menippus not as a negation but as an unexpected answer. Menippus, known
as a mocker, not a philosopher, will find Uiat the absurdities of death are a
reality worthy of, but ultimately superior to, his mockery.
in. Menippus and his Preachings in the Underworld
Menippus is never shown in the company of other Cynics. Certainly
Diogenes awaits his arrival with great anticipation in 1(1), and Menippus is
the thread that holds the collection together. Yet Menippus and Diogenes
never meet in the Underworld, and it is Diogenes, not Menippus, who
functions as the exemplar of the true Cynic. It is Diogenes who discusses
the permanence of wisdom even in Hades with his fellow Cynic Crates at
21(11). Diogenes there lists the Cynic virtues (oocpCav, avxdpKeiav,
dXriGeiav, TtappTioiav, eXevGepiocv); but the virtues assigned to Menippus
at 20. 9, tellingly enough, do not include wisdom and truth (eXe-oGepiav
Kttl Kapprioiav Kal to aXvnov Kal to yevvaiov Kal tov yiXoixa).
There are a number of important ways in which the traditional Cynics
are treated differently from the mocker Menippus. They are the earlier
inhabitants of Hades and seem to have made their peace with it; Menippus is
the newcomer, and must make certain adjustments. Furthermore, the true
Cynics are seen, strangely enough, in a warmer and more human light. A
few examples may be listed. First, in 13(13) Diogenes discusses the
unimportance of material goods with Alexander the Great, who complains
bitterly about ever listening to Aristotle, who taught him just the opposite.
Diogenes proposes a cure (13. 6): Alexander is to take frequent draughts
^^ Cf. Barbara P. McCarthy, "Lucian and Menippus." Yale Classical Studies 4 (1934), 12.
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from Lethe, and try to avoid the vengeful Clitus and Callisthenes. Menippus
is never seen giving this kind of helpful advice.^^
Second, in 22(27), Diogenes, Crates, and Antisthenes, chuckling over
their memories of how they mocked the dead with whom they first entered
the Underworld, decide to gather around its entrance to make fun of the new
arrivals, the rich who are weeping for their lost estates (22. 1): Kal yap
av Ti6\) TO Geajxa yevoito, xox>c, fxev SaKp-uovtaq avxSiv opav, xovc, 6e
iKExevovtoq d(pe0fivai. We see the typical and unpleasant characters of the
Cynics in their reminiscences, but ecce miraculum! They see a new crowd
come down, all weeping (except for children and infants). The three still
profess to be amazed (or at least Diogenes, who is the only one of the three
to speak from this point on) at this longing for life, and Diogenes questions
an old man as to why he is so sad to leave the world above. There follows a
quite unexpected conversation. The old man says that he was a ninety year
old, penniless, childless, lame and half-blind beggar (22. 9).
—Eixa toiovtO(; wv ^f^v riBeXeq;
— Nai- i\b\) yap t\v to cpax; Kal to xeBvdvai 5eiv6v Kai
(pe-uKxeov.^^
Diogenes thinks the old man mad, and says that he and his fellow Cynics
should not be concerned about the young when the old have such notions
instead of being eager for death. But the last sentence of the Dialogue has
Diogenes urging his Cynic friends to hurry away, lest they be thought to be
planning an escape as they cluster about the entrance to the Underworld. In
my view the ending, and the moving statement of the beggar about the
sweetness of life, are to lead us to think that it has come into Diogenes'
mind at this point to try to escape, because life is sweet. There is some
vindication of the joys of life over those who deny its sweetness in an
attempt to make themselves some sort of comfortable niche in the Land of
the Dead. Menippus speaks of returning to the world above only as a joke
in Dialogue 2, when Charon complains that he does not have the necessary
obol.
A third point lies in the addressees of the Cynics in their conversations.
Diogenes speaks to Alexander the Great, Crates and Antisthenes, the shade
of an old man, and King Mausolus in 29(24). He speaks to mythical
characters only twice; once to Pollux in 1(1), when he issues the command
to bring back Menippus; and once to Hercules in 11(16), in a Dialogue that
is exactly parallel to Menippus' Dialogue 10(3) with Trophonius and
Amphilochus (in which the claims of a hero or demi-god to be present both
^^ Menippus suggests that Tantalus drink hellebore at Dialogue 1. 2, but the advice is
ironically meant (Menippus does not believe that the dead can drink) and Tantalus could not
follow it even if he wanted to.
^^ Menippus himself implies a similar conviction when he argues with the suicide Chiron at
8. 1: CK)X fi5\) Tiv ^wvTa opav x6 (pax;;
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in the Underworld and elsewhere are attacked as an absurdity). Menippus
talks much more with the mythical characters of Hades. His Dialogues are
with Hermes and Charon in 2(22); with Pluto and wealthy men like Croesus
in 3(2); with Cerberus in 4(21), the famous Dialogue which speaks of
Menippus' superiority to Socrates; with Hermes in 5(18), the even more
famous Dialogue about the beauties of old that is the origin of Marlowe's
"Is this the face that launched a thousand ships . . . ?"; Aeacus gives him a
guided tour of Hades in 6(20); in 7(17) he tries to convince Tantalus that his
punishment is impossible since hunger and thirst cannot exist in Hades; in
8(26) he reproaches Chiron for his suicide; in 9(28) he derides Teiresias as a
typical lying prophet; in 10(3) he makes fun of the false oracles of
Amphilochus and Trophonius; in 20(10), the longest of Menippus'
Dialogues, he and Hermes make fun of the passengers in Charon's boat; and
in 30(25) he umpires a beauty contest between Nireus and Thersites. If we
are to judge Menippus by the company he keeps, he is at home in a fantasy
world, and is compelled by Lucian to face all the creatures of the Classical
Underworld. There is some distinction, perhaps, between the agents of
delivery and judgment (Charon, Hermes, Cerberus, Aeacus) and the more
palpable frauds like Trophonius; even Diogenes seems to admit the power of
the former."*^ But Menippus appears in 2(22) making fun of the myth of the
obol required to cross on Charon's boat, and argues against the reality of the
punishment of Tantalus, denying the evidence of his own eyes. Even if
such mythological scenes were the essence of Menippus' Nekyia, Lucian has
made them stand out as peculiar in the context of the Dialogues of the Dead.
It was already indicated that the mood of the Dialogues with Menippus
changes through the collection. This point may now be made more
specifically through a brief look at each of his Dialogues. In Dialogue 2,
Menippus' contempt is for both his fellow dead and for Charon, whose fare
he refuses to pay. Charon complains to Hermes of Menippus' mockery of
the passengers and his singing over their lamentations; we also hear that he
helped to bale and to row. Hermes explains to Charon that this is
Menippus, who cares for no one and nothing. Charon threatens the upstart
nuisance, but Menippus says that he will never catch Menippus again. In
Dialogue 3, Croesus, Midas, and Sardanapalus complain to Pluto of the
abuse they receive from Menippus; Pluto objects to Menippus' mockery,
here too seen as disruptive of the normal order of the Underworld.
Menippus promises to follow these rich men with songs, abuse, and a
refrain of "Know Thyself." Dialogue 4 has Cerberus telling what a coward
Socrates was when he died, how he wailed and was frantic when he saw the
abyss. Socrates was just like so many others: brave only as far as the
entrance to the Underworld. But Menippus, like Diogenes before him, came
down of his own accord, laughing and cursing. These three Dialogues show
^ As Diogenes says to Alexander at 13. 3: or> yap ajieXfiq 6 AiuKCx; ovSe 6 KepPepoq
evKaxacppoviixoq.
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Menippus at his boldest, but it is notable that in Dialogue 4, Menippus is
asking the questions and is learning from Cerberus. Even though the
emphasis is on Menippus' virtues, Menippus begins his education at this
point. The Underworld also is beginning to show an appreciation of
Menippus' qualities (through Cerberus' speech) just as Menippus begins to
show himself a little more pliable.
Dialogue 5, with Hermes, about the beauties of old, contains
Menippus' bitter evaluations of the transience of beauty: he cannot tell
Helen's skull from the rest. Hermes counters Menippus' criticisms of the
futility of the Trojan War by saying that, had he seen her in the flesh, he
would have thought Helen worth the effort and the toil. Menippus'
comments become milder: he professes astonishment that the Greeks did
not realize the ephemerality of the object of their desires. But it is Hermes
who has the last word: there is no time for moralizing, Menippus must
choose a spot to lie down in, and Hermes must be off. Death is an end not
only to beauty but to discussion of its impermanence. Dialogue 6,
Menippus' tour of Hades with Aeacus as guide and commentator, allows
Menippus to mock Greek warriors of the Trojan War, barbarian potentates,
and Greek philosophers like Pythagoras and Empedocles. He has trouble
picking out Socrates, as all of the dead now have bald heads and snub noses.
Menippus praises him for knowing nothing and for pursuing his
homosexual love affairs even in Hades. Socrates invites Menippus to lie
down with him and Charmides, Phaedrus, and Alcibiades; Menippus
declines, intending to go laugh at Croesus and Sardanapalus; Aeacus says he
will show Menippus the rest another time, but Menippus says that he has
seen enough. The genial conversation between Menippus and Socrates (6.
6: "Good job, Socrates! Even here you exercise your peculiar skills and do
not despise the beautiful!") shows that Menippus is not all gall and bile; and
Menippus sees that there is another possible reaction to his new and strange
surroundings: to give up philosophizing and practice pleasure. While this
is not to Menippus' taste, he is learning that not all of the Underworld
deserves his mockery. This comic Socrates is a far cry from the fraud
Empedocles, and from the cowardly Socrates of Dialogue 4.
In Dialogue 7, Menippus tries to convince Tantalus that there is no
hunger and thirst in the Underworld. Tantalus argues that his punishment is
to feel thirst even though there can be no thirst in the Underworld;
Menippus paradoxically proposes a better drink, hellebore, and Tantalus says
he would be only too glad if he could drink anything. Menippus' lecture on
the nature of life in Hades is pointless, as Tantalus' punishment is both a
fact of the dialogue and has been provided with "rational" underpinnings: it
is not that Tantalus is thirsty, but that his punishment includes an irrational
thirst. Menippus emerges from this as a little silly. Dialogue 8 has
Menippus arguing with another mythical creature, Chiron, the centaur who
committed suicide, despite his immortality, because he was tired of the
monotony of the rhythms of life. When Menippus asks why it was not
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pleasant to live in the light, we believe that he champions the values of
life;'*^ and Menippus goes on to point out the monotony of death, and that
the sensible man will not despise his lot in life. Menippus is not just
being inconsistent, but is now shown as having second thoughts about his
own suicide.
Dialogue 9 has Menippus talking to Teiresias the prophet. It begins on
an intriguing note: Teiresias and Menippus have equal sight now from
empty sockets .''^ This is the first point at which Menippus is described as a
skeleton, although for the purposes of the conversation this is not insisted
upon. He questions Teiresias about his life as man and woman; Teiresias
notes Menippus' skepticism, and when he asks whether Menippus
disbelieves in all metamorphoses, Menippus answers that he will learn
whether he believes on a case by case basis.'*^ Teiresias tries to explain the
other elements of the myths told about him (how he tried to settle the
dispute between Zeus and Hera and so on); Menippus brands him a typical
lying prophet. It is remarkable both that Teiresias, who supplied the Cynic
truth to Menippus in Hades in Necyomantia, is here just another liar; and
that Menippus is so concerned with debunking such hoary myths instead of
supplying his normal moralizing and abuse. So too in Dialogue 10, in
which Menippus briefly disposes of the claims of the false prophets
Amphilochus and Trophonius to be partly dead and partly alive and
prophesying elsewhere: we take leave of Menippus for a while in these
Dialogues with his trenchant comment:
OoK oi5a, CO TpocpcoviE, o xi xal Xiyen;, oxi nevtoi oXoq ei vcKpot;
avpiPoJc; op©.
Menippus comes to learn then that everyone in Hades is dead, himself
included. Lucian makes fun of his "dialectic" by having him argue with the
absurdities of the Underworld. This is one of many ways in which Lucian
distances himself from Menippus and his moralizing. When we see him
again in Dialogue 20, others sing his praises, and are more impressed by
his indifference to death than he is. Menippus is on board Charon's boat
with an assortment of vain people: philosophers, kings, athletes. In a
properly surrealistic scene they are forced to strip themselves of those
possessions that weigh down the boat: beards and eyebrows, flattery and
deceit. A philosopher tells Menippus to take off his "independence, plain
speaking, cheerfulness, noble bearing, and laughter" (20. 9, MacLeod's
translation). It is Hermes, not Menippus, who says that such things are
easy to carry and useful for the journey ahead. Menippus does say, in a few
brief words, that he was glad to die at 20. 11, but then asks about a noise,
which is of people above laughing at or lamenting the deaths of those in the
*! Cf. above, note 39.
anaoi yap fmiv ojioia td onfiaxa, Kevd, fiovov 6e al x«>pai avtaiv.
* 9. 3: "Hv now KUKeivaiq evroxto, ei'oonai o ti Kal Xeyovai.
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boat. Hermes says that Menippus is the only one left in peace, but
Mcnippus says that it will not be so; dogs will howl and birds will beat
their breasts as they bury his body. Hermes praises Menippus' spirit, but
Menippus ends the Dialogue by urging all, including himself, on to the
judgment:
5iKaa9fivai Seriaei, Kai xaq xaxaSiKaq cpaoiv eivai Papeiac;,
Tpoxovq KOI XiGo-oi; Kai yvnaq- 8t\.x^i\acxai 8e 6 eKdoxou pioq.
The, Dialogue shows Menippus coming to accept his fate and not glorying
in his own achievements. He still attacks bitterly the failings of others, but
he seems to be aware of some need for moderation of the claims made for
his own nature.
Dialogue 30, a sort of parody of the judgment of Paris, has Menippus
judging a beauty contest between Nireus and Thersites, the mythical
paradigms of the most beautiful and most loathsome of men. The characters
are now bodies and now skeletons; Thersites speaks of his hair while
Menippus says that he cannot tell them apart, and judges them by their
bones and skulls. It ends on a note which is the theme of the Dialogues of
the Dead: "All in Hades are equal, and all are alike" (30. 2: iaoxiiiia yap
ev a5o-u Kai o^oioi anavxzq). This is good news for Thersites, who says,
"That's all I wanted to hear" ('E^tol )xev Kai touto 'iKavov). Menippus
himself is certainly included in this generalization; his wisdom can only lie
in realizing that his wisdom makes no difference.
IV. Some Conclusions
One of the more remarkable things about the Dialogues of the Dead is the
general lack of humor at the expense of philosophical thought. The
Dialogues do make fun of the hypocrisy of philosophers and the
contradictions between their lives and their professed beliefs, but they do
not show the spectacle of wrangling philosophers as did Timon's Silloi.
And there is a very good reason for this: Death, the ultimate reality in these
Dialogues, itself is an answer to all important philosophical questions."*^
Theory has no place in this world of revealed truth: as Pythagoras is made
to say, in the touching line quoted as the epigraph to this article, "Among
the dead there are different beliefs." The focus of the Dialogues is solely
Menippus and his beliefs: they do not show philosophers learning the
answers to their questions, but rather Menippus learning the unimportance
of knowing the right answer all along. Two exceptions prove the rule.
** Agathias Scholasticus, Anth. Pal. XI. 354, suggests the path not taken in Lucian. In it, a
student asks a teacher to teU him the meaning of life (referring to the immortality of the soul
and related issues). The teacher, refusing to commit himself to any position, says that death,
the separation of soul and body, will answer all the student's questions, and intimates that
suicide is the quickest route to the answer.
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First, at 20. 11, Hermes asks a moaning philosopher the reason for his
distress; the latter answers that he thought that his soul was immortal.
Hermes rightly sees that the philosopher is primarily distressed by the loss
of his soft life above, but the more interesting implications of the notion of
the mortality of the soul are not explored (Is there a difference between a
soul and whatever animates these corpses? How are we to explain the
ancients who talk in the Underworld unless some sort of immortality is
implied? Does the word "soul" imply a blissful existence?). Second,
Dialogue 11(16), between Diogenes and the ei5coXov of Heracles, is a
pastiche of the passage from the Nekyia of Odyssey, XI. 601-04, in which
we are told of the difference between the image of Heracles which inhabits
the Underworld and his real self, which is on Olympus. The comic
philosophical discussion which follows, on the distinction between soul and
image, and the possibility of Heracles' having two souls, is the only
philosophical discussion in the Dialogues of the Dead, and it does not
involve Menippus."*^ It seems to be the only one of these Dialogues in
which a fantastic creature could plausibly be argued out of some belief; the
image of Heracles is all that exists, though it still resists being disabused of
its belief that another part of himself Uves gloriously elsewhere. Just what
the nature of the image is remains unexplored.
The only philosophical position presented, defended, or parodied in the
Dialogues of the Dead is that of Cynicism itself; specifically, Menippus'
peculiar application of it. It is shown to be true and not true, meaningful
and meaningless, a cause for hope and a cause for despair. This seems to be
part of a general desire on Lucian's part to create works of comic criticism
that do not allow the reader any one fixed or certain vantage point, or any
privileged attitude or point of view.'*^ But it is also perfectly reasonable that
such memento mori pieces show the intractability and inconsistency of our
ideas about death; and that they convince us that life, being all that we have,
and despite its abundant follies, its transience, and its idols of pride and
power, is better than death. Menippus the Scoffer is swallowed up by Death
the Leveler, who humbles even those who lived in contempt of death.
Perhaps in life Menippus pointed to the land of the dead as reason why
people should reform in the land of the living. But Lucian turns Menippus
into a preacher to the dead, and Menippus here uses his best arguments on
the nighunare creatures of fantasy, demonstrating to phantasms that they do
not exist, despite the fact that in death all are equal. Menippus and the
frauds and fantasies that he mocks are one in the world of the dead. We
*^ For a complete discussion of the various ancient interpretations of this passage and their
philosophical implications, see J. Pepin, "H6racles et son reflet dans le ndoplatonisme," Le
Nioplalonisme, CoUoques Intemationaux du Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (Paris
1971), pp. 167-92.
^ As demonstrated in the case of the Alexander by Branham, "The Comic as Critic" (above,
note 7), esp. 161-63, speaking of its narrator as "divided against himself."
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laugh at those preoccupied with death as well as with life. Some truth may
lie in the contemplation of the fate of Menippus in an Underworld both
absurd and frustratingly real. At the beginning of the Dialogues, Menippus
was merely dead. By the end, he has been buried.
And in this way the writings of Menippus in general may be set
against the background of the second century. Lucian learns from
Menippus, the self-parodying preacher and searcher for absolute truth, the
folly of looking for and preaching absolute truth. In topical satires Lucian
makes fun of all the pundits who have a shortcut to the truth: philosophers,
magicians, religious frauds, quack doctors, and writers themselves. In his
comic dialogue he sets up his own writing, highly allusive and playful, as a
vehicle not designed to communicate ultimate truth. He may be a literary
gamesman,"*^ and his art may lie in not taking himself too seriously; but in
the Second Sophistic not taking oneself too seriously is a sign not of
weakness but of strength. Lucian does not succumb to the notion of the
holiness of authorship; but in ways that are subtle, and in their own way
magical, he calls attention to the rift between the sophistication of his style
and the simplicity of his conclusions. Lucian sees himself as a preacher,
and parodies what he would preach, lest anyone mistake preaching for truth.
At the end, a few words of praise for the Dialogues and an attempt to
repair the strange neglect that has befallen them despite their fame. They are
a true work of genius, repaying each rereading, and it is their fantasy that
makes them so. The Dialogues of the Dead ask the reader to imagine a
discussion between a corpse and a dog, between skeletons, between gods and
men, on the topics of truth, reason, and life. These fantasies are in
themselves quite arresting, but this is self-destructive fantasy. The fantasy
does not, as we would expect, serve to make clearer some point about the
real world, unless the point is that dogmatism and truth are as impossible
above ground as they are below. The discussions seem to take place in the
upper air, until some infernal detail drags them down to the world of make-
believe. It is crucial that the reader acknowledge that these Dialogues are
absurd, and then make the imaginative leap that would associate that
absurdity with the real world. The calm elegance of the language, the
smoothness and even the banality of the commonplace ideas, and the human
emotions that peek through the surface of the argument: all these combine
to make a bewildering and exciting sort of fantasy, and ultimately a real
depth of thought, that can only be satisfactorily paralleled from a modem
author. No one passage from ihe Dialogues of the Dead conveys the sense
of the whole that may be felt as one reads them; instead, let a quotation
from Italo Calvino's Le Cittd Invisibili (Invisible Cities) suggest the beauty
of Lucian's Underworld:
*^ Duncan, Ben Jonson (above, note 16), p. 21.
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Non c'e citta piu di Eusapia propensa a godere la vita e a sfuggire gli
affanni. E perch6 il salto dalla vita alia morte sia meno brusco, gli abitanti
hanno costruito una copia identica della loro citta sottoterra. I cadaveri,
seccati in modo che ne resti lo scheletro rivestito di pelle gialla, vengono
portati la sotto a continuare le occupazioni di prima. Di queste, sono i
momenti spensierati ad avere la preferenza: i piu di loro vengono seduti
attomo a tavole imbandite, o attegiati in posizioni di danza o nel gesto di
suonare trombette. Ma pure tutti i commerci e i mestieri dell' Eusapia dei
vivi sono all'opera sottoterra, o almeno quelli cui i vivi hanno adempiuto
con piu soddisfazione che fastidio: I'orologiaio, in mezzo a tutti gli orologi
fermi della sua bottega, accosta un'orechia incartapecorita a una pendola
scordata; un barbiere insapona con il f>ennello secco I'osso degli zigomi
d'un attorre mentre questi ripassa la parte scrutando il copione con le
occhiaie vuote; una ragazza dal teschio ridente munge una carcassa di
giovenca.
Certo molti sono i vivi che domandano per dopo morti un destino
diverso da quelle che gia tocco loro: la necropoli e affoUata di cacciatori di
leoni, mezzesoprano, banchieri, violinisti, duchesse, mantenute, generali,
piu di quanti mai ne conto citta vivente.
L'incombenza di accompagnare giu i morti e sistemarli al posto voluto e
affidata a una confratemita di incappucciati. Nessun altro ha accesso
aU'Eusapia dei morti e tutto quello che si sa di laggiu si sa da loro.
Dicono che la stessa confratemita esiste tra i morti e che non manca di
dar loro una mano; gh incappucciati dopo morti continueranno nello stesso
ufficio anche nell'altra Eusapia; lasciano credere che alcuni di loro siano gia
morti e continuino a andare su e giu. Certo, I'autorita di questa
congregazione suU'Eusapia dei vivi e molto estesa.
Dicono che ogni volta che scendono trovano qualcosa di cambiato nell'
Eusapia di sotto; i morti apportano innovazioni alia loro citta; non molte,
ma certo frutto di riflessione ponderata, non di capricci passegeri. Da un
anno all'altro, dicono, I'Eusapia dei morti non si riconosce. E i vivi, per
non essere da meno, tutto quello che gli incappucciati raccontano delle
novita dei morti, vogliono farlo anche loro. Cosf I'Eusapia dei vivi ha
preso a copiare la sua copia sottoterranea.
Dicono che questo non e solo adesso che accade: in realta sarebbero stati
i morti a costruire I'Eusapia di sopra a somiglianza della loro citta. Dicono
che nelle due citta gemeUe non ci sa piu modo di sapere quaU sono i vivi e
quali i morti.
No city is more inclined than Eusapia to enjoy life and flee care. And to
make the leap from life to death less abrupt, the inhabitants have
constructed an identical copy of their city, underground. All corpses, dried
in such a way that the skeleton remains sheathed in yellow skin, are carried
down there, to continue their former activities. And, of these activities, it
is their carefree moments that take first place: most of the corpses are
seated around laden tables, or placed in dancing positions, or made to play
little trumpets. But all the trades and professions of the living Eusapia are
also at work below ground, or at least those that the Uving performed with
more contentment than irritation: the clockmaker, amid all the stopped
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clocks of his shop, places his parchment ear against an out-of-tune
grandfather's clock; a barber, with dry brush, lathers the cheekbones of an
actor learning his role, studying the script with hollow sockets; a girl with
a laughing skull milks the carcass of a heifer.
To be sure, many of the living want a fate after death different from their
lot in life: the necropolis is crowded with big-game hunters, mezzo-
sopranos, bankers, violinists, duchesses, courtesans, generals—more than
the living city ever contained.
The job of accompanying the dead down below and arranging them in the
desired place is assigned to a confraternity of hooded brothers. No one else
has access to the Eusapia of the dead and everything known about it has
been learned from them.
They say that the same confraternity exists among the dead and that it
never fails to lend a hand; the hooded brothers, after death, wiU perform the
same job in the other Eusapia; rumor has it that some of them are already
dead but continue going up and down. In any case, this confraternity's
influence in the Eusapia of the living is vast.
They say that every time they go below they find something changed in
the lower Eusapia; the dead make innovations in their city; not many, but
surely the fruit of sober reflection, not passing whims. From one year to
the next, they say, the Eusapia of the dead becomes unrecognizable. And
the living, to keep up with them, also want to do everything that the
hooded brothers tell them about the novelties of the dead. So the Eusapia
of the living has taken to copying its underground copy.
They say that this has not just now begun to happen: actually it was the
dead who built the upper Eusapia, in the image of their city. They say that
in the twin cities there is no longer any way of knowing who is alive and
who is dead.^^
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